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FOREWORD.
I

Differences of opinion prevail as to the precise number of the original

aphorisms of the Nyaya-Sutra of Gotama. Mahamahopadhyaya Dr. Satis'a-

chandra Vidyabhflsana* is inclined to take the extreme view that it is only

the first book of the Nyaya-Stitra containing a brief explanation of the

sixteen categories that we are justified in ascribing to Gotama, while the

remaining four books bear marks of different hands and ages, the last and

most considerable additions having been made by Vatsyayana who sought

to harmonise the different, and at times conflicting, additions and interpola-

tions by the ingenious introduction of Satras of his own making fathered

upon Gotama. We are unable to subscribe to this view. The Nyaya-

Sfltra is admittedly a system of philosophy, and its method, like that of the

Vais'esika, consists in the enumeration, definition and examination of the

categories. You cannot retain the first book, and reject the others, without

mutilating the system. As regards the so-called references in the second,

third and fourth books to the tenets of the Vais'esika, Yoga, Mtmamsa,

Vedanta and Buddhist philosophy, it should not be forgotten that every

system of thought which has flourished on the soil of India has its source

in a common fund of national philosophy, "a large Manasa lake of philoso-

phical thought and language, far away in the distant North, and in the

distant past, from which each thinker was allowed to draw for his own pur-

poses". Similarity of words and ideas here and there is therefore not a

safe guide in the determination of the originality or otherwise of one system
in relation to another. Moreover, isolated similarity of thought and expres-

sion is no ground for the rejection of whole books as spurious. The
parallelism between the wording of some of the aphorisms and certain

passages in the Lankavatara Sfltra, Madhyamika Sdtra, and the Sataka is

also misleading. For mstnace, as observed by Dr. Keith**, on the authority

of Wmternitz, Gesch. d. md. Litt, II. i. 243, the Lankavatara Sutra in

its present form is not earlier than the sixth century A. D , that is, is later

than even Vatsyayana.

The Nyaya-Bhasya of Vatsyayana also presents a most formidable

obstacle to the acceptance of the theory propounded by Dr. Vidyabhusana.

For it is not confined to the first book alone but covers the other books as well.

The difficulty can be overcome only by denying the authentic character

of the Bhasya in its present form. And this is exactly what Dr. Vidya-

bhusaua has done. We are not aware of any good reason for doubting the

genuineness of the Bhasya as it has come down to us. Let us examine

* Introduction, page X.
** Indian Logic and Atomism, by A. B. Keith, 1921, page 23.
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Dr. Vidy&bhusana's reasons. He translates aphorism II i. 29 (II .i. 28 of

the Bibliotheca Indica series edition) as follows • "It may be objected that

the contact of a sense with its object is not the cause of perception, as it is

inefficient in some instances", and then proceeds :

"An objector may say that the contact of a sense with its object is

not the cause of perception, as we find that a person listening to a song may

not see colour, though it comes m contact with his eye.

"Vatsyayana interprets the aphorism as follows —If the conjunction

of soul with mind is not accepted as the cause of perception a well-known

conclusion will be debarred, viz., the mark of the mind is that only one act

of knowledge is possible at a time. This interpretation, heie inappropriate,

is based on the Bhasya-commentary published by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal in 1865. I fully agree with those who hold that the real Bhasya-

commentary of Vatsyayana is not yet available to us."

Similarly he translates the next aphorism as follows • "It is not so,

because there is pre-eminence of some particular object", and proceeds

"It is admitted that a person while listening to a song may not see

colour, though it comes in contact with his eye. Yet the instance doc*

not prove that the contact of a sense with its object is not the cause of

perception, for it is to be understood that his intent listening prevents him

from seeing the colour. In other words, the auditor)' perception supersedes

the visual perception, because the song is more attractive than the colour.

"Vatsyayana interprets the aphorism thus —The conjunction of the

soul with mmd is not rendered useless, even if there is predominance of the

senses and their objects. If perception is produced when a person is asleep

or inattentive, it is because there is then the predominance of his sense and

its object, though even then there is a faint conjunction of soul with mind
This interpretation is based on the Bhaeya-commentary as available to us.

It is ingenious but out of place here."

With due respect to the memory of the distinguished critic we submit

that he has not been quite fair in his representation of the Nyaya-Bhasya
on these two aphorisms In the translation and explanation which we have

felt constrained to substitute in the text in place of the above we have tried

to show what Vatsy&yana exactly means It will be seen that Vatsyayana's

interpretation of the two aphorisms is not necessarily inappropriate or out

of place It also goes without saying that for a pseudo-Vatsyayana who
could produce a Bh&sya which has commanded universal respect through
all the ages, it would not have been difficult to avoid such inappropriateness

as fs alleged, or to grasp the more obvious interpretation which he is supposed
to have missed. Moreover, it is well-known that uncertainties as to the

correct reading of the Ny^ya-Sutra and the Nyaya-Bh«sya have given rise

to two different schools of interpretation from very early times. One of
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these schools is represented by Tatparya-Pans'uddhi and Nyaya-Parisi'sta

of Udayanacharya and Pans'uddhi-Prak&s'a and Anvikfa-Xaya-Tattvabodha

of Vardhamana Upadhyaya , the other school, by Tatparya-Tiki and Ny&ya-

Suchi-Nibandha of Vachaspati Mis'ra Mere difference of opinion as to the

appropriateness of the Bhasya here and theie cannot, therefore, be accepted

as a sufficient reason for questioning the authenticity of the Bhasya in its

present form. On the other hand, the Bhaiya has been accepted as genuine

in all the seats of Sanskrit learning m India, and, among modern researchers

in the field, by Mahimahopidhyfiyas Chandrakanta Tarkalankara,

Bhimicharya Jhalkikar, Gangadhara Sastri Tailanga, and Dr Ganginatha

Jh1. Even amongst European orientalists Dr. Herrman Jacobi does not

doubt that the author of the complete Nyaya-Bhasya is one and the same
person. Dr. Keith also is convinced that there is no evidence of any corrup-

tion of the text of the Nyaya-Bhasya, and that the suggestion that

Vatsyayana is responsible for remodelling the Nyaya-Sutra is wholly

unsupported by evidence *

Vatsyayana is an ancient Risi By tradition he is regarded as

"Bhagavan", "Muni", "Mahamuni"', and "Maharsi" His date cannot be very

far removed from the time when the aphorisms of Gotama were first reduced

to writing. Mahamahop^dhyaya Vasudeva Sastn Abhyankar assigns circa

300 A D to him ** It is therefore reasonable to conclude that all the

original aphorisms of Gotama have been preserved in the Nyaya-Bh&sya of

Vatsyayana. Difficulties have been experienced from very early times in

picking out the Sfitra from the Bhagya, particularly in those places where the

Bhasya does not clearly indicate the Sutra These difficulties have been

considerably enhanced by the privilege enjoyed by Bhasya-writers and

undoubtedly exercised by Vatsyayana of raising issues and solving them in

the course of the Bhasya in the form of aphorisms *** This has misled many
scholars in attributing the aphonsms oi Vatsyayana to Gotama and vice

versa. The results of such diverse readings are shown below in a tabular

form

1. Reading retened to by M -M Chandrakanta

Tarkalankara m ^rigopala Vasumallik

Fellowship Lectures on Hindu Philo-

sophy, 1898 .. . ... 547 aphorisms.

Indian Logic and Atomism, by A B. Keith, 1921, pages 25 and 27.

**Sarva-Dars'ana-Sangraha, Government Oriental (Hindu) Series

No. 1, Poona, 1924.

***Cf. "The knowers of BhAsyas know that to be a Bhajya by which

is explained the meaning of aphorisms by means of words appropriate to

the aphorisms as well as texts of the commentator himself."
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2. Publication by the Asiatic Society of Bengal

in the Bibliotheca Indica series, 1865 ... 540 aphorisms.

3. According to Nyayakoaa by M. M. Bhima-

charya Jhalkikar, second edition, 1893

(Bombay Sanskrit Series No. XLIX) ... 537 „

4. According to M. M. Dr. Gang&natha Jha

in the Nyaya-Dars'ana, Chowkhamba
Sanskrit Series, 1920—25 ... ... 532 „

5. According to M. M. Gangadhara 6&stri

Tailan'ga in the Vizianagram Sanskrit

Series, volume IX, 1896 ... .. S3 1 >•

6. According to Nyayasuchinibandha of

Vachaspati Mis'ra, area. 841 .. 528 ..

The diversity of readings, again, is not confined only to the number of

the aphorisms, but extends also to the aphorisms themselves , for m regard

they are aphorisms or are the assertions of the author of the Bhasya. The
statement below will explain the position from this point of view. Thus :

Book Chapter.

Number of

aphorisms ac-

cording to the
edition of the

Asiatic Society
of Bengal, 1865.

Number
rejected
by Vach-
aspati

Number
added by

Vachaspati.

Number of aphor-

isms according
to Nyaya-Sucht-
Nibandha of

Vachaspati Mis'ra.

I 41
- * * 41

20 * * 20

II
.

1 69 2 1 68

l

71 3 I
'

69

III 1 75 6 4 73

78 6 * 72

IV
1

1
i

1

j
68 2 1 67

1
50 *

1 Si

V
1

43

1

* *
43

1

1 25 1 • 24

I-V
:

-
|

540 20 8
|

528
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Since the publication of the Nyaya-Bhdsya by the Asiatic Society of

Bengal a fairly large number of valuable manuscripts have come to light,

and the results of recent investigations go to confirm the correctness of the

Index to the Aphorisms of Nyaya (Nyaya-Suchi-Nibandha) by Vachaspati

Mis'ra We have therefore revised the work of Dr Vidyabhusana according

to, and on the authority of, Vachaspati The twenty 1 ejected aphorisms

are however retained in appendix B. The eight additional aphorisms

bear serial numbers 81, 172, 226, 227, 228, 261, 404 and 461 of the present

edition

M M. Dr. Gang.lnatha Jhl and Pandit Dhundiraja S^stri nave also

followed the Nyaya-Suchi-Nibandha in theii edition of the "The Sutras of

Gautama and Bhasya of V&t-yyana with two Commentaries" published

m the Chowkhamba Sanskrit Series, Benaies, 1925. They have, however,

retained four aphorisms which have been omitted from the NyAya-Sachi-

Nibandha. The total number of aphorisms according to them is therefore

532 instead of 528. The learned editors have not assigned any specific

reasons for treating these four aphoristic statements as aphorisms of Gotama.
They merely state that they "feel constrained to deviate from it (? e , the

NyAya-Sachl-Nibandha) on the clear authority of either the BhSaya or the

Vfirtika." With due respect for the authority of Dr. Jha we are unable to

persuade ourselves to be of the same view. The absence of these so-called

aphorisms leaves no extraordinary or unsual gap in the line of thought in

the aphorisms of Gotama. We are therefore content to follow the lead of

M. M. Chandrakflnta TarkalankJra m accepting Vachaspati Mis'ia as a

reliable guide to ttre aphorisms of Gotama.

II

In his posthumous work entitled "History of Indian Logic", published

by the University of Calcutta in the year 192 1, Dr Vidyabhaaana has

completely changed his opinions as to the authoisiup and the date of the

composition or compilation of the NyJya-Sutras We give below a resume

of the results of his latei reseaiches with oui comments thereon.

.^/""The word ny&ya popularly signifies 'right' or 'justice'. The Nydya-

s'&stra is therefore the science of right judgment or true reasoning 1,1 "Tech-

nically the word ny&ya signifies a syllogism (or a speech of five parts), and

the Anvikgiki was called Ny&ya-s'&stra, when nydya constituted its special

topic." 1 "The term 'Nyaya' in the sense of Logic does not appear to have

been used m literature before the first century A D. Pimm (about 350 B. C )

did not know the word 'Nyaya' in the sense of Logic."* "There is no doubt

that Pftnini derives the word ny&va (evidently m the sense of justice) from

1. History of Indian Logic, 1921, page 40.

3. Ibid., page 41
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the root nl in his AsiSdhyayi, 3—-3— 122, as follows :

—

tx&UH PTpffajrercfsrrcTST

His Ast.idhyayt, 4—2—60, HtgJRsrrf? g^fTIHas, does not, however, presuppose

nydya in the sense of 'Logic'." 3

"Medhatithi Gautama (was) the founder of Anviksiki far excellence

(circa 550 B C.)".* He "was quite different from Akaaptda While one

lived m MithiH, the other flourished at Prabhasa in Katlnawai The

Brahmanda-purana describes Akaaptda and KatiAda as the sons of a Br<.h-

mana named Soma-§arm» who was Siva incarnate, and well-known for his

practice of austerities at the shrine of Prabhasa during the time of Jatukaruya

Vyisa." 5 "It is by no means easy to determine who was the real author ot

the Nyaya-sutra Gautama and Akbap ida seem both to have contributed

to the production of the work '' 6

The Nyaya-Sutra "treats of four distinct subjects, viz. (1) the

art of debate {tarkd\ (2) the means of valid knowledge (j>rama>}a),

(3) the doctrine of syllogism (av.iyava), and (4) the examination of

contempoi aneous philosophical doctrines {anyamata-parlksA)" ,
7 The first

two subjects, " combined together, constitute the Tarka-s'astra (the philoso-

phy of reasoning), popularly known as Gautami-vidya (the Gotamide

learning)" 7 "The third subject, the doctrine of the Syllogism, does not appear

to have baen known in India a cons idei able time before the Christian era

The fourth subject refers to numaroiu philosophical doctrines that weie

propounded from timo to tims upto tho second century A. D. Gotama's

Tarka-s'astra, after these two subjects had baen introduced into it, became,

about the second century A. D
,
designated as the NySyVsutra, the apho-

risms on logic," 7

" Ananta-yajvan, in his commentary on the Pitrimedha-sotra, observes

that Gautama and Aksapida were the same person, while the Nyaya-kosa
mentions a legend to account for the name as applied, according to it, to

Gautama As no credible evidence has been adduced in either case, I

consider the identification as fanciful, and maintain that Gotama or Gautama
was quite different from Aksap^da, but that both of them contributed to the
production of the Nyaya-satra, one at its early stage and the other in its final

form "8

3 Ibid., page 41, footnote 4.

4 Ibid., page 17.

5. Ibid., page 49.

6. Ibid., p. 49.

7. Ibid., p. 497.

8. Ibid., p. 498.
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"Though AksapSda introduced into the Nyaya-sutra the doctrine of the

syllogism, he was by no means the first promulgator of the doctrine—nay, not

even its first disseminator. The doctrine was carried to great perfection in

Greece by Aribtotle in the fourth century B. C. (384—322 B. C). That
it was known even 111 India prior to Ak§apada is apparent from a notice of

the same 111 the Charaka-samhita, about 78 A D." 9

" Some philosophical doctrines of the third and fourth centuries A. D.

were incorporated into the Nyaya-sutra of AksapSda by VAtsyayana the

first commentator (about 400 AD), through the introduction of certain sfitras

of his own making fathered upon Akeapada " 10

Thus, according to Dr. Vidyabhusana, " Ancient logic was called

Anvtkstkl, or the science of debate, but with the introduction of syllogism or

proper reasoning it came to be called Nyaya from the first century A. D.",11

and that "The Ancient School, which reached the height of its development

at the hands of Akeapsda about 150 A. D., extended over a period of one

thousand years, beginning with Gautama about 550 B.C. and ending with

Vatsyayana about 400 A. D." 12

Ill

It is gratifying to find that Dr. Vidyobhusana has discarded his former

opinion that only the first book of the Ny&ya-sutra is the work of Gotama,

while the remaining four books bear maiks of different hands and ages. His

opinion now is that Gotama's "work on Anvlksiki has not come down to us in

its original form," 13 and that AksapSda is " the real author of the Nyaya-

sfitra which derived a considerable part of its materials from the Anviksiki-

vidya of Gautama" 14
. We have already explained why the charge against

VatsaySyana, viz., that he interpolated into the Ny iya-sitra aphorisms of his

own making fathered upon Akaap*da, must be rejected The theory, again,

that Gotama and Aksap,".da are two different persons is equally unsound. Dr.

Vidyabhugaua is wrong in supposing that Ak?ap3da and Kanada were sons

of Soma-s'armi The word 'sons' in the text of the Brahma nda Purana means

disciples. There is also no inconsistency in Gotama, born in Mithiia, pro

ceeding to Prabhasa for education. The identity of Gotama and Aksapada

does not admit of doubt Dr. Vidyabhusana himself has fully established

it in the Introduction. We shall only point out that the commentators on

Amara-koea : Naiyayikah tu akeapadah", explain that Aksapnda, Aksap&da

—

9 Ibid., pp. 498—499-

10 Ibid., p. 497, foot note 3.

1

1

Ibid., Introduction, p. xvi.

13 Ibid., p. 157.

13 Ibid, p. 20.

14 Ibid., p. 50,
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these two are the names of Gotama who holds that the number of Predicables

is sixteen, -viz., Piam<ina, Piameya, Sams'aya, etc.

Dr. Vidyabhuaana seems to us to have been induced to change his

opinion as to the authorship and the date of the composition or compilation

of theNyiya-Satraby the idea that the doctrine of the syllogism was imported

into India from Greece We propose, theiefoie, to discuss this point, not fully,

but in some detail Dr Vidy iblnisatia's refdence to Pimm is incomplete

Panmi does not use the word " NySya" in the sense of justice only In As

tadhyayi, I 3 36 HMTFRfc; «g|Hl 5iW WflJIN ft'luM 5*^3 Pro the root nt

is said to take the atmanepada form of conjugation %vhen it is used in one 01

other of the seven senses mentioned therein. One of these senses is J nana,

knowledge The commentators explain Jiiana as Prameyams'chaya, ascer-

tainment of the object of right knowledge. They also illustrate the use

of the verb in this sense thus Tattvam nayate, demonstrates or verifies

the truth. It is therefoie idle to argue that PaDini did not know the word

"Nyjya" m the sense of Logic. And Paumi is as old as 'Most probably

the seventh century B C in my opinion, for which good authority might

be cited" (Ancient and Hindu India by V A Smith, second edition, 1923,

page 57, footnote 1)

Again, according to Dr Vidy&bh isana, the old £nv!k?ikt was

called Nyaya-S&stra when Nvaya in the technical sense of the syl-

logism came to constitute its special topic, t e , about the second century

A D. This argument is demolished by Bhasa' s reference to "Medhatitheb

Nyayas'dstram", the Nyaya-Sistra of Medhatithi, in his drama Pratimd
Dr Vidyabhuaana seeks to get out of the difficulty by observing that by
"Ny aya-s'astra" BMsa "really meant its prototype the Anvlksikt" But the

question is not what Bhasa really meant, but that the term Nyftya-^astra

m the sen^e of Logic was prevalent in the days of Bhasa whereas, according

to Dr. Vidy'ibhusana, it came into use about the second century A. D
And Bhasa, m the opinion of M-M. Pandit Ganapati Sastri, is even older

than Panmi (vide his introduction to Pratimd naiaka)

Dr. Keith shows a more correct appreciation of the position of Indian

Logic vis a vis the Logic of Greece He says . "Of logical docti ine in its

early stages there is no reason whatevei to suspect a Greek origin : the

syllogism of Gautama and Kanada alike is obviously of natural growth, but

of stunted development It is with D.gn'iga only that the full doctrine of

invariable concomitance as the basis of infeience in lieu of leasoning by
analogy appears, and it is not unreasonable to hazai d the suggestion that

in this case again Gieek influence may hav e been at work. But the possi-

bility of a natural development is not excluded ..." ls

Indian Logic and Atomism, 1921, p. 18.
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15ut \vc do not «igiee with the limned DicUu that the doctimc of

imaiiable concomitance was unknown to Indian Logic befoie the time of

DignSga. We apprehend that he has. missed the full significance and the

true function of the example in the sj-llcgitm The icatining of Kaiiada

and Gotama was not meiely hem paiticular to particular and their example

was not a mere particular experience. Generally, as Welton points out, "even

in cases where the inference at first sight seems to be founded on one or more
particular experiences it is leally based on the lecogmtion of the universal

element in which they agice , and this maybe expics-cd m a geneial pro-

position which forms the major premise of a syllogism""'. The need for

theunnersal was fully recognised by Kan fida and Gotama They do not

draw their conclusion from the example alone, but from the reason as well.

The function of the example and the teason have also been distinguished by

Kanada According to bim inference is bfi'-ed on the relation of "It is its'

between the subject and the reason, and this relation can be grasped by the

intellect and not by the sense He has aNo explained (Vais'csika-SAtra,

III. 1 14) that the mark of mfcicnce must be preceded by the recollection

of its universal 1 elation (prastddln) to that of which it is a mark. The
Vais'efika-Sutra is older than the KySya-Sfttra. It is clear therefore that

the doctrine of the universal relation was not borrowed from Greece.

N. S.

10 Intermediate Logic by J. Welton and A. J. Monahan, 191 1, p, 371,





INTRODUCTION.

I.—GOTAMA THE FOUNDER OF NYAYA PHILOSOPHY.
Pacini, the celebrated Sanskrit grammarian, who is supposed to have

flourished about 350 B. C. * derives the word

pSned°
ld "Ny>ya CX

" "Ny&ya"+ from the root "i" which conveys the

same meaning as "gam"— to go. "Nyaya" as

signifying logic is therefore etymologically identical with "nigama" the

conclusion of a syllogism. Logic is designated in Sanskrit not only

by the word "Ny&ya" but also by various other words which indicate

diverse aspects of the science For instance, it is called "Hetu-vidy.V't

or "Hetu-S&stra" the science of causes, "Anv5ksikx''§ the science oi

inquiry, "Pramina-^stra" the science of correct knowledge,

"Tattva-Sftstra" the science of categories, "Tarka-vidya" the science

of reasoning, "V&dartha" the science of discussion and "Phakkikft-

*Panini is said to have been a disciple of Upavarsa, minister of a King
of the Nanda dynasty, about 350 B. C, as is evident from the following .

—

(Kathasant-Sdgara, Chapter IV., veisc 20)

Dr. Otto Bcehtlingk observes —
"We need therefore only make a space ot fifty years between each

couple of them, in order to arrive at the year 350, into the neighbourhood
of which date our grammarian is to be placed, accoiding to the Kath3 sant-

sagara."—Goldstucker's Pay mi, p 85

(Painiu's AstadhySyi 3-3-122,)

srraspar m& q»raf|re?t Igf^iwt *rgq^ *nfcr sitfsrcm

(Lalitavistara, Chapter XII., p 179, Dr. Rajendra Lai Mitra's edition).

(AmarakoBa, svargavarga, verse 155).
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Sastra" the science of sophism. Ny&ya-sutra is the earliest work

extant on Ny&ya Philosophy.

The Ny&ya or logic is said to have been founded by a sage named

Gotama.* He is also known as Gautama,

The founder of Nyftya £ksap&dat and Dirghatapas.J The names
called Gotama, Gautama, , , .

Ak?aPkla or Dirghata- Gotama and Gautama point to the family to

pas. which he belonged while the names Aksap&da

and Dirghatapas refer respectively to his meditative habit and practice

of long penance.

In the Kigveda-satnhitk as well as the Sathapatha-Br&hmana of the

white Yajurveda we find mention of one Go-
The family of Gotama.

tama^ wag gon q{ Rahfigana § and priest

of the Royal family of Kuru-srinjaya for whose victory in battle he

<m^?Nr ?rar f%?*r ?rthr sr.- 11

(Naisadhacharitam 17-75.)

(Padmapuraiia, Uttarakhanda, Chapter 263 )

(Skauda-purana, Kahka Khanda, Chapter XVII

)

(Udyotakara's Nyayavartika, opening lines.)

In the Sarvadais'ana-saragraha Nyaya philosophy is called the Aksapada
system

JKalid&sa's Raghuvams'am 1 1-33.

§ vtfqvnKmni 1 *g»F!ig^ 'faro *C srawT^r 3*if|?r srrcfcj; 1

srr&Twrrafir 1 crer rrc5*tf|<rar ^TSRf^f^rf^T^nRm i *Ttenr ^ % ^Tfn^

(Liigveda-samhitl, Maadala 1, S&kta 81, Mantra 3, Sfiyana's commentary).

(Satapatha Br&hmana of the white Yajurveda, KSnda 1, Adhyftya 4
Madhyandiniya recension.)
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prayed to Indra. Nodh&h, * son of Gotama, was also called Gotama
who composed several new hymns in honour of Indra. The sages

sprung from the family of Gotama are designated Gotamasah I who
were very intelligent ; and Agni, pleased with their adoration, gave

them cattle and rice in abundance. It is related that Gotama, once

pinched with thirst, prayed for water of the Marut-Gods, who out of

mercy, placed a wellj before him transplanted from elsewhere The

water gushing out copiously from the well not only quenched his

thirst but formed itself into a river, the source of which was the seat

of the original well.

In the Rigveda-samhit& the descendants of Gotama as already

noticed are also called Gotama while in later Vedic

Gautama^
5

"'terature they are called Gautama. The Vamsa-

Br&hmana of the S&maveda mentions four members
of the Gotama family§ among the teachers who transmitted that

(Rigveda-samhitS., Mandala i, Sukta 63, Mantra 13 )

t ^ ?f^r3RT ^raft^ sT^rrfiu jtTcnrr^T i

(Rigveda-sarphita, Mandala 1, Sukta 61, Mantra 16)

(Rigeda-bamhitd, Mandala 77, Sukta 77, Mantia 5)

3tr^ d"Uw<ji f^rfrr^- ^»r*T f%siFr cnfcra srnrfir II

(Rigveda-samhita, Mandala 1, Sukta 85, Mantra 11

)

S'ayaiia m commenting on Rigveda samhita, Mandala i, Sukta 77,
Mantra 10, observer •

—

The well (utsadhi) is alluded to in the Rigveda, Mandala 1, Sukta 88,
Mantra 4, thus —

srcrift W to? * srrfiftOT f^re vnsfar ^ ^aff \

agr w& ?rt Jiid*ii^ft 5r%^fv=f ^rfsf Ptosf: 11

SS-mavediya Varas'a-Brahmana, Khanda 2, Satyaviata Samas'rami'i, edi-
tion, p. 7.)
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Veda to posterity, vis., the Radha-Gautama, Gatri-Gautama, Sumanta-

babhrava-Gautama and Samkara-Gautama, and the Chhandogya

Upanisad of the same Veda mentions another teacher named Handru-

raata-Gautama* who was approached by Satya-Kama Javala to be

his teacher. The Gobhila Grihya Sutra of the Samaveda cites the

opinion of a Gautama t who held that during the winter season there

should be three oblations offered to the dead ancestors. Another

Gautama was the author of the Pitrimedha SutraJ which perhaps

belongs to the Samaveda. The Bnhadaranyaka § of the white

Yajurveda mentions a teacher named Gautama, while in the Katho-

panisad of the Black Yajurveda the sage Nachiketas|| who conversed

with Yama on the mystery of life, is called Gautama which evidently

is a generic name as his father is also called Gautama in the same

work. A Gautama \ is mentioned as a teacher m the Kausika sutra

^jprrrf 3rns*rf *fkrm^ gireft wr^sft jffcnr. i

(Samavediya Vams'a-Brahmana, Khaiida 2).

(Samavediya Vams'a-Brahmana, Khanda 3.)

(Chhandogya Upanisad, Adhyiya 4, Khanda 4).

t t*r?5r 11 a u

*irs*> 5c4\^ii£mf5r 11 vs 11

?tot jfhrJT^^^ 11 <t 11

(Gobhila Grihya Sutra, 3-10)

% An incomplete manuscript of the Pitrimedha Sutra ib contained in the
Library of the Calcutta Sanskrit College, but the work was printed in

America several years ago.

§*rh-nTrf -fan: n ^ i \ \ \ w

(Brihadaranyaka, Adhyaya 4.)

t*tt srpar ^frHi ¥R% jftenr II \ li

(Kathopaniead, Valh 5.)

(Kathopanisad, Valh 5.)

*i Vide Weber's History of Indian Liteiature, p. 153.
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of the Atharvaveda while to another Gautama is attributed the

authorship of the Gautama Dharma sutra* an authoritative work on

the sacred law.

We need not take any notice of one Gautama* who, at the bidding

of his mother, as stated in the Mahabharata, cast into the Ganges

his old and blind father Dirghatamas who was however miraculously

saved.

The Ramayana mentions a Gautama]: who had his hermitage in a

grove at the outskirts of the city of Mithila where

Gautama, husband be lived with his wife Ahalya. It is well-known how
of Ahalya. Ahalya, for her seduction by Indra, was cursed by

her lord to undergo penace and mortification until

her emancipation at the happy advent of Rama. The Adhyatma

Ramayana, while repeating the same account, places the hermitage

of Gautama§ on the banks of the Ganges , and our great poet Kahdasa

follows the Ramayanic legend describing Gautama|| as Dirghatapas,

a sage who practised long penance.

* The text of the Gautama Dharma-sutra has been printed several times
in India while an English translation of it by Dr. G. Buhler has appeared
in the Sacred Books of the East Series.

zrT&&i\ tsrf^ srrir: q<ift fsTCTCT II ^ II

^ 5311^ ^ItiW ^WT^fSI. HAWW- II ?» II

(Mahabharata, Adiparva Adhyaya 104).

Spcnsf firsnf n&i w-o^ 5^5^^ 11 U 11

srtgffr^rfflr smeni. ^rnrr^ strut, ii ^ n

Ramayana, Adikanda, Sarga 48).

(Adhyatma Ramayana, Adikanda, adlijfiya 6)
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The Vayupurana describes a sage named Aksapada* as the disciple

of a Brahmana named Soma Sarma who was Siva

Aksapada. incarnate and well-known for his practice of aus-

terities at the shrine of Prabhasa during the time of

Jatukarnya Vyasa. This Aksapada mentioned along with Kanada is

evidently no other person than Gotama or Gautama who founded the

Nyaya philosophy. As to the origin of the name Aksapada (/'having

eyes in the feet") as applied to Gautama, legend has it that Gautama

was so deeply absorbed in philosophical contemplation that one day

during his walks he fell unwittingly into a well out of which he was

rescued with great difficulty. God therefore mercifully provided him

with a second pair of eyes in his feet to protect the sage from further

mishaps.jAnother legendf which represents Vyasa, a disciple of Gau-

tama, lying prostrate before his master until the latter condescended

to look upon him, not with his natural eyes, but with a new pair of

eyes in his feet, may be dismissed with scanty ceremony as being the

invention of a later generation of logicians, anxious to humiliate

Vyasa for vilification of the Nyaya system in his Mahabharata and
Vedanta sutra.

?:wnK<<wm^jif: 11 ^« 11

(Raghuvams'a, Sarga 11).

* ^raf^nfa ^ srrcf iftgra cujht# i

SWiyd^NHW MUUWl giHfaSTcT. || ||

wri^- sr^sj 3f«ft cTcsr «w ^ 11 \o\ 11

^ . (VAyupurana, Adhyaya 23).

itpt <mr^ tot^t. sr^?f sfa qh>

(Ny&yakosa, and edition, by M. M. Bhimacarya JhllaWkara, Bombav)
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The people of Mithila (modern Darbhanga in North Behar)

ascribe the foundation of Nyaya philosophy to

Local tradition. Gautama, husband of Ahalya, and point out as the

place of his birth a village named Gautamasthana

where a fair is held every year on the 9th day of the lunar month of

Chaitra (March-April). It is situated 28 miles north-east of Darb-

hanga and has a mud-hill of considerable height (supposed to be the

hermitage of Gautama) at the base of which lies the celebrated

•'Gautama-kunda' ' or Gautama's well the water whereof is like milk

to the taste and feeds a perennial rivulet called on this account

Ksirodadhi or Khiroi (literally the sea of milk). /Two miles to

the east of the village there is another village named Ahalyasthana

where between a pair of trees lies a slab of stone identified with

Ahalya in her accursed state. In its vicinity there is a temple which

commemorates the emancipation of Ahalya by Rama Chandra. The
Gautama-kunda and the Ksirodadhi river, which are still extant at

Gautama-sthana, verify the account of Gotama given above from the

Rigveda while the stone slab and the temple of Rama at Ahalya-

sthana are evidence corroborative of the story of Ahalya as given in

the Ramayana. There is another tradition prevalent in the town of

Chapra that Gautama, husband of Ahalya and founder of the Nyaya
philosophy, resided in a village now called Godna at the confluence of

the rivers Ganges and SarayCi where a Sanskrit academy called Gau-

tama Thomson Pathasala has been established to commemorate the

great sage.

It seems to me that Gautama, son of Rahftgana, as mentioned in

the Rigveda, was the founder of the Gautama family

The founder of frorn which sprang Gautama, husband of Ahalya, as

ide^nt

/

ified

hllOSOpl,y
narrated in the Ramayana. It is interesting to note

that Satananda*, son of Gautama by Ahalya, is a

priest in the royal family of Janaka much in the same way as Gautama,

(Ramayana, adik&nda, Sarga 50).

(Uttara Rima charitam),
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son of Rahugana, is a priest in the royal family of Kurusriiijaya. The

fields waving with paddy plants which greet the eyes of a modern

traveller near and round Gautama-sthftna bear testimony to Agni's gift

of rice and cattle in abundance to the family of Gautama. The Nyaya

philosophy was, on the authority of the tradition prevalent in Mithila,

founded by Gautama, husband of Ahaly&. The same Gautama has

been designated as Aksapada in the Vayu Pur&na already referred to.

Aksapada has been identified by Anantayajvan* with the author of the

Pitrimedha Sutra as well as with that of the Gautama Dharma sutra,

and it is possible that he is not other than the Gautama referred to in

the Kausika sutra of the Atharva Veda, The other Gautamas

mentioned in the Brahmanas, Upanisads, etc., appear to be the

kinsmen of their illustrious name-sake.

The Ramayana, as we have found, places the hermitage of

„ . Giiutama, husband of Ahalya., at Gautama-sthana
His residence.

twenty-eight miles north-east of Darbhfiiigfl while

the Adhyatma Ramayana places it on the banks of the Ganges at »

its confluence with the Sarayu off the town of Chapra. The Vayu-

purana fixes the residence of Aksapada, supposed to be identical

with Gautama, at Prabhasaf beyond Girnar in Kathiawar on the

*To the Grihya Sutras of the Samaveda probably belong also Gautama's
Pitr nnedhasutra (Cf. Burnell, p. 57 , the commentator Anantayajvan identifies

the author with Aksapada the author of the Nyaya-siitra), and the Gautama-
dharma-'sutra.—Webei's History of Indian Liteiature, p. 85

fPrabh&sa washed on its western side by the river Sarasvati and
reputed as the residence of Krisna, is mentioned in the Srlmad Bh&gavata
thus •

—

(Bhagavata, Skandha II, adhyaya 6)

fepfi srrgrTsr f^rs* ni«ift<u' Ersrfew: I

(Bhagavata, Skandha II, adhyaya 30.)

Prabhasa was situated beyond the rock of Girnar in Kathiawar where
we come across all the edicts of As'oka as well as as an inscription of
Rudradama supposed to be the first inscription in Sanskrit dated about
100 A. D. which mentions Chandra Gupta and As'oka by names. There
are also some inscriptions in Gupta characters, and there is no doubt that
Prabhasa situated on the Sarasvati acquired celebrity in very old times.
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sea-coast. To reconcile these conflicting statements it has been

suggested that Aksapada otherwise known as Gotama or Gautama

was the founder of the Nyaya philosophy, that he was born at

Gautama-sthana in Mithila on the river Ksirodadhi. lived for some

years at the village now called Godna at the confluence of the

Ganges and Sarayu until his retirement to Prabhasa the well-known

sacred place of pilgrimage in Kathiawar on the sea-coast.

The Satapatha Brahmana mentions Gautama along with Asura-

Hi, age about SSo B.C.
ya,

-
ia and the V^uPur^a (already quoted)

states that Aksapada, alias Gotama or Gauta-

ma, flourished during the time of Jdtukamya Vyasa. Now Jatu-

karnya, according to the Madhukanda and Yajnavalkya Kanda of

the Satapatha Brahmana * (Kanva recension), was a pupil of Asura-

yana and Yaska who are supposed to have lived about 550 B. C.

This date tallies well with the time of another Gautama who, together

with Aranemi, is described in the Divyavadanaf, a Buddhist Sanskrit

work translated into Chinese in the 2nd century A. D., as having

transmitted the Vedas to posterity before they were classified by

Vyasa. It does not conflict with the view that Aksapada is identical

This Prabhasa is not to be confounded with another town called

Prabhasa in Kausfimbi near Allahabad on the Jumna where there is an
inscription, dated about the 2nd century B C, of A&adasena, a descendant
of Sonakayana o\ Adhicchatra, (vide Dr. Fuhrer's Pabhosa inscriptions in

Epigiaphia Indica, Vol. II, pp. 242-243)
* Vide Webei's History of Indian Literature, p. 140.

In the Madhyandiniya lecension of the Satapatha BrAhmaiia a teacher

intervenes between Y'vska and Jtitukarnya, vn Bharadvaja Cf.

»fNfflt TTCra^rf^ TRrjfrsjff 5n5ci:«Tf53Trg^:«Tf viKgMi^

(Satapatha Brfihmana, Madhyandmiya recension, Kanda 14, adhyaya 5

)

fThe 33rd chapter of the Divvilvaduna called Matariga Sutra, in

Chinese Mo-tan-nu-cm, was. translated into Chinese by An-shi-kao-cie of the
Eastern Han dynasty in A. D. 148-170. (Vide Bunjm Nanjio's Catalogue
of the Chinese Tnpitaka). In it we read :

—

(Divyavaddna, Chap. XXXIII).
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with Gautama, author of the Gautama Dharma-Sutra which is

" declared to be the oldest of the existing works on the sacred law* "

Aksapada-Gautama, founder of the Nyaya Philosophy, was almost a

contemporary of Buddha-Gautama who founded Buddhism and

Indrabhuti Gautama who was a disciple of Mah&vira, the reputed

founder of Jainism.

The fourfold division of the means of knowledge (Pramana) into

perception, inference, comparison and word found in the Jaina Prakrita

scriptures such as the Nandi-Sutra, Stha^aiiga-Sutrat and Bhagavati

Sutra compiled by Indrabhuti'Gautama finds its parallel in the

Nya.ya-Su.tra of Aksapada-Gautama leading to the conclusion that

this particular doctrine was either borrowed by Indrabhuti from

Aksapada or was the common property of both. In the Pah and

Prakrita scriptures Gautama is called Gotama, and a Pali Sutta

mentions a sect called "Gotamaka/'t who were followers of Gau-

tama, identified perhaps with the founder of the Nyaya Philosophy.

The Pc\li Canonical scriptures such as the Brahmajala Sutta,
§

* Buhler observes —These arguments which allow us to place Gautama
before both Baudhayan a and VtWistha are that both these authois quote
Gautama as an authouty on law These facts will, I think, suffice

to show that the Gautama Dhai in a .Sutra may be safely declared to be the
oldest of the existing woiks on the sacred law." (Buhlei's GauUma,
Introduction, pp. XL1X and L1V, S. B E. series).

(SthanAnga-Sutra, Page 309, published by Dhanapat Singh).

t Vtde Vroi T. W. Rhj-s David's Inti eduction to the Kassapa-SihanacLi
Sutta, pp 220-222 It is observed —

"The only alternative is that some Brahman a, belonging to the Gotama
Gotra, is hcic rctcrred to as having had a community of Bhiksus named
after him."

=5TT%" 1

(Biahmajala Sutta 1-32, edited by Rhys Davids and Carpenter).

(Udana, p. io, edited by Paul Steinthal, P. T. S. edition).
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Udana, etc., which embody the teachings of Buddha, mention a class

of Sramanas and Brahmanas who were "takkt" or "takkika" (logicians)

and "vimamsj" (casuists) and indulged in "takka" Jogic) andvimamsft

(casuistry), alluding perhaps to the followers of Aksapada-Gautama

described as "Gotamaka."

The Kathavatthuppakarana a Pah work of the Abhidhamma-
pitaka, composed by Moggaliputta Tissa at the third Buddhist

Council during the reign of Asoka about 255 B C , mentions "patiSSa''

lin Sanskrit : "pratijna," proposition), "Upanaya" (application of

reasons), "Niggaha" (in Sanskrit : "Nigraha," humiliation or defeat)

etc., which are the technical terms of Nyaya philosophy or Logic.

Though Moggaliputta Tissa has not made any actual reference to

Logic or Nyaya, his mention of some of its technical terms warrants

us to suppose that that philosophy existed in some shape in India

in his time about 255 B. C. These facts lead us to conclude that

Gotama, Gautama or Aksapada, the founder of Nyaya Philosophy,

lived about the year 550 B. C.

II. NYAYASfiTTRA THE FIRST WORK ONNYAYA PHILOSOPHY.

To Gotama, Gautama or Ak&apada, of whom a short account has

The earliest con-
^een §iven aDOVe

>
is attributed the authorship of

tnbution to the the Nyaya-Sutra, the earliest work on Nyaya
Sfltra hteratmc. philosophy. Sanskrit literature in the Sutra or

aphoristic style was presumably inaugurated at about 550 B. C. and

the Nyaya-Sutra the author of which lived, as already stated, at

about that time, must have been the hrstf contribution to that litera-

ture. The "Sutta" or Sutra section of the Pali literature reads very

* The teims "Patinna," (pratijna., proposition) and "niggaha" (nigraha,

defeat) occur m the following passages .

—

(Kathavatthuppakarana, Siamese edition, p. 3).

"Niggaha-Catuklcam"'is the name of a section of the first chapter of the

Kathavatthuppakarana while "Upanaya-Catukkam" is the name of another

section of that work.

fKapila is stated in the Samkhye-Karika, verse 70, to have taught his

philosophy to Asuri who is mentioned in the S'atapatha Brahmana as a

teacher, Asurayana and Yaska who followed Asuri were the teachers of

JS,tukainya, a contemporary of Aksapada-Gautama. Kapila therefore
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much like a body of sermons bearing no affinity with the Sutra

works of the Br&hmanas.

The Ny&ya-Sutra is divided into five books, each containing two

The o-radual dev-
cnaPters called a-hmkas or Diurnal portions. It is

elopment of the believed that Aksapada finished his work on Nyaya
Ny.Va.Suti a. -

n ten iectures corresponding to the ahnikas re-

ferred to above. We do not know whether the whole of the

Nyaya-Siitra, as it exists at present, was the work of Aksap&da, nor

do we know for certain whether his teachings were committed to writ-

ing by himself or transmitted by oral tradition only. It seems to me
that it is only the first book of the Nyftya-Stitra containing a brief

explanation of the 16 categories that we are justified in ascribing to

Aksapada, while the second, third and fourth books which discuss

particular doctrines of the Vais'esika, Yoga, Mimfimsa, Vedanta and

Buddhist Philosophy bear marks of different hands and ages.j In

these books there are passages quoted almost ve/batim from the

Lankuvatara-Su.tra , a Sanskrit work of the Yognchara Buddhist

Philosophy, from the Madhyamika Sutra of Nagarjunaf and from the

Satakat of Arya Deva—works which were composed in the early

centuries of Christ |rhe fifth book treating of the varieties of futile

rejoinders and occasions for rebuke was evidently not the production

of AksapAda who dismissed those topics without entering into their

details. The last and most considerable additions were made by

Va.tsya.yana, otherwise known as Paksila SviVm, who about 450 A. D.

wrote the first regular commentary, "Bhasya", on the Nyaya Sutra,

and harmonised the different, and at trnes conflicting, additions and

interpolations by the ingenious introduction of Sutras of his own mak-

ing fathered upon Aksapada.

\

preceded Aksapada by at least three geneiations. Kapila's Philosophj is

believed to have come down by oral u aditions and was not peihaps com-
mitted to wilting in his life-time. Hence the N\'d,ya-Sutia hah been stated

to be the first work of the Suti a period

* Vide Ny&ya Sfttra 4-2-26, which quotes the Lankavatara Sutra (dated

about 300 A.D

)

t Vide Ny&ya-Sutra 2-1-39. 4-1-39, and 4-1-48, which cnticise the MAdhj?-
mika Sutia.

X Vide Nyaya-Sfttra 4-1-48 which criticises S'ataka of Aryaveda.
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The Nyaya-Sutra has, since its composition, enjoyed a very

great popularity as is evident from the numer-
Commentanes on the „ _ . . . , ,

N\aya-Suira
ous commentaries that have from time to time

centred round it. A few of the commentaries

are mentioned below —
TEXT.

1. N>.\ya-Sutia bv Gotama or Ak^apada (550 B C.)

Commentanes.

2. Ny&ya-Bh&bya by YAtsj Ayana (450 A. D )

3 Nj&ya-V.ntika by Udyotakara.

4. Nyfiya-Vsrtika-tatparya-tiicfi, by Vachaspati Mis'ra.

5 Nyaya-Vartika-tatparyatika-pans'iiddhi by Udayana.

0 Pai is'uddipi ak&'sft by Vardhamfina

7. Vaidhamanendu b\ PadmanAbha Mis'ta

8. X\ n\ Alankaia b\ Niiicantlin.

9 Xyjy.Mank.ua Vntti by J.iyanta

10 X\ 1\ a-manjaii by Jaj anta.

11. NyAya-Yntti by Abhayatilakopadhy&) a.

12. Nylya-Vntti by Vis'vanStha.

13. Mitabhasml Vritti by Mahadeva Ycdantl.

14. NyayaprakSs'a by Kes'ava Mib'ra.

15. Nyayabodhini by Govardhana.

16. Nyaya Sutra Vydkhyiby Mathui Anfttha

III. RECEPTION ACCORDED TO THE NYAY \ PHILOSOPHY.

It appeals from the Chhandogya-upanisad, Bnhadi\ranyaka-upa-

nisad and Kau^itaki Brahmana* tha,. Philosophy

Philosophy inaugur- (Adhyfitma-Vidya) received its first impetus
ated bj' mcmbets of _ , . , , ., . _

the military caste. fr°m the K?atriyas (members of the military

caste) who carried it to great perfection. King

Ajfttasatru in an assembly of the Kuru-Paiich&las consoled a Brah-

mana named Svetaketu, son of Arum of the Gautama family, that

* Kausitald-Biahmana 2-1, 2, 16,4.

Brihadftranyaka 2-1-20, 2-3-6

Chh&ndogya 3-14-1
; 5-11, 24 ,

1-8-9 . i-9'3> 7- I_ 3 and S"">

^13^5 STt^J gjsMN WUI<M«UJ«3^fa
i cT^ ^far* II S II

(ChhAndogya-upanisad 5-3).
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he had no cause of being sorry for his inability to explain certain

doctrines of Adhyatma-Vidya which were known only to the

Ksatnyas. It may be observed that Mahavira and Buddha who

founded respectively Jainism and Buddhism—two universal religions

based on poilosophy or Adhyfitma-Vidya— were also Ksatnyas.

Kapila is reputed to be the first Brahmana who propounded a system

of philosophy called Samkhya, but his work on the subject not

having come down to us in its original form we are not in a position

to ascertain what relation it bore to the Vedas or what kind of recep-

tion was given to it by the orthodox Brahmanas. We know for

certain that the most powerful Brahmana who undertook to study and

teach philosophy openly was Gotama, Gautama or Aksapada, the

renowned author of the Nyaya-Sfitra He founded a rational system of

philosophy called "Nyaya" which at its inception had no relation with

the topics of the Vedic Samhita and Brahmana. At this stage the

Nyaya was pure Logic unconnected with the scriptural dogmas.

Aksapada recognised four means of valid knowledge, viz., perception

inference, comparison and word of which the last signified knowledge

derived through any reliable assertion.

This being the nature of Ny&ya or Logic at its early stage it was

not received with favour by the orthodox com-

received withf2oir
0t mumty of Brahmanas who were anxious to estab-

lish an organised society, paid their sole attention

to the Samhitas and Brahmanas which treated of rituals, ignoring

Professor P Deussen obsei \ c^>

—

In this narrative, preset ved by two different Vedic schools, it is expressly
declared that the knowledge of the Brahman as fttman, the centrale docti me
of the entire Vedanta, is po-sessed by the Kmg , but, on the contiaiy,
is not possessed by the Brahmana "famed as a Vedic scholar."—Philosoph}
of the Upanishads, pp 17— 18

Again he remaiks :—We aie forced to conclude, if not with absolute
certainty, yet with a \eiy high degiee of probability, that as a mattci ot

fact the doctrine of the atman standing as it did in such sharp contiast to
all the principles of the Vedic ritual, though the original conception may
have been due to Br > hmanas, was taken up and cultivated primarily not
in Brahmana but in Ksatriya circles, and was first adopted by the faimei
in later times. Philosophy of the Upanishads, p. 19.
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altogether the portions which had nothing to do with them. The

sage Jaimini* m his Mimamsa-Sutra distinctly says that the Veda

having for its sole purpose the prescription of actions, those parts

of it which do not serve that purpose are useless We are therefore

not surprised to find Manu x enjoining excommunication upon those

members of the twice- born caste who disregarded the Vedas and

Dharma-Sutra relying upon the support of Hetu-Sastia or Logic.

Similarly Valmiki in his Ramayana £ discredits those persons of

perverse intellect who indulge in the frivolities of Anviksiki, the

science of Logic, regardless of the works of sacred law (Dharma-

sastra) which they should follow as their guide. Vyasa in the

Mahabharata,§ Santiparva, relates the doleful story of a repen-

tant Brahmana who, addicted to Tarkavidyti (Logic), carried

These four pieynant expressions (Mah&vflkya) originated tiom the
Brahmanas, whence it may be concluded Niryuna-Biahma-Vidy.i oi know-
ledge of absolute Brahman was confined among them It was the Saguna-
Brahma Vidyj 01 knowledge ot Biahman limited by torm and atti lbutcs that
is said to have been introduced by the Ksatnyas

(Mimamba Sutiaj.

(Manu, adhyiya 2, verse II;

5f^m?^f^r^sir:q' Erdf sr^f% ^ 11 \% II

(Ram&yana Ayodhya K&iida, barga 100J

caster ^f^rfif^r ?i?TT?r?5r *wf3*r n ye. ll

(Mahabharata, S'antiparva, adhyaya 180.)

In the Gandharva tantra we find •

—

srmfcff ^rffrmq^rr: ^rftpen: «w<*>*f?i 11

(Quoted in Pranatosinitantra).
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on debates divorced from all faith in the Vedas and was on

that account, turned into a jackal in his next birth as a penal-

ty. In another passage of the S&ntiparva, * Vyftsa warns the followers

of the Ved&nta Philosophy against communicating their doctrines to a

Naiyfiyika or Logician. Vyasat does not care even to review the

NyA.ya system m the Brahma-sutra seeing that it has not been recog-

nised by any worthy sage. Stories of infliction of penalties on those

given to the study of Nyaya are related in the Skanda Parana^ and

other works , and in the Naisadha-charita§ we find Kali satirising the

founder of Ny&ya Philosophy as "Gotama" the "most bovine" among

sages.

Gradually however this system of philosophy instead of rel) ing

entirely upon reasoning came to attach due weight
Ny A y a reconciled to the authonty of the Vedas, and later on, after

with scriptural dog-
mas its reconciliation with them, the principles of

Nyaya were assimilated in other systems of philosophy such as the

Vaisesika,|| Yoga, Mima.msa,"l Sfttpkhya**, etc

x x x x x

(MahobMrata, S'antiparva, adhj'dya 246).

(VedJnta-sfitra 2-2).

I nfair shi s=r&gr qfcvtni ere cnr fli

(Skanda Purana, Kahkakhanda, adhyaya 17)

ITTTcWT cW^fhr facl <RfcT ^f. ||

HVdis'esika-siltra r-1-4, 2-1-15, 1-1-16, 2-1-17, 2-2-17, 2-2-32, 3-1-1 5, 9-2-3,
9-2-4.

< Jayanarayaua Tarkapanchananas edition).

•I Mimpmsa-butra 1-1-4, 1-3-1, 1-3-2, 1-3-3, 1-4-14, 1-4-35, 1-5-8, 3-1-17,
3-1-20,4-3-18,5-1-6,10-3-35.

™ SAmkhya-sutra 1-60, 1-101, 1-106, 5-10, 5-1 1, 5-13.

Yot>d.-sCitra 1-5, 6.
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Henceforth the Nyaya was regarded as an approved branch

of learning. Thus the Gautama-Dharma-sutra*

ve7£nchTf IE Prescr'bes a course of traming in Logic (Nyaya)

ledge. foi the King and acknowledges the utility of

Tarka or Logic in the administration of justice though in the case of

conclusions proving incompatible ultimate decision is directed to be

made by reference to persons versed in the Vedas. Manut says that

dliartna or duty is to be ascertained by logical reasoning not opposed

to the injunctions of the Vedas. He recommends Logic (Nyaya) as a

necessary study for a King and a logician to be an indispensable member

of a legal assembly. Yajna-valkyaJ counts "Nyaya" or Logic among

the fourteen principal sciences while Vyasa§ admits that he was able to

arrange and classify the Upanisads with the help of the Aiwik&iki or

Logic. In the Padma-purana'l Logic is included among the fourteen

* KJKJ srr§rcj*5?, HTf^Tt S^TTc*. ^TT^T^, 5TS?TTH WNV-

(Gautamadhaima-sfltra, adhyaya n),

1 m$ vsmfifi * ^ar??rrfadfsrcT r

(Manu, adhyaya 12, verse ioGj.

(Manu, adhySya 7, verse 43).

(Manu. adhyaya 12, verse 11 1).

ifotn romrfc f^rrer ^ ^g^sr 11

(Yajnavalkya sarahiU, adhyaya r, verse 3)

§ vsitaftat cficT ift^* 3 TrfsR 1

(Mahabharata quoted by Vis'vandtha in his Vritti on Nyaya-sfttra i-i-i).

II sr^Tft !srg^t grnu??nq'f^RtT ;rj^ 1

rftarfcrt wferrergf qftqgira snrsra^H

(Padma-purdna, Muir's Sanskrit text Vol. Ill, p. 27),
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principal branches of learning promulgated by God Vi?nu, while in the

Matsya-purana,""1 Nyaya-vidya, together with the Vedas, is said to have

emanated from the mouth of Brahma, himself. In fact so wide-

spread was the study of Nyaya that the Mahabharata is full of

references to that science.

In the idiparva of the MahbaMrata Nyayafor Logic is mention-

ed along with the Veda and Chikitsa (the science ofmedicine), and the

hermitage of Kasyapa is described as being filled with sages who

were versed in the Nyaya-tattva (logical truths) and knew the true

meaning of a proposition, objection and conclusion. The Santi-

parvaj refers to numerous tenets of Nyaya supported by reason and

scripture while the A,svamedha-parva§ describes the sacrificial ground

as being resounded by logicians (Hetu-vadin) who employed argu-

ments and counter-arguments to vanquish one another. In the Sabba-

parva|| the sage Narada is described as being versed in Logic

* UPt^l ^r*cTW fafMiJfTT: I

(Matsya-puictna 3-2).

(Mahabharata, A\diparva, adhyaya 1;.

firtl«r5FT^f5rf^a fr^«rofoT*r%: n m\ ii

(Mahabharata, Adiparva, adhyaya 70J.

^TTff^HMlt'^Tb' cr^TrwcTTq; 11 ^ 11

(Mahabharata, Santiparva, adhyaya 210).

(Mahabharata, A'hvamedhaparva, adhyaya, 85).
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(Nyayavid) and skilful in distinguishing unity and plurality ("aikya"

and "nanatva"), conjunction and co-existence ("saiayoga' and "sama-

vaya"), genus and species ("parapara"), etc
,

capable of deciding

questions by evidences (Pramana) and ascertaining the validity and

invalidity of a five-membered syllogism (Panchavayava-v&kya).

In fact the Nyaya (Logic) was in course of time deservedly

held in very high esteem. If it were allowed to
The course of Nyaya. ...

follow its original course unimpeded by reli-

gious dogmas it would have risen to the very height of perfection.

Nevertheless the principles of Nyaya entering into the different

systems of phi'osophy gave them each its proper compactness and

cogency just as Bacon's Inductive Method shaped the sciences and

philosophies of a later age in a different country. It is however to

be regretted that during the last five hundred years the Nyaya has

been mixed up with Law (smnti , Rhetoric (alaiikara), Vedanta, etc ,

and thereby has hampered the growth of those branches of knowledge

upjl which it has grown up as a sort of parasite.

SMskrit Colllgc, Calcutta. \ SATIS CHANDRA VIDYABHU-
The yth November, /prj. ) SANA.

(Mahabhdrata, SabMpai \ a, adhyaya 5).



THE NYiYA-StiTRAS

Book I.

—

Chaptbr I.^ nito *m j&v** jaw ftyrarr^
fav^&n^mi rr^^^nfti^TOTfw?: 11 ^ \\\ \\\

HWTO pramana, proof , flffc prameya, provable, knowable, object oE

proof ;
aamsaya, doubt, uncertainty ; S&fSffl Prayojana, aim, purpose,

gETO dristanta, example, familiar instance
; ftfigTO siddhanta, oonclnsion,

VTIV? avayava, members of the syllogism ; <nf tarka, hypothetical reaso-

ning, confutation , ftonr nirnaya, ascertainment; ajHf vada, discussion,

jalpa, sophistry ; f^a'^T vitanda, cavil, wrangling , feamra hetvabh&sa,

pseudo-mark, fallacy : 99 ohhala, quibbling , anf^r ]*ti, futility
, fimeTS-JriT

oigraha-sthana, occasion for rebuke, opponent's errors , Tattva-

jfianat, from knowledge of the true nature ,
fsr¥WTOrfa»TO: nibsreyasa-

adhigamah, attainment of the supreme good.

1. Supreme felicity is attained by the knowledge about the

true nature of the sixteen categories, viz., means of right knowledge

( pramana), object ot right knowledge (prameya), doubt ( samsaya
),

purpose ( prayojana ), familiar instance ( dristanta ) established tenet

{ siddhanta memueis ( avayava ), confutation ( tarka* ), ascertain-

* The English equivalent for "tarka " is variously givan as "con-

futation, ' argumentation, " ' reductio ad absurdum," " hypothetical

reasoning, " etc.
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ment (nirnaya), discussion (vada), wrangling ( jalpa ), cavil (vitanda),

fallacy ( hetvabhasa ), quibble ( chbala), futility ( jati ), and occasion

for rebuke (
nigrahasthana ).

Knowledge about the trup nature ofthe sixteen categories* means true know-

ledge by the "enunciation," "definition" and "critical examination" o£

the categories. Book 1 (of the Nj&ya SAfcra) treatB of "enunciation" and

"definition," while the remamning four Books are reserved for "critical

examination" The attainment of supreme felicity is preceded by the

knowledge of four things viz , (1) that which is fit to be abandoned viz.,

(pain), (2) that which produces nhatisfit to be abandoned (viz misappre-

hension, etc), (3) complete destruction of what is fit to be abandoned and

(4) the means of destroying what is fit to be abandoned (viz , true know-

ledge+).

g-rfsf duhkhn, parn , 5P=ji janma, birth
;
ar£% pravritti, activity

, ^17

dosa, fault ; ffl«l gjpr until va-jBaua, false knowledge ; a^iTrtnT^ uttara-

uttara-apaye, on the disappeai ance of one after another in the reverse

order ; ?T5f«T*<HraT3ig[ tat anan tin a a j a\ at, owing to the absence of each

successive one • apavaiguh final release, attainment of the end

2. Fain, birth, activity, 'faults and misapprehension—on the

successive annihilation of these m the reverse order, there follows

release.

Misapprehension, faults, activity, birth and pain—these in their

umnteriupted course constitute the " world. " Belease, which consists in

the soul's getting rid of the world, is the condition of supreme felicity

marked by perfect tranquillity and not tainted by any defilement. A
person, by the true knowledge of the sixteen categories, is able to remove

his misapprehensions. Wfaeu this is done, his faults, viz., affection,

* Vatsyayana observes :

—

—(Nv ay adaisnna, p. 9, Bibliotheca ludica Series).

—(NjAyHdariina, p. 2 )
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aversion and stupidity, disappear He is then no lunger subject to any
activity and is eonsequertly freed from transmigration and pains ThiB
is tbe way in whioh his release is effected and supreme felicity securod.

JT3TSfT pratyaksa, perception
,

«<|m*r' anumftna, inference
, 3"??TPT

upaui&na, comparison
, ^|5^ sabda, word , HWH fk pramanani

; proofs,

means of right knowledge.

3\ Perception, inference, comparison and word ( verbal testi-

mony)—these arc the means of right knowledge.

J [The Charvakas admit only one means of right knowledge, viz.,

perception (pratyaksa) , the Vai6esika9 and Bauddhas admit two viz.,

perception and-inference (anumana) ; the Sankkyas admit three, viz
,
per-

ception, inference and verbal testimony ( a^ama or sabda ) , while the

Naiyayikas, whose fundamental work is the Nyaya-sutra, admit four, viz.,

perception, inference, verbal testimony and comparison (upamana). The
Prabhakaras admit a fifth means of right knowledge called presumption

(arthapatti), the Bhattas and Yedantins admit a sixth, viz , non-existence

Qabh&va), and the Paur&nikas recognise a seventh and eighth means of

right knowledge, named probability (sambhuva) and rumour (aitihyai].

^f^«»I«f?lf5ra^ff«WraC indnya-artha-sannikarsa-utp*nnam, produced

frem the contact of the sense with the object / 5CT*m jfi&nam, knowledge
;

qsq<^^ a-vyapadesyain, without naming , WS^Rt^Ft a-vyabhickari,

unerring ; s^TOtziTfH^ vyavaaaya-atmakam, certain in nature , JTCfef pra-

tyaksam, perception.

4. Perception is that knowledge which arises from the contact

of a sense with its oujcct, and which is determinate, unnameable and

non-erratic.

Determinate—This epithet distinguishes perception from indetermi-

nate knowledge ;
as, for instance, a man looking from a distance cannot

ascertain whether there is smoke or dust.

Unnameable—Signifies that the Knowledge of a thing derived

through perception has no connection with the name which, the thing

bears.
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Non-ei ratic —In summer the sun's rays coming in contact with

earthly heat quiver and appear to the eyes of men as water The know-

ledge of water derived in this way is not perception To eliminate snch

cases the epithet non-erratic has been used

[This aphorism may also be translated as follows:—Perception

is knowledge and which arises from the cont.iot, of a sense with its object

and which is non-erratic being either, indeterminate (nirvikalpaka, as

"this is something") or determinate (savikal^aka, as "this is a Biah-

maija ")]

WT atha, then
j fl^^l tat-purvakam, preceded by perception ; RlRttf

tri-vidham, threefold
; St-fmsf annmanam, inference ;

pfirva-vat,

from cause to effect • sesa-vat, from effect to cause ; hutt^^T

ta uauyto-dristam, commonly seen , V cha, and.

5. Inference is knowledge which is preceded by perception,

and is of three kinds, viz., a priori, a posteriori and 'commonly seen/

A priori is the knowledge of effect derived from the perception of

its cause e g , one seeing clouds infers that there will be rain.

A posteriori is the knowledge of cause deriv.ed from the perception

of its effects, e.g., one seeing a river swollen infers thab there was rain.

'Commonly seen' is the knowledge of one thing derived from the

perception of another thing with which it is commonly seen, e g., one
seeing a beast possessing horns, infers that it possesses also a tail, or

one seeing smoke on a hill infers that there ib fire on it. v

af%g^^Tc^ps^reH^ "3WR*£' \\\\\\%\\

sfa?5fWlhl praaiddha-sadharmyat, through similarity to a known
object ; {rP"rara«f sadhya esdhanam, the making known of the thing

posited ; |tf upam&nam, comparison, analogy.

6. Comparison is Acknowledge of a thing through its simi-

larity to another thing previously well known.

A man, hearing from a forester'that a'bos gavaeus it like a cow,

resorts to a forest where he sees an animal like a cow. Having recollected
what he beard be institutes a comparison, by which he arrives at the con-
viotion that the animal which he sees is hot gavaeus. This ifl knowledge
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derived through comparison Some hold that comparison is not a

separate means of knowledge, for when one notices the likeness of a

cow in a strange animal one really performs an act of perception In

reply, it is urged that we cannot deny comparison as a separate means
of knowledge, for how d'»es othetwise the name bos gavaeus signify the

general notion of the animal called bos gavaeus? That t e name bos

gavaeus signifies one and all membeis of the bos gavaeus .-lass is n<>t a

result of perception, but the consequence of a distinct knowledge, called

companson.

WHlT^Ti apta-upadesah, the direction or instruction of a reliably

person
,
lfs%: iabdah, word, testimony.

7. Word (verbal testimony) is the instructive assertion of a
reliable person.

A reliable person is one—may be a ris-, arya or mlechha,—who as an
expert in a certain matter is willing to communicate his experiences of it.

[Suppose a young man coming to the side of a river oannot ascer-

tain whether the river is fordable or not, and immediately an old experi-

enced man of the locality, who has no enmity against him, comes and
tells him that the river is easily fordable : the word of the old man is to

be acoepted as a means of right knowledge, called verbal testimony]

H: sahj it, word j f|fa*C: dvi-vidhah twofold
; fTBTSgentfesi^ drista-

adrista-artha-tvat, because its object may be seen or not seen.

8. It is of two kinds, viz., that which refers to matter which is

seen, and that which refers to matter which is not seen.

The first kind involves matter which can be actually verified.

Though we are incapable of verifying the matter involved in the second

kind, we can somehow ascertain it by means of inference.

[Matter which is seen eg, a physician's assertion that physical

strength is gained by taking butter]

[Matter which is not seen, e g., a religious teacher's assertion that one

conquers heaven by performing horse-sacrifices].
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WJTC atma, soul , STilf S-irira, body
, ^f?%^ indriya, sense

, arsf aitha,

object , gFi; buddhi conaciomness, intellect, leason, understanding
, tffii

uiaiias, mind, aensoriu a ,
JTjfe pravritti

, %W dosa, , fault , pretya-

bliava, rebnth , «E55 phala, fruit, g!^r duhkha, pain, srq^n apavarga,

release, salvation , g tu, excludes other provables
,

piameyam, the

obje t of pi oof.

"9 Soul, body, senses, objects of sense, intellect, mind, activity,

fa .ilt, trans uigiation, fruit, pain and release—arc the objects of

right.knowledge.

The objects of right knowledge are also enumerated as substance,

qnality, action, generality, particnlai icy, intimate relation [and non-

existence which are the technicalities of the Vaisesika philosophy]

ichchbft, desire . §^ dveaa, aversion ; jpf5T prayatna, effort

,

sukha, pleasuie , duhkha. pain
,

grrsr jnana, cognition , ?trfJT«l: atina-

nah, of the soul , fkrg' hngam, mat k.

10. Desire, aversion, volition, pleasure, pain and intelligence are

the marks of the soul

[These abide in the- soul, or rather are the qualities of the Bubstance

called soul]

%*?FSpnqWr. "ajfo^' II

^Sf^irefsTfi chcsta indriya artha asrayah, site or locus of volition,

or striving, senses, and objects, viz
, pleasure and pain , strft^ sariram

body

11. Body is the site of gesture, senses and sentiments.

Body is the site of gesture, inasmuch as it strives to reach what is

desirable and to avoid what is hateful. It is also the site of senses, for

the latter act well or ill, according as the former is in good or bad order.

Sentiments which comprise pleasure and pain are also located m the

body which experiences them.

Ht*u TH«T ^§J*c^^ ssftalfui ghiana-rasaua-chakfus-tvak-srotiani, nose,

tongue, eye, skin and ear
,

$?^3if*Q indriyan,i
;
organs of sense

; )gifc7i

bhfttebhyah, from the elements.
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12. Nose, tongue, eye, slcm and ear are the senses produced from

elements.

Nose is of the same nature as earth, tongue as water, eye as light,

skin as air and ear as ether

Sfagi Prithivi, eirfch.wrq 6
f
>nh, water . ^swteias, fire

, gig: vayuh, air;

WJ^T^t akagum, ether
, ffa lti, these

,
»J?nf*f bhu-Ani, elements.

13. Earth, water, light, air and ether—these are the elements.

TO ^1 sfls^Ti Gandha-rasa rupa-spaisn fiabdah, smell, taste,

colour, touch and sound , ^fijsqrf^Jj^r: prithivi-adi-gunah, attributes of

earth, etc., a^sjf: Tat-arthah, objects of them, the senses.

14. Smell, taste, colour, touch and sound are objects of the

senses and qualities of the eart'i, etc.

Smell is the object of nose and the prominent quality of earth, taste

ia the object of tongue and quality of water, colou i is the object of eye

and quality of fire, touch is the object of skin ai d tjuahty of air, tnd

sound is the object of ear and quality of ether.

gRj: buddhih consciousness, understanding
, sq^fser. Upalabdhih,

apprehension, intuition , snsf jnauam, cognition
, ^fa iti, this. 8Pi*lf»?H! an-

artha-antaram, statement of synonyms.

15. Intellect, apprehension and knowledge—these are not

different from one another.

[The term apprehension (upalabdhi) is generally used in the sense

of perception (pratyaksa) According to the S&nkhya philosophy,

intellect (buddhz), which is the first thing evolved out of primordial

matter (jpialriti), is altogether different from knov\ ledge (jfiAna), which
consists in the reflection of external objects on the &uul (jpurum), the,

abode of transparent consciousnessj.

garq^TOTgcqfo: "*w%t fe^" \\\\\\\\\\
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giH?I yugapat, sunulane'>us , grrsnyiftr: Jfiana-anubpatt h, non-appe-

arance of cognitions , WTO: mannsnh, of manas,raind, f^jjn. lingam, mark

16. The mark of the mind is that there do not arise (in the

soul ) more acts of knowledge than one at a time.

It is impossible to perceive two things simultaneously Perception

does not arise merely from the contact of a aenao-organ with its object,

but it requires also a conjunction of the mind Now, 'the mind, which

is au atonvc substance, cannot be conjoined with more than one sense-

organ at a time, hence there cannot occur more acts of perception than

one at one time

"ir3T%:" sni^flsflfftrcw* %m \\\\\\\*\\

JTf%: Pravrittih, activity
, 3l»f%wftrow?: V&k-buddhi-sarira aram-

bhah the start made by speech, manas and body.

1 7. Activity is that which makes the voice, mind and body
begin their action.

There are three kinds of action, viz
,
vocal, mental and bodily, each

of which may be sub divided as good or bad.

Bodily actions which are bad are :—(I) killing, (2) stealing, and (3)

committing adultery

Bodily actions which are good are :—(1) giving, (2) protecting, and

(3) serving.

Vocal actions which are bad are:—(1) telling a lie, (2) using harsh

language, (3} slandering, and (4) indulging in frivolous talk.

Vocal actions which aie good are :—(1) speaking the truth, (2)

speaking what is useful, (3) speaking what is pleasant, and (4) reading

sacred books.

Mental actions which are lad are :—(I)malice, (2) covetousness, and

(3) scepticism

Mental actions which are good are:—(1) compassion, (£) refraining

from covetousness, and (3) devotion.

H3tRT 5S5fO: pvavartana laksan&h, of which the characteristic is to

move to activity , ^m: dosah, faults.
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18. Faults have the characteristic of causing activity.

The faults are affection, aversion and stupidity.

35is?qf%: punar-utpattih, re appearance, re-birth
; irsror?: pretya-

bhavah, existence after passing away.

19. Transmigration means re births.

Transmigration is the series of births and deaths. Birth is the
connection of soul with body, sense-organs, mind, intellect, and sen-
timents, while death is the soul's separation from them.

JT^f%^FST5rPT%TS^: II \ I ^ I (l

JJfRr^ra StPta: pravritti-dnsa-jamtah, produced by activity and
fault jSjtf: arthah, object ; «Rgi^ phalara, fruit.

20. Prnlt is the thing produced by activity and faults.

Fruit consists iu the enjoyment of pleasure or suffeung of pain.

All activity and faults end in producing pleasure which is acceptable,

and pain which is fit only to be avoided.

«TP=RT35{fP'f badliana-laksanam, of which the characteristic is restraint

or irritation ; <g:i$ffl( ,
duhkham, pain.

21. Pain has the characteristic of causing uneasiness.

Pain is affliction which every one desires to avoid. The aphorism

may also be translated as follows :

—

Pain is the mark of hindrance to the soul.

a^ls^fMfcW! tat-atyanta-vimoksah, absolute deliverance from this j

vcmtfi apavargah, attainmeut of the goal, final release, salvation.

22. Release is the absolute deliverance from pain.

A soul which is no longer subject to transmigration is freed from

all pains. Transmigration, which consists in the soul's leaving one body

and taking another, is the cause of its undergoing pleasure and pain.

The soul attains release as soon as there is an end of the body, and, con-

sequently, of pleasure and pain. Those are mistaken who maintain that

2
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release enables the soul, not only to get rid of all pains, but also to attain

eternal pleasure, for pleasure is as impermanent as pain and the body.

ssjoRSCTcPg fsr^T^T TO**}: '^fcR:* \\\\\\\\\\

?PTTfr^Eslitfiro!#: satnana-aneka-dharma-npapatteh, from the appear-

ance of several common properties ; fesifaq^: vipratipatteh, from con«

tradiotion ;
gqsfiigissgjpoq^qtfr: upalabdhi-anupalabdhi-avyavastha-

tah, from absenoe of uniformity of apprehension and from that of non-

apprehension , fa^Trtsj vis sa-apeksah, in which there is need of the

distinguishing mark , faWT: vimarfcah, consideration, judgment , mvti

samsayah, doubt

23. Doubt, which is a conflicting judgment about the precise

character of an object, arises from the recognition of properties com-

mon to many objects, or of properties not common to any ofthe objects,

from conflicting testimony, and from irregularity of perception and

non-perception.

Doubt is of five kinds, according as it arises from

—

(1) Recognition of common properties, e.g., seeing in the twilight a

tall object we cannot decide whether it is a man or a post, for the pro-

perty of tallness belongs to both.

(2) Recognition of properties not common, eg., hearing a sound, one

questions whether it is eternal or not, for the property of soundnees

abides neither in man, beast, etc., that are non-eternal, nor in atoms

which are eternal.

(3) Conflicting testimony, eg., merely by study one cannot decide

whether the soul exists, for one system of philosophy affirms that it does,

while another system states that it does not.

(4) Irregularity of perception, eg, we peroeive water in the tank

where it really exists, but water appears also to exist in the mirage where

it really does not exist

A question arises whether water is perceived only when it actually

exists, or even when it does not exist

(5) Irregularity of non-perception, eg., we do not perceive water in

the radish where it really exists, and also on dry land where it does not

exist.

A question arises whether water is not perceived only when it does

not exist, or also when it does exist.
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»myam, which
, w«f^ artbam, object

, sjRr^en adhikritya, intending;

SJJ^T^ pravartate, acts ;
tat, that it^IiHH prayojanam, purpose.

21. Purpose is that with an eye to which one proceeds to act.

Purpose refers to the thing which one endeavours to attain or avoid,

[A man collects fuel for the purpose of cooking his food]

n \ i \ i ^ n

OTf^5'lOs?5T'!lf laukika-pariksakan&m, o F average men and of men
possessing discrimination either by nature or as a result of education

j

srftJT^ 3T*f yasmin arthe, in which object
,
3%^r*if buddhi sftmyam, com-

munity of idea , tf: sah, that, ggltri: dristantah, example, familiar instance.

25. 31 familiar instance is the thing about which an ordinary

man and an expert entertain the same opinion.

[With regard to the general proposition, ''wherover there is smoke
there is fire," the Samiliar instance is a kitchen in which fire and-smoke
abide together, to the satisfaction of an ordinary man as well aa an acute

investigator].

^^fa^TT^^q^*%: "f%^T^r U \ I \ \ ^tt

^rRtlf^llII^giiW^f^lflf: tantra-adhikarana abhyupagama samsthitih,

established truth about the- subject matter of a tantra or course of tea-

ching about a number of interrelated subjects, or of an adhikarana or

topic of discussion or of an abhyu,>agama or admission without proof ;

f*rap*5Tr siddh&ntah) conclusion, established tenet.

26. Tin established tenet is a dogma resting on the authority

of a certain school, hypothesis, or implication.

asfcpsi 5rfas?3rFq^mT*gq'mr, ^ft^^fsaw^rat sarva-tantra-prati-tantra*-

a*dhi-karana-abhyupagama-samsthibi-arfcha-anfcara-bhav&t, owing to diffe-

rences aa tenets of all tha tantras, of a particular tantra, of a topic or of

an admission.

27. The tenet is of four, kinds owing to the distinction betweett
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a dogma of all the schools, a dogma peculiar to some school, a hypothetical

dogma and an implied dogma.

CTfa^CT^TC^: sarva-tantra-aviruddhah, unopposed in all tantras or

systems , Bpt tantie, in the particular tantra or system ; arfafKt: adhikn-

tah, included, intended, dealt with, treated
, &5Wt fa^T^r: Barva-tantra-

siddhantah, established tenet of all the system 1

*, nniversal tenet.

28. A dogma of all the schools is a tenet which is not

opposed by any school and is claimed by at least one school.

The five elements (utz , earth, water, light, air and ether), the five

ol)]octs of sense {viz
,
smell, taste, colour, touch and sound), etc, are

tenets which are accepted by all the schools

U \\ \ I 5^ II

BWTO^aftraC: samaua tantra-siddhah, accepted in identical or allied

systems; 1?g?5tjfe5: para-tantra-asiddhab, not accepted in different

systems, srfwsl ftra^: prati-tantra siddhantah, established tenet of a

particuler system, particular tenet.

V 29. A dogma pecalalr to some school is a tenet which is

accepted by similar schools, but rejected by opposite schools.

" A thing cannot come into existence out of nothing"—this is a

peculiar dogma of the S&nkhyas. [The eternity of sound ia a peculiar

dogma of the Mlinamsakas].

n \ i \ \\o ii

«ffi[f?R^ yat-eiddhan, on and in the proof of whioh ; WHTCBWlftlf3[:

anya-prakarana-siddhih, another sub-topic is proved and needed; g: sah,

that , srfsre^in fg^lrfl: adhikarana-siddhantah, established tenet of a topic

of discussion.

30. An hypothetical dogma is a tenet which, if accepted,

leads to the acceptance of another tenet.
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" There is a soul apart from the senses, because it can recognise

one and the same object by seeing and touching" If you accept this

tenet you must also have accepted the following :—(1) That the sonsos

are more than one, (2) that each of the senses has its particular object,

(3) that the soul derives its knowledge through the channels of the senses,

(4) that a substance which is distinct from its qualities is the abode of

them, etc.

ii \ i \ i \\ ii

BI<!#Rj?rT*g<I»nTRI a-parikstfca-abhyupagamat, after admi sion of a

tenet without proof or examination ; af^qta Tlhiiof tat-visesa-pariksanam,

examination of particulars concerning it
, 9?wj7n*T fSRJT^: abhyupagania-

siddhantah, established tenet of an admission without proof or of a con-

cession.

31. An implied dogma is a tenet which is not explicitly

declared as such, bat which follows from the examination ofparticulars

concerning it.

The discussion, whether sound is eternal or non-eternal, pre-suppo-

B6S that it is a substance. "That Bound is a substance" is here an

implied dogma. [The mind has nowhere been stated in the Ny&ya-sutra

to be a sense-organ, but it follows from the particulars examined concer-

ning it that it is so].

srf^rg^STOll'taraftTOTirTft' pratijfia-hetu-udaharaiia-npanaya-nigama-

nani, proposition, mark, instance, ratiocination and inference ; WQPtmi

avayavah, members of a syllogism.

32. The members ( of a syllogism ) are proposition, reason,

example, application, and conclusion.

[1. Proposition.—This hill is fiery,

2. Reason.—Because it ia smoky,

3. Example—Whatever is smoky is fiery, as a kitchen,

4 Application —So is this hill (smoky),

5. Conclusion.—Therefore this hill is fieryJ

Some lay down Jive more members as follows :

—
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1 (a) Inqniry as to the proposition (jijMsa) —Is this hill fiery in'

all its parts, or in a particular part ?

2 (a) Questioning tho reason ( sarpiaya ).—That which you call

smoke may be nothing but vapour

3 (a) Capacity of the example to warrant the conclusion (sakya-

piftpfci) —Is it true that smoke is always a concomitant of fire ? In a

kitchen there are v>f course both smoke and fire, but in a red-hot iron-

ball there is no smoke.

4 (a) Purpose for drawing the conclusion ( prayojana )—Purpose

consists in the determination of the tiue conditions of the hill, in order

to asceitain whether it is such that one can approach it, or such that one

Bhould avoid it, or such that one should maintain an att tude of indiffer-

ence towards it.

4 (b) Dispelling all questions
(
samsayavyudasa) —lb IB beyond all

question that the hill is smoky, and that smoke is an invariable concomi-

tant of fire.

^mssrfafaj: "ura^i" u \ \ \ \ \\ »

aT«rf5rirsr: s&dhya-nirdesah, declaration of what is to be established;

srfflaJT pratijfia, proposition.

33. A proposition is the declaration of what is to be estab-

lished.

Bound is non-eternal—this is a proposition.

S^TfTOKlTqfqfac udaharana-sadharmy&t, through similarity to instance;

OT«T sadhya-sadhanam, statement of the means of establishing what

is to be established
; 53s hetuh, mark.

34. The reason is the means for establishing -what is to be

established through the homogeneous or affirmative character of the

example.

Proposition —Sound is non-eternal,

Reason —Because it is produced,

Example (homogeneous).
—
"Whatever is produced is non-eternal, as

a pot.

The example «' pot " possesses the same character as is implied in

the reason, viz,, "being produced," inasmuch as both are non-eternal.
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?PJT tatha, likewise
; shfflf?! vaidharmyat, through dissimilarity to

instance.

35. Likewise through heterogeneous or negative character.

Proposition.—Sound is non eternal, 'i

Reason —Because it is produced,

Example (heterogeneous).—Whatever is not non-eternal is not pro-

duced, as the soul.

The example " soul " possesses a character heterogeneous to that

which is implied in the reason, viz
,
"being produced," inasmuch as one

is eternal and the other non-efcernal,

^T^^ra^l^p^Tsft fETO "B^i^wf \\\\\\\\\\

OTsimwrfcl sadhya-sadharmy&t, through similarity to what is to be

established
j
g^pf^neft tat- dharma-bhavt, m which the property of what

is to be established exists
, g&ltl: dristantah, example

, sqi^lJJjq, udahara-

nam, instance.

36. fl homogeneous (or affirmative example isa familiar

instance which is known to possess the property to be established, and
which implies that this property is invariably c ntained in the reason

given.

Proposition.—Sound is non-eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Homogeneous example—Whatever is produced is non-eternal, as a

pot

Here " pot " is a familiar instance which possesses the property of

non-eternahty and implies that whatever is "produced" is attended by

the same property (non eternality).

afg<T1?<3C tat-viparyayat, through dissimilarity to what is to be estab-

lished , va, or ; fkvifePl vipaiitam, contrary, opposite.

37. A heterogeneous (or negative) example is a familiar

instance which is known to be devoid of the property to be established
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and which implies that the absence of this property is invariably rejec-

ted in the reason given.

Proposition.—Sound is non-eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Heterogeneous example.—Whatever ia not non-eternal is not produced,

as the soul.

Here the "soul" is a familiar instance which is known to be devoid

of the property of non-eternality and implies that if anything were pro-

duced, it would necessarily be deprived of the quality of eternahty, i e.

•being produced' and 'eternal' are lmcotnpatible epithets.

a^IST'in'hff: udaharana-apeksab dependent updh instance ; ctfTT tathi,

so. sqtfgT?: upasamharah winding up, conluding. jt am na tatbaiti, not

so , *r va, or ; STrwiCT sadhyasya, of what is to be established
, upa-

nayah. ratiocination.

38. Application is a winding up, with reference to the example,

of what is to be established as being so or not so.

Application is of two kinds : (1) Affirmative and (2) Negative The
affirmative application, which is expressed by the word "bo," occurs

when the example is of an affirmative character. The negative, which is

expressed by the phrase "not so," occurs when the example is of a nega-

tive character.

Proposition —Sound is non-eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Example.—Whatever is produced is non-eternal, as a pot,

Affirmative application—So is sound (produced),

Conclusion.—Therefore sound is non-eternal.

Or:

Proposition —Sound is non-eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Example.—Whatever is eternal is not produced, as the soul,

Negative application.—Sound is not so (i.e., sound is not not-pro-

duced),

Conclusion.—Therefore sound is not eternal.
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fiVt^tVH hetn-apadesat, after statement of the mark ; ItRt^TIT:

pratijnayah, of proposition
; S^^gif punah-vachanam, re-statement ;

firiJRH nigamanam, inference.

89. Conclusion is the re-stating of the proposition, after the

reason has been mentioned.

Conclusion is the confirmation of the proposition, after the reason

and the example have been mentioned.

Proposition.—Sound is non-eternal,

Reason.—Because it is produced,

Example.—Whatever is produced is non-eternal, as a pot,

Applicatian.—So is sound (produced).

Conclusion—Therefore sound is non-eternal.

ii ^m 8° ii

wf«r5nw?t a-vijfiata-tattve, true nature oF which is not known, srif

arthe, in the case of an object ; cgrcqfrjijfoa': kanina-upapatti-tah, by show-

ing the appropriateness of the desired causes
; 3T^^tHl«f^ tattva-jfiana-

artham, for the purpose of knowledge of true natuie
,

iihah, reasoning;

a«B: tarkah, confutation, reductio ad absurd a in

40 Confutation, which is carried on for ascertaining the real

character of a thing of which the character is not known, is reaso-

ning which reveals the character by showing the absurdity of all con-

trary characters

Is the soul eternal or non-eternal ? Here the real character of the

soul, viz., whether it is eternal, or non-eternal, is not known. In ascertain-

ing the character, we reason aa follows :—if the soul were non-eternal, it

would be impossible for it to enjoy the fruits of its own actions, to

undergo transmigration, and to attain final release But such a conclu-

sion is absurd : such possibilities are known to belong to the soul : there-

fore, we must admit that the soul is eternal.

s
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vimrisya, arguing
; q^rfffsfTajr^t paksa.pratipaksabhjflin, from

opposite positions ; 8nrfaj«n?flf artha-avadhftranam, determination of

object ; Rrafa: nirnayah, ascertainment.

41. Hscertainment is the removal of doubt, and the determi-

nation of a question, by hearing two opposite sides.

A person wavers and donbts if certain statements are advanced to

him by one of two parties, but opposed by the other party. His doubt

is not removed until by the application of reason he can vindicate either

of the parties. The process by which the vindication is effected is called

ascertainment. Ascertainment is not, however, in all cases preceded

by doubt ; for instance, m the oase of perception things are ascertained

directly. So also we ascertain things directly by the authority of scrip-

tures, or through discussion. But in the case of investigation, doubt muat

precede ascertainment.
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Book L

—

Chapter II.

to: q^Rrq^qferfT "m^:" \\ \ \ ^ \ \ w

sWT'aasWsIsfi'tretm: pramana-tarka-sadhana-upalambhah, proof and
disproof, affirmation and negation, by means of pramanas or proofs or

instruments of right knowledge and tark-a or confutation
; f^^T^rrf?^:

siddhauta-a-viruddhah, not opposed to the established tenets ; nyM^l'WW:
pancha-avayava-upapannah, presenting the five members of tho ayllog-

ism
; <Kjprf3<T8T<ffTOf: paksa-pratipaksa-parigr&huh, admission of opposite

views on the same subject , vadah, discussion.

42. Discussion is the adoption of one of two opposing sides.

"What is adopted is analysed in the form of five members, and

defended by the aid of any of the means of right knowledge, while its

opposite is assailed by confutation, without deviation from the established

tenets—1,

[ A dialogue or disputation (katha) is the adoption of aside by a dis-

putant and its opposite by his opponent. It is of three kinds, viz, dis-

cussion which aims- at ascertaining the truth, wrangling which aims at

gaining victory, and cavil which aims at finding mere faults. A diacutient

is one who engages himself in a dispntation as a means of seeking the

truth}.

An instance of discussion is given below :

—

Diacutient—There is soul.

Opponent—There is no soul.

Diacutient—Soul is existent ( proposition ).

Beoause it is an abode of consciousness (reason).

Whatever is not existent, is not an abode of consciousness^

as a hare's horn (negative example).

Soul is not so, that is, son! is- an abode of consciousness

(negative application).

Therefore soul is existent (oonolusion).

Opponent—Soul is non-existent (proposition).

Because, etc.

> Discntient—The scripture whieh is a verbal testimony declares the-

'existence of soul.
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Opponent ... ••• ••• ••• •• •••

Disontient—If there were no sonl, it would not be possible to appre-

hend one and the same object, through sight and touch.

OB BD fc ••• • * • • » * • • *• * • •* *

Discutient—The doctrine of soul harmonises well with the various

tenets which we hold viz, that there are eternal things, that everybody

enjoys pleasure or suffers pain, according to his own actions, etc. There-

fore, there is soul

[The discussion will be considerably lengthened if the opponent

happens to be a Buddhist, who does not admit the authority of scripture

and holds that theie aie no eternal things, etc.]

1«h^<T73': yatha-ukta-upapannah, presented as stated i, e. possess-

ing all the characteristics of a discussion
, ^53IlfeiRm??»-nHf?i«r^T«n55«T:

chhala-jati-nigrahasthana fcadhana-npalambhah, affirmation and nega-

tion by means of quibbling, futility, and opponent's errorB , 5157: jalpah,

sophistry.

43. Wrangling, which aims at gaming victory, is the defence

or attack of a proposition in the manner aforesaid, by quibbles,

futilities, and other processes which deserve rebuke—2.

A wrangler is one who, engaged in a disputation, aims only at victory,

being indifferent whether the arguments which he employs support his

own contention or that of his opponent, provided that he can make out

a pretext for bragging that he has taken an active part in the disputation.

^ *faq^nwfr%T " ftrcrcsr" u \ \ ^ i * »

sah, that, l. e. sophistry , jrfa'TSWimr&bT: pratipaksa-sthapana-

hinah, without the demonstration of one of the opposite views , fira'ST

vitanda, cavil.

44. Cavil is a kind of wrangling, which consists in mere

attacks on the opposite side—3.

A eaviller does not endeavour to establish anything, but confines

himself to mere carping at the arguments of his opponent.
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*ttot:" u ^ i ^ i ? u

a5^f^r?f335ff^QIOT3T6qcnTCT<*Ta
,

taT: savyabhichS'-a-virnddha-prakara-

nasaina sadhyasama-kalatitah, erratic or multifarious, contradictory,"

synonymous with the prakarana or subject under discussion, synonymous

with what is to be established, and time-expired , fc^ffllST: hetu-abh&sah,

pseudo-marks. *

45. Fallacies of a reason are the erratic, the contradictory,

the equal to the question, the un
L
roved, and the mistimed.—4.

sishBTfj?ra: ana-eka-antikah, not-one-pointed ; ^sifir^Tf: sa-vyabhi-

charah, erratic.

46. The erratic is the reason which leads to more conclusions

than one—5.

An instance of the erratic is given below :

—

Proposition —Sound is eternal,

Erratic reason —Because it is intangible,

Example—Whatever is intangible is eternal, as atoms,

Application.—So is sound (intangible),

Conclusion.—Therefore sound is eternal.

Again :

Proposition.—Sound is non-eternal,

Erratic reason —Because it is intangible,

Example,—Whatever is intangible, is non-eternal, as intellect,

Application.—So is sound (intangible).

Conclusion.—Therefore sound is non-eternal.

Here from the reason there have been drawn two opposite conclu-

sions, viz. that sound is eternal, and that sound is non-eternal. The
reason or middle term is erratic when it is not pervaded by the major

term, that is, when there is no universal connection between the major

term and the middle term, as pervader and pervaded. "Intangible" is per-

vaded neither by ' eternal ' nor by 1 non-eternal ' In fact, there is no

universal connection between ' intangible ' and ' eternal ' or 'non-eterual.'

f%gFcw*=g^r aitftoft "fks§? \\\\\\\\\
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f?R£rs5m aid dliftn tain, established tenet
, ?r*3^eT abhyupetya, admit-

tins? or dej.ending u(.on , aflrfoft tat-virodM, contradictory thereof
, fk^i

v.ruddliah, contradictory.

47. 'lhe contradictory is the reason which opposes what is to

be established— 6.

Proposition.—A pot fa produced,

Contradictory reason.—Because it is- eternal.

Here the reason is contradictory, because that which is eternal Is

never produced

Wl^ yasraat, whence ; JT^r^feptTT pratarana-chinta, discussion of

the subject , ?f. sah, that
,
ftoisrf^n ntrn.aya-art.ham, fo-r the purpose of

the inference
;

snrf^?: apadistah, assigned, JT^THfTJT: prakarana-samab,

synonymous with the subject under consideration.

48. Equal to the question is the reason which provokes the

very question, for the solution of which it was employed.—7.

Proposition—Sound is nou-eternal,

Reason which is equal to the question—Because it is not possessed of

the attribute of eternality.

' JNon-eternal ' is the same as 'not possessed of the attribute of

eternality.' In determining the question, whether sound is non-eternal,

the reason given is that sound is non-eternal,or, in other words, the reason

begs the question.

^T^TTftfij^rT^rol [r\ "^mare*:" II \ I ^ I C II

*n«!if%f*re: sadhya avis stah, not distinguished from what is to

be established
, SPairSrat sadhya-tvat, requiri ng to be established j sns,WT5

sadhya-samah, synonymous with what is to be established.

49. The unproved is the reason which stands in need of proof,

in the same way as the proposition does—8.

Proposition —Shadow is a substance.

Unproved leason.—Because it possesses motion.

He.e, uuless it is actnally proved that shadow possesses motion, we

cannot accept it as the reason for the proposition that shadow is a sub-
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stance. Just as the proposition stands in need of proof, so dues the reason

itself. It is possible that the motion belongs to the person who causes

that obstruction of light wrich is called shadow.

^RSTSWII^S: k&la atyaya-apadistah, assigned after lapse of time ;

ffTSSRfcfs k&la-atltah, time-expired, mistimed.

50. The mistimed is the reason which is adduced -when the

time is passed in which it might hold good.—9.

Proposition.—Sound is durable.

Mistimed reason —Because it is manifested by union, as a colour.

The colour of a jar is manifested when the jar comes into union with

a lamp, but the colour existed before the union took place, and will con-

tinue to exist after the union has ceased Similarly, the sound of a drum

is manifested when the drum comes into uuion with a rod, and the sound

must, after the analogy of the colour, be presumed to have existed before

the union took place, and to continue to exist after the union has ceased.

Hence, sound 's durable. The reason adduced here is mistimed, becanse

the manifestation of sound does not take place at the time when the drum
comes into union with the rod, but at a subsequent moment when the

union has ceased. In the case of colour, however, the manifestation takes

place ]vrat at the time when the jar comes into union with the lamp. Be-

cause the time of their manifestation is different, the analogy between

culuui and sound is not complete; therefore, the reason is mistimed.

Some interpret the aphorism as follows :—The mistimed is the

reason which is adduced in a wrong order among the five members,

foi instance, as, if the reason is stated before the proposition. But this

interpretation, according to "V&tsyayana, is wrong; for a word bears its)

legitimate connection with another word (in a Sanskrit sentence) even if

they are placed at a distance from each other, and, on the other hand,

even the closest proximity is of no use if the words are disconnected in

their sense * Moreover, the placing of members in a wrong order ia

noticed in the Nyaya-sutra as a nigrahasth&na (occasion for rebuke),

called aprdpta-kdla (inopportune) (V. ii. 11.)

qqHfsiqTnr: vachana-vighatah, opposition to statement ; smf3^5<lta'R«IT

artha-vikalpa upapattya, by the assumption of an alternative import

;

chhalam, quibble, finding fault with.

* (Quoted by Vatsyayana in the Nyaya-bhasya, p. 250).
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61. Quibble is the opposition offered to a proposition by the

assumption of an alternative meaning.—10.

tat, it ; Bifirvf tri-vidham, three-fold ; ^ra>33J vak-chhalam, quib-

ble in respect of a word , ?TI1T?135S 6ainanya-chhalam, quibble in respect

of a genua , 3T3i?33r upachara-chhalam, quibble in respect of a metaphor;

%f?T oha iti, and

52. It is of three kinds, viz , quibble in respect of a term, quibble

in respect of a genus, and quibble in respect of a metaphor.—II.

53^*1? II \ I ^ I ^ II

srfMhlrfirff^ a-visesa-abhihite, stated in a general way
; wijf arthe,

in respect of an ob]eot spg: vaktuh, Bpeaker'B , srf*WT*inj abhiprayat,

from the intention , WT? 7TT^5q«ir artha-antara kalpana, supposition of a

different object, ^r^35? ^ak chbalam, quibble in respect of words.

53. Qujbble in respect of a term consists in wilfully taking

the term in a sense other than that intended by a speaker who has

happened to use it ambig .ously.—12.

A speaker says: "This boy is nava-kambala (possessed of anew
blanket)."

A quibbler replies : " This boy is not certainly nava-kambala

(possessed of nine blankets), for he has only one blanket."

Here the word nova, which is ambiguous, was used by the speaker

in the sense of " new, " but has been wilfully taken by the quibbler in

the sense of "nine."

awjaa: sambhavat.ih, possible
, wfel arthasya, of import ;

snNqTCnsq'friTrat atisam&nya-yogat, from the application of a higher

genus ; srafijira^WT a-sambhuta-aitha-kalpana, supposition of an

impossible import; gWRa^ samanya-chhalam, quibble in respect of a

genus.
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54. Quibble in respect of a genus consists m asserting the

impossibility of a thing which is really possible, on the Iground that it

belongs to a certain genus which is very wide —13.

A speaker says: "This Brfthmana is possessed of learning and
conduct. "

An objector replies : "It is impossible, for how can it be inferred

that this person is possessed of learning and conduct because he is a

Bi&hmana? There are little boys who are Biahmaiias, yet not possessed

of learning and conduct."

Here the objector is a quibbler, for he knows well that possession

of learning and conduct was not meant to be an attribute of the whole

class of Brahmanas, but it was ascribed to "this " particular Brahmana
who lived long enough in the world Go render it possible for him to

pursue studies and acquire good morals.

vi*ifa+*Ml»liNt dharraa-vikalpn-nirdeie, in the case of transference

of epithet ; %<>!HT-rtMEffa'N: arfcha-sadbhavn-pi atisedhah, denial of the

possibility of sense , 3T3ft33i upachAra-chhnlaui, quibble in respect of a
metaphor.

55. Quibble In respect of a metaphor consists in denying

the proper meaning of a word by taking it literally, while it was used

metaphorically, and vice versa.—14.

A speaker says: "The scaffolds cry out "

An objector replies: "It is impossible for scaffolds to cry out, for they

are inanimate objects "

Here the objector is a quibbler, for he knew well that the word

scaffolds was used to signify those standing on the scaffolds.

qi5>9$ vak chlialam, verbal quibble, playing on words
,

vg{ era,

itself
,

upachara-chhalam, inetaphoncaj quibble, playing on-

metaphors
, CT^fMlWi; tat-avisfsat, there being no difference from lt-

56. It may be said tbat quibble in respect of a metaphor is in

4
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reality quibble in respect of a term, for the first is not different fro.n

the second.— 15.

sfna, not, ?T^sr?«crc**miq[ tat-artha-antaTa-bhavat, being different

objects Denial of the possibility of sense is not the same as the

supposition of a different sense.

57. But it is i ot so, for there is a distinction between them.—16.

Words are taken in then- dnecfc (literal) meanings in the cuse of

•quibblo in respect of a term, ' while they are taken in their dnect (liteial)

as well as mdiiect (secondaiy) meanings in the case of 'quibble m
respect of a metaphor '

avis'-se, in the absence of distinction
,

w*, or
,
f*rg^ SHStrnfa

kifiohit tadhamn a f

t
through partial similarity

, 3<S37sr>TO: eka-chhaU-

prasangah, one quibble only will result

58. If yon do not admit that one is differant from another

simply because there is some similarity between them, then we should

have only one l.ind of quibble.—17.

If 'quibble in respect of a metaphor' were not different from

•quibble m respect of a term, ' then these two also would not be different

ii om 'quibble in respect of a genus,' because there is some similarity

among all of them. This is absurd, hence the three kinds of quibble

aie different from one another.

^raujlwifagf hcstsi^tst "tarn:" ii^i^i^h
Hiq*zr i^qfost sadharmya-vaidhaimjabhjaiu by means of simila-

rity ami dissimilauty , 5CWWt?f praty avastLanani, opposition , 5nfar: jatih,

futility.

C9. Futility consists in oTaring objections founded on mere

similarity or dissimilarity.—18.

A disputant says -. " The soul is inactive, because it is all-pervading

as eJiei "

His opponent replies : " If the soul is inactive because it bears simi-

larity tj ether as bein^ all-pervading, why is it not active because it

beais (similarity to u pot as beiug a seat of union ?"
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The reply is fnfeile, because it overlooks the nniveraal connection

between the middle terra and the major term whioh is existent in the

argutneuts of the diS|>atant, but wanting in the arguments of the opponent.

Whatever is all-pervading is inactive, but whatever ia a seat of union-

is not necessarily active.

Or again :

Disputant—Sound is non-eternal, because unlike ether it isa product.

Opponent—If sound is non-eternal because as a product it is dis-

similar to ether, why is it not eternal because ,as an object of auditory

perception it i& dissimilar to a pot ?

Tie reply is futile, because it overlooks the universal disconnection

between the middle term and the absence of the major term. There is a

universal disconnection between "a product" and ** not non-eternal,

"

but there is no such disconnection between " an object of auditory per-

ception " and « not eternal "

fiwfalRr: vipratipattih, wrong deduction ; sflrfeiqfo: apratipattih,

indecision , q cha, and, fsTHf^rf nigraha-sthauam, occasion for rebuke,

ground of defeat.

60. an occasion for rebuke arises when one misunderstands,

or does not understand at all.—19.

If a person begins to argue in a way which betrays his utter

ignorance, or wilfully misunderstands and jet persists in showing that

he understands well, it is of no avail to employ counter arguments, He
is quite unfit to be argued with, and there is nothing left for his opponent

but to turn him out or quit his company, rebuking him as a blockhead

or a knave.

An instance of occasion for rebuke:-—

Whatever is not quality, is substance

Because there is- nothing except colour, etc (quality )

A person who argues in the above way is to be rebuked as a fool,

for his reason (which admits only quality) opposes his proposition

(which admits both quality and substance )

Another instance :

Disputant.—Fire is not hot,

Opponent.—But the evidence of touch disproves such a statement.
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Disputant, in order to pain the confidence of the asspmbled people,

says—"0 learned audience, listen, 1 do not Bay that fire is not hot, " etc.

It is on ly meet that the opponent should quit the company of a

man who argues in this way.

jrflt^wTRI tat-viknlpat, from their varieties ; srr'erfwffll'i 9g55f jati-

nigrahasthana-bahutvam, multiplicity of futility and ground of

defeat.

61. Owing to the variety of kinds, there a multiplicity of

futilities and occasions for rebuke.—20.

There are 24 kinds of futility and 22 kinds of oocasion for rebuke

which will be treated respectively in Chapter 1 and Chapter II of Book V.
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Book II, Chapter I.

^ST*: II ^ I \ I \ I)

tiJJMlta' WJTfeTTOfJrac samana-aneka-dharma-adhyavasayat, from the

ascertainment of common or more than one attributes of two objects ;

S[7qcft«rTOfvq3aUTni anyatara-dharma adhyavasayat, from the ascertain-

ment of the attributes of one of them , v&, or , «r Da, not, ?RPTs aamsayab,

doubt.

62. Some say that doubt cannot arise from the recognition of

common and uncommon properties, whether conjointly or separately.-1.

/ Conjointly.—It is said that doubt about an object is never pro-

duced if both the common and uncommon properties of the object are

recognised. For instance, if we see m the twilight a tall object which

moves, we do not doubt whether it is a man or a post. We at once decide-

that it is a man, for though tallness is a property possessed in common
by man and post, locomotion is a property which distinguishes a man from

a post.

Separately —Likewise, doubt about an object is said never to be pro-

duced if only the common or the uncommon properties are recognised. For

instance, if we Bee a tall object in the twilight, we have no reason to doubt

whether it is a man or a post. Tallness is certainly a property possessed

in common by man and post, but the tallness of a man is not identical

with that of a post: it merely resembles it. Now, the knowledge of simi-

larity between the tallness of a man and that of a post presupposes a
knowledge of the man and the post, of which two kinds of tallneBB are

attributes. If there is already a knowledge oi the man and the post,

there cannot be any doubt about them, for knowledge is the vanquisher

of doubt.

T%J?f^^T^«T3r^T^TSR|T^n^ II ^ I \ I ^ II

forf&fWWWTWJTOflnS vipra*ipatti-avyavastha-adhyavasayafc, from

the ascertainment of contradiction or of irregularity of perception and
non-perception. ^ cha, and.

63. It is further said that doubt cannot arise, either from

conflicting testimony, or from the irregularity of perception and non-

perception.—2,
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fsptfaT^J vipratipattau, if contradiction be a cause of doubt ; ^ cha,

also , *?«lf?lT^: sampratipatteh, from agreement.

64f. In the case of conflicting testimony there is, according to

them, a strong conviction (on each side).—?.

Suppose a disputant (Naiyayika) says there is- bouI. His opponent

(Buddhist) replies : there is no soul.

The dispntant and his opponent are quite sure that their respective

statements are correct. Hence there is no doubt, but on the contrary

there is conviction, in the minds of both.

sisre^gn avyavasthA, irregularity, STTfJjfsr &tmani, in itself s?j^f*SHFEncj(

vyavasthita-tvat, being regular , <%i cha, and ; wra?*TT1T: a-vyava-

sthayah, from irregularity.

65. Doubt, they say, does not arise from the irregularity of

perception and non-perception, because in the irregularity itself there

is regularity.—i.

An irregularity may be designated as Buch with reference to some-

thing else, but with reference to itself it is a settled fact. If the irregu-

larity is settled in itself, it is regular and cannot cause doubt. On the

other hand, if the irregularity is not settled in itself, it is devoid of its

own character and cannot cause doubt.

a«IT tatha, similarly
; «r3^T 3ftrai atyanta-samsayah, endless doubt;

3fIWSra?^TTTS: tat-dharma-satatya upapatteh, from continuous existence

of the attributes thereof.

66 Likewise, there is, they say, the chance of an endless doubt,

owing to the continuity of its cause.—5.

Recognition of properties common to many objects is, for instance,

a cause of doubt. The common properties continue to exist, and hence

there will, they say, be no cessation of doubt.

flTc^i^fccj^T m II ^ I \ I \ II
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W^t^gr^ yatha-ukta-adhyavasa^at, from the ascertainment as

stated by the opponent
, ^ eva, certainly

; aflf^r^iq tat-visesa-

apekBab, in which there is need of the differentia
, tfqft samiaye, donbt

arising
, si n a, not , swsrcr: a-samsayah, absence of doubt, ?r na, not

j

stei?5r?WT: atyanta-samsayah, endless donbt
, \&, or.

67. In reply, it is stated that the recogmfun of properties

common to many objects, etc., are certainly causes of doubt, if there

is no reference to the precise characters of the objects : there is no

chance of no -doubt or of endless-doubt.—

6

It is admitted that doubt does not arise from the recognition of

common and uncommon properties conjointly. Aphorism 2-1-] brings
forth the objection that doubt is not produced even by the recognition

of common or uncommon properties alone It is said that, while we see

a tall object m the twilight, we at onee think of a man and a post, both
of which are tall. Thus there is knowledge rather than doubt about

the man and post suggested by the tall object. The present aphoriBiu

dismisses the objection, by stating that there ib certainly a common (uon-

distinctive) knowledge about a man and a post suggested by the tail

object, but there is no precise (distinctive) knowledge about them. Precise

knowledge (that is, knowledge of the precise character which distinguishes

a man from a poBt) being absent, doubt must arise. Similar arguments

will apply to doubt arising from the recognition of non-common

properties alone.

Aphorisms 2-1-2 and 2-1-3 raise the objection that doubt does not

ai lse from conflicting testimony, as the disputant and his opponent are

both confident of their respective contentions. The present aphorism

disposes of the objection, by pointing out that, in the case of conflicting

fctatements, one is led to believe that both statements are worth consi-

deration, but is unable to penetrate into the precise characters of the

statements. Hence, though the disputant and his opponent remain fixed,

the umpire and the audience are thrown into doubt by their conflicting

statements.

Aphorism 2-1-4 raises the objection that doubt cannot arise from

the irregularity of perception and non-perception, as the irregularity is

settled in itself. The present aphorism meets the objection by stating

that the irregularity cannot be concealed by ineie veibal tricks. The

irregularity, though settled in itself, does not lose its own character until

the objects which cause it are removed.
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Aphorism 2- 1-5 giveB rise to the fear that there is the possibility of an

endless doubt, inasmuch as the cause is continuous. The present aphor-

ism removes the fear by stating that, though materials of doubt, such as

common properties, etc , continue to exist, we do not always recognise

them. Unless there is recognition of the common properties, etc , there

cannot be doubt.

sra ^fcro^fqipfttTOref: n ^ I \\ • II

yatra, wherever ,
samsayah, doubt ; as tatra, there

; q?f

evam, in tins way ; artflrWTOni nttara-uttara-prasafigah, sequence of

arguments one after another.

68. Examination should be made in this way of each case

where there is room for doubt.—7.

It has been stated that knowledge about the true nature of the cate-

gories consists in the true knowledge of their enunciation, definition, and

examination. In case of well-known factB admitted by all, there should bo

no examination. We ate to examine only those cases wheie there is room

for doubt. The authoi ex^Ums, therefore, first the uatuie of doubt, aud

then proceeds to examine the other categories, lest there should be any

room for douot in them

nc^T^taTTO,**]^ f95re*nf%f: n ^ i \ i «: 11

tfrqtdT^tert pratyal sa a liuaia, of perception and the rest , MOTWf
a-pran anyam, absence of tlio characteristic of being the means of right

knowledge ; #5T5?nft^: traikalya-asiddheh, because of their non-opera-

tion in any of the three divisions of time, past, present, and future

69. Perception and other means of knowledge, says an objector,

are invalid, as they are impossible at all the three times,—8.

According to the objector, perception is impossible at the present,

past and future times, or, in other words, perception can neither be prior

to, nor posterior to, nor simultaneous with, the objects of sense.

H ^ I ^ I < II

£3? purvam, before
, % hi, because : n-jrr>!lfa0 pramftna-siddhan, if

the means of right knowledge, perception,, etc , come into existence , q
na, not , gf^ntfaffTO&t mdriya-artha-sannikaigat, from the contact of
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the sense and object ; sr?<nirtefftfi pratyaksa-utpattih, production of

perception.

70. If perception occurred anteri > rly it could not, he says,

have arisen from the contact of a sense with its object.—9.

With reference to the percaption of colour, for instance, it is asked

whether the colour precedes perception or the perception precedes colour.

If yon say that perception occurred anteriorly or preceded the colour, you
must give up your definition of perception, viz , that perception arises

'from the contact of a sense with its object.

^Sf^IRi pafichat, after
, siddhau, if it comes into existence, si

na, not ; 3THr<>fr?: pram&nebhyah, from the means of right knowledge;

sritafa%: prameya-siddhih, establishment of what 13 to be proved

71. If perception is supposed to occur posteriorly you cannot,

he continues, maintain the conclusion that objects of sense are estab-

lished by perception.—10.

The objection stands thus :—The means of right knowledge are

stated by you to be perception, inference, comparison and verbal testi-

mony. All objects of right knowledge are said to be established by them.

The objects of sense, for instance, are supposed to be established by per-

ception : colour is said to be established by visual perception. This

conclusion will have to be abandoned if you say that perception occurs

posteriorly to the objects.

yugapat, simultaneously
, ftf^r siddhau, if it comes into exist-

ence ; srcWfoKTc^raC prati-artha-niyata,-t\ At, being restricted to each
object

; JSJTjfaa^wra: krama-vritti tva-abh&vah, absence of the charac-

teristic of being in successive order
, 5Jt$'"im buddhinam, of cognitions

72. If perception were simultaneous '.\ith its object there would

not, says the objector, be any order of succession in our cognitions,

as there is no such order in their corresponding objects.—11.

Various objects of sense en exist at one time, e.g , colour and smell

exist in a flower at the same time. If we hold that perception is simuir

taneous with its object, we must admit that the colour and the smell ean

5
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'be perceived at the same time, -that is, our perception of colour mu^t bo

admitted to be simultaneous with our perception of smell. This is absurd,

becauso two acta of perception, nay, two cognitions cannot take place

at the same tune. Aa there is an order of succession in our cognitions,

perception cannot be simultaneous with rts object. The aphorism may

also be explained ae follows:

—

In knowing a colour we perform, we may say, two kinds of know-

ledge simultaneously, viz.
s
perception and inference. As soon aa our eye

comes in contact with the colour, perception results which does

not, however, enable us to be aware of the colour. The colour is brought

home to ns by inference which, we may say, is performed simultaneously

With tl e perception Now, says the objector, perception and inference

being two different kinds of knowledge cannot be simultaneous, as the

mind which is an atomic substance cannot be instrumental in producing

more than one kind of knowledge at a time.

j INi^Tfijf: srm%^rgqqrf%: n ^ i \ \ ^ u

^rs?irf^ra;: trail, alya-asiddheh, from the non-existence (of the means

of right knowledge) in all the three times
,
ufa^vir^TlRn pratisedha-

aa-upapattih, non-establishment of denial or negation.

73. In reply, it is stated that if perception and other means of

right knowledge are impossible, the denial of them is also impossible.- 12.

Owing to absence of the matter to be denied, the denial is inopera-

tive.

^sranasfferNnqt sarva-pramana pratisedhat, owing to the denial of

all the means of right knowledge , ^ cha, and
, jrfa«far«J<nf^: pratisedha-

an-upapattih, non-existence of denial

74. Moreover, the denial itself cannot be established, if you deny

all means of right know ledge.— 13.

If you are to establish anything (e g , denial), you can do so only

by one or more of the means of riflit knowledge, viz., perception, infer-

ence, comparison, etc. If you deny them, there will be left nothing

which will lead you to the establishment of the thing. Hence you will not

be able to establish the denial itself.
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^fUUn0^ tat-pram&nye, if denial is valid ; va, or , «T na, not

;

S^JTOTHf^sfd^P sarva-pramana-vipratiaedhah, denial of all the means of

ri-ght knowledge.

75. If you say that your denial is based on a certain means of

ri^ht knowledge, you do thereby acknowledge the validity of the

means.—14.

Suppose you*d9ny a> thing, because it is not perceived. You do there-

by acknowledge that perception is a means of right knowledge Similarly,

inference, etc., are also to be acknowledged as means of right knowledge.

t^HSTlsifa^si: trai-kalya- apratisedhah , non-denial by reference to

three times ; ^ cha, and
; ^T*^, Sabdat, from sound

, sn^flfil'?^ atodya-

siddhivat, like the proof of the existence of the drum, afea^. tat-siddheh,

from the proof of their existence.

76. The means of right knowledge cannot, therefore, be denied.

They are established in the manner that a drum is proved by its sound.

—15.
There is, says Vatsy&yana, no fixed rule that the means of right

knowledge should precede objects of rightr knowledge or should suc-

ceed thorn or be simultaneous with them. The order of precedence is

never uniform Look at the analogous oases : a drum precedes its sound,

and illumination succeeds the sun, while smoke is synchronous with fire,

srctar pramej what is to be established, «r cha, and; gsrr tula,

something' possessing weight, a pair of aoalea, a measure of weight;
simTiq^ pramanya-vat, like its being a means of right knowledge by
being used as a weight.

77. The character of an object of right knowledge resembles

that of a balance by which a thing is weighed.—16.

Just as a balance is an instrument for measuring weight, but is a

measured object when it is itself weighed in another balance, so the

senses, etc, are said to be instruments of Fight knowledge from one point

of view, and objecos of right knowledge from. another, point of view. The

eye, for instance, is am nstrumenb of perception as well as an object of

perception. So also the means uf riglttkuowledge may, if 'occasion arises,

be also regarded as objects of right knowledge.
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SfWSa. pran an i-tah, from the means of right knowledge
, fa^

:

siddheh, knowledge or proof being, STHT<!IT«lt pt atnanauaui, of the means of

Bight knowledge , 3mQn*<ftftf4MU&: pramana-antara siddhi-prasangah,

implication of the existence of other means of right knowledge.

78. If an object of right knowledge, continues the objector, is

to be established by a means of right knowledge, this latter needs

also to be established by another means cf right knowledge.—17.

The objection stands thus :—
You say that an object of right knowledge is to be established by a

meanB of right knowledge. I admit this, and ask how you establish

the means of right knowledge itaelf. Since a means of right knowledge

may also be regarded as an object of right knowledge, yon are required

to establish the so called means of right knowledge by another means of

right knowledge, and so on.

affftf^: tat-vinivrittehh, in case of the cessation of the other means

after the cognition of the means of right knowledge , ?f v&, on the other

hand
, srmilffl%^t pramana-siddhi-vat, as in the case of the proof or

knowledge of the means of right knowledge
; JBtafaf^: prameya-

siddhib, proof of the object of right knowledge.

79. Or, he continues, if a means of right knowledge does not

require another means of right knowledge for its establishment, let an

object of right Knowledge be also established without any means of

right knowledge.— 18.

A means of right knowledge stands in the Baine category as an

object of right knowledge, if you are to establish either of them.

If the means of right knowledge is accented as self-established,

the object of right knowledge must also, according to the objector, be

accepted as self-established In such a contingency perception, inference,

etc , will be superfluous.

•f J^^JraRTTOIgSfTTT^rf: II ^ I \ \ \i II

si na, no
, Jr$<Tswr*Tffc%3?J pradlpa-prakasa-siddhi-vafc, like proof

of illumination of the lamp
; af*^: tat-siddheh, because of the proof

thereof ». e. the means of right knowledge.
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80. It is not so : the means of right knowledge are established

like the illumination of a lamp.—19.

A lamp illumines a jar and our eye illumines the lamp. Though
it is sometimes the lamp, and sometimes the eye, that illumines, you are

bound to admit a general notion of illuminator. Similarly, you must admit

a general notion of the means of rifrht knowledge as distinguished from

that of the objects of right knowledge The means will not, of course,

be regarded as such when included under the category of an object.

[The aphorism is also interpreted as follows :—Just as a lamp
illumines itself and the other objects, the mea.is of right knowledge

establish themselves and the objects of right knowledge. Hence percep-

tion establishes itself and the objects of sense]

Note.—Objections raised m aphorisms 8,9,10,11,16, 17 and 18

emanated from the Buddhist philosophy. The reply given in aphorisms

12, 13, 14, 15 and 19, represents the views of Brahmamc philosophers

who regard perception as a real act and objects as self existent entities.

According to the Buddhist philosophers, however, neither perception nor

objects have any self-existence. They acquire an apparent or condi-

tional existence, in virtue of a ceitain relation which exists between them.

Cause and effect, long and short, prior and posterior, etc , are all relative

terms. The whole world is a net-work of lelations. The relations them-

selves are illusory, as the objects which are related have no Belf-existence.

Hence the world is an illusion, or has a meie conditional existence. But

where there is conditionally, there ih no tiuih. Truth and conditionally

are incompatible terms. That which neutralises all relations is the void

or absolute which lies beyond the conditional world. To speak the truth,

the world is an absolute nothing, though it has a conditional existence.

Vide my Translation of the Madhyamika aphorisms in the Journal of the

Buddhist Text Society, Calcutta, for 1895, 1896, 1897, 1896 and 1899.

« ^ \ \ i ^° u

S»f%^ kvachit, in some cases, e. g. lamp
, f*Tffrl^Mi^ mvritti-dar-

sanat, from the observation of cessation , srftff%^Ht3 anivritti-darsanat,

from the observation of non-cessation or non-absence , ? cha, and
;

kvaohit, in some cases, e. g. jar ; *t3$t*3: an-eka-antah., not-one-ended,

uncertain.

81. Seeing that m some cases other proofs are not required and
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that in so one cases there is need of other proofs, your argument 1a

indecisive—20,

This is- in reply to those who argue that just as a light does not

require another light to illuminate it, even so the proofs, 1. e. the means

of right knowledge also may not requiro anything else to prove them , in

other words, bha*fc evei>y means of right knowledge is also the means of its

own right knowledge. The reply is that the example cannot he stretched

so far, because there is- nothing to distinguish the hetu (reason), viz to

be the illuminator, from the udaharana ( example ), viz. the lamp, in

this respect The means of right knowledge and a lamp both illuminate

objects ; a lamp also illuminates itself ; but it does not therefore follow

that the means of right knowledge also illuminates itself. For a lamp

which illuminates objects, can also be illuminated by another lamp , and

it would then follow on- the same ana-logy that the means of right know-

ledge which illuminates objects, may be also illuminated by other means.

Thus your argument leads- to opposite conclusions.

33l$rcftjTi!IT3TO?%
>

: pratyaksa-laksana-an-upapattih., non-establishment

of the definition of perception
; e»5Wfl5^TT^ A-samagra-vachanat, from

incomplete statement.

82. An objector may say that the definition of perception as

given before is untenable, because incomplete.—21-

Perception has been defined as knowledge which arises from the

contact of a sense with its object. This difimtion is- said bo be defective,

because it does not notice the conjunction of soul with- mind, and of

mind with sense, which'are also causes- of perception.

5T na, not, siFCTTTO: atma-maii soh, of bouI and mind
, srfsr^rfwt

sannikar§a-abli&ve, in the absence of contact • sr€3$ftc<lf^T : pratyaksa-

utpattih, production of perception.

"* 83. Perception, it is said, cannot arise unless there is conjunc-

tion of soul with mind.—22.

Prom the contact of a sense with its object no knowledge arises

unless, it is said, there is also conjunction of soul with mind. A sense

coming in contact with its object produces knowledge in our soul, only if

the sense is conjoined with the mind. Hence the conjunction of soul

with mind should be mentioned as a necessary element in the definition

of perception.
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'f^»tsff^r^rai^5 dik-desa-kala-akasesu, in respect of direction, space,

time and ether , ^ift api, also , ijtf evam, similar ; sr*tn: prasangah,
implication.

84. "Were it so, observes one of the assembly then direction,

space, time and ether should also be enumerated among the causes of

perception.—23.

Direction, space, time and ether are also indispensable conditions in

tho production of knowledge Bat even the objector does not feel the

necessity of enumerating these among the causes of perception.

SJTlfS5jf?9T^ jfiana-linga-tvat, because cognition or knowledge is its

mark ; Wctffi: atmanah, of soul , H na, not, aR3?ta: anavarodhah, non-

exelnsion.

85.
r
J he soul, we point out, has not been, excluded from our

definition, inasmuch as knowledge is a mark of the soul—24.

Perception has been described as knowledge, and knowledge implies

the soul which is its abode Consequently, in speaking of knowledge, the

soul has, by implication, been mentioned as a condition in the production

of perception.

a^ffrwsrfls^f^rac tat-ayaugapadya-hnga-tvat, because non-simul-

taneity of cognitions is its mark , ^ cha, and ; na, not ; TO manasah,

of mind.

86. The mind, too, has not been omitted from our definition,

inasmuch as we have spoken of the non-simultaneity of acts of

knowledge—25.

Perception has been defined as knowledge. An essential character-

istic of knowledge is that more than one act of knowing cannot take place

at a time. This characteristic is due to the mind, an atomic substance,

which is conjoined with tbe sense, when knowledge is produced. Hence,

in speaking of knowledge, we have, by implication, mentioned the mind

as a oondition of perception.

STOfl^ II ^ \ \ I ^ II
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Sf1$lftf*l^f3rT?I praty»ks<i nimitta tvat, because it is the condition

ofperception ,
^fs^im^T: iudri> a-arthayuh, of sense and object

, fffirw^

sannikarsasya, of c intact ; ^NfTS^f sva-sabdena, by identical term,

specific ; 5^sf vachanani, statement.

87. 1 he contact of a sense with its object is mentioned as the
,

special cause of perception—26.

There are many kinds of knowledge, such as perception, recollection,

etc. Conjunction of soul with mind is a cause which operates in the

production of all kinds of knowledge, while the contactof a sense with its

object is the cause which operates only in perception. In our de6mtioa

of perception we have mentioned only the sptecial cause, and have omitted

the common causes which precede not only perception, but also other

kinds of knowledge.

n ^ i ^ i ^® u

§804"*r*H«iflt supta-vyasakta-manaaam. of minds asleep and inatten-

tive; ^ cha, and
, ^rsjfiTW^r. mdriya-arthayoh, of sense and object , afkw-

fafireif^Rtsannikarsa-ninutta- tvat, because contact is the condition.

88. The contact of a sense with its object is certainly the main

cause, as perception is pro :uced even when one is asleep or inatten-

tive —27.

Even a sleeping person hears the thundering of a cloud if his ear is

open to it, and a careless person experiences heat if his skin is exposed

to it.

§: taih, by these; ^ cha, also
; *rq^>T: apadesah, differenciation

;

5njff%$7T<!lt jfiana-visesanam, of particular cognitions.

89. By the senses and their objects are also distinguished ihe

special kinds of knowledge.—28.

The special kinds of knowlege are the five varieties of perception,

viz , by sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch. These are distinguished

by the senses in whose spheres they lie, or by the objects which they

illumine. Thus the visual perception is (jailed eye-knowledge or colour-
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knowledge, the auditory ,perception la called ear-knowledge or sound-

knowledge, the olfactory perception is called nose-knowledge or smell-

knowledge, the gustatory perception is called tongue-knowledge or taste-

knowledge and the tactual perception is called skin-knowledge ortouch-

knowledge.

'' s^Tf^f^ni vy&hata- tvSfc, because it is precluded or obstructed
; W^f:

a-hetuh, no argument.

90. '
( The above, says the objector, is ) no argument, because it

is precluded.—29.

The conclusion reached ,the preceding three aphorisms is that

the contact of the sense and the object, and not the contact of the sense

and mind nor the contact of the soul and mind, should be stated to be

the cause of perception To this the objector pnts in a rejoinder. The

meaning is that if in certain circumstances, e g where the person is

asleep or inattentive, perception takes place without tie contact of the

soul and mind, then there would be nothing to prevent several cognitions

from being produced at one and the same time, and thus the tenet that

the non-production of several cognitions simultaneously is the mark of

the mind ( Nyava-sritra, I. i 16 ) would be violated Therefore the sutra

I. i 16 precludes, or is precluded by, the aigument advanced in the

preceding three aphorisms.

?r na, not; wrF-f^TTl^ST!?! artha vises i-pi&baly at, on account of

the prevalence or intensity of a particular peicept or sensible object.

91. ( We reply that there is ) no (such preclusion or violation).

( In the case of a person v» ho is asleep or inattentive perception ta' es

place ) through the intensity of the sensible object.—30.

The three aphorisms in question, No9 &7 89, do not imply that the

contact of the soul and mind sometimes is, arid siuietimet »s not, the

the cause of perception. They merely emphasise the fact that the con-

tact of the sense and object is the principal cause of perceptual cogni-

tion. For the intensity of the object and the keenness of the sense

directly establish contact of the object with the sense, and not of the

sense with mind and the soul.

6
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ir^Sf psakyaksatn, peroeption
; WtJJTPf anuuiauam, inference

,

»{N>foliTgqT3 eka-desi-grahariat, because of apprehension of a pait , 37ss-j:

upalabdheh, of cognition

•92. Terception, it may be urged, is inference, because it illu-

mines only a part as a mark of the whole.—31.

We are said t.i perceive a tree, while we really perceive only a pait

of it. 'I his knowledge <if the tree, as a whole, derived from the knowledge

61 a part of it is, j.ceoi ding to the objectors, a case of inference.

st na, no, zmtaw pratyaksena, by perception , qtsq argq; ySvat tavat,

so much as that , sift api, even; aq3»»T<l upalambhat, because there is

cognition.

93. Eut this is not so, for perception is admitted of at least

that portion uhich it actually illumines,—32.

The objecfcois themselves admit that a partis actually perceived.

Hence, perception as a means of knowledge is not altogether denied, and

it is accepted as different from inference.

HMKini 'H"idhya-t\&t, because it is what is to be established;

3{33rgft j,vL,yavini, in respect of the whole , : Sandehah, doubt

01. There is, so r.e say, doubt about the vhole, because the

whole has yet to be established.—33.

The ob]ectors say that parts alone are realities and that there is no

whole behind them. A tree, for instance, is yellow in some paitsaud
green in other parts If the tree was one whole, then the contradictory

qualities of yellowness and greenness conld not have belonged to it

simultaneously Hom-e the parts aione must, according to them, be

regai dcd as> teal.

^fofsR<ro£srT%§: u ^ i \ i ^9 u

*R?ST5"»f sai va-agrahHnam, non-apprehension of all, a^qsqfa^i

avayavi-asiddheh, in case of non existence of the whole,

0". ]f there were no whole, Ihere would, it is replied, he non-

perception ui" all.—3J-.
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All signifies substance, quality, action, generality, pat ticularity and
intimate relation. None of these would be perceptible, if the whole were
denied. Suppose that the parts alone are real Then, since a pait is not

of fixed dimension, it may itself be divided into parts, these latter again
into further parts, and so on, until we reach tie atoms which are the

u-ltimate parts Now the atoms which possess no lulls mo not perceptible.

Similarly, the quality, action, etc., which inhere in the atoms, aie also not

perceptible Consequently, if we deny that thoio is a'whule,* neither the

substance nor quality, etc., would be perceptible

silT'Ol^f'QtaT^: dliarana-akarsana upapattoh, because of the fact of

holding and pulling , "g cha, and.

96. Thei*e is a whole, because we can hold, pull, etc.—85.

If there were no whole, we could not have held or pulled an entire

thing by holding or pulling a part of it. Wo say, ' one ]ar,' 'one man,'

etc. This use of ' one ' would vanish, if there wore no whole.

^I^ii; sena-vana-vat, like an army and a foiest
, jffuf grahanam,

apprehension , ^fer iti, so , ^ ohet, if , sr na, no , McV^f^iri ati-mdriya-

tvat, because of their being beyond the senses , sifpat hnunam, of the

atoms.

97. The illustration from an army ( r a forest does not hold

good, for atoms cannot be detected by the sense-. —30

If any one were to say that just as a single soldier or a single tree

may not be seen from a distance, but an army consisting of numerous

soldi9i*s or a forest consisting of numerous trees is seen, so a single atom

may not be perceptible, but a jar consisting of numerous atoms will be

perceptible, and these atoms being called 'one jar,' the use of 'one' will

not vanish, the analogy, we reply, does not hold good, because the

soldiers and trees possess bulk and so are preceptible, wheieas the atoma

do not possess bulk andso are individually not peiceptible It is absurd to

argue that, because soldiers and trees are perceptible in the mass, atoms

are perceptible in the mass also : to avoid this conclusion, we must admit

the existence of a whole beyond the- parts.
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$l«ftqsiT3¥n§[^»-?l. rod ha apagh&ta-sadrisj ebhyah, from obstruction

(as in the case of a stieam) disturbance (as in the case of an ants' nest)

and (artificial) similarity
, wtf^HT^ vy abhich&i at, as it errs

, aigqjjf

anum&nam, mfereucef; eTRTTHSf aprainanam, not a means of right

knowledge.

98. Inference, some sayyis not a means of right knowledge,

as it errs in certain cases e, g , when a ri\ er is banked, when something

is damaged, and when similarity misleads, &.C.— 37.

If we see a river swollen, we mfei that there has been rain, if we

see the ants carrying off their eggs, we infer that there will be rain , and

if we hear a peacock scream, we infer that clouds are gathering. These

inferences, says an objector, are not necessarily correct, for a river may

be swollen because embanked, the ants may carry off their eggs because

their nests have been damaged, and the so-called screaming of a peacock

may be nothing but the voice of a man.

t^SQT^rra^Tf^^TS^T^OTSK^ u ^i \ \ \z II

srna, no, q^^raW<3 1

'

gqfowf: ekadesa-tiasa-sadrisyebhyah, from the

part, fear, and similarity
, «rafaftW;fraf artha antara-bhavat, because

It is something different.

99. It is not so, because our, inference is based on something

else than the part, fear and likeness.—38.

The swelling of a river caused by rain is different from that which

results from the embankment of a part of it , the former is attended by a

great rapidity of currents, an abundance of foam, a mass of floating

fruitB, leaves, wood, etc. The manner in which aDts carry off their eggs

just before rain is quite different from the manner in which they do so

when their nests cue damaged. The an,ts run away quickly in a steady

line when rain is imminent, but fear makes them ny in disorder when

their nests are damaged The screaming of a peacock which suggests

gathering clouds is qmte different from a man's imitation of it, for the

latter is not natural. If in such cases any wrong inference is drawn,

the fault is in tne person, not in the process.

^rKIRWre: vartamana-abbavah, non-existence of present time;

•laer: patatah,
f
of the falling ; qferaifaasq^reftoflS: patita-patitavya-kala-

upapatteh, because of proof of the time through which it has fallen

and the time through which it will fall.
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100. 1 here is, some say, no present time because -when a

thing falls, we can know only the tLne through which it has fallen and

the time through which it will yet fall -—39.

Inference has reference to thiee times In the a priori inference we
pass from the past to the present, in tlie a posteriori from the present to

the past, and in the ' commonly seen' from the present to the present. I*

is, therefore, proper that we should examine the three times. The reason

which leads some people to deny the present time is that when a fruvlj,

for instance, falls from a tree, we recognise only the past time taken up

by the fruit in traversing a certain distance and the future time which

will yet be taken up by the fruit in traversing the remaining distance.

There is no intervening distance which the fruit can traverse at the

Bo-called present time. Hence, they say, there is no present time.

a^T: tayoh, of these two sjfa api, also ; WTra: abhavah non-existence;

^rfarorani vartam&na-abhave, in the case of the non-existence of the

present , ^?^8J??rr5 tat-apeksa-tvafc, because of being related to it.

101. If there is no present time, there will, it is replied, be no

, past and future times, because they are related to it —4>0.

The past is that which precedes the present, and the future is that

which succeeds it. Hence, if there is no present time, there cannot be

any past or future time.

«T na, not , Sfrft iftTTOifr. atita-anagatayoh, of the past and the future;

j 5atfl^EffTfof^: itaia-itara-apeksa-aiddhih, establishment by inutal

dependence.

102. The past and future cannot be established by a mere

mutual reference.—41.

If the past is defined as that which is not the future and the future

is defined as that which is not the past, the definition would involve a

fallacy of mutual dependency. Hence we must admit the present time,

' to which the past and future are related.

*rawnwt vartamana-abhave,, in the case of the non-existence of
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the present, ssqfafof sarva-agrahanam, non-apprehension of all, 5T
51^[igqq^:

pratyaksa-au-upapaiteh, owing to impossibility of perception

103. If there were no present time, sen-e perception would be

impossible, knou le Ige w ould be impossible.—J.2.

If you deny the present time, there cannot be any perception which

illumines only what is present in tune; and, in the absence of perception,

all kinds of knowledge would be impossible. Hence the pie^enc time ib

esta.bhsb.od by confutation or the principle of reductw ad abswdum

^aara^si^riq^: kntata-kartavyata-upapatteh, from the possibility

of a thing having been accomplished and remaining to be accomplished
,

3*najr nbhayatha, bothways , JTffof grahanam, apprehension.

104. We can know both the past and the future, for we cau

conceive of a thing as made and as about to be made—43.

The present time is indicated by what continues, the past by what

has been finished, and the futute by what has not yet begun.

WIJ^WisNj^ffTwqfq atyanta p a, a-ekadesa sadbarmyat, from absolate,

almost complete or partial similarity
, 3WTflf5l%: upam&na-asiddih, non-

establishment of comparison

1 05. Comparison, some say, is not a means of.right knowledge,

as it cannot be established either through complete or considerable or

partial simil inty.

—

m i.

On the ground of complete similarity we never say '' a cow is like a

cow, " on the ground of considerable similarity we do not say that ''a

buf ilo is like a cow," and on the ground of partial similarity we do not

say that " a mustaid seed is like Mount Meiu " Hence comparison is

regai ded by some as not a means of light knowledge, for it has no

precise std.nd.ird

srfa^reTRTfi prasiddha-s&dharinyat, from wellknown similarity

;

3TOTlfa<ir uparnaua-siddheh, because of establishment of comparison

;

^Tfi^lTrgq"!^. ukta-dosa-annpapattih, non-application of the defeat urged.

10 '. This objection does not hold good, for comparison is estab-

lished through si >inlarity in a high degree.—15.
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The snnilai ity m a high degree exists between such well-known

objects us a cow and a bos gavrous, etc.

JTc^^mr^mf: II ^ I \ I V\ II

snWH pratyaksen.i, by perception
,

3TSr?18?f^^: apiatyaksa-siddheh,

because of establishment of what is not an object or perception

107. Comparison, some say, is not different from inference, for

both seek to establish the unperceived by mea is of the perceived—16.

"We recognise a bos gavieus at fiiat sightthiough its special similar-

ity to a cow which we have often peiceived This knowledge of a pre-

viously unperceived object darned through its similarity to a peiceived

object 13, it has been said, nothing but a case of inference.

«T na, not
,

3TiT518jr apratyakse, unperceived, Jl^ifr gavaye, in a boa

gavseus
,
srnr'nT'fn prainana-aitham, the purpose of proof, utility as proof;

TtnriTC? npauiatiass a, of comparts m , <nf*TTJT: paSyatnah, we see.

108. It is net in a bos gavieus unperceived that we find t 1 e real

matter of compari on.—47.

The matter of comparison is similarity , e g , between a cow and a

bos gavfens The bos gavieus in which we notice the similarity is fiist

perceived, that is, on perceiving a bos gavseus we notice its similarity to a

cow Hence comparison supplies us with knowledge of a perceived thing,

through its similarity to another thing also preceived This characteristic

distinguishes it from infeience, which furnishes us with knowledge of an

unperceived thing through that of a thing ppiceived

g«rt tatha, iti, and thus
, 7TH«T?I^ npasamhaiat, from conclusion,

eummation
, 3WRfsraj: upamana-siddeh, from the establishment of com-

parison , jt na, not ; alfalfa: a visesah, non-difference.

10D . There is non-difference, inasmuch as comparison is

established thiough the compendious expression ''so "— IS.

It is not true that comparison is identical with inference, because

the former is established through the compendious expression "so."
1 As is a cow, so is a bos gavseus'—this is an instance of comparison.

This use of ' so' makes it clear that comparison is a distinct means of

right knowledge.
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stis^: sibdah, word , aTgJTrsf anuria >am, inference , 3l*fo aithasya, of

the object ,
wgqgisq': an-upalabdheh, because of non-cognition

, «tg^qf^

anuineyat\at, because of ita having to be inferred

110- Verbal testimony, say some, is inference, because the

object revealed by it is not perceived but inferred.— 19.

Inference gives us the knowledge of an unperceived object, through

the knowledge of an obieot which is perceived. Similarly, verbal testis

moQy enables us to acquire the knowledge of an unperceived object,

through the knowledge of a word which ib perceived. The verbal testi-

mony is,therefore, supposed by some to be inference, as the object

reveald by both is unperoeived.

3<T9«?: upalabdheh, of consciousness, cognition, apprehension;

enf^srffefWrac a-dvi-pravritti-tvat, not having a dual application.

111. In respect of perceptibility the two cases are not, continues

the objector, different.—50.

In infereuce as well as in veibal testimony we pass to an unperceived

object through an object which is perceived. In respect of perceptibility

of the object through which we pass, ihe inference does not, continues the

objector, differ from the verbal testimony.

^F^^^f II ^ I \ I Sft ||

fT'spqra; sambandli&t, from relation or connection ; ^ cha, and.

11?. There is, moreover, adds the objector, the same connection.

.
—51.

Just as in inference there is a certain connection between a sign (e.<j. t

Bmoke) and the thing signified by it (e. g., fire),' so in verbal testimony

'there is connection between a word and the object signified by it. So

inference, says the objector, is note different from verbal testimony.

sU'^rci^remTe'lfgc apta-upadesa-aamarthyat, through force derived

from the declaration by a reliable person
j ^TS^isftfnratT: sabda-artha-

sampratyayah, complete intuition of the object from the word.
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113* In reply, we say that there is reliance on the matter signified

by a word, because the word has been used by a reliable person.—52.

In reference to the objections raised in aphorisms 49 and 50, we say

that we rely oh unseen matter, not simply because it is signified by words,

bat because they are spoken by a reliable person. There are, some say,

paradise, nymphs, Uttarakurus, seven islands, ocean human settlements,

etc. We accept them as realities, not because tney are known through

words, but because they are spoken of by persons who are reliable. Hence
verbal testimony is not inference. The two agree in conveying knowledge

Of an object through its sign, bat the sign in one is different from the sign

in the other. In the case of verbal testimony, the special point is to

decide whether the sign (word) comes from a reliable person.

Aphorism 51 speaks of a certain connection between a word and the

object signified by it. The present aphorism points out that the connection

is not a natural one. We acknowledge that a word indicates a certain

wbject, but we deny that the object io naturally or necessarily connected

with the word. Hearing, for instance, the word "cow," we think of the

animal signified by it, nevertheless the word and the animal are not

connected with each other by nature or necessity. In the case ofinferenoe,

however, the connection between a sign ( e g., smoke) and the thing

signified ( eg., fire ) is natural and necessary. Therefore, the connection

involved m inference is not of the same kind as that involved hi verbal

testimony.

gT'Oir^t^qTCTT^^*^ ! purana-pradaha-patana-anupalabdheh, from

non-appiehension of filling, burning, and splitting, ^ cha, and;
fcwwn«fa sambandha-abh&vah, non existence of connection.

114. There is no natural eonneetion between a word and the

Object signified by it, as we do not find that the words fooj, fire and

hatchet, are accompanied by the actions filling, burning and

Splitting.—53.

If a word were naturally connected with the object signified by it,

then by uttering the words food, fire and hatchet we should have found
our mouth filled up (with food), burnt (with fire) and split (by a hatchet).

But such is never the case. Hence there is no natural connection between
a word and the object signified by it, and consequently verbal testimony
is not inference.

2
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^ts^sfn?^€TT5It?t sabda artha-vyavastlian/it, fiom tlie fixity of (tho

intuition) of object from word
;

a-prntisedlifih, non-contradiction.

115. It cannot, says an objector, be denied that thero is a fixed

connection between words and their meanings.—51.

A particular word denotes a particular meaning, e g the word 'cow'

denotes the animal of that name, but it does not denote n. lioise, a jar, or

any other thing. There is, therefore, in the case of vei bill testimony, a

fixed connection between a word and its meaning as tliei t» is in the cased!

inference a fixed connection between a sign and lln> tiling signified Ilencs

verbal testimony is considered by the objector to 1>b a case of inference

5* ^HM ft 1^*4m^SJTcSR^ II ^ I \ \ !ft U

«I na, not
; ?ITJ?f^^f^r?t samayika-tvat, from bomg conventional

,

^s^resWSWT aabda-artha-sampratyayasya, -of the intuition of object

from word.

( 110. We reply, it is through convention that the meaning of a

i"WorJ is understood.—55.

V>- The connection between a worfi and its monnmg is conventional

and not natuial. The connection, though fixed by man, is not inseparable

and cannot therefoie be the basis of an inference

v 5nrarad% n ^ i $ \ m\ h

5irf?lfMf$ J&ti visese, with paitioular classes
, g ch.i, and , 3»fspTHT<J

aniyamat, from absence of natural uniformity

117. There is no universal uniformity of connection between a

word and its meaning.—56.

The mis, aryas and mlechchhas use the same word in different senses,

e y the woi d "yava" is used by the aryas to denote a long-awned firain,

but by the mlochchhaB to denote a panic-seed So the connection betwien

a word and its meaning is not everywhere uniform, and consequently

verbal testimony cannot be considered as inference.

tat, that, word ; awmi**f a-pramanyam, not a means of right

knowledge, invalid; -stsjasqmra gJT^flB ^r^wj: anrita-vyaghata-punarukta-

dosebhyah, owing to the defecta of falsity, futility and repetition.
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S 118. The Veda, some say, is unreliable, as it involves the faults

of untruth, contradictio and tautology.—57.

The Veda, which 1^ a loud of veilial testimony, is not, some say, a

means- of right knowled^i*. It is supposed by them to be tainted with the

faults of untruth, contradiction and tautology. For instance, the Veda
affirms that a son is produced when the sactifice for the sake of a son is

perfoitned It often happens that the son is not produced, though the

sacrifice has been performed.

Theie are many contradictory injunctions in the Veda, eg., it dec-

lares "lot one saon Gee when the sun has risen," also " let one sacrifice

when the sun has not risen," etc. There is such tautology as * let the

first hyuin he recited tin ice," "let the last hymn be recited thrice," etc.

!| na, not
,
sEH^-HturatgoSTer karma-kartn-sa,dhana.vaignnyafc, from

defect in the act, agent, or materials.

119. lhe so called untruth in the Veda comes from some defect

in the act, operator or materials of sacrifice—58.

Defect in the act consists in sacrificing not according to rules, defect

in the operator (officiating priest) consists in his not being a learned man,

and defect in the materials consists in the fuel being wet, butter being

not fresh, remuneration ( to the officiating priest) being small, etc. A son

is sure to be produced as a result of performing the sacrifice, if these

defects are avoided. Therefore, there is no untruth in the Veda.

sswjifcq abhyupetya, arriving at a decision; 5>I3ri^t kala-bhede, in the

case of alteration of the time
,
^Tt^TI^ dosa-vachanat, there being the

declaiation of the defect

120. Contradiction >vould occur if there were alteration of the

tune agreed upon.—59.

Let a person perfoim sacrifice before sunrise or after sunrise if he

has agreed upon doing it at either of the times. Two alternative courses

being open to him, he oan perform the sacrifice before sunrise or after

sunrise, according to his agreement or desire. The Veda cannot b©

charged with the fault of contradiction, if it enjoins such alternative

courses.
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^gsn^Tq^^^ it ^ i \ \ %° n

«3^r^T«W^: anuv&da-upapatteh, fiom th» possibility of its being a

re-inculcation , « cha, and

121. There is no tautology, becai se re inculcation is of advan-

tage.—60.

Tautology means a useless rep&tition, which meTer occurs in. the

Veda. IE there is any repetition, there, it is either for completing a certain

number of syllables, or for explaining u matter briefly expressed!, etc.

"Let the first hymn be recited tln-ice,
,r "let the- last hymn be recited

thrice"—such instances embody a useful repetition.

W5rfa*n»ICT vakya-vibbagasya, of the division of speech, V oha, and;

WIH?^?* artha-grahanat, from apyiehension of different objects.

122. And because there is necessity for the classification of

Vedio speech.—61.

It is necessary to divide the Vedtc speech into classes based on

special characters.

f^^q^ig^T^^HfafsPmU^ vidhi-wtliav a. lu-tinavftda-vachana-vini-

yogat, from the distribution of speech as injam ti»n, persuasion and re-

in culcation.

123. The Vedio speech being divided on the principle of injunc-

tion, persuasion and re-inculcation—(J2r

The two main divisions of the Veda are ( 1 ) hymn and ( 2 ) ritual.

The ritual portion admits of three sab-divisions, viz, injunctive, persua-

sive andre-inculcative.

rare: tNto*?: u ^ i \ \ \\ u

ferfvi: vidhih, injunction , fttrra*: vidhayakah, that which prescribes

something positive.

124. An injunction is that which exhorts us to adopt a certain

course of action [ as the means of attaining good].—63.

The following is an injunction :—" Let him who desires paradise
perform the fire-Bs,crifice." This is a direct command.
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*gfo: stutilk h praise ; f$p%t ninda, hUame
, <»{fffr: para kritilki, doing- of

• others, failures of others
; 3*ra«<T: pura-kalpa^, tradition, custom* ofi old

,

ffo lti, such
; artha-vadah, persuasion.

125. Persuasion is effected through praise, blame, warnings and
prescription.—64.

Praise is speech which persuades as to- a certain course of action' by

extolling its consequences, e.g., "By the Sarvajit sacrifice gods con-

quered all, there is nothing like Sarvajit sacrifice,, it enables us to obtain

everything and to vanquish every one, etc." Here there is no direct

command, but the Sarvajifc sacrifice is extolled in such a way that we
are persuaded to perform it.

Blame is speech which persuades us to adopt a certain course of

action by acquainting us with the undesirable consequences of neglecting

it, eg , "One who performs any other sacrifice, neglecting the Jyotistoma,

falls into a pit and decays there" Here one is persuaded to perform the

Jyotistoma sacrifice, the neglect of which brings about evil consequences.

Warning is the mentioning of a course of action, the obstruction of

which by some particular person led to bad consequences, e g., on pre*

senting oblation one is to take the fat first and the sprinkled butter

afterwards, but alas ! the Charaka priests first took the sprinkled butter

which was, as it were, the life of fire, etc. Here the foolish course of action

adopted by the Charaka priests should serve as a warning toother priests.

who ought to avoid the course.

Prescription implies the mention of something as commendable on

account of its antiquity, e g , "By this the Brahmanas recited the Sama
hymn, etc."

fafirfstffca^
- vidhi-vihitasya, of what is prescribed by injnncti on ;

anu-vachanam, repetition , *C3WT?: anuvadah reinculcation.

126. Be-inculcation is the repetition of that which has been

enjoined by an injunction.—65.

Re-inculcation may consist of (1) the repetition of an injunction, or

(2) the repetition of that which has been enjoined. The first is called

verbal re-inculcation and the second objective re-inculcation. In the Veda

there is re-inouloation, as in ordinary use there is repetition. «Non eter*
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nal not eternal"—this- is a verbal repetition. "Non-eternal, possessing

the character of extinction"—this is objective repetition.

«T na, not , STJ^S^^B^l: an ui ada-pntiarnktayoh, of reinculcali'ta

and repetition , flf^T: vises-.ih.,. difference
; ^Ts^tJ-^I^iMM-w : sabda abh\a*it-

npapatteh, because of the existence of the repetition of words

127. '] here is, some say, bo difference between re inculcation

and tautology, as- there is in either case a repetition of some expression

already used.—36.

Re-inculcation is supposed by some to be a fault, inasmuch as it

does not, according to them, differ from tautology

^ftETCKWT^TI^I^ si^hratara-gamana-upadesa-vat, like the du ertinn

of going faster and faster which indicates intensity of action
, sn-qig<f

abhjasat, from repetition ; sr na, not
, arFVsfai a-vispsah, non-difforonce

128. There is a difference, because re-inculcation serves some

useful purpose, as, e.g., a command to go faster.—67.

Tautology consists of a useless repetition, but the repetition in the

case of re-inculcation is useful, eg., "go on, go o-n"—signifies " go faster.'

H*sngs?3Srwn,"*'r5I mantia a . urvedu-prainanya-vat, like the validity of

mantra or chant and of medical science , g cha, and ,
afsnmoq^ tat jn»-

manyam, its validity , SCIBSTWT'IFI apta-pramanyat, from the authouty of

the reliable speaker.

129. The Veda is reliable like the spell and the medical science,

because of the reliability of their authors.—68.

The spell counteracts poison, etc , and the medical science prescribes

correct remedies The authority which belongs to them is derived from

their authors, the sages, who were reliable pet sons The sages them-

selves weie lehable, because (l)they had an intuitive perception of truths,

(2) they had great kindness for living beings and (3) they had the desire of

communicating their knowledge of the truths. The authors, (lit , the

seers and speakers) of the Veda were also the authors of the spell and

medical science Hence, like the spell and medical science, the Veda
must be accepted as authoritative. The view that the Veda is authorita-

tive because eternal, is untenable
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Book II, Chapter IL

^ na, not
, xT?j£J^ chatnstvam, to be four

, ^P?§rivfq'Tl?TWT^WT^!TTiiIt'«n^

artihya-atthapatti s.wiibhava-abhav&-piaman\ &r, because tradition, pre-

-sumption, probability and non existence aie also means of right know-
ledge

130. Some say that the means of right know ledge are more
than four, because rumour, presumption, probability and nun-c istence

are also valid.— 1.

In Book I, chapter I, aphorism 3, the meana of right knowledge

ha^e been stated to be four, viz
,
perception, infeience, comparison and

veibal testimony Soiat; say that there aie other meana of light know-

ledge, such as rumour, presumption, probability and non existence

Rumour is an assertion which has come from one to another without

any indication of the source from which it first originated, t g , in this

fig tree there live goblins.

I>! ebumjjtion is the deduction of one thing from the declaration of

another thing : eg , from the declaration that 'unless the le is cloud, there

is no rain/ we deduce that 'there is rain, if there is cloud.' A more
familiar instance of presumption is this : the fat Devadatta doss not eat

duimg the day time. Heie the presumption is that he eats in the night
for it is impossible for a person to be fat if be does not eat at all.

Prjlaoility consists in cognising the existence of a thing from that

of another thing in which it is included, e. g., cognising the measure of

an ddhaka from that of a drona of which it is a fourth part, and cognis-

ing the measure of a prastha from that of an ddhaka of which it ifl-a

quaiter.

Of two opposite things, the non-,existence of one establishes the

existence of the other, eg the nonexistence of ram establishes the

combination of wind and cloud. When there is a combination of wind

and cloud, drops of water rannot fall, in spite of their weight

s&s\ sabde. in word , ^falTFwifaWWg: aitihya-an-artha-antara-bhavat,

from existence of tradition as a non-different object ; wgffr# annm&ne, in
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inference ; wsifaRrawHWr^pmWTW^tfl arthapatti-sambhava-abhava-an-

a.rtha-antara-blia\at, from existence of presumption, probability and non-

existence as non-different objects ; g cha, and , wSrRr^i a-pratieadhajj!

non-con tradiction.

131. Ihis, we reply, is no contradiction, since rumour is inclu-

ded in verbal testimony, and presumption, probability and non-exis-

tence are included in inference—2.

Those who maintain that ratncur, presumption, probability and

non-existence are valid, do not really oppose our division of the means

of right knowledge into four, viz
, pevception, inference, comparison and

verbal testimony.

Rumour partakes of the general characteristics of verbal testimony,

and is a special kind of it

Presumption is explained as the knowledge of a thing derived

through the consideration of it from the opposite standpoint. For ins-

tance, the fat Devadatta does not eat during the day time ; here the

presumption is that he eats in the night. The fact of his eating in tha

night has not been expressly stated, but is ascertained from this consi-

deration that a person who does not eat during the day cannot be strong

unless he eats in the night. It is evident that presumption, like inference)

passes from a perceived thing to an nnperceived one, because they are

in some way connected.

Probability is inference, because it is the cognizance of a part from

knowledge of a whole with which it is inseparably connected.

Non-existence is inference, inasmuoh as it really infers the obs-

truction of a cause from the non-existence of its effect through a certain

connection, viz., if the obstruction occnrs, the effect cannot oocur.

Hence rumour, etc., are not independent means of right knowledge,

but are included in the four, enumerated in Book 1, Chapter I, apho-

rism 3.

M<HH 1
U|IWElfid 5nfr II ^ I ^ I \ II

VlfqRT: arthftpattih, presumption
; inonof apram&nam, not a means

of right knowledge
; anaik&ntikatvttt, because it is not one-

pointed.

132.—Presumption, some say, is not valid, because it leads to

uncertainty.—3.
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" If there is no cloud, there will be no ram"—from this we are

•said to presume that if there is a cloud there will be rain But it oftea

happens that a cloud is not followed by ram So presumption does not

always lead to certainty.

^mqrnsrmqT^TWTHrai ii ^ i ^ i ? u

srsrafq^ anarthapattitu, in respect of what vs not a presumption;

•WvTrqfJnTrcT^ arthapatti-abhimanat, from attribution of being pre-

sumption.

133. "Wc reply . if there is any uncertainty, it is due to your

supposing that to be a presumption which is not really so.

—

I.

" I£ there is no cloud, there will be no ram''—from this we aie

entitled to presume that if there is rain there mutt have been a cloud But

if you pretend to presume that " if there is a cloud, there will be rain,"

your so-called presumption will be an invalid one

stfattaiJrf*n«Hf pratiBedha-apramanyam, invalidity of the contradiction}

V cha, and , wi|<wferae3T5l anaikantikat\ at, from being not-one-pointed.

134. The objection itself, we say, is invalid, because it leads to

uncertainty.—5.

"Presumption is not valid, because it leads to uncertainty"—this

is your objection. In it there are two points for consideration, viz ,

(1) the validity of presumption and (2) the existence of presumption.

Your objection refers to one of the points, viz the validity of presumption.

So you do not deny the existence of presumption In some instances,

however, your objection may refer to more points than one. In fact,

the nature of your objection is not definite in itself, or, m other woids,

it leads to uncertainty Hence youi objection is invalid.

3cHWI4l3 ofT fTOfarMa WTCEfl^ II ^ I ^ I ^ I)

afSTnTr5^ tat piau-anye, if the contradiction be valid
,

va, or ,«T na,

not ; WTfarWrwrcf arthapatti-api amanyam, invalidity of presumption.

135. Of, if that be valid, then our presumption is not invalid.—6.

Perhaps you will say that your objection is valid, because you can
ascertain in each case whether one or more points ate leferred to by the

objection. Similarly, we shall say that our piooumption is not invalid,

8
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because we can ascertain in each case whether the presumption is capable

of leading to more conclusions than one. Hence, if yon say that your

•objection is valid, we shall say that our presumption is also valid.

TOiiwmRPf ir^nftf : n 3 i ^ i » n

«T na, not; Wli^$rrar"i abhava-pratnanyam, non-existence to be a means

of right knowledge , nifarffli;: prameya-asiddheh, because of the non-exis-

tence of what is to be the object of right knowledge.

136. Some say that non-existence is not a means of right

knowledge, because there is no ohject which is known by it.—7.

3if$T^3 lcikaitesu, in marked objects ; «T35efT<!J JSftBWrWt alakBana laksita-

tvat, from being maiked by what is not a mark ,
BISSfifMTSti alaksilanain,

of unmarked objects
; aesrftafaif; tat-prameya-siddheh, from their affirma-

tion as objects of knowledge.

137. Non-existence, we reply, serves to mark out an object

unmarked by the mark which characterises other ojjecls.—8.

Suppose a person wants to bring a pot which ib not blue The

absence of blueness is a mark which will enable him to mark out the

particular pot he wants to bring, and to exclude the other pots which

are blue. Thus an object may be known through the non -existence

( absence ) of its mark.

wrfar asati, non-existent , 9r*f arthe, in the case of an object , <r na,

not , W*ff^; abhftvah, non-existence or absence of mark; 5%%^ itichet,

'

if st ;
sf na, no , 3Rra5$T3ftw#: anya-laksana-upapatteh, from affirmation of

other marks.

138. If you say that the non-existence ( absence ) of a marlc

is impossible where there Avas no mark at all, it is, we reply, not so,

because the non-existence ( absence ) is possible in reference to a mark

elsewhere.—9.

We can, says an objector, talk of a mark being non-existent (absent),

if it was previously existent (present). A pot is said to be not blue only

in reference to its being blue previously. In reply, we say that it is n9t

so. "Not-blue" is no doubt possible only in referenoe to "blue," but

that blueness may exist elsewhere. For instance, we can talk of this

pot being not blue, in contrast to that pot which is blue.
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BfWRj: tat siddlieir, from presence therein, i e. in marked objects
;

W5SR?^2 alaksitesn, in respect of unmarked objects
, STfjj: alietuh, n« mark.

139. Though a mark may distinguish the oVect which is

marked, the non-existence ( absence ) of the mar'c cannot, some say,

distinguish the object which is not marked.—1 0.

A blue pot ib distinguished by the blueness which is its mark But

Bow can we, says the objector, distinguish an unmarked object by the

non-existence ( absence ) of the mark whvch it does not possess '?

•T na, no
, ®$raraf?«?m^&JTRr3[: laksana-arastliita-apeksa-siddheh, from

establishment' by reference to objects in which marks are present

140. This is not so, because the nonexistence (absence) of a

mark serves as a mark, in relation to the presence of tbe mark.—11.

We can speak of a pot being not bine, in relation to one which is

bine. Hence, though not-blneness is not a positive mark, it serves as a<

( negative ) mark, in relation to blueness

OT5^€wito*nT€^ n ^ i ^ i ^ »

sn^ piak, prior ; 3?q^j utpatteh, to production , anrotnq^. abhftva-

npapatteh, from affirmation of non-existence , ^ ilia, ,uid

Til . Moreover, we perceive non-existence as a mark antecedent

to the production of a thing.—12.

There are two kinds of non-existence, viz , antecedent non-existence

and subsequent non existence. When we say that there nil] be » ]ar,

foe perceive the mark of non-existence of the jar in the halves which are

destined to compose it. This is antecedent nonexistence Sunilaily,

when we say that a jar has broken, we perceive the maik of non existence

of the jar in the parts which composed it. This is subsequent non-

existence.

, wrREJT^fRJ adi-mat-tvat, because it has a beginning ^fefl^nraindriy-

«e,ka-tvat, becanse it is sensuous
,

fra^arg^^TTRI kntaka vat-upach&rat,

frecauso it is treated as any other product % cha, and.
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142 Sound is not eternal, because it has a beginning and 13

cognised by our sense and is spoken of as artificial.—13.

Sound is non-eternal, because ]fc begins or arises from the concus-

sion of two hard substances, e g., an axe and a tree, etc. Another ground

for the non-eternal'ty of sound is that it is cognised by onr sense More-

over, we attribute to sound the properties of an artificial object, eg., wo

speak of a sound being grave, acute, etc. This would be impossible, if

it had been eternal

Some say that the so called beginning of a sound is merely a mani-

festation of it, that is, sound does not ieally begin, but (is merely mani-

fested by the concussion of ovvo hard substinces In reply, we say that the

concussion does not minifest, but produces a, sound. You cannot suppose

the concussion to be the mamlester and sound the manifested, unless

you can prove that th<j concussion and sound are simultaneous. But the

proof is impossible, as a sound is heard at a gieat distance even after

the concussion of the substance* has ceased So sound is not manifested

by the concussion It is, however, legitimate to Buppose that sound is

produced by the concussion, and that one sound produces another sound,

and so on, until the Unt sound is heard at a great distance.

»t na, no
, SFJUTTsnW^fiffWRI ghata-abhava-Bamftnya-nitya-tv&t,

because the non existence of a pot after destruction and the genus which

is cognisable thic uyh contact with the sense are eternal; faH^l nityesu,

in the case of eternal objects , arffrcq^ci anitya-vat, as non-eternal ; 31^U1<I

npacharat, from treatment , ^ cha, and

143. Some m ill not accept this argument, .because the non-

existence of a jar and the genus of it are eternal, and eternal things

are also spoken of as if they were artificial.—14.

Some say that it is not true that whatever has a beginning is non-

eternal. Look I the non existence (destruction) of a jar which began when

the jar was broken is eternal (indestructible). Whatever is cognised by

our sense is non-eternal : this is also Baid to be an unsound argument.

When, for instance, we perceive a jar, we perceive also its genus (t e ,
jar-

ness), which is eternal. It is further Baid that we often attribute to

eternal things the properties of an artificial object, e g., we speak of the

extension of ether as we speak of the extension of a blanket.
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«l^«rra>^T: tattva-bl sktayoh, of true and false eternals
; STRrrgf^TPTT^

n&na-tva-vibhagftt, from division as many , sisqftrenT: a-vyabhicharah,

absence of uncertainty.

144. There is, we reply, no opposition because there is distinc-

tion between what is really eternal and what is partially eternal— 16.

That which is really eternal belongs to the three times But the non-

existence ( destruction) of a jar does not belong to three times, as it was

impossible before the jar was broken Hence the non-existence (destruc-

tion) of a jar which has a beginning is not really eternal.

SJSrnsngwPTfg^ta'Sirac santanft-anumana-visesanat, from the inference

of continuity which is the distinguishing characteristic (of sonnd)

145. It is only the things cognised by our sense as belonging to

a certain genus that must, we say, be inferred to be non-eternal.—16.

The objectors have said that things cognised by our sense are not

necessarily non-eteinal, e g , aa we perceive a jar, we also perceive its

genus jar-ness, which is eternal. In iep]j, we say that not all things

cognised by oar sense are non-eternal, but only those that belong to a

certain genus. A jar, for instance, is non-eternal, because we perceive

it as belonging to the genus jar-ness. But jar-ness which is cognised by

our sense is not non-eternal, because it does not belong to a further genus,

named jar-ness-nesa. Similarly, sound is non-eteranl, because it is cog-

nised by our sense as belonging to the genus called sound-ness.

The aphorism may also be interpreted as follows :—Sound is non-

eternal, because it is inferred to advance in a series.

We do not say that whatever is cognised by our sense is non-eternal:

our intention is to say that things cognised by our sense as advancing in

a series are non-eternal. Sound is cognised in that manner ( i.e., sound

advances like a wave), and hence sound is non-eternal.

gft II ^ I ^ I Y> U

5173155337 karana-dravyasya, of the causal substance
; gforeisfor

pradesa-fiabdena, in terms of extension
; stf*reRT3( abhidh^nat, from decla-
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ration or designation
,
f*f?Sf^ mtyesu, in the case of eternal objects

, «rfq

api, also sjsqftr^Tr: ft vyabhicharah, absence of uncertainty.

1-ifi. AYe farther say that only artificial things are designated

by the terai extension,— 1 7.

When we speak of the extension of ether, we really mean that the

extension belongs ti> an Artificial things which has for its substratum the

ether Hence <ve do not in reality attribute to eternal things the pi opertiea-

of artificial objects.

STi^piak, prior , 3^tsit?| ucliliatanat, to pronunciation
, 3rgqs5S$: an-

upalabdheh, from non-appreliension
,

wwSITSigqSSSsr: avaiaiia adi-an-

npalabdheh, from nou-appi ehension of the causes of non-apprehension;

9 cha, and

147. Sound is non-eternal, because neither do we perceive it

before pronunciation, nor do we notice any \ eil Mrhich covers it.— 18.

If sound were eterual, it would be peroeived before pronunciation.

You cannot say that sound really existed beiore pronunciation but

covered by some veil, for we do not notice any such veil.

S^gqsiS'T. tat-an-upalabdheh, of its non-apprehension
, BlJ.TSJfjr^ an-

upalainbhat, from non-apprehension
, WWOtqqf^: avarana-upapattih, estab-

lishment of the causes of non apprehension

148 1 he veil, some say, really exists, because we do not per-

ceive the non-perception thereof.—19.

The objectors say :— If you deny the veil because it is not perceived,

we deny the non-perception of tre veil because it is also not perceived.

The denial of non-perception is the same as the acknowledgment of

perception, or, in other words, the veil is acknowledged to be existent.

sigqstW^ an upalarabh&t, from non-apprehension , srfq api, even j

argq^fs^RSW^^cT, an upalabdhi-sadbh&vavat, like existence of non-appre-

hension , if na, not , wwargqqfa: avarana an-upapattih, non-establishment
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of the causes of non-apprehension. «T319ftIl3 an-upalambhat, from non-

apprehension

149. If you assert non-perception of the \ ell, though the non-

perception is not perceived, we, continue the objectors, assert the e is-

tence of the veil, though it is not perceived,—_0.

You admit non-perception of the veil, though yoa do not perceive -it

(non-perception) Similarly, we, the objectors, admit the existence of the

veil, though we do not perceive it.

^q^wnw^T^^rs^tj: ii ^ t ^ i ^ it

«i'WWWrir-E«n<I an-upalam'bha-atraaka-tvat, from the nature of its

"being non-apprehension
, 3T3?5°£: an-upalabdheh, of non apprehension ;

^r^g.' a-hetuh, not a mark.

150. This, we reply, is no reason, because non-perception con-

sists of absence of perception.—^2 L

A veil is a thing fit to be perceived Our non-perception of it

indicates its absence. On the other hand, the non percption of a veil is

not a thing fit to be perceived. Hence, non-perception of the non-percep-

tion leads as to nothing real,

VWT¥T<3T<1 a sparsa-tvat, being intangible.

151. Some say that sound is eternal, because it is intangible.—22.

EtheT which is intangible is eternal. Sound must, similarly, acord-

ing to some, be eternal, because it is intangible.

^ ^ff^^rsn^ n ^ i ^ i ^ u

«T na, no
; 35»T?fsr?W?WRl karraa-amtya-fcvAt, because action is non-eternal.

152. Ihis we deny, because action is non-eternal—23.

Action is non-eternal, though it is intangible. Hence, intangibiliy

does not establish eternality.

sn^RrSTrSTTrl tt ^ I ^ I ^? II

st, na, no ; arajfirrSRWH anu-nitya-tvat, because atom is eternal

153. An atom, on the other hand, is eternal though not

intangible —24.
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Tangibility is not incompatible with eternahty, eg. atuma are

tangible, yet eternal

^«*5?rIT3 II ^ I ^ I ^ II

^H^ltfTcI satnprad&nftfc, from delivery.

154. Sound, some say, is eternal, because of the traditionary

teaching —25.
A preceptor could not have imparted knowledge to his pupils by

means of sounds, if these were penshable ( non-eternal). In fact, the tra-

ditionary teaching would, according to the objectors, be impossible, if

the Bounds were non eternal

^rreMT5iq<?F5§*te: n ^ \ ^ i ^ u

CT^rF*t35r315ravr: tat-antarala-an-upalabdheh, from non-apprehension

in the interval between them
, sifjj: a-hetuh, not a mark.

155. This is, we reply, no reason, because sound is not perceived

in the interval—26.

Suppose a preceptor delivers certain sounds (m the form of a lecture)

whioh are received by his pupil. The sounds are not audible in the

interval between the preceptor giving them and the pupil receiving chein.

They would never be inaudible, if they were eternal.

v3^T^i^srr%^: u ^ \ ^ i ^ it

3TWIT<wm adhyapauat, from teaching ; arsrfeftft a-pratisedhah, ab-

sence of contradiction.

156. This, say fie objectors, is no argument, because there is

the teaching.—27.

The objectors say :—If the sounds, as soon as they came out of the

preceptor, were destroyed and did not reach the pupil, there could not be

any teaching carried on. But there is the reaching, hence sound does

not perish, or, in other, words, it is eternal.

3¥f>fr: ubhayoh, in both
; <?$T?fr: paksayoh, views , si^qaTOT anya-

tarasya, of the one or the other
; 9ru?r<CTT<i adh\ apanat, from teaching ,

WJffaW: a-pratisedhah, non -opposition.

157. In whichever of the two senses it is accepted, the teaching

does not offer any opposition.—28.
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The word " teaching " may be interpreted either as (1) the pupil's
receiving the sounds given by his preceptor, or as (2) the pupil's imitat-
ing the sounds of his preceptor, as one imitates dancing. Neither of these
interpretations would support the etei nality of sound. In consonance
with the first interpretation we shall say that the sound coming out of

the preceptor produces another sound, and so on, until the last sound
reaches the pupil. This would make sound non-eternal It is obvious
that the Becond interpretation similarly proves the non-eternality of

Bound.

w^rera n \ \ ^ \ ^ u

WiraTfl abhy&'-at, from repetition

158. Sound, continue the objectors, is eternal, because it is

capable of repetition —-29.

That which is capable of rejeiitionis peisistent or not perishable,

« g. t
one and the same colour can b« epeitedly looked at, because it is

persistent One and the same sound cau similarly be repeatedly uttered,

hence it is peis stent or not porishable.

* na, no , *l*q?t anya tve, were it otherwise
, «rfa api, even

, iwrrcrei
abhyasasya, of repetition ; sqgRT^ upachaiat, from treatment or use.

169. It is, we reply, not so, because even if sounds were *
'other"

(different), repetition could take place.—;$0

Repetition does not prevent penshubleiieis, because repetition is

possible even if the things repeated are "other "or different, eg., be
sacrifices twice, he dances thrice, etc. Here the two sacrifices are different,

and yet we use the repetitive word 'twice'
, similarly the three dancings

are different* and yet we use the repetitive word 1 thrice '

anyat, other , ar»q*iTl?r anyasmat, from other
;
BRr???^ an-anya-

tvat, from not being other; «PJ5?RJ an-anyat, not other; |f?r iti, thus;
•I'TOTS^nsr: anya-ta-abh&vah, non existence of otherness.

160. Some say that there is no such thing as otherness, because
what is called • other," in reference to some other, is not other in
reference to itself.—31.

9
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167. '1 hat the substratum of sound is intangible is no counter-

argument.—38.

Sound has not for its substratum any of the tangible substances,

viz , earth, water, fire and air, for, it is found to be produced even where

these do not exist. For instance, scund is produced in a vacuum which

is devoid of smell, taste, colour and touch, which are the qualities of

tangible substances. The reason why the sound produced in a vacuum

dues not reach our ears is that thete is no air to carry it. Hence the

substratum of sound is an intangible substance, viz,, ether.

It is a peculiarity of sound that it cannot co-abide with oolour, etc.

A tangible substance (ej., earth ) wbioh is the abode of smell may also

be the abode of colour, taste or touch. But the substance, in which

sound abides, cannot be the abode of any other qualities. This distin-

guishes the substratum of sound fioui the substrata of other qualities.

This peculiar substratum is called ether.

The fact of having an intangible substratum is no bar to the non-

eternality of sound. Sound, though its Bubstratum is the intangible ether,

is produced by the contact of two hard substances. One sound produces

another sound (or a certain vibration), which again cauBes another sound

(or vibration), and bo on, until the last sound (or vibration) ceasea owing

to some obstacle. Sound is theiefore non-eternal.

TW^^qq^ ^*n% II ^ I ^ I II

f^OTScirlwS: vibhakti-antara-npapatteh, from affirmation of diffe-

rent divisions or inflections
; ^ cha, and ; samase, in the case of co-

inherence, or of a compound

168. Sound cannot be supposed to co-abide with other qualities,

for there are also varieties of it.—i 9

In each tangible substance there is only one kind of smell, taste,

touch or colour. If we suppose that sound abides with one or more of

these qualities in a tangible substance, we must admit that sound ia of

one kind only. But sound is of various kinds, such as grave, acute, etc ;

and even the aame sound may vary in degrees, according to the nature of

the obstruction it meets. This proves that sound does not abide with other

qualities in a tangible aubstanoe. It further proves that sound is not

unalterable or eternal.

Also signifies that this aphorism is to be considered along with

aphorism 2—2—38, in which a reason for the non-eternality of sound is

given.
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f^ET?t^irfatsrrq[ vikAra-Adesa-upadesat, from the rule of modification

and substitution , (ftri: samsLyah, doubt.

169. Prom the injunction about modification and substitute

there arises doubi.— LO.

The word ' dadbi, 'conjoined with the word 1 atra, ' becomes * dadh-

jatra, ' by the rale of Sanskrit grammar. Looking at ' dadhi-atra ' and
• dadhyatra,' we notice that there is i in the former and y in the latter.

Here some say that i undergoes modification as y, while othera say that y.

comes as a substitute for i. Consequently we are thrown into doubfc

whether letters really undergo modifications or take up substitutes.
,

Jl^fafirt^ prakriti-vivriddhau, on the augmentation of the root ;

f**Hfirf$s vikara-vivriddheh, because there is augmentation of the modi-

fication

170. If letters underwent modification, an increase of bulk in

the original material would be attended by an increase of bulk in the

modification —41.

If we accept the theory of modification, the letter y which originat-

ed from the short i must be supposed to be lesB in bulk than the y which

originated from the long 1. But in reality the y in both the cases is of

the same bulk. Hence it is concluded that letters do not undergo modi-

fication, but take up other letters as substitutes.

?JpT3?nfvi$T<T3roifc nyuna sama adhika upalabdheh, from apprehension

of less, same, and more , Bt^irrUT^ vikaranam, of modifications
; sffsj: a-

hetuh, not a mark.

17 1. The foregoing argument, some say, is futile, because

ve find modification less than, equal to, nnd greater than, the original

material.

—

12.

'J he bulk of the modification does not, in all cases, correspond to

the bulk of the original material, e.g , thread is of less bulk than cotton

which is its original material, a bracelet is equal in bulk to the gold of

which it is made, and a banyan tree is greater in bulk than the seed from

which it springs. Hence the argument against the theory of modification

is, according to the objectors, baseless.
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FjfwviCT dvi-vidha-sya, of twofold ; «ft apt, even ; f?fh hetoh, reasons;

abhavfit, owing to absence , TOrasf a-sadhanam, not a means of

proof
;
gglnS: dr'Stantah, example.

172. On account of the aLsence of both the positive and negative

marks of inference, w.2 say, the example does not establish the point.-:13.

The examples cited by tlie opponent are irrelevant. They are neither

Bimitar nor dissimilar to the case under consideration: they belong

altogether to a different category. An example which can establish a

point must contain the reason which is fonnd present in the thing to he

established. Not only are the examples not a means of proof here, but

they are also not the examples required.

«T na, no
;
STfJettXTficltaf a tuTya-prakritin&m, of different roots; fa^Tt-

fe$€7f3 vikara-vikalp&t, from difference of modifications .

173. It is not so, because we spoke of those modifications which

originated from different materials.—44.

A modification may not correspond in bulk to its orignal material.

But if the original materials are different, their modifications are expected

to be different. Here i being different from t, their modifications are

expected to be different. But y issues from i &b well as i Hence y is not

Bj modification of i or S.

^wrfqr^Tt dravya-vik&re; in the case of the modification of subs-

tance in general ; t^"t33 vaisamya-vat, as there is dissimilarity ; ^off^rC-

Rp55<T: varna-vikara-vikalpah, difference of the modification of letter in

general.

171. There is, says an objector, difference between a letter

and its modification, as there is between a substance and its modi-

ficati >n. —-15

According to the objector, there is difference between the letter* (ori)

and it modification y, as there is diffeience between the substance cotton

and its modification thread.
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sr na, no ; fkttKWfi^V&li vikara-dharma-an- upapatteh, because off

non-establishment of the character of a modification

175. In reply, we say that it is not so, because the character of

a modification does not exist here—16.

A modification must be of the same nature as its original material,

though the former may not correspond in bulk to the latter. A bracelet

is no doubt a modification of gold or silver, but a horse is not a modifica-

tion of a bull. Similarly, y, which is a semi-vowel, is not a modification

of i (or t) which is a full vowel.

• n 3 i ^ i &• u

RraiWTOTIT^ vikara-prapt&nAm, of those which have undergone modi-

fication ; *rST?t«l^s a-punah-apatteh, from non-return to original form.

176. A thing which has undergone modification does not again

return to its original form.—47.

Milk modified into curd does not again attain the state of milk.

But i having reached the condition of y may again revert to its original

form. Hence y is not a modification of ».

g^T^tam suvarna-adinam. of gold and the like; gsrOTt: punah-

Apatteh, from return to original , STfrj! a-hetuh, not a mark.

177. Some say that this is untenable, because golden ornaments

may again be convertt d into their original forms—48.

A golden bracelet is converted into a mass of gross gold which

again may be modified into a bracelet The objector, relying on the

analogy of golden ornaments, says that in the case of letters the theory of

modification does not suffer by % reaching the condition of y and again

returning to its original form.

sr na, not
,
a%^!<trsit tat-vikaranara, of its modifications

; g=»*irarWJ-

sifgftsBTcj suvarna-bhava-a-vyatirekat, from not giving up the nature

of gold.

178. The analogy, we say, is inapt, because the modifications

of gold (called ornaments) do not relinquish the nature of gold.—49.
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A mass of gold when made into ornaments does not relinquish its

own nature. But i when converted into y loses its own nature. Hence

the analogy is unsuitable.

filflf^ nitya tve, were letters eternal
, wfWr^Tcl a-vikaiat, from non-

modification ; wfa?*T?t a-nitya-tve, weie they nou-eteinal , q cha, and ,

an-avasthinat, from non-persistence.

179. If the letter were eternal it could not be modified, and

if it were impermanent it could not abide long enough to furnish the

material for modification.—50.

On the supposition of the letters being eternal, i cannot be modified

intoy , and on the supposition of their being impermanent, i must perish

before it can be modified into y.

filWWi mtyanam, of eternals
; wafemm ati-indriya-tv&t, from being

Buper-sensuous ; H<rwff^+5NI<t tat-dharma-vikalj at, from difference of

attributes
; goif^nswia} varna-vikai&n&m, of the modifications of letters;

wrflfr*'. a-pratiBedhah, non-contradiction.

180. Though the letters be eternal, their modification, says

an objector, cannot be denied, as some of the eternal things are

beyond the grasp of the senses, while others possess a different charac-

ter—51.

Just as some eternal things (as ether) are supersensuons while others

(such as cowhood) are cognisable by tie sense, so some eternal things as

ether may be nn modifiable while others Buch as letters may be susceptible

to modification.

SM3?«n'Fl?|' an-avasthav i-tve, in case of not persisting , * cha, and
;

^'S^N^rfe'*^ varna-upalabdhi-vat, like apprehension of letters, afs^rfllffo:

tat-vikara-upapattih, establishment of their modifications.

181. Even if the letters are impermanent, their modification,

like their perception, is, according to the objector, possible.-—52.
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Even if yon say that letters are impermanent, you admit that they

abide long enough to be capable of being perceived Why then cannot

they abide long enongh to be capaple of being modified ?

fsrOTWfff?^' vikara-dharuii-tve, where there is the character of under-

going modification ; faflrWNan?! nitya-tva-abhavat, from absence of eter-

nality ; CT9t?<!$ kala-antare, at another time , fstW^IT^: vik&ra-upapatteh,

from establishment of modification , 9 cha, and
, srfnfaita: a-pratisedhah,

non-contradiction.

182. In reply, we say that our position is unassailable, because

there is no eternalness where there is the character of modification and

because your so-called modification presents itself at a time subsequent

to the destruction of the original material—53.

The letters cannot be modified if you say-that they are eternal, because

modification is the reverse of eternalness. When a thing is modified it

assumes another nature, abandoning its own Again, the letters cannot be

modified if you say that they are impermanent, because there is no time

for i (of dadhi) to be modified into y when a (of atra) follows. The sound

'dadhi' is produced (pronounced) at the fhst moment, exists (continuously)

daring the second moment, and perishes at the third moment. The Bound

"atra" is produced (pronounced) at the second moment, exists (continues)

during the third moment, and perishes at the fourth moment. Now, i (of

dadhi) cannot be modified into y until a (of atra) has come into existence.

Bat a comes into existence at the third moment, when * has already

perished. So, on the supposition of impermanency of letters, modification

iB impossidle.

R$nf^qiTKt prakriti-a niyamat, from non-restriction to the root

;

wrffipSlTfal varna-yikaianain, of the modifications of. letters.

183. Letters are not modified, because there is no fixity as to

: the original material of their modification—54.

In the case of real modifications there is a fixity as regards their

original materials, e.g., milk is the original material of pnrd, bat nqi.piao

versa. In the case of letters, however, there is no fixed rnle, e g. t % is',,, the

10
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original material of y in dadhyatra (dadhi+ atra), but y in the original

material of * in vidhyati (vyadh+ya+ti). Hence the operation of modi-

fication is not re-ally applicable to letters.

qifcznl' a-niyame, in thecaseof non -restriction , fsftwrerniyam&t, because

of restriction, 1, e. rule or uniformity , sr na, not , «?f?mT: a-myamah, non-

restriction

184. Some say that there is no lack of fixity, because the

absence of fixity itself is fixed.—55.

I is sometimes modified into y, and y, sometimes into i. So in res-

pect of letters there is no fixity as to the original materials of their modi-

fication. This much, however, is fixed that there is no fixity, or in other

words, the absence of fixity is fixed Hence the objector, who is a quibbler,

contends that there is fixity at least as to the negative aspect of modifi-

cation.

faimfsflWT BrrteirT niyama-aniyama-vlrodhfit, owing to contradictioa

of restriction and non-restriction
, ?rft^ aniyame, in respect of non-restn-

ction
,

niyamat, there being restriction ; ^ cha, and ; wsrFa^I: a-

pratisedhah, non-contradictiou.

185. By saying that the absence of fixity is fixed, you cannot

feet aside our reason, because the fixity and its absence are contradic-

tory terms.—5G.

Our reason is that in respect of letters there is no fixity as to their

modification. You contend that, though there is no fixity, the absence of

fixity is fixed. Our reply is that, though the absence of fixity is fixed, it

does not establish fixity as a positive fact, because fixity ib incompatible

with the absence of fixity.

gm'EreW^Ws.'graf^Sw^^i: gnna-antara-apafcfci-npamarda-hrasa-

vriddhi-lesa-slesebhyah, from the ensuing of a different quality, overcoming,

shortening, lengthening, dropping and incoming
j g tn, but ; fa^ita^:

vikara-upapatteh, from establishment of modification ; ?off%^Tf; varna-

yik&rah, modification of letters,
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186. There is an apparent modification of letters in the case

of their attaining a different quality, talcing up substitutes, becoming

short or long and undergoing diminution or augmentation.—57.-

A letter is said to attain a different quality when, for instance, tho

grave accentuation is given to what wa-a acutely accented As an instance

of a letter accepting a substitute, we may mention gam as becoming

g>achchh. A long vowel is sometimes shortened, eg , nadi ( in the vocative

case ) becomes nadi. A short vowel is lengthened, eg, 1 muni ' (in tho

vocative case) becomes ' mune " Diminution occurs in such cases as

' as+tas ' becoming ' stas ' In ' devanam '
( deva+Sm) na is an augment.

% POTtECTRIT: || * \ \ I II

& te, they, letters , feWR^saTi vibhakti-anlah, with inflections
; <T^H

padani, word'

187. The letters ended with an affix form a word.—58.

Words are of twj kinds: nouns and verbs A noun endB in a sup
affix, eg Ratnaa (Kima+au), while a verb ends in-a tin affix, e.g., bhavati

(bhu+ti).

a^af tat-arthe, as to the object or meaning of the word
, «r93n$fa5n&

flfspsft vyakti akriti-jati-sannidhau, invariable association with an indivi-

dual, form and- claas ; 3«J^RT*I upacharat, from use
, tftTO: sam&ay-ab),

doubt.

188. There is doubt what a word ( noun ) really means,- as it

invariably presents to us-an individual, form and genus.—59.-

The word * cow ' reminds us of an individual (a four-footed"animal) f

its form (limbs) and its genus ( cowhood ) Now, it is asked, what is tha

real signification of a word (noun)—an individual, form or genus ?

sp^tot q^mfscro; w ^ u \ \° w

qi ?is^^rqTn^si5^T^^'i5<if5mrai3^5Wnq( ya-sabda-sanilffia-

ty&ga-parigraha-samkhya-vriddhi-npachaya-varnja-samasa-anubandhlCnim^

of the word, that, 1 e. any noun, collection, avoiding, accepting, numiS}*^

growth, colour, connection, and propagation ; sqr^ vyaktau, in the^cj|a»'

ofthe individual ; VISRTcf upacharat, from use, «T%; vyaktih, individual.
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189. Some say that the word (noun) denotes individual, because

it is only in respect of individuals that we can use " that," ''collection,"

"gning," «' taking," 4e number," '« waxing," "waning," "colour/'

" compound" and " propagation."—60.

" That cow is going !'—here the term " that " can be used only in

reference to an individual cow Similarly, it is only in respect of indivi-

duals that we can use the expressions "collection of cows," " he gives

the cow," " he takes the cow," " ten cows, '« cow waxes," " cow wanes,"

" red cow," " cow-legs " and "cow gives birth to cow."

<T na, no
; a^?W*TRTcJ tat-an-avasthaii&t, from its non-persistence.

190. A word ( noun ) does not denote an individual, because

there is no fixation ofthe latter.—61.

Unless we take genus into consideration, the word cow will denote

any individual of any kind. Individuals are infinite. They oannot be

distinguished from one another, unless we refer some of them to a certain

genus and others to another ^enus, and so on. In order to distinguish a

cow-individual from a horse-individual, we must admit a genua called

oow distinguished from a genus called horse.

JTO^RIgT^sfa d^-MH: II ^ I * I ^ II

WraT3«ffTmraW!l *roft«l fcn trffcRlfoTr^wi: eahaoharana.

stliana-iadarthya-vritta-mana dh&rana- hainipya-yoga-sadhana adhipaiye*

bhyah, from association, place, purpose, function, measure, containing,

vicinity, conjunction, sustenance and supremacy
, En\|r'!HT3^«T3T tftg^*?'!

»IgTS!3^rag5%3 br4hmana-mancha-kata_Taaa-saktn chandana ganga-S.ik.ita-

anna-purusesu, m respect of a brahman a, scaffold, mat, king flour,

sandal wood, Ganga, cart bullock, food and person , ana-art a-tat bhave,

in the absence of object or inherent meaning ; sjfq api, even ; ag^TC: tat-

upacha ah, its nse

191. Though a word does not literally bear a certain meaning,

it is used figuratively to convey the same, as in the case of Brahmana,
scaffold, mat, Icing, flour, sandalwood, (3-anges,cart

f
food and man, in
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consideration of association, place, design, function, measure, containing,

vicinity, conjunction, sustenance and supremacy.—62.

If the word does not denote an individual, how is it that|we refer to

an individual cow By the expression " that cow is feeding '' r The answer

is that, thongh the word cow may not literally mean an individual, we may
refer to the same figuratively There are such instances as:—-'Feed the

staff ' means ' feed the Brahmana holding a staff, ' ' the scaffolds shout '

means ' men on the scaffolds shout,' ' he makes a mat ' means ' he aims at

making a mat,' 'Yama' (ohastiser) means 'a king,' 'a bushel of flour' means
flour measured by a bushel, ' a vessel of sandal-wood * means ' sandal-

wood placed in a vessel, ' 'cows are grazing on theZG-anges ' means * cows
are grazing in the vicinity of the Ganges/ ' a black cart ' means a cart

marked with blackness, 'food' means 1 life ' and 'this person (Bharadv&ja)

is a clan ' means ' this person is the head of a clan.'

^T^^Tcsnsi ^T5T55rcr^rRf%|: 11 3 i 3 i wi
«TT$%: akritih, form ; a^ajf^iq tat-apeksa-tvat, as being dependent

Upon it ; cr?qsm*rTOfe^: Battva-vyavasth&na-siddheh, from the establish-

ment of the identity or position of an entity.

192. Some say that the word ( noun ) denotes form by which

an entity is recognised.—63.

We use such expressions as this is a cow ' and ' this is a horse'

only with reference to the forms of the cow and the horse. Hence it is

alleged by some that the word denotes form.

ii ^ i ^ i qni
'iTOUffag^ vyakti-akriti-yukte, possessing individuality and form ;

wfalapi, also , *tUtf»TraC a-prasang&t, from non-application irUfP&reffcnH

proksana-adinam, of immolation, etc. , 33*13% mnt-gavake,in respect of an

earthenware cow , snfei: jatih. class or genus

193. Others say that the word ( noun ) must denote genus,

otherwise why in an earthenware cow, possessed of individuality and

form, do we not find immolation, etc. ?—64.

We can immolate a real cow, but not an earthenware cow, though

the latter possesses individuality and form. The distinction between a

real oow and an earthenware one is that the former comes under the
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genua cow, but the latter does not. Hence it is urged by some that a

word ( nonn ) denotes genus.

•T na, no
; siTftfcF «ra5T<fajc3ra[ akriti-vyakti-apeksa tvat, from being

dependent upon form and individuality ; sne^Pflsq 1^: j&ti-abhivyakteh, of

the manifestation of the genus.

194. In reply, we say that it is not genus alone that is meant

"by a word (noun), because the manifestation of genus depends on the

form and individuality—63,

The genua abides in the individual, and tbe individual cannot be

recognised except by its form. Hence genus has reference both to the

form and individual, 'or, in other words, the genus alone is not the significa-

tion of a word.

sq^j7fjfom?CT: vyakti akriti-jatayah, individual, form and genus
;

J

tu, but , HJflf : padarthah the object denoted, by the word.

195. The meaning of a word ( noun ) is, according to us, the

genus, form and individual.—66.

The word (noun) signifies all the three, though prominence is given

to one of them. For the purpose of distinction, the individual is pro-

mment. In order to convey a general notion, per-eminence is given to

the genus In practical concerns, much importance is attached to the form.

A3 a fact, the word ' noun' ordinarily presents to us the form, denotes the

individual and connotes the genus.

s^rfe vyaktih, individual
; gqft^TOftT: guna-visesa-airayah, tbe

abode of particular attnbutes wf^f; miirtih, body, substance.

196. An individual is that which has a definite form and is

the abode of particular qualifc es.—67.

An individual is any substance which is cognised by the senses, as

a limited abode of colour, taste, smell, touch, weight, solidity, tremnlousness,

velocity or elasticity.
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3K$fg: akritih, form, snfgfsjr^t jati-li-nga-akhja, that by which the

genus and the marks of the genus are manifested.

197. The form is that which is called the token of the

genus.—68.

The genus cowhood, for instance, is recognised by a certain colloca-

tion of the dewlap which is a form. We cannot recognise the genus of a

formless substance.

j wfNroi snra: n ^ i \ \ ^< n

HtTrasrcrorf&rCT samana-prasava-abmika, that the nature of which is to

produce the same idea or cognition
, 5(1%: jatih, genus, class.

198. Genus is that whose nature is to produce the same con-

ception.—69.

Cowhood is a genus which underlies all cows. Seeing a cow some-

where, we acquire a general notion of cows ( i.e., derive knowledge of

cowhood ). This general notion enables us on all subsequent occasions to

recognise individual cows.
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Book III.

—

Chaotkb I.

y ^^s^Twn^nhrf*crai \\\\\\\\\
^fsrW^TTn^m darsana-sparsanabhyam, by means of sight and touch;

tg$I«?{t$<8T3 eka-artha grahanat, because of the apprehension of the same

object.

199. A sense is not soul because we can apprehend an object

through both sight and touch.

" Previously I saw the jar and now I touch it: " Buch expressions

will be meaningless if " 1 " is not different from eye which cannot touch

and from skin which cannot see. In other words, the " I " or soul is

distinct from the senses.

«f na, no , fSwi<399Ti<Tni visaya-vyavasthan&t, owing to the particular ^

relation or allocation of the senses to the objecte.

200. This is, some say, not so because there is a fixed relation

between the senses and their objects.

Colour, for instance, is an exclusive object of the eye, sound of

the ear, smell of the nose, and so on. It is the eye that, according to

tbe objectors, apprehends colour, and there is no necessity for assuming

a bouI distinct from the eye for the purpose of explaiuing the apprehen-

sion of colour.

a^sTOHirani tat-vyavastli&nat, from that allocation
j ^ eva, itself

;

**V*WHHWM atma-sadbhav at, becauae of the existence of the soul , *mfoto:

a-pratisedhah, non-opposition.

201.
r

l his is, we reply, no opposition because the existence of

soul is inferred from that very fiyed relation.

There is a fixed relation between the senses and their objects, eg.,

between tbe eye and colour, the ear and sound, and bo on. It is the eye

and not the ear that can apprehend colour, and it is the ear and not the eye

that can apprehend sound. If a sense were the soul it could apprehend only

one object, but " I " can apprehend many objects, that is, I " can see

colour, hear sound, and bo on. Hence the " 1 " or aoul which confers

unity on the various kinds of apprehension is different from the senses

each of which can apprehend only one object.
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screfc^t qrcrerarara u % \ \ i 9 11

VC^rt S irira-dahe, in burning the body
, tffr1$mrWT3C i/ataka-abhavafc,

as there would be absenoe of sin.

202. T r the body Ave e soul there should be release J'rom sins as

soon as the body was burnt.

If a person has no s<»ul beyond his body he should be freed from

sins when the body is destroyed But in reality sins pursue him in his

subsequent lives. Hence the body is not soul

The aphorism admits of another interpretation :

—

If the body were soul there could arise no sin from billing

living beings.

Our body vai ies in ditcension and character with every moment.

The body which exists at the present moment is not responsible for the

sin which was committed at a pievioua moment inasmuch as the body
whioh committed the sin is now non existent In other words, no sin

would attaoh to the person who killed living beings if the soul were
identical with our transient body

^WTFi: WH^SI^itSfq ^f^TFT^T^ II ^ I ^ I H It

fr^Tra: tat-abhavah, nlsenoo of sin
, STTrfr-Tsr^ff sa-atwaka pi ad&he,

in burning the body endowed with a soul , siF? a-pi, even
, ftfecTesn^

tat-mtyatv&t, as the soul is eternal

203. There would, says an objector, be no sin even if the body i

endowed with a soul u ere burnt, for the soul is eternal.

In the previous aphorism it was shown that the commission of

Bins would be impossible if we supposed the body to be the soul. In the

present aphorism it is aigued by an objector that we should be incapable

of committing sins even on the supposition of the soul being distinct

from our body, for buuIi a soul is eternal and cannot be killed.

H ^^5^353'sreu? n ^ i \ \ \ 11

•r na, no
, 3Jfs1?sro355|*TOTrl karya-asraya kartri badhat, because there

is killing of the body which is at once the cause and the field of experi-

ence, or killing of the field of experience i.e. the body and of its cause

i e. the senses, or killing of the embodied life of the soul.

11
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204. In reply we Bay that it is not so because w e are capable

of.killing the Lody which is the site of operat ons of the soul.

Though the soul is indestructible we can kill the body which la

the seat of its sensations, ilenoe we are not incapable ot committing

Bins by killing or murder. Moieovei, if we do not admit a permanent

bouI beyond our frail body we shall bo c >n fronted by many absuiditie*

such as " loss of merited action "
J knU-ham ) and " gam of unmerited

action "
( akritabhj a^ama ) A man who has committed a oeitain sin may

not suffer its oousequenues in thislile and unlessthere isasool continuing

to his next life he will not sulTdi- thein at all. This is a" I >*s '>£ merited

action" Again, we often find a man suffering the consequences of action

which he never did in this life I'his would be a " g*in of unmentad

action," unless we beheved that his soul did the action in his previous life.

gsigBW savya-dr stasyn, of that which is seen by the left eye
, Wjgftm

itarena, by the other , syqfifSfHTfT uratyablnjnanat, because there is

recognition.

20j [
r

J here is a soul l.eyond the sense ] because what is seen

by the left eye is recognised by the right.

A thing perceived previously by the left eye is recognised now by

the right eye This would ha-ve been impossible if the soul were identical

With the left eye or the right eye ou the principle that the seat of recog-

nition must be the same as the seut of perception, Consequently we

must admit that there is a soul which is distinct from the left and right

eyes and which ib the common beat of perception and recognition.

«T na, no
, q^for^ ekasmin, in one and the same , iwrftl^^ff^ nft-.V-

asthi-vyavahite, separated by the nasa] bone , f^f^lfiwRTfl dvitva-abhuua-

nat, because there arises th« conceit of duality of the eye

206. Some say that the eyes are not two* the conceit of duality

arises from the single organ of vision being divided by the bone of

the nose.

The objectors argue as follows :

—

If the eyes were really two, viz
,
right and left, we would have been

bound to admit a soul distinct from the senses as the common seat of
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perception and recognition. But there is only one eye which is divided

by the bridge of the nose an-l which performs the two functions of

perception and recognition Hence there is, according to the objectors,

no soul beyond tltp eve

«£3>fiHlsft eka-vinase, on the destinction of the one
; fgafanfsrsiT^Tm

dvitiya-a-vmasat, us there is non-debti action of the other ; «T ua, not;

»?^?^ eku-cv ainr un lty

k07. Uhe ey<-s, we reply, are reailr two because the destruction

of one does not c tuse the destruction of the other.

If tie or^an of vision was only one, then on the destruction of that

one (* e , one eye ) there woal<l be total blindness.

M^^Hi^ avayava nas-i. on the destiu>-tion of a part ; sift api, even
;

sraqsgq^ch avasavi uoalabdheh, .is the whole is cognised
; Kfffji a hetuh

no reason.

208.
r

i his is, some say, no argument, for the destruction of

a part do.'S not causa the des.ruetio.i of the whole

The obj>"«.tni8 say :—Juit as * $ree d >es nut perish though a branch

of it has been destroyed, sn there may not be total blindness though

one eye ( a part of the org in of vision ) has been destroyed.

fST^&tfsn^rra^*: ii 3 t ^ r \\ ii

gglsaHi^tafT dr st&nta-virodhai, owing to conflict with the familiar

instance , Wtfa^T. a prat<sjdhuh, non- opposition

209. This is, we reply, no opposition to our argument inasmuch

as your illustration is in ipt.

The illustration o£ a tree- and its- branch is not quite apt, for a tree

does not exist in its entirety but assumes a mutilated condition when

a branch of it is cut off. The right eye, on the other hand, remains- in

a perfect condition and performs the full function, of an eye even when

the left eye is destroyed.

Wf^^atfsRSTO^ (A ^ I \ \ V* 11

^f^n^atfk^RRC indriya-autara-vikarat, aa there takes place modi-

fication of another sense.
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210. The soul is distinct from the senses, because there is an

excitement of one sense through the operation of another sense.

When we see an acid substance, water oveiflows our tongue. In

other words, in virtue of tiie oj.emttnn of our visual sense there is an

excitement in the sense of tnste This would be impossible unless there

was a soul distinct from the senses The soul seeing the acid substance

remembers itB proj erties , ai (l the lemembrance of the acid properties

excites the sense of taste

h **S%: s^ssrTire^Tq it \ \ % \ \\ w

H na, no , ?JJS: smriteh, of memory, recollection
, ^JT^fsi^TJIf^

smartavya-visaya-tvat, because it has the thmg recollected as its object.

211. It is, some say, not so Lecatise remembrance is lodged

in the object remembered.

Remembrance, according to the objectors, is lodged in the thing

remembered and does not necessarily presuppose a soul.

a^T?iTg»!rcw«nq tat atma-gumi s.idbhavat, because of its existence as

a quality of the soul , wsrfs%=l: a-prai isedhah, non-opj oBiton.

212. This is, m e reply, no opposition, because remembrance is

really a quality of the soul.

Remembrance is based on perception, that is, one can remember

only that thing nbich one has peiceived. It often happens that seeing

the colour of a thing we remember its amell. This would be impossible

if remembrance was a quality of a sense, eg., the eye which has never

smelt the thing. Hence remembrance must be admitted to be a quality

of a distinct substance called soul which is the common seat of perceptions

of colour and of smell.

?T na, no
, aTrfHsrftqfoffjRi atma-pratipatti-hetuuam, of the reasons or

proofs of the existence of a separate soul; Hlfil manasi, to the mind;

HWWI sambhavftt, because of applicability.

213. There is, some say, no soul other than the mind because

the arguments -which are adduced to establish the " soul '* are applic-

able to the mind.
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The substance of the objection is this:

—

We can apprehend an object by both the eye and the skin. It fa

'true that the acts of seeing and touching the object by one agent cannot

be explained unless we suppose the agent to be distinct from both the eye

and the skin (ie, from the senses), let however the agent be identified

With the mind.

SCTJ: jnatuh, of the knower , gf!STHrai1<JT^: jnaua-sadhaua-upapatteh,

as there must be instruments of knowing, tfSTtaT^ma^ sarajna-bheda-matram,

mere difference of name.

214. Since there is a knower endowed with an instrument of

knowledge it is, we reply, a mere verbal trick to apply the name
mind " to that which is really the " soul.

'*

To explain the acts of seemg, touching, etc you admit an agent

distinct from the senses which are called its instiuments. The sense or

instrument by which the act of thinking is performed is called the

"mind" The agent sees by the eye, hears by the ear, smells by the nose,

tastes by the tongue, touches by the skin and thinks by the " mind."

Hence we must admit the agent ( soul ) over and above the mind If you
call the agent as "mind," you will have to invent another name to

designate the instrument. This verbal trick will not, after all, affect our

position. Moreover, tho m>nd cannot be the agent as it is atomic in

nature. An atomic agent cannot perform the acts of seeing, hearing,

knowing, feeling, etc.

faqpFpr^l twtor: U ^ I \ 1 v» «

frqtr: myamah, rule , *3 oha, and , fsft^TTR: nir-anumanah, devoid of

inference.

21 1. Yo ir conclusion is moreover opposed to inference.

We admit a uiiml ap.irt fiom the soul. If you deny any one of them

or identify one with the other, an absuid conclusion will folow Unless

you admit the mind you will nut be able to explain the internal percep-

tion. By the eye you can see, by the ear you can hear, by the nose you oan

smell, by the tongue you can taste and by the skin you can touch. By
what sense do you carry on internal perception, viz., thinking, imagining,

etc ? Unless you admit the mind for that purpose your conclusion will

be opposed to inference.
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\\ \ \ \ \ xc «

(TgfrTa^r"3^I^I pUrva-abhyasta smriti-annbandhat, from association

with, or sequence from, memoiy
}
revinnsly experienced , sn^ST jatasyn, of

the new-born, the child , tfwwtafcrfaotf harBa-bhaya-soka-sainpratipatteb,

on account of the .iccuri euce of pleasure, fear and grief.

216 ( The soul is to be admitted ) on account of joy, fear

and grief arising m a child from the men.ory of things previously

e vpenenced.

A new-born child manifests marks of joy, fear and grief This is

inexplicable unless we suppose that the child perceiving certain things

in this life remembers the corresponding things of the past life. The

things which used to excite joy, fear and grief in the past life continue to

do so in this life The memory of the past proves the previous birth as

well as the existence of the soul.

<jaarf53 g^srcwteRfehKqi-d fpsre: U ^ \ [ \* II

•KT'f^S padma-adisn, in the case of the lotus, etc. , W*ftv(*W3ftafsiSH33[

prabridha-saniuuiauu vil>at<ivat, like the modifications of opening and

closing ,qfi[«rT' Ut-rik&i>ih its modifications.

217, It is • bja-tcd that the changes of countenance in a child

are like those of expanding and closing up in a lotus*

The objection stands thus :

—

Just as a lotus which is devoid of memory expands and closes up
by itself, so a child expresses joy, fear and grief even without the recollec-

tion of the things with which these were associated in the previous life.

1 na, no
, gsuflfcr ^BRiViiTPgnvT usrn. sita-va sa-kala-nimitta fv&fc,

because of their lieing v. auaed by heat, cold, rain and season , «jgi?»T«P-

fasBttl'Sm (lantha atiuaka-vik&ianam, of the modifications or changes in

thingi constituted by the five (elements)

218. This is, we re^ly, not so '>ecau,e the changes in inani uate

things are caused by heat, cold, rain an I season.
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The changes of expansion and contraction in a lotus are caused by
heat and cold Similarly the changes of countenance in a child mnat he
caused by something. What is that thing ? It is the recollection of

pleasure and pain associated with the things which are perceived.

pretya, transmigrating; s^RflanR^TtT ahara-abhj asa-kritat,

produced by the habit of eating ( m the previous life ) , WWtlfirewm
stan y a abhilas&t, from the desire for the mother's milk. •

219. A child's desire for milk in this life is caused by the pra-

ctice of his having drunk it ia the previous life.

A child just born drinks the breast of biB mother through the

remembrance that he did so m the previous life as a means of satisfying

hunger. The child's desire for milk in this life is caused by the re-

membrance of his experience in the previous life. This proves that the

child's soul, though it has abandoned a previous body and has accepted

a new one, remembers the experiences of the previous body.

W«TR: ayasah, of the iron ; sPIWwrfiinWiH ayask&nta-abhigamana-

vat, like the approach to the loadstone , a^lOTWt tat-upa-sarpanam, the

approach of the infant.

220. Some deny the above by saying that a new-born child

approaches the breast of his mother just as an iron approaches a

loadstone (without any cause).

The objection tuns thus :

—

Just as an iron approaches a loadstone by itself, so does a child

approach the breast of his mother without any cause.

!T na, no , aisre auyatia, elsewhere
, fffTOUT?!*! pravritti-abhA\ at, on

account of absence of activity.

fe21. 'Ihis is, we reply, not so because there is no approach

towards any other thing.

You say that there is no cause which makes an iron approach a

loadstone, or a child the breast of his mother. How do you then explain
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that an iron approaches only a loadstone but not a clod of earth and a

child approaches only the bieast of lna mother and not any other thing ?

Evidently there is some cause to regulate these fixed relations.

*faro*nF^st}sira « \ \ \ i u

sfarcmSFflT^ fan* vita i aga-janma-a darianafc, because the rebirth of

tine who is free from desire is not observed.

222. We find that none is Lorn without desire.

Every creature is born with some desires which are associated with

the things enjoyed by him in the pasr life In other words, the desire

proves the existence of the creature or rather of hia soul in the previous

lives. Hence the soul is eternal.

^3*T33^cqT%3lTT5c<ri%: II ^ I \ i ^ »

^fg^n^fs^itclf^T^^ sa-guna-dravya-utpatti- vat, like the production of

substances endowed with qualities
, ag?nf^r: tat-utpattih, its production.

223. Some say that the soul is not eternal because it may

produced along with desire as other things are iproduced along with

their qualities.

The objection stands thus :

—

Just as a jar, when it is produced, is distinguished by its colour, etc,

bo the soul when it is produced is marked by its desire, etc. Hence the

desires do not pre-suppose the soul in the previous lives or, in other

words, the soul is not eternal,

* ^^*RfaTTr^T5T*n^toT*J II \ I \ I ^ II

tina, no, tfooqftftnK^tq samkalpa-nimitta-tvat, because of their

being caused by samkalpa, i.e volition ( springing from the recollection

of past experience ) , *nrr?!fTTH laga adinani, of desire, eto.

22 \. This is, we reply, not so because the desire in a new-born

child is caused by the ideas left in his soul by the things he enjoyed in

his previous lives.

The desire implies that the soul existed in the previous lives or, in

other words, the soul is eternal.

rpn^rt^s^: it ^ i ^ i ^9 u

qifaV pai-fchivam, earthy
, g*!ITOttare$: guna-antara-upalabdheh,
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because of the perception of the quality of the earth

225. Our body is earthy because it possesses the special quali-

ties of earth.

In other worlds there are beings whose bodies are watery, fiery,

airy or ethereal Though out body is composed of all the fire elements

we call it earthy owing to the preponderance of earth in it.

tnf*»i«i%swr a^T^: m \ i v «

"WftfarWi&Rt j-Aithiva-apya-taijasain, composed of elements of earth,

water, and fire, a5<g<!ft<I3«vr: tat-guna-upalabdheh, because of the perception

of their attributes.

226. The body is composed of the elements of earth, water

and fire, as the attributes of these elements are perceived in it.

fas*^rdl^5T$l1«S't: mhsvusa uehohliva^a-upalabdheh, because of the

perception of in breathing and out-breathing , Wg^ffa^ ^naiarbhautikam,

composed of four elements

227. The body is composed of fo^.r elements, because upcri'o ms

the operations of in-breathing and out breathing.

n^^qi^^gier^Tsci^r^^:^mi^h 1131won

<mn$^i|T«c^;T^i^T^^: gandha-kleda-
\
alsa-vyuha- vv«ikas-t-uaiia-

bhyah, by reason of smell, wetness, digestion, circulation of blood, and

room for movement , <na*rh%^ pailcha bhautikam, composed of five

elements.

228. The body is composed of live elements, as it possesses

smell, wetness, digestion, circulation of blood and room tor movement.

In the body there are smell and moisture which are attributes of earth

and water respectively. Digestion and circulation of blood are done res-

pectively by fire and air. There is also in the body room for the move-

ment of the other elements in it, and therefore ether is also present in it.

Gotaraa has not taken the tronble to refute these doubtful reason-,

ings in the above three aphorisms. They are generally refuted by the.

authority of the Veda in the next aphorism.

**fgwTO*n^ ii 3 i ^ i \\ ii

12
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wfaJrWim^ruti-piftinanval/, from the authority i>f the Veda, ^ cha,

and.

229. In virtue of tl'e authority of scripture too.

That oui body is earthy is proved by our sen (tare. In the section

on " Dissolution into the primordial matter," there me such texts aa :

May the eye be absorbed into the sun, may the body be absorbed into the

earth, etc. The sun la evidently the souice of the e_ye and the earth of

the body.

* M US
$«0?nt knsnasare, the eyeball , afa sati, there "bemg

; ^q^Wfl^

upalambhat, because theie is perception (of colourj , sifaf^f vyatirichya,

screening,removing ; q cha, and
,

upalambhat, because there is
,

perception , tiw. samsayah, doubt

230 It is doubtful as to whether a sense is material or all-

pervading because there is perception when there is ( contact with
)

the eye-ball and there is perception even when the eye-ball is iar off.

The eye-ball is said by some to be a material ( elemental ) substance

inasmuch as its function is limited by its contact A. thing is seen

when it has contact with the eye-ball, but it is not seen when the eye-ball

is not connected In other words, the eye-ball, like any other material

substance, exercises its function only in virtue of its contact with things.

Others hold that the eye-ball is a non-material all-pervading Bubstance

inasmuch as it can pei ceive things with which it has not come in

contact. The eye-ball does not touch the things which it sees from

a distance. Hence the question arises as to whether the eye-ball is

a material or an all pervading substance.

*IM!H*l*1iraC mahat anu-grahan&t, because it apprehends both the

large and the small.

231. It is contended that the eye-ball is not a material substance

because it can apprehend the great and the small.

If the eye-ball had been a material substance it could have appre-

hended only those things which coincided with itself in bulk. But we
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find it can appieltend things of gieater and smaller bulk. So it is

contended that the eye ball is not a material substance.

^*4*%^RrataTTTfs^<n^ u 3 \ \ 1 11

T^jqtfeRr^rRr^TTcI rasnii-artha-sdnnikaisa visebat, from a special

contact of the ocular pay with the object
, aglTfW^ tat-grahanam, the

apprehension of the large and the small

232. ( The Naiyayika's reply to the above is that]) it is by the

contact of the ray that the thi igs great and small are apprehended.

The Naiyfcyikas say that even on the supposition of the eye-ball

being a matenal «abstance the appiehension by it of tlie great and the

Bmall will noc be nup>s-.ible Their explanation is that though the eye-

ball itseM does n it coincide with things which are greater or smaller in

bulk, yet the rays issuinu- from the eye-ball reach the things in their

entire extent Hence in s-pite of the e\e ball being a material substance

there is no impossibility for it to appiehend the great and the small.

^gTOs^^lg: u \ 1 ^ i $t ir

ff^3T3Ss,J*t<S
- tat-aii-upalabdheh, because of its non-perception

;
sn|5:

a-hetub, not a oiiuse.

233. Contact is not the cause because we do not perceive the

ray.

The contact of a ray with a thing is not the cause of apprehension,

of the thing because we perceive no ray issuing from the eye ball.

H na, not
j srg;ft«raR€7 anumiyarnaiiasya, of that which can- be-

inferred , g&tflH: pratyaksatah, by perception
,

sigqqsfa?: an-upalabdhih,.

non-apprehension
, *wrc?jj: abh&va-hetuh, a mark of non-existence.

234. vThat we iio not apprehend a thing through perception^*

no proof of non-existence of the thing because we may yet apprehend it,

through inference

The ray issuing from the- eye is not perceived as it is supersensnouji;

But it is established by inference like the lower half of the earth, or the

other side of the moon.
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^ujipiisn^i^!^ dravya-guna dhamia-bhedat, according to differences

of the nature of the substance and the attribute , ^ cha, and , 3q5lf»qfflHT:

upalabdlu myamah. lule of j.ei cepticm

255 And perception dependes upon the special character of the

substance and its qi alius.

A rnbstapee i iles- it possesses magnitude, or a quality unless it

-ri*f of-- ii\ 'ii.i3iins"5, 19 r.ot perceived From the absence of magnitude

ar.a oV >n i I •» the ray of the ova- ball is not perceived.

%&-T%~zm^mm ^q^dqi^ ^ftq*rf£**: \\\\\\\*\\

st^*^'sW^i?IT^ in <"k <lravya-saia.i\ fiyafc, from combination in more

than one subbiai... ^}fMte'*I u, a vis. - it, from peculiarity, i e. per*

oeptible intensity , ol loIhui , ^ cha, and , 3$T<t3rfsv7: rupa-upalabdhih,

pert ion «• colour

230. A colour is perceived only when it abides in many things

intimately and possesses obuousness.

The son's ray is perceived as it possesses an obviousness in respect of

colour and touch But the ray of the eye-ball is not perceived as it is

obvious neither in iesj.ee t of colour urn in respect of touch.

^^TW^fc^WT s^ff: q^rofere: II ^ I \ I tyt u

wfttfta: karma- kantah, deteimined or organised by karma or

deseits , 9 cha, and
, ^JT^ISJT^ uidrn anam, of the senses; ejpj: vyuhah,

order or assemblage
, g^7l*fi?3: puiusa artha-tantrah, subservient to tho

purposes of the purusa or man

237. And the senses subservient to the purposes of man have

been set in order by his deserts.

The order referred to is as follows

The eye emits ray which does not possess the quality of obviousness

and cannot consequently burn the thing it touches Moreover, had there

been obviousness in the ray it would have obstructed our vision by stand-

ing as a screen between the eye and the thing. This sort of arrangement

of the senses was made to enable man to attain his purposes according to

his merits and demerits.
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W»f^%RSEW^T%Iigi3lfeia^<J madhyaiidin.i-ulka prakasa-an-upalabdhi-

vat, like the non-perception of the light of a meteor at midd&v
, B^rg&^t

tat-an-upalabdtuh, its non-perception

238. Some say that the ray of the eye (possesses obviousness o-

colour but it) is not perceived just as the h^ht of a meteor at ldoa) a
not perceived.

The light of a meteor though possessing obviousness of colour is not

perceived at midday because it is then overpowered l»y the light of the

sun Similarly, some say, the ray of the eye possesses obviousnesss of

colour but it is not perceived during the day time on account of its beinjr

overpowered by the light of the sun.

* renarargqsrs^: u 3 i ^ i ^ n

STna.no Tliftratrau, at night, nftapi, ev9n W|T3SiJj anu, alabdh. h,

from its non-perception.

239. It is, we reply, not so because even in the night the ray of

the eye is not perceived.

Had the ray of the eye possessed obviousness of colour it would have
been perceived dui ing the night when it cannot be overpoweied bv the

light of the sun. As the ray of the eye is not perceived ev»n during the

night we must conclude that it does not possess >bviousness of colour,

M 1 t 1 9^ «

VrvnreTOTgffCra bahya-prak&sa-anugrah&t, through conjunction with,

or co-operation of, external lij; ht, fc^rTOTOT: visaya-upalabdheh, because

perception of objects (takes place
) , «iwfosqf%^; an-abhivyakti-tah, from

non-manifestation , WJI^fs^: an-upalabdhih, non-perception.

2 JO. The ray of the eve is not perceived in consequence of its

unobviousness bub not on account of its total absence Ltcause .tieaches

objects through the aid of external light.

In the eye there is ray which does not however possess an obviou"

colour. Had the eye possessed no ray it could not have perceived ar

object. (Since the eye perceives objects, it possesses ray in it, and since

requires the aid of external light (such as the light of the sun) to percei
^

them it follows that the ray does not possess the quality of Obviousne.j
^

This aphorism answers the objection raised in 3-1-35.
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3lf*I«^T$ abhivyaktau, in case of man Testation , ^ cha, and ( where

co-operation of external light is not required ) , wf*T*TgT?l abhibhavat,

because it is overpowered

241. And the in isibility of the ray of the eye cannot be due

to its being overpowered (
by an external light such as the h^ht of the

sun ) because the overpowering is possible only of a thing which posses-

sed obviousness.

It is only a thing which possesses obviousness or manifestation that

can be overpowered or obscured But how can we throw a thing into

obscurity which never possessed manifestation ? We cannot there foie s.iy

that tho ray of the eye is not perceived on account of its having beeu

overpowered by an external light.

5Trf^TO*rcftl^1RT^ || ^ | l | 99 ||

STtUg^JPFRf^H^TSTRl naktani liai a nayana-rasmi-dai sar.at, because

the ray of the eye is been in the case of prowlers by night , ^ cha, and

242. There must be ray in t!,e eye of man as we see it in tbe

eye of animals that move abo it m the night.

We see that animals wandering by night, such as cats, possess ray

in their eyes By this t\e can conjecture that there is ray in the eye of

man.

stST^ apiapy a, without reaching; J|g<»f grahanam, apprehension;

W^TWqs^qifNns^f^qgss't: k&cha-abhra-patala-sphatika-antarita-upalab-

dheh, because of perception of things screened by glass, mica, and

crystal

2 fc3. Some say that the eye can perceive a thing even witho it

comln* in < o ta"t with it by me ns of its rays ju-st as things screened

from us by glass, mica, me.nbra e or crystal are seen.

i The olijpctitin raised in tins aphorism conti n« erts the Nt&ya thpory

o contact, ( in pi atyaksa) and seeks to prove that the senses aie not

hjterial substances
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f?3ir!'lfWTgi35Ssh kudya antarita an-upalabdheh, because of non-per-

ception of what is screened from view by a wall , 3?irfa§*i: a-pratisedhuh,

non-contradiction

24.4. (The foregoing objection is not valid) because we cannot

. perceive what is screened from us by walls.

The eve cannot really peiceive a thing without coming in contact

with it by means of its rays. Fur instance, a thing which is screened

from us by a wall is not perceived by our eyes.

SPrfa'*PIT«l a pratighatat, from non-obstruction , wfsH^qgftn sanni-

karsa-upapattih, establishment of contact

24o. There is a real contact because there is no actual obstruc-

tion ( caused by glass, mica, membrane or crystal).

The ray issuing from the eye can reach an external object through

glass, mica, etc., which are transparent substances. There being no
obstruction caused by these substances, the eye comes really in contact

with the external object.

sn%*ro^: ^fwro^sre ^r^jsfireraTfi u wigqi-

srrf^TOd: aditya-rasmeh, of the sun's ray ; Wtfe&Rr? sphatika-anta-

re, being screened by a orystal ; «tfq api, even , ^figT dahye, towards -a

combustible substance ; wfiisnsnqc ;
a-vighatat, from non-obstruction.

246. A ray of the sun is not prevented from reaching a com-

bustible substance though the latter is screened by a crystal.

This re an example which supports the theory of contact, viz., a ray

issuing from the eye passes actually through a crystal to un object lying

beyond it.

3rfld<W4«<Hflldl II 3 I \ II

H na, no
; ^aWTOJTWT!^ lfcara-itara-dhanna-prasaiigat, on account

of implication of mutual properties

247. It is, some say, not so because the character of one pre-

sents itself in the other.

The objection stands thus :

—

If a ray issuing from the eye can reach an object screened by a

Btdl, why can it not reach another object which is screened by a wall ?
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According to the objector the propeity of the crystal presents itself in the

wall

ii 3 i ^ i sr» «

W^dN^fc adarsa-udakayoh, in a mirror and in water; smn?W*?IW!j

prasada svabhavyat, from natural clearness or transparency
;
^flqvfrn?!,

rupa-upalabdhi-vat like the perception of colour or form ; (ljq«fai: tat-

ui>Hlabdhih, its perception

24S. In reply we say that the perception of a thing screened by

a ( rystal takes place in the same manner as that of a form in a

mirror or water o*ving to the possession of the character of trans-

parency.

The form of a face is reflected on a mirror because the latter

possesses transparency Sitnilaily, a thing is reflected on a crystal inas-

much as the latter is transparent. A wall which does not possess trans-

parency can reflect nothing It is therefore entirely due to the nature of

the screens that we can or cannot perceive things through them.

jETgra^RT f?Rt»i3Tfg%^Tgqf%: ti \ i \ i m n

SETgfiraTli drista-anumitanam, of things seen and inferred , fSpftqgfo.

^vngqqFa: niyoga-pratisedha-an-upapattih, inapplicability of injunctions

and prohibitions, assertions and denials

249. It is not possible to impose injunctions and prohibitions

on facts which are perceived or inferred to be of some fixed character.

A orystal and a wall are found respectively to be transparent and
non transparent It is not possible to alter their character by saying

let the crystal be non-transparent " and '« let the wall be transparent."
Likewise, a ray of the eye in passing to a thing is obstructed by a wall
but not by a crystal. This is a perceived fact which cannot be altered
by our words Hence the theory of contact remains intact.

IrSTf II ^ I \ I ^ II

«mra£ sthana-anya-tve, from occupying different places ; <tRT?3T3
nana tvat, because of diversity

, ^fsRW^W^ avayavi-nana-sthina-
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tvat, from a whole occujij mg different places, ^ cha, and; tfmw. samsayab,

doubt.

250. Since main- things occupy many places and since also one

thing possessing different, parts occupies many places, there arises doubt

as to whether the senses are more than one.

There is doubt as tu whether there are as many senses as there

are sensuous functions 01 whether all the functions belong to one sense

possessing different pai ts

c5CJTSsr%^Trl u 3 t ^ I II

tvak, skin, touch ; &fs<?ft?<bl4 a vyatirekat, from its non-

exclusion.

251. Some say that the senses are not many as none of them is

independent of touch (skin).

The eye, ear, nose and tongue are said to be mere modifications of

touoh ( skin) which per\ ides them, that is, there is only one sense, via.,

touch (skin), all others being merely its parts.

5T jnq^gq^s^: n \ \ % \ w ii

*r na, no
, gWT^t ) u^apat, simultaneously

; Jprf^TO*'?: arfcha-an-upa-

labdheh, from non-perception of objects.

- 252. Touch is not the only sense because objects are not

perceived simultaneously.

Had there been on ly one sense viz., touch, it would have in con-

junction with the mind produced the functions of seeing, hearing, smell-

ing, tasting, etc., simultaneously. But we cannot perform different func-

tions at once. This pr >vos that the senses ai-e many : the mind which is

an atomic substance boi ng unable to come in contact with the different

senses at a time cannot produce different functions simultaneously.

ferf^^ HrSfitesT II ^ I ^ ( II

faafa^n viprausedhat, because there is obstruction ; 9 cha, and ; *T

na, not , ?^«p tvak, touch ; ekft, only one.

253, Touch cannot be the only sense prohibiting the function

of other senses.

Touoh can perceive only those objeots whioh are near (contiguous)

but it cannot perceive objects which are far off. As a fact we can por-

13
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ceive colour and sound from a gieat distance This is certainly not the

"function of touch but of some other sense which can reach distant objects.

^Tf^lI'fiaf'IT'I mduva- aitha. pancha-tvat, because the objects of the

senseb are five.

-25-4. Senses are five lecause there are five objects.

There are five objects, u.^ ,
colour,, sound, smell (odour), taste

(savour) and touoh winch aie cognised respectively by the eye, ear, nose,

tongue and skin. There are tbeiefoi-e five senses ooriesponding to the

five objects

^ ^«N|c5TTr| II \ I \ \ W

H na, no , a^«T9ff^R( tat-ai tha-bahu tvat, because their objects are

many.

25?. Some say that the senses are not five because there are

more than five objects.

The objects of sense aie said to be many such as good smell, bad
smell, white colour, yellow colour, bitter taste, sweet taste, pungent taste,

warm touch, cold touch, etc Accotdmg to the objeotor there must be
senses corresponding to all these objects

qsq.^Itjsqf^^ gandha-tva-adi-a-vyatirek&t, because of the non-
exclusion of the chaiactei of smell, etc.

, qfisjnjtot gandha-adinam, of smell,
etc. , snrfafo' a-pratisedhai, noti exclusion.

256. There is, -we reply, no objection because odour (smell), etc.

are ne^ er devoid of the nature of odour ^su^ell), etc.

Good odour, bud odoui, etc are not diffeient objects of sense but
tliey all o ..Qu under the genus odour. It is the nose alono that cognises
oil soi ta of odour—good or bad. Similarly all colouts—white, yellow,
blue or green—die cognised by the eye In fact there aie only five

objects winch aie cognised by the five senses.

ftW3rTo5Tf^3sT§33r^ II ^ I \ I S(<$ II

falwarfafcEi^ visaya-tva-a-vyatirekat, because of the non-exclns-
ion of the character of their being objects of sense

, q^e^ eka-tvam,
unity,
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257. Some say that there is oniy one sense as the so called

different objects of sense are n t de\oid of the character u an

object.

The objection raised in this aphorism is us follows:

—

The so-called different obje< ts, viz , colout , sound, smell (odour),

taste (savour) and touch agree with one another in each of them being an

object of sense. As they all possess the common characteristic of being

an object of sense it is much sitni ler to say that the object of sense

is only one. If there is only one object of sense, the sense must also

be one only.

il na, no, §^$^<arfqst*n3ITfifo5nfaqa^WT: buddhi-Uksana-adhistliana-

gati-akriti-jaii-pancha-tvebhyah, boc.iuse of fivefolduess of the states of

consciousness which the senses pmduce, their sites, their movements,

their shapes and their origins.

258. It is, we reply, not so because the senses possess fr e-fold

character corresponding to the cluractersof knowledge, sites, processes,

forms.and materials.

The senses must be admitted to be five on the following grounds:

—

(a) The chai acters of knowledge— J'lieie aie five senses conespon-

ding to the five characters of knowledge, viz, visual, auditory, olfactory,

gustatory and tactual.

(o) The sites—The senses aie five on account of the various sites

they occupy. The visual sense ies>ls on the eyeball, the aud'toiy sense

on the ear-hole, the olfactory seuae on the uos>e, the gustatory sense on tha
tongue, while the tactual sense occupies the whole body.

(c) The processes—There a:e live senses involving five different

processes, e. g , the visual senso appiehends a colour by approaching

it through the (ocular) ray while the tactual s«nse apprehends an object,

which is- in association with the body, and so on.

(d) The forms—The senses are of different forms, e g , the eve

partakes of the nature of a blue ball, and the ear is not different fium

ether, etc.

(e) The materials—The senses are made up of different materials :

the eye is fiery, the ear is ethereal, thenose is earthy, the tongue is watery^

and the skin (touch) rs airy.
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*l53'!lfe^faft ,;R5Sis?! bhuta-guna-visesa-ui-alabdheh, on account of the

perception of the specific attributes of the elements
, ar?T?«TH tadatmyam,

identity.

259. The senses are essentially identical with the elements in

consequence of the possession of their special qualities.

The five senses, viz., the eye, ear, nose, tongue and skin ( touch ),

are essentially identical with the five elements, viz , fire, ether, earth,

water and air, whose special qualities, viz
, colour, sound, smell (odonr),

savour (taste) and tangibility, are exhibited by them.

qss^j^q^q'BT^TS^ratgandha 1 asa-riipa-spai id Sabdanani, of smell, taste,

form, touch, and sound , 9T3m*0Ti sparsa-paryantah, thoBe ending with

touch , gf«IS7ir. prithivjah, of the earth

200. Of odour ( smell ), savour ( taste ), colour, tangibility

( touch ) and sound those ending with tangibility belong to earth.

«P^3ft^T«im ap-tejo-vayiinam, of warei, fire and air
, g^g*^ pur-

vam purvam, each preceding one, vpfcr apohya, discarding; wreKTOI

akasasya, of ether , 3tTT: uttarah, the last

261. Rejecting each preceding one in succession they belong

respectively to water, fire and air ; the last (sound) belongs to ether.

The earth possesses four qualities, viz , odour (smell), savour (taste),

colour and tangibility. In water there are three qualities, viz., savour,

colour and tangibility; colour and tangibility are known to be the qualities

of fiie while tangibility and sound belong respectively to air and ether.

T ^o^uugq^fS^: 11 \ \ 1 i 5£ II

1 no ; «gg^0igq®swj sarva-guna-an-upalabdheh, an account of

the nun-perception of all the attributes.

202. An objector says that it is not so because an element is

not apparently found to possess more than one quality.

The substance of the objection is that the earth does not possess
foui qualities but only one quality, viz., odour (smell) which is apprehended
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by (he nose. Water does not possess three qualities but possesses only

one quality, viz , savour ( taste ) which is apprehended by the tongue.

Similarly the other elements do, each of them, possess only one quality.

eka-eka-syena, one to one , 3Tr*Nl?g<!ia3(ratq nttara-nttara-

guna-sadbliav&t, beoause of the existence of the attributes in each succeed-

ing one
; Srrnim uttai anam, in the succeeding ones , a^fsfisj: tat-an-

upa-labdhih, non- perception thereof.

263. The objector further says that the^ qualities belong to the

elements, one to one, in their respective order so that there is non-per-

ception of other qualities in them.

The substance of the objection is this :

—

Odour (smell) is the only quality of the earth. Consequently the

other three qualities, viz., savour (taste), colour and tangibility, alleged to

belong to the earth, are not found in it. Savour (taste) is the oulyqushty
of water, hence the other two qualities, viz., colour and tangibility alleged

to belong to water, are not found in it. Colour is the only quality of fire,

and hence the other quality, viz., tangibility alleged to belong to fire, is

not found in it. Tangibility is of course the quality of air and Bound

of ether.

fas" vistam, covered, interpenetrated ; fir hi, for
; tntf aparam, one ;

•nttO aparena, by another.

264. Of the elements one is, according to the objector, often

interpenetrated by others.

The objection is explained as follows:

Tlie earth is oftun interpenetrated by water, fire and air and is

consequently found to possess savuur (taste), colour and tangibility besides

odour (smell). Similar is the case with water, etc.

* qifihiT<arot: a^rsrro « ^ i \ \ \* «

sr na, no ; irfifarawh parthiva-apyayoh. of the earthy and the watery,

of the terrene and aqueous ; JT?*iaj5^T<l pratyaksa-tv&t, because of being

perceptible.
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265. It is, we reply, not so because there is visual perception of

the earthy and t'.e m atery.

TJi-e Naiyayikas meet the foregoing objections by saying tliat the

«arth teally possesses four qualities, water three, fire two, air one,

and ether one. H id the earth possessed only odour ( smell ) and the

water only savour (taste) then it would have been impossible for us

to see the earthy and watery things We are competent to see only

those things which possess colour, and if the eaith and water had

not possessed colour how could we have seen them ? Since we can

see the eaithy and the watery it follows that they possess colour If you

say that eaith and watei are visible because they aie mixed with

the fiery things which possess colour, why then the arr and ether are

also not visible ? There is no rule that it is only the earth and water

that can be mixed with fiery things but that the air and ether cannot be

so mixed. Proceeding in this way we find that the earth, etc. do not

each possess only one quality.

SWS^3"ite*^^ pfiiva-purva guna-utkai sat, owing to the predominance

of each preceding attribute , aTj?sr-?r«f t&t-tat-pradhanaua, each is predomi-

nant attribute of each corresponding element.

266. Owing to the predominance of one quality m an element,

a sense is characterised by the quality which pre-dominates in its corres-

ponding element.

The nose is characterised by odonr (smell) which predominates in

its corresponding element the earth ; the tongue is characterised by
savour (taste) which piedominates in its con esponding element the water;

the eye is characterised by colour which piedominates in its correspond-
ing element the fire ; the skin (touch) is character ised by tangibility

which abides in us coi lespondmg element the air while the ear is

characterised by sound which is the special quality o-f its corresponding

element the ether.

H!TWW*f tat- vyavasthanam, distribution thereof
, g tu, however ;

bhuyastv&t, according to their fitness.

267. A sense as distinguished from its corresponding element is

deteraimed by its fineness.
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A sense (e g , the bobo) which is the fine part of an element fe.g , the

earth) is able to perceive a special object (eg, odourj owing to the

act-force (samsk&ra, karma) o£ the person possessing the sense A sense

cannot perceive more than one object because it possesses the predo-

minant quality of an element, e g., the nose possesses only odour which is

the predominant quality of the earth, the tongue the savour of water, the

eye the colour of fire, and ao on.

SgURt sagunanam, of those attended with attributes ; 5f?3*T*n3tq

indriya-bb&rat, being themselves the senses,

268. A sense is really called as such when it is attended by

its quality.

Some may say why a sense ( the nose for instance ) cannot perceive

its own quality (odour). The reply is that a sense consists of an element

endowed with its quality. It is only when a sense is attended by the quality

that it can see an object. Now in perceiving an object the sense is

attended by the quality but in perceiving its own quality it is not so at-

tended. Consequently a sense cannot perceive its own quality.

rrc*rorf<>n^ M i ^ i *^ n

3^ tena, by that ; ^ eva, alone ;
tasya, its anngm^ a-grahanat,

on account of non-apprehension j <cr cha, and.

269. Moreover an object is never perceived by itself.

An eye can see an external object bat it cannot see itself. On the

same principle a sense cannot perceive its own quality.

h sas^vraftrosit: u ^ \ \ i ^ n

h na, no
;
grs^ijufrressits sabda-guna-upalabdheh, because of perception

of the attribute of sound

270. It is, some say, not So because the quality of sound is

perceived by the ear.

'Ihe objection stands thus:

—

It is not true that a sense cannot perceive its own quality. The ear,

for instance, oan peroeive sound which is its own quality.
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^q^fs^r: tat-upalabdhih, its perception ; ^^a^^wtJU^mf^ itara-

itara-dravya-guna- vaidharmyat, from difference from the attribute of

every other sabstauce.

271. The perception of sound furnishes a contrast to that of

other qualities and their corresponding substrata.

The nose, tongue, eye and akin can respectively smell earth, taste

water, see colour and touch air only when they are attended by their

own qualities, viz, odour (smell), savour (taste), colour and tangibility.

But an ear when it hears sound is not attended by any quality. In fact

the ear ia identical with the ether and hears sound by itself. By indirect

inference we can prove that sound is the special quality of the ether :

odour is the predominant quality of the earth, Bavour of water, oolour of

the eye, and tangibility of the skin (touch): Bound must therefore be the

quality of the remaining element, viz., the ether.
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Book III, Chapter II.

*n!*IWW**«lfsi karma-akasa-sadhainiyat, owing to its resemblance to

action and ether , &i[Pti samiayah, doubt

272. Since the intellect resembles both action and ether there is

doubt as to whether it is transitory or permanent.

Inasmuch as the intellect bears likeness to both action and ether

in respect of intangibility, theie arises tlie question whether it is transi-

tory like an action or peimanent like the ether We find in the intelleot

the function of oi lgination and decay whioh marks transitory things as

well as the function of recognition which marks permanent things. " I

knew the tree," " I know it " and " 1 shall know it "—these are expres-

sions which involving the ideas of origination and decay indicate our

knowledge to be transitory. " I who knew the tree yesterday am knowing

it again today "—this is an expression which involving the idea of

continuity indicates our knowledge to be permanent, Hence there is

doubt as to whether the intellect which exhibits both kinds of knowledge

is really transitory or permanent.

ftTOKtrSufRTtl visaya-pratyabhijfianat, because of recognition of

objects.

273. Some say that the intellect is permanent because there .is

recognition of objects.

The Samkhyas maintain the permanency of the intellect on the ground

of its capacity for the recognition of objects A thing which was known
before is known agaiu now—this soit of knowledge is called recognition.

It is possible only if knowledge which existed in the past continues also

at the present, that is, if knowledge is persistent or permanent. Recogni-

tion wonld have been impossible if knowledge had been transitory. Hence
the Samkhyas conclude that the intellect which recognises objects is

permanent.

? M H H
WMWmWRI sadhya-sama-tv&t, because the proof is the same as the

thing to be proved , sn^g: a-hetuh, no mark.

14
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/• 274. The foregoing reason is not, Ave say, v.ilid inasmuch as it

requires proof like the very subject in dispute..

Whether the intellect is permanent or not—this is the subject

in dispute. The Samkhyas affirm that it is permanent and the reason

adduced by them is that it can recognise objects. The Naiyayikas dispute

not only the conclusion of the Samkhyas but also their reason They

say that the intellect does not recognise objects but^it is the soul that does

so. Knowledge cannot be attributed to an unconscious instrument, the

intellect, but it must be admitted to be a quality of a conscious agent,

the soul. If knowledge is not a quality of the soul, what else oan be its

quality ? How is the soul fco be defined ? There is therefore no proof as

to the validity of the reason, viz., that the intellect recognises objeots.

4 i yraro^n^ » \ \\ \ » «

(T na, no , gWffiC yugapat, simultaneously, STJTiJUra: a-grahanat, because

of non-perception.

275 Knowledge is neither a mode of the permanent intellect

nor identical with it because various sorts of knowledge do not occur

simultaneously.

The Samkhyas affirm that knowledge is a mode of the permanent

intellect from which it is not different. Knowledge, according to them,

is nothing but the permanent intellect modified in the shape of an object

which is reflected on it through the flenses The Naiyayikas oppose this

view by saying that if knowledge as a mode of the permanent intellect is

not different from. it, then we must admit various sorts of knowledge to be

permanent. But as a fact various sorts of knowledge are not perma-

nent, that is,we cannot receive various sorts of knowledge simultaneously.

Henoe knowledge is not identical with the permanent intellect.

swreif*T^rf# a-pratyabhijfiane, during non-recognition ; 9 oha, and ;

f^TCTSWd'T: vinAsa-prasangah, implication of destruction.

276. And in the cessation of recognition there arises the conting-

%ncy of cessation of the intellect.

If knowledge as a mode of the intellect is not different from it, then

the cessation of recognition which is a kind of knowledge should be

followed by the cessation of the intellect. This will upset the conclusion

bf the Samkhyas that the intellect is permanent. Henoe knowledge is not

identical with the intellect.
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WTffoe^TcJ krama vritti-Uafc, owing to its operation being success-

ive ; a^n^ a-yugapat, non-airnaltaneous
; Jlfm^ grahanam, reception,

apprehension.

277. Ihe reception of different sorts of knowledge is non-

simultaneous owing, accordiu » to us, to our mind coming in contact

with different sen es in succession.

The Naiyayikas say that if knowledge as a mode of the permanent

intellect had been identical with it, then there would have been neither a

variety of knowledge nor origination and cessation of it. The different

sorts of knowledge do not occur simultaneously because they are produced,

according to the Naij&yikas, by the mind which ib atomic in dimension

coming in contact with the senses in due succession.

arar?lffl5F:f a-pratyablnjfianam, non-recognition, a cha, and, fsr^nStR-

wirajfRt visaya-antara vyasantj&t, due to occupation with another object.

278. The recognition ( or knowledge ) of an object cannot take

place when the mind is drawn away by another object.

We cannot hear a sound by our ear when the mind conjoined with

the eye is drawn away by a colour. This shows that knowledge is

different from the intellect, and that the mind which is at imic in dimen-

sion serves as an instrument for the production of knowledge.

»| na, no ; »I?9ir^ni gati-abhavat, because of absence of motion*

279. The intellect cannot be conjoined with the senses in-

Succession because there is no motion in it.

The mind which, according to the NaiySyikas, is- atomic in dimension

<

can move from one Bense-organ to another m succession to produce

different kinds of knowledge. This ib impossible m the case of the

intellect which, according to the S&mkhyas, is not only permanent but

also all-pervading and as such cannot change its place, that is, does not

possess the tendency to be conjoined with the different sense-organs in

succession. In fact there is only one internal sense called the mind, the-

other two Bo-called internal senses—intellect ( Buddhi ) and self-comse^fc
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(Ahamkara)—being superfluous It is not all-pervading, and knowledge

is not its mode. Knowledge classified as visual, olfactory, etc. is of

different kinds whioh belong to the soul.

WifzWI^TfiTHTISRI aphatika-anyatva-abhim&na-vat, like conceit that

a crystal is other than what it is
, «iq«ic^rf*wnT! tat-anya-tva-abhimanah,

the conceit of its being other than what it is.

280. A conceit of difference is said to arise in the intellect in

the same way as the appearance of dirlerence in a crystal.

As a single crystal appears to assume the different colours of different

objects which are reflected on it, so the intellect though one appears,

according to the Samkhya, to be modified into different sorts of knowledge

under the influence of different objeots reflected on it through the senses.

*<fffe$ sphatike, m the case of a crystal ; arfir api, even
; awiqftfqtf.

apara-apara-utpatteh, of diverse manifestations one after another
; jjrfisHi-

ksanika-tvat, being momentary ; mqfcit vyaktin&in, of the indivi-

dual maifestations
, 9rf§: a-hetuh, no mark.

281. It is said to be absurd even m the case of a crystal being

replaced by newer and newer ones which grow up owing to all indivi-

duals being momentary.

The Samkhya says that as a crystal seems to be modified by the

colours which are reflected on it, so the intellect seems to be modified by
the objects which are reflected on it through the senses. In reality there

is, according to the S&mkhya, neither any modification of the crystal

nor that of the intellect This theory has in the preceding aphorism
been controverted by the Naiyayikas and is in the piesent aphorism
opposed by the Buddhists According to the latter all things, including

even our body, are momentary. A thing which exists at the present

moment grows up into another thing at the next moment so that theie

is no wonder that in the couise of moments there should grow up crvstah
of different colours or intellects of different modes. Hence the conclusion

of the Samkhyas that a crystal remains unaltered is, according to the

Buddhists, untenable.

Sf^lcewTO^^sk^sig^T milium
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ft<ra§?9«TraT3[ niyama-hetu-abhavat, owing to the absence of any

reason for the rule (of growth and decay)
, <TOT^%fcf yatha daisanam,

exactly as seen , WIHSJI abhyanu]fia, assent.

282. Owing to the absence of any absolute rule we shall give

our assent according to the nature of each occurrence.

It is not tiue that in every case there are at each moment newer

growths. Our body no doubt undergoes increase and decrease but a

piece of stone or a crystal does not, so that the doctrine of growth applies

to the first case bat not to the second. Hence there is no general rule

that a thing at the lapse of a moment should be replaced by another thing

whioh grows up in its place.

H na, no , 3ilfofar*rT3T$TT*!ft<?sra!2l: utpatti vinisa k&rana-upalabdheh,

because of the perception of the cause of production and destruction.

283. There is no absence of link as we perceive the cause of

growth and decay.

The growth of a thing is the increase of its parts while the decay

is the decrease of them An ant-hill gradually increases m dimension

before it attains its full growth while a pot decreases in dimension before

it reaches its final decay. "We never find an instance in which a thing

decays without leaving any connecting link for another thing which

grows in its place Ttere is in fact no lmkles? growth or linkless decay.

$ftrfCTT$ ksira-vinase, in the case of the destruction of milk ; 35FWJPT-

T55fs^95I karana-anupalabdhi-vat, like the non-perception of the cause
,

aptgwiftr^ dadhi-utpatti vat, like the production of cuid , =9 cha, and
,

WJfllfar: tat-utpattih, its production.

28K The growth of newer crystals in the place of an old one is

comparable, according to some, to the grow th of curd in the place of

milk the cause of whose decay is not perceived.

The Buddhist says that there are things which grow and decay

without the gradual increase aud decrease of their parts. Of suoh things

we do not find the cause of the first growth ( origination ) and the last

deoay (oessation), that is, there is no link between the thing which ceases
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and another thing which grows in its palce. The milk, for instance,

ceases without leaving any connecting link for the card which grows m
its place. Siinilaily new crystals grow to take the place1 of an old one

which decays without leaving any mark The crystal which exists at

the present moment is not the same one that existed at the previous

moment There is no connection whatsoever between them.

T^irof^i^Tg<**n^i: h 3 1 ^ 1 \v ti

fwjjd: lin'jatah, from the mark , SfHtq giahsnat, from perception
; si

na, not
,
SfjTigsfssi: an-upalabdhih, non-perception.

28 5 'J here is no non-perception of the cause of final decay as

it is cognisable by its mark.

The Naiyayikas say that it is not true that we do not perceive the

final decay of the milk which is the canse of the first growth of the curd.

The mark attending the final decay of milk ( that is, the disappearance

of sweet flavour ) is the cause of the destruction of the milk, and that

atteuding the fiist growth of card (that is, the appearance of acid flavour)

is the cause of its production. So through the mark we really perceive

the cause of decay of milk and growth of curd. But there la no such

mark perceptible in the case of a crystal which at the lapse of a moment

is said to be leplaced by another crystal of a different character.

«T na, not , «PT5T: payasah, of milk
; Tf^HTJTJUIT'S^I^vrf^Ifl parinama-

guna antara-pradurbhavat, owing to the appearance or evolution of a

different attribute or quality in virtne of transformation,

286. There is, it is alleged, no destruction of the milk but only

a change of its quality.

The Samkhya says that the milk as a substance is not destroy-

ed to produce another substance called curd In reality a quality of

the m Ik, viz s.veet flavour, is changed into another quality, viz., acid

flavour

f^faj^T^ U ^ I ^ I \\ II

s^t'cTCT^ vyuha-antaiat, from one set ( of causes ) , g*7r5fjft?"lfa??75f

dravya-antara-utpatti-darsanam, obseivation of the production of another
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substance ,397*3^3$: purva-dravya-nivritteh, of the cessation of the

previous substance , SPTJTr«m anum&nain, inference.

287. Seeing that a thing grows from another thing whose parts

are disjoined, we infer that the latter thing is destroyed.

Seeing that a thing grows after the component parts ol another

thing have teen disjoined, we infer that the latter thing has really been

destroyed The cnrd, for instance, is not produced until the component

parts of the milk have been destroyed. This shows that the growth oE

curd follows the decay of milk.

nfgq; kvachit, in some cases
,

faRi?r$rT'!jr3<I5R*J: vinasa-karann-an-

upalabdheh, from the non-perception of the cause of destruction
, gjfetj

kva chit, in some cases , q cha, and , 3<?55S^T: upalabdheh, from perception;

N*J*i"-a: an-eka-antah, not-one-ended, uncertain.

288 There will be an uncertainty of conclusion on the assum-

ption that the cause of destruction is perceived in some cases and not

perceived in others.

In the case of a jar being produced out of a piece of olay you say

you perceive the cause of destruction of the clay and production of the

jar, but in the case of the curd growing out of milk yon say that you do

not perceive the cause of destruction of the milk and production of the curd.

This sort of perception in certain cases and non-perception in others will

lead to an uncertainty of conclusion. As a fact in every case there is

perception of the cause of destruction Milk, for instance, is destroyed

when there is the contact of an acid substance.

sr na, not
;
^-^irufql: indriy a-arthayoh, of the sense and of the object;

wfS[1T$ fcat-vinase, on their destruction , sift api, also , snsn^WJfii jfiana-

avasthanat, from the continuance of cognition.

289. Knowledge belongs neither to the sense nor to the object

because it continues even on the destruction thereof.

If knowledge had been a quality of the sense, it could not continue

after the sense had been destroyed. But knowledge in the form of memory
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is found actually to abide even after the aense has perished. Hence the

sense is not the abode of knowledge Similarly it may be proved that

knowledge does not abide in the object

gJT^T^qT^^^ H WTO II ^ I ^ I ^< It

yugapat, simultaneously , ^Tgi^sssT . jfiey a-an-upalabdheh, from

the non-perception of the knowables , 9 cha, and , «T na, not , OTH: mana

sah, of the mind.

290. It does not also belong to the miad the existence of which

is inferred from the knowables not being perceived simultaneously.

As two or more things cannot be known (perceived) simultaneously,

it is to be concluded that the mind which is an instrument of our know-

ledge is atomic in dimension. If we supposed this mind to be the abode

of knowledge we could not call it an instrument in the acquisition of the

same , and knowledge as a quality of an atom would in that case be-

come imperceptible. Anatomic mind as the abode of our knowledge

would stand moreover in the way of a yogi perceiving many things simul-

taneously through many sensuous bodies formed by his magical power.

<T«J tat, it, the objection
; arrrJTgHc^ aoma-guna-tve, were (cognition)

an attribute of the soul , wfa api, also
, Q<m*( tulyam, the same.

291. Even if knowledge were a quality of the soul it would, says

some one, give rise to similar absurdities..

The objection stands thus:—If the soul which is all-pervading

were the abode of knowledge, there would be the simultaneous perceptions

of many things in virtue of different sense-organs coming in contact with

the soul simultaneously. But two or more things are never perceived

simultaneously : the soul cannot therefore be the abode of knowledge,

thai is, knowledge cannot be a quality of the soul

ffs^: indriyaih, with the senses
; jtto- manasah, of the mind ;

*lfiflR*f*IT*n| sannikaisa-abhavat, owing to absence of contact or connec-

tion
, r?5«|?<Tfo: tat-an-utpattih, non-production of simultaneous cognitions.

292. There is, we reply, non-production ofsimultaneons cognitions

on account of the absence of contact of the mind with many sense-

organs at a time..
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The Naiyayikas say that the soul cannot perceive an object unless
the latter comes in contact with a sense which is conjoined with the
mind. Though many objects can r.ome in proximity with their corres-

ponding senses simultaneously, the mind which is atomic in dimension

can come in conjunction with only one sen Be at a time. Hence two or

more things are not perceived simultaneously although the soul which
perceives them is all-pervading.

«r na, no , 3c«rfe*WHI5T<ri|*TT5I utpatti-karana-an-apadesat, owing to

non-predication of cause of production

293 This is held by some to be untenable as there is no ground

for the production of knowledge.

The objection stands thus:—It has been argued by the Naiyayikas

that there is absence of production of simultaneous cognitions on account

of the lack of contact of the senses with the mind An opponent takes

exception to the word " production " and says that knowledge cannot be

said to be produced if it is regarded as a quality of the soul which, is

eternal.

fe:tT3TOT*<!!T3<T<3Svr: vinasak-ai ana-an-npalabdheh, owing to non-per-

ception o£ the cause of destruction , ^ cha, and , argt«U% avasthane,

in the case of the existence (of cognition id the soul ) , (TfireKTOOJfl

tat-nitya-tva-prasangah, implication of its eternahty.

294. If knowledge is supposed to abide in the soid there is the

contingency of its being eternal as there is perceived no cause of its

destiuctioa.

Knowledge can never be destroyed if it is supposed to be a quality

of the soul. A quality may be destroyed in two wayB—(1) either by the

destruction of its abode, or (2) by the production of an opposite quality in

its place. In the case of knowledge neither of these is possible ae the

soul which is its abode is eternal and as we find no opposite quality taking

its place, Honce it follows that if knowledge is a quality of the soul it is

eternal. But as knowledge is not eternal it is not a quality of the bouI.

wfaflcraniiq; a-mtya-tva-grahat, from the observation of nou-

15
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eternality
; <|g;: buddheh, of cognition , f^r^rrr?r buddhi-antarit, from

another cognition , ferr^T: vin&sah, destruction, sabda-vat, as in

.the case of sound

295 Cognitions being found to be non-eternal there is, we reply,

destruction of one cognition by another like that of a sound,

We realize that cognition ( knowledge ) 1a not eternal when wa

observe that at one time there arises in us a certain kind of cognition

(knowledge) and at the next time that cognition ( knowledge ) vanishes

giving rise to another kind of cognition (knowledge). It has been asked

how cognitions undergo destiuction. Our reply is "that one cognition

vanishes as soon as it is replaced by another cognition which is opposed

to it ]usb as a sound-wave ts destroyed by auother sound-wave which takes

iu8 place.

^T5WJrifcfI?JTsr^ilTqrfoeFlfa: j nan a- s am ave fca-a tma-prade'sa-sann 1 kars&t,

from contact with a certain part of the s>oul in which cognition (in the

form of impression) inheres, JT^*?: manasah of the mind; ^£?gf«Rr: smriti-

utpatteh, because of the production of recollection; it na, r.ot
;

yugapat, simultaneous ; 3?<if^r: utpattih, pioduction.

296. Since recollection (memory) is produced, according to some,

by the conjunction of the mind with a certain part of the soul in which

knowledge (irapre sion) inheres, there is no simultaneous production of

many recollectioi'o.

If knowledge be a quality of the soul there is the possibility of many
recollections being produced simultaneously inasmuch as the many

impressions deposited in our soul by our past perceptions are liable at once

to be revived and developed into recollections by the mind whose contact

with the soul always remains constant. Some say that there is no such

possibility of simulfcaneousness because recollections are produced, accor-

ding to them, by the mind coming in contact with particular parts of the

soul in which particular impressions inhere. As the mind cannot come in

contact with all parts of the soul simultaneously, the many impressions

deposited in different parts of the soul are not revived and developed into

recollections at once.
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si na, not; W^r:!fl?1c?f%rcgni antah sarira-vritti-tvab, because it has

its operation within the body , JTI^t: manasah, of the mmd.

297. This is, we reply, not so because it is v ithia the body that

the mind has- its function.

.

It has been said in the preceding aphorism that recollections are

produced by the mind coming m due order in conjunction with particular

parts of the soul in which impress ions mhoio This is, according to the

Naiyfiyikas.-untenable because the mmd cannot come in conjunction with

the soul except in the body, and if the conjunction takes place in the body

then there remains th© possibility of simultaneous tecollections.

^rssr^ri^l^: n 3 \ ^ \ n

?H«1?^Rt sadhya-tvat, because it is the thing to be established
; srif^:

a-hetuh, nob a mark.

298. This is, some say, no reason because it requires to be

proved.

The Naiyayikas say that the mind comeB in conjunction with the

soul only within the limit of the body. Some oppose this by Baying that

until they receive sufficient proof they cannot admit that the conjunc-

tion takes place only in the body

W5fs sinaratahi of the person recollecting , ^itfcnTOtartfc sarira-

dh&rana-upapatteh, because of the fact" of his sustaining the body ;

wrfeifai a-pratisedbah, non-contradiction

299. It is, we reply, not unreasonable because a person is found."

to sustain- his body even while he performs an act of recollection.

If we suppose that a recollection is produced by the min-d coming in

conjunction with a particular part of the soul outside the body, we cannot

aocou-nt for the body being sustained during the time when the 'recollec-

tion ib performed. The body in order that it may be sustained requires

an effort whioh is supplied by the mmd coming in conjunction with the

soul. Now the- effort which arises from the conjunction is of two kinds,

viz., (1) the effort for sustaining, and (2) that for impelling (setting in

motion). The body will be devoid of the first kind of effort if we suppose

the mind to wander away from it for conjunction, with the souL
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!T na, no; ?r<? tat, this
, aiignf?!?^ asu-gati-tv»fc, owing to swiftness,

JRH: manasah, of the mind

300. This is, some say, nol so because 1he mind moves

swiftly.

Some meet the objection raised in the pi'eoedmg aphorism by saying

that the mind while producing a recollection by its conjunction with the

soul outside the body can, on account of its swift motion, come back at

once to the body to pi oduce the effort required for the sustenance of the

same.

»T na, no, wacBrat^W^ sniarana-kala-aniyam&t, as there is no rule

as to the time of recollection

301. It is, Ave reply, not so because there is no fixed rule as to

the duration of recollection.

The Naiyayikas oppose the view expressed in the foregoing aphorism

on the ground that the mind, if it is to be conjoined with the soul outside

the body, may take a prefctj long tune to produce a recollection there,

bo that it may not come b.ick to the body with sufficient quickness to

produce the effort required for the sustenance of it

WT?n$T'!FTf^gT5r?nftrs atma-prerana-yat-richchhS jn.i-ta-bhib, in virtue

of a direction of the soul, spontaneity or chance, and tlie characteristic

of its being the knower, cha, and, * na, no, tf^mf^ta: samyoga-

Visesah, particular conjunction.

302 There is no peculiar conjunction of the soul with the mind

either in virtue ot the former sending the latter in search of what it

uishe-. to recollect or through the latter being congmzant of what is to

be recollected or through arbitrariness

If we suppose the soul to send the mind to recollect a particular

thing we encounter the absurdity of admitting that the soul already

possesses the memory of what it is going to recollect. If on the other

hand we suppose the mind to move out of its own accord for a particular

recollection, we Bhall have to assume *hat the mind is the knower but in

reality it is not so. We cannot even hold that the mind comes i n

conjunction with the soul arbitrarily for in that case there will remain

no order then as to the occurrence of the objects of recollection
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sararsw*: ^t^sst^h ^r^mfsr^nr ^rawju^i^i
> wnWBITO: vyasakta-manasah, of a man whose mind is absorbed in

something else ; It^smstT pada-vyathanena, by the hurting of his foot

,

tfSfrtlf3$<tal aomyoga-visesena, with the particular conjunction; SWlJTH

samanam, similar.

303. This is, some say, parallel to the particular conjunction

which occurs in a man who while rapt in mind hurts his foot.

If a man while looking eagerly at dancing hurts his foot with a

thorn, he feels pain because his mind comes instantly in conjunction

with his soul at the foot which has been hurt. Similarly the peculiar

conjunction referred to in the foregoing aphorism takes place, according

to some, through the mind being cognizant of what is to be recollected.

flftWM&JtlftylMMl pranidh&na-linga-adi-jfiananam, of concentration

and cognition of the marks, etc
,
SfgriTSTO!^ ay ugapat bh&vat, owing to

non-simultaneousness
;

wjriq^ a-yngapat, non-simultaneous
; 9ftof

smaranam, recollection.

304. Becollections are not simultaneous owing to the non-

simultaneousness of the eil'orts of attention, operations of stimuli,

etc.

A recollection is produced by the mind coming in conjunction with

the soul in which impressions inhere. The product ;on of recollection

also presupposes efforts of attention, operations of stimuli, etc. As these

do not occur simultaneously there is no simultaneousness of recollections.

5f&( jfiasya, of the knower
; ^^rf^fafirSTcsntl ichchha-dvesa-nimitta-

tvat, because of their being caused by desire and aversion
; ^Wmftf^zfrj

arambha-mvrittyoh, of action and inaction

305. Desire and aversion belong to the soul inasmuch as

they are the causes of its doing an act or forbearing from doing

the same.

The Samkhyas say that knowledge is a quality of the soul fPurusa)

while desire, aversion, volition, pleasure and pain are the qualities of
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the internal sense (the mind) This is, according to the Naiy&yikas,

unreasonable because a person does an act or forbear from doing it on

account of a certain desiie for or aversion against the same The desire

and aversion again are caused by the knowledge of pleasure and pain

respectively. Hence it is established that knowledge, desire, aversion,

volition, pleasure and pain have all of them a single abode, that is,

they are the qualities of a single substance called the soul.

cl%fp?31rl tat-hnga-tvat, because they are their marks , S^ait^n

ichchha dvesayoh, of desire and aversion; qif^Tsfg parthiva-adyesu,

in resect of tho terrene, etc
, 3tsrft$3: a-pratisedhah non-obsti uction

306. It cannot, some say, be denied that desire and aversion

belong to the body inasmuch as they are indicated by activity and

forbearance from activity.

The Obarv&kas say that activity and forbearance from activity are

the marks respectively of desire and aversion which again are the effects

of knowledge. Now the body which is made of earth, etc. is the abode

(field) of activity and forbeatance fiom activity. Hence it is also tha

abode of knowledge, desire, aversion, etc,

qwtf^ parasu-adisu, in the axe, etc, wrc^fsr^fo^TSTRt arambha-

nivntti-daraanat, from the observation of action and inaction.

307. This is, we reply, unreasonable because activity and for-

bearance from activity are found in the axes and the like.

Just as an axe, which is found sometimes to split a tree and at

other times not to split it, is not a receptacle of knowledge, desire and

aveision, so the body which is made of eaith, etc ie not an abode of

knowledge, etc., though we may find activity and foibearance from

activity in it.

fsPTOrfiKIlft niyama-aniyamau, regularity aud irregularity
; 5 tu,

but
, flf^sta^ tat-visesakan, their distinguishing marks

30S. The regularity and irregularity of possession demarcate

the soul and matter.
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A material thing is by nature inactive but becomes endowed w th

activity when it is moved by a conscious agent There is no such irregu-

larity or uncertainty as to the possession of activity, etc by the soul.

Knowledge, desire, aversion, etc abide in the soul through an intimate

connection, while these belong to matter through a mediate connection.

We cannot account for the function of recognition, etc. if we assume
knowledge to abide in the material atoms a conglomeration of which
forms the body. Those who suppose the body to be the seat of know-
ledge cannot admit the efficacy of deserts and can offer no consolation

to sufferers.

3Pfrra>t355ra[ yathokta-hetu-tvat, for the reasons already given

;

HWasrfil paratantryat, from subserviency; 3l$aT¥3l*mi<l a-krita-abhy&«

gamat, from usurpation of the unearned , =g cha, and, ST ua, not; HTO:

manasah, of the mind.

309. The mind is not the seat of knowledge on account of

reasons already given, on account of its being subject to an agent and

owing to its incapacity to reap the fruits of another's deeds.

The mind cannot be the seat of knowledge because it has already

been shown in aphorism 1. 1. 10 that desire, aversion, volition, pleasure

and pain are the marks of the soul. Had the mind been the abode of

knowledge it could have come in contact with the objects of sense" inde-

pendent of any agent. Since it cannot do so it is to be admitted to be a
material thing serving the purpose of an instrument in the acquisition

of knowledge. If you say that the mind itself is the agent you will have

to admit that it is not an atom but possessed of magnitude like the soul so

that it can apprehend knowledge, etc. which are its qualities. In order

to avoid the simultaneousness of many perceptions it will further be

necessary to assume an internal sense of an atomic dimension like the

mind as we understand it. These assumptions will lead you to accept in

some shape the tenets of the Naiy&yikas. On the supposition of the mind

(or body) being the seat of knowledge and consequently of merits and

demerits, it will be possible for work done by a person not to produce

its effects on him after death and it may even necessitate a person to

suffer for work not done by him. Hence the mind is not the seat of

knowledge, deaire, aversion, volition, pleasure and pain.
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<tf»*tanr. parisesat, by exhaustion
, ^i^Bf^qq^. yatha ukta-hetu-upa-

patteh, from the operation of the reasons already given ,
=9 cfaa, and.

310. Knowledge, etc must be admitted to be qualities of the

soul by the principle of exclusion and on account of arguments already

adduced.

Knowledge ia a quality which inheres in a substance. That sub-

stance is neither the body nor the sense nor the mind. It must therefore

be the soul. The body cannot be the abode of knowledge because it is a

material substance like a pot, cloth, etc. Knowledge cannot belong to the

sense as the latter is an instrument like an axe Had the sense been the

abode of knowledge there could not be any recollection of things which

were experienced by the sense before it was destroyed. If knowledge

were a quality of the mind many perceptions could be simultaneous.

But this is impossible. Hence the abode of knowledge is not the mind,

but it is the soul which is permanent so that it can perceive a thing now

as well as remember one perceived in the past.

*tWf smarnam, recollection; jj tn, but; WftlCTi atmanah, of the

soul ; aft9TV(15<n3[ jfia-svabh&vyat, because its nature is to be the knower.

311. Memory belongs to the soul which possesses the character

of aknowcr.—43.

The soul is competent to recollect a thing because it possesses the

knowledge of the past, present and future.

II ^ I ^ I 9\ U

>*lla*WWlf^^^^^5:^^I^^sf^!?r%qTfTniar*JTfwoTfflfil^*«T:; p ran id 1) aua-

mbandha-abhy&sa linga-laksana-sadnfiya parigraha-asraya-asrita-samban-

dha-anantarya-viyoga-eka-k4rya-virodha-atisaya-prapti-vyavadhana-sukha>

dnhkha-ichohha-dvesa-bhaya-artbitva-kriya-r&ga-dharma-adharma-nimit-

tebhyah, from the causes of concentration, context, repetition, mark, cha-

racteristic, similarity, relationship, container, contained, connectio n,
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immediacy, separation, co-efficient, opposition, excess, acquisition, dis-

tance, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, fear, entreaty, action, passion,

merit and demerit.

312. Memory is awakened by such causes as attention, con-

text exercise, signs, marks, likeness, possession, relation of re-

fuse and refugee, immediate subsequency, separation, similar em-
ployment, opposition, excess, receipt, intervention, pleasure and
pam, desire and aversion, fear, entreaty, action, affection and merit

and demerit. -

Attention—enables us to fix the mind on one object by cnecking it

from wandering away to any other object.

Context—is the connection of subjects such as proof, that which

is to be proved, etc.

Exercise—is the constant repetition which confirms an impression.

Signs—may be (1) connected, (2) inseparable (intimate), (3) correla-

ted or (4) opposite, e g , smoke is a sign of fire with which it is

connected, horn is a Btgn of a oow from which it is inseparable

an arm is a sign of a leg with which it ia correlated;" and tha

non-existent is a sign of the existent by the relation of opposi^/

tion.

Mark—a mark on the body of a horse awakens the memory of the

stable in which it was kept.

Likeness—as the image of Devadatta drawn on a^board reminds tfs

of the real person.

Possession—such as a property awakens the memory of the owner

and vice versa.

Refuge and refugee—such as a king and his attendants.

Immediate subsequency—as sprinkling the rice and pounding it in a

wooden mortar.

Separation—as of husband and wife.

Similar employment—as of fellow-disciples.

Opposition—as between a snake and ichneumon.

Excess—awakening the memory of that whic"h exceeded.

Receipt—reminding us of one from whom something has been or

will be received.

Intervention—such as a sheath reminding us of the sword,

16
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• Pleasure and pain—reminding us of that which cuused them

Desire and aversion—reminding ua of one whom we Kked or hated.

Fear—reminding us of that which caused it, e g , death.

Entreaty—reminding as of that which was wanted or prayed

for

Aehon—such as a chariot reminding us of the chauoteer.

Affection—as recollecting a son or wife.

Merit and demerit—through which there is recollection of the causes

of joy and sorrow experienced in a previous life.

3nTHeR*rrfaiTC'!!H karma-anavasthayi-grahanat, beoause of the cogni-

sance of momentary events by action

813. Knowledge perishes instantly because all actions are

found to be transitory.

Does knowledge perish instantly like a sound or does it continue

like a pot ? Knowledge perishes as soon as it is produced in virtue of its

being an action. In analysing an action, Bitch as the falling of an arrow,

we find that the arrow undergoes a series of movements in the course of

its falling to the ground. Similarly in examining an aot of knowledge

we find that a series of steps are undergone by the act in the course of its

produjtion. These steps perish one after another in due succession.

Hence it is clear that knowledge is transitory. If knowledge were per-

manent we could say, " I am preceiving a pot," even after the pot has

been removed from our sight Since we cannot use such an expression
we must admit that knowledge is not permanent but transitory.

3l3??TH«5of a-vyakta-grahanam, cognition of the indistinct, wratwfr-
an avasthayi-tvat, being unenduring; Rro?d<mr vidyut-sampate, on

the fiash of lightning
; ^nwj^irsm^ rftpa-avyakta-grahana-vat, like

the indistinct cognition of form.

314- An opponent fears that if knowledge were transitory no
object could be known distinctly just as there is no distinct apprehen-
sion of colour during a flash of lightning.
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The fear of the opponent arisea thus :—If knowledge were transitory

it conld not at a moment apprehend an object in its entirety, that is, could

not apprehend the infinite number of its properties at once Hence the

object could only be known indistinctly. As a fact, however, we can
know things distinctly Hence knowledge is not transitory.

f^qr^IJCiq hetu npadanat, from' the reason advanced, STftP^smwrgsn

pratiseddhavya-abhyanupa, admission of what is songht to be disproved.

315.- From the argument advanced you have, we reply, to admit

that which you went to disprove.

In the previous aphorism the opponent feared that if knowledge

were transitory no object conld be- apprehended distinctly The Naijfi-

yika removes the fear by saying that objects are apprehended indistinct-

ly not owing to the transitormess- of knowledge bat on account of our

apprehending only their general qualities. The knowledge which takes

cognizance of objects as possessed of both the general and special qua

lities is distinct but that which concerns itself only with the general

qualities is indistinct.

The aphorism may be explained in another way:—The very illustra-

tion cited by you, viz , that there is distinct apprehension during a flash

of lightning leads you to admit the transitoriness of knowledge which

jou went to disprove.

H^tarf&CTRR* fw^fl^majsr. pradipa-archih-Bantati-abhivyakta-

grahana-vat, like the ,apprehension of that which is illuminated by the

stream of the rays of the lamp
, 3$Hfof tat-grahanam, distinct appre-

hension.

316.. Although knowledge is transitory there is distinct appre«

nension through it as there is one through the series of momentary-

rays of a lamp.

Though the series of rays emitted by a lamp are transitory the

apprehension through them is distinct. Similarly though our knowledge

is transitory there is no obstacle to our apprehension being distinct.

^ut dravye, in a substance, 5aTjqjq*g'!fiq5retf: s va- puna- para trnn ,a-

* Va. has^ati read'i a ^ to show that the opponeni'fa appieheiision, i*.

unfounded.
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npalabdheh, from the perception of its own as well as of other attributes,

«jt*T»Ti samsayah, doubt.

317. From our perceiving in a substance the qualities of

itself as -well as of others there arises, says an opponent, a doubt as

to whether the knowledge perceived in our body is a quality of

its own.

In water we perceive liquidity which ia one of its natural qualities

as well as warmth whioh is an adventitious one. One may therefore ask

as to whether the knowledge perceived in our body is a natural quality

of the latter or is a mere adventitious one

«n**3tU*nfifWT yavat-sarira-bhavi-tvat, because (form, etc.) endure

as long as the body does; ^sqr^t rftpa-adinatn, of form, etc.

318. [Knowledge is not a natural quality of the body be-

cause it furnishes a contrast to] colour, etc. which as natural qua-

lities of the body do exist as long as the latter continues.

Knowledge, according to the Naiy&yika, is not a natural quality of

the body because it may not continue quite sb long as the body does.

But such is not the case with colour, etc. which as natural qualities of

the bouy do always exist with it. Hence knowledge is merely an adven-

titious quality o£ the body.

* na, no; iraagUTJ^rrT^: p&ka-ja-guna-antara-utpatteh, ..because of

the production of other attributes caused by the action of heat,

319. It is, says an opponent, not so because other qualities

produced by maturation do arise.

It has been stated that a substance and its natural qualities co-exist

with each other and that knowledge not being always co-existent with the

body is not a natural quality of the latter An opponent in order to main-
tain that a substance and its natural qualities are not necessarily co-

existent cites the instance of a jar whose natural colour is blue but

which assumes a red colour through maturation in fire.
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ifajfMifw?: pratidvandvi aiddheh, fr >m the production of opposites
,

1I<S3If«ITH f>aka]&nain, in the case of attiibutes caused by the action of

heat j id&feita: a-pratiBedhah, non-contradiction

320. This is, we reply, no opposition becauses maturation occurs

if there is production of opposite qualities.

A jar which was blue may through maturation become red but it

is never totally deprived of colour which is its natural quality. But a

body (dead) may be totally devoid of knowledge which is therefore not a

natural quality of it In the case of maturation moreover a quality is

replaced by an opposite one with which it cannot co-abide, e. g , the

bluenesB of a jar may through maturation assume redness but cannot co-

abide with the same. In the case of the body however knowledge is not

replaced by an opposite quality. Henoe knowledge is not a natural qua-

lity of the body.

WftWlfaflTO sarira-vyapi-tvat, because it pervades the body

321. [Knowledge, says an opponent, is a natural quality] be-

cause it pervades the whole body.

The opponent tries to prove that knowledge is a natural quality of

the body because it pervades, according to him, the whole body and
the numerous parts of it. But this, according to the ,Naiy&yika, is un-

reasonable as it leads to the assumption of numerous seats of knowledge,

that is, souls in the body destructive of all order and system as to the

feeling of pleasure, pain, etc

vna, no ; $w«Wif^3 keia-nakha-adisu, in the hair, nails, etc ; Hgqfjnfa

an-upalabdheh, because of non-perception.

322. [Knowledge does not pervade the whole body] as it is not

found in the hair, nails, etc.

Knowledge does not pervade the whole body, e. g , it is not found

in the hair, nails, etc. It cannot therefore be a natural quality of the

body.

This aphorism may also be explained as follows :

—

It is not true that a substance should be entirely pervaded by its

natural qualities. Colour, for instance, i'b a natural quality of the body

but it does not pervade the hair, nails etc.
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&F6*&i*?P*\H tvak-paryaiita-tvat, because of ending with the skin,

*Iti"PS1 fi.uiraaya, of the body, %wtT3'f^!"r kesa nakha-adigji, in the hair,

nails, etc , 5BT4n: a-prasangah, non-following.

323. The body being bounded by touch (cuticle) there is, says

an opponent, no possibbty of knowledge abiding in the hair,

nails, etc.

The hair, nails, etc. are not, according to the opponent, part of ths

body as they are not bounded by touch (cuticle). Knowledge oannot

consequently abide in them-
'

The aphorism may also be interpreted as- follows r

—

The body being bounded by touch (cuticle) there is no possibility of

colour abiding in the hair, nails, etc.

^TTtT^lt^^ sarira guna-vaidharinyftt, from dissimilarity to attri-

butes of the body

824. Knowledge, we reply, is not a quality of the body because

of its difference from the well-known qualities of the same.

TheNanayika says:

—

The qualities of the body are of two kinds, viz: (1) those which are

cognised by the external senses e g ,
colour, and (2) those which are not

oognised by them r e g ,
gravity. Knowledge- does not come under either

of the categories as it is uncoguizable by the external senses and is at

the same time cognizable on account of our being aware of the same.

The aphorism may also be explained as followB i

—

The qualities of the body are cognized by the external senses but

knowledge is not so cognized. Consequently knowledge cannot be a

quality of the body.

1 «a, no
, ^qi^ftaf i upa-ftdinam, of form, etc

, 33$3^tasq?<( itara-itara-

vaidhavmyat, from dissimilarity of one to- another.

325*. This is, says the opponent not so because of the luutual

difference in character of the colour, etc.
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The opponent argues :

—

If yon say that knowledge is not a quality of the body because it

differs in character from othei well-known qualities of the same, I should

say that the well-known qualities themselves diffet from each other, e g.,

the colour is cognized by the eye but the touch is not. Tou cannot on

this ground say that colour is a quality of the body but touch is not.

^ftfWtWl aindnyaka-tvat, from being sensible; i£«Ti^tan3( rupa-

adiiiaoi, of form, etc , wrfo^sj. a-
(
iratisedhah, non-contradiction.

326. There is, we reply, no object'on to colour, etc. being qua-
lities of the body because these are cognized by senses.

The colour, etc. may differ from touch, etc. in respeot of certain

aspeot of their character but they all agree in one respect, viz
, thatthey

are all cognisable'by one or another of the external senses. But know-
ledge is not so cognized and cannot therefore be a qualify of the body.

ITRT^frre^n^ wr. « * i ^ i ^ «

a-ayaugajuxdyfit, from non-simultaneity of cognitions'

ijs/ ekam, one , UT: remnah, mind

327. The mind is one on accoant of the non-simultneousness of

cognitions.

If there were more minds than one, they could come in contact with

many senses at a time si that many oogmt' >ns c>iuld be produced simul-

taneously As many cognitions are never produced at once the mind
must be admitted to be one.

si na, no, g*n?f yugapat, simultaneously, SJ^fo^rlq^stf: an-eka-

kriya upalabdheh, from the perception of more than one action or

change.

328. It is, says an opponent, not so because we do cognize many
acts simultaneously.

The objection stands thus:-A certain teacher while walking on

a road holds a waterpot in his hand Hearing wild sounds he, out of fear,

looks at the road, recites a sacred text and thinks of the nearest place
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of safety* The teacher is supposed in this instance to perform visual

peroeption, auditory perception, recollection, etc, simultaneously. This

would be impossible if there were only one mind.

Bf9r<ra3i?3T<T?<t alata-ohakra-dars ma-rat, like the observation of a

circle of fire oaused by a revolving firebrand
; a^T^r's^! tat-upalabdhih,

their perception ;
«rrgjtf9TCT<! asu-safiuha at, from rapid movement.

329. The appearance of simultaneousness is, we reply, due to the

mind coming in contact with different senses in rapid succession like

the appearance of a circle of firebrand.

Just as a firebrand while whirling quickly appears to form a conti-

nuous circle, so the mind moving from one sense to another in rapid

succession appears to come in contact with them simultaneously. Hence

the cognitions produced by the contact appear to the simultaneous

though in reality they are successive.

»«h*E$3W*I yatha-ukta-hetu-tvat, from the reasons already Btated,*

cha, and ; 9T<>J: anuh, atomic.

330 And on account of the aforesaid reasons the mind is an

atom.

If the mind were possessed of magnitude it could come in contact

with many senses at a tune so that many cognitions could take place

simultaneously. Since this has been found to be impossible the mind

is an atom

g5|»ei'H3ST33*v5rf!I purva-krita-phala-anubandhat, following as the

fruit of acts previously done
, rf^rfri: tat-utpattih, its production.

331. The body is produced as the fruit of our previous deeds

(deserts).

Our present body has been made up of elements endowed with the

fruits of merit and demerit of our previous lives.

^«=^t JTr^qr^sra; ajqr^r^n it \ \ ^ \ \\ \\

bhutebhyah, from the elements
; ^g'qf^HT^ murti-upad&na-

vat, like the formation of bodies , aj^n?t^ tat-upadanam, its production.
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332. The formation of our body of elements, says an opponent*

resembles that of a statue of stone, etc.

The objection stands thus:—Just as a statue is formed of stone,

clay, etc., which are devoid of deserts, our body has been made up of

elements which are not endowed with the fruits of our previous merits and
demerits.

si na, no
; ?n«1?l»T?^T<t sadhya-sama-tvat, because this is the same as

the thing to be established.

333. It is, we reply, not so because the statement requires

proof.

To prove that our body is formed of elements which are devoid of

,deserts, the opponent cites the instance of a Btatue made up of clay or

Btone, which is supposed to bear no connection whatsoever with deserts.

The Naiyayika replies that the very example cited requires to be verified

for clay, etc. are made of atoms which have actually a reference to deserts

as they comport themselves in such a way as to work out the designs of

Retributive Justice.

*DcM R< RT^rsnr^mmfa^t: M i ^ i ^ it

srna, no; 9wRffSlRnr?5rRt utpatti-nimitta-tvat, because of their being

the conditions of production ; ffiaiHTjit: mata-pitroh, of the blood and

the seed.

334. Not so because father and mother are the cause of its

production.

The formation of our body cannot be compared to that of a clay*

statue because the body owes its origin to the sperm and blood of our

father and mother while the statue is produced without any seed at all.

OTlfR^T II 3 I ^ I W II

a*H tatha, so , tffrgTTO aharasya, of the food.

835. So too eating is a cause.

The food and drink taken by the mother turns into blood which

develops the embryo (made up of the sperm of the father) through the

various stages of formation of the arbuda (a long round maaa), mdmua-peit

17
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(a piece of flesh), halala (a round lamp), kandard (sinewB), sirah (head),

pdni (hands), pdda (legs), etc. Eating rs therefore a cause of production

of our body but not of a clay-statue,

jrpjT piaytau, in the case of union , ^ cha, and ; a»ft?lJTf«I a"niyamafc,

because there is no uniformity

336. And there is desert beca se of uncertainty even in the

case of unl n.

All unions between husband and wife are not followed by the produc-

tion of a child (body). Hence we must acknowledge the desert of the

child to be a co-operative cause of its birth

jp?7?r?qf%faffl^«ra sarira-utpatci-nimitta-vat, as it is the condition of

the production of the body , «S^i»lTeir^Hf^.ffTTf samyoga-utpatti-nimittam,

condition of the production of (generative) union
, karma, desert.

337 Desert is the cause not onl\ of the production of the body

but also of its conjunction with a soul.

Just as the earth, etc , independent of a person's desert, are unable

to produce his body, so the body itsf'lf as a seat of particular pleasures

and pains is unable to be connected with u soul without the intervention

of the desert of the latter.

jfcnfoqii: Hrg?K: a * i s i \* «

ij^etena, by this, arfii*TO: a-niyamah, absence of uniformity; sr?gffi:

prati-uktah, answered

338. By this the charge against inequality is answered.

Some persons are found to possess a healthy body while others an

unhealthy one, a certain body is beautiful while another ugly. This

inequality in the formation of the body is due to the desert acquired by
the persons in their previous lives.

The aphorism may also be interpreted as follows:

—

338 By this the charge against uncertainty is answered.

It is due entirely to the interference of the desert that the union

between husband and wife is not always followed by the production of a

child (body).
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tat, that
, Wje^fftaH adr.sta karitain, caused by adr.sta

; ^fo^
iti ohet, should you sa.y

, g*: pan.ih', again
, tJcSTHT tat prasaiigah its impli-

cation ; 3*73*1 apavarge, in the case of release

339. If the the body was attached to a soul only to remove the

inexperie .ce of t'ie latter, then the same inexperience would recur-

after the s ml had been emancipated (released).

An opponent says that there is no necessity for admitting the desert

and- that the body which is made up of elements is connected with a Bool

only to enable the latter to experience objects and realize its distinction

from matter f prakriti) As soon as the soul satisfies itself by the ex-

perience and attains emancipation ( release) it is separated from the body

for ever The Naiyayika asks: " Why is not the soul, even after emanoipa-

ion (releasa), again conneoted with a body to regain its experiential

power?" Since the opponent does not admit desert there is nothing

else- to stop the connection.

H^.^iTfafinR^Kt inanah-karma nnntta tvat, from its being caused by
the action of t le mind ,

<9 oha, and, &%mrgs&%. aamyoga-an-uchchhedah,

n<on-termination of conjunction.

340 And there will be no cessation of the conjunction if it ifl

caused by the desert of the mind.

Those who maintain that the desert is a quality of the mind cannot

explain why there should at all be a separation of the body from the

mind which is eternal Tf it is saul that the very .lesert which connected

the body with the mind does also separate it therefrom, we shall bs

constrained to admit an absurd conclus on that one and the same thing

is the cause of life and death.

fjpT'Wfrri nifcya-tva-prasatignh, implication of eternality ; tT oha>

and
, Jfmm^wH- prayana-an upapatUh from non proof of departure.

341. Owing to there being no reason for destruction we should-

find the body to be eternal.

If the body is supposed to be produced from elements independent

of deserts, we should not find anything the absence of which will canes
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its destruction. In the event of the deatrnotion being arbitrary, there will

be no fixed cause to effect flmaneipation or rebirth thereafter as the

elements will always remain the same.

«tg¥TW3TfsT?1?«rw5it anu-syama-ta-mtya-tva-vat, like the eternality of

the darkness of the atom
; q&?t etat, this

;
syat, may be.

342. The disappearance of the body in emancipation (release)

is, according to an opponent, eternal like the blackness of an

atom.

The opponent says:—Just as the blackness of an atom suppressed

by redness through contact with fire does not reappear, so the body which

has once attained emancipation (release) will not reappear.

tf na, no; «r$m**mt?TJrtfnTcl a-krita-abhyagama-prasangat, from impli-

cation of the acquisition of the unearned.

343. This is, we reply, not so because it would lead us to admit

what was undemonstrable.

The argument employed in the previous aphorism is, according to

the Naiyayika, futile for it cannot be proved that the blackness of an

atom is suppressed by redness through contact with fire, for it is possible

that the blackness is altogether destroyed.

The aphorism may also be interpreted as follows ;

—

This is, we reply, not so, because it would lead us to' 'acknowledge
the consequence of actions not done by us.

Unless we acknowledge deserts there will be no principle governing
he enjoyment of pleasure and suffering of pain. The absence of snch a
principle will be repugnant to all evidences—perception, inference and
scripture.
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Book IV.—Chapter I.

jrjfai pravrittih, activity , wftiGf yathil-uktA, as explained.

344 Activity, as it is, has been explained.

The definition of activity is to be found in aphorism M-17.

rTOT ft^T: H 8 I X I ^ H

g*n tathA, similarly; ^TOT: dosah, faults.

345. So the faults.

The definition of faults has been given in aphorism 1-1-18. The

faults which co-abide with intellect in the soul are caused bv activity,

produce rebirths and do not end until the attainment of final roleaga

(apavarga).

ercpfrr*«n* tat-trai-rAsyam, thoir three Eoldn ens ; wi^Ifwfwwnirfll
rAga-dvesa-moha-artha-antara-bliAvftfc, according to the differenctfl of

affection, aversion, and stupidity, or attraction, ropuUion and ooh<

fusion.

346. The faults are divisible in throe groups, as all of them arc

included in affection, aversion and stupidity.

The faults are divided in three groups, viz., affection, aversion and

stupidity. Affection includes lust, avarioa, avidity and coyetousness.

Aversion includes anger, envy, maligruty, hutnni and implacability.

Stupidity includes misapprehension, euapicion, arrogance find eareiea*.

only the opymtes of ihi tfc.Lr.ff, hika.j Sf kr-owfedge,

347. It is, bom<: ssy, r.ot so, because they the ©j?po«il«#

one single thing.

The ofyestioB stand* tb ns ;

—

There is 00 disttrcefoOB fertwMft

affectioe, aT««fe» and Rapidity, a* *13 «f ttwaa are d^stjrwiibfe fey

single tbifflg, pgrfeei knowledge, Ths tins*, »o *o far if^y »?#

dastroctibte tsy me thwg, ar# &f * wrffern simmeter.
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•iftWTRI vyabhieharat, on account of erring ; «f|g: a-hetuh, not

a mark.

348. This reason, we reply, is not good, because it is

erratic.

To prove that there is no distinction between affection, aversion and

Btnpidity, the opponent has advanced the reason that all the three are

destructible by one single thing. This reason is declared by the Naiya.

yika to be erratic, because it doers not apply to all cases, e. g , the bine,

black, green, yellow, brown and other colonrs, ivlthough they are different

from one another, are destructible by one single thing, viz , contact with,

fire.

ttaf *rtf: n & i \ \ \ u

tesam, among them ; itt%t mohah, stupidity, confusion
j «W?hin[

p&piyan the worst, «T na, not
, 31?J3^T a-mudhasya, of the non stupid;

^a^tf<Rr: itara utpatteh, because of the production of the other two.

349. Of the three, stupidity is the worst, because in the

case of a person who is not stupid, the other two do not come into

existence.

There are three faults, viz , affection, aversion and stupidity, ol

which the last is the worst, because it is only a Btupid person who may

be influenced by affection and aversion.

fafilTr$fiTf^ra*rara[ nimitta-uaimittika-bh&v&t, owing to the relation

of cause nnl effect, ^f^TORT: ai Hia antai a bli&v *h, condition of being

a different ol>]ect , dosibhyab, from faults.

350. There is then, says an opponent, a diffe-ence between

stupidity and other faults owing to their interrelation of cause and

effect.

The opponent argues as follows Since stupidity is the cause of

the other two faults, it must be different from them. In fact there cannot

be the relation of cause and effect between two things which are not

different from each other,
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* na.no j tl^WBT^WEI dosa-laksana-avarodhat, from inclusion by
the definition of fault

, $T£TO inohasya, of stupidity.

351. It is, we reply, not so, because faults as already defined1

Include stupidity.

Stupidity is indeed a fault because it is homogeneous with or

possesses the character of the same as defined in aphorism 1-1-18.

nimitta-naimitfcika-uppapatteh. from the relations

of cause and effect j «r cha, and ; {JfetldlljtaTsrt tulya-jatiyanam, of homo-

geneous things , 3)ir%%q; a-pratisedhah, non-oontradiction,

352. And there is, we reply, no prohibition for homogeneous

tilings to stand in the relation of cause and effect.

It is not proper to exclude stupidity from the faults on the mere

ground that they stand to each other in the relation of oause and effeqJi/

In fact the homogeneous things suoh as two substances or two qualities'

may stand to each other in the relation of cause and effect, e g., in the

case of a jar being produced from its two halves we notice the relation

of cause and effect between the jar and the halves whioh are homogeneous

with each other.

'WT?nfit?q3% Atma-nitya-tve, the soul being eternal dsrerafeftct pretyag

bhava-siddhih, proof of re-birth, of existence after passing away.

353. Transmigration is possible if the soul is eternal.

Transmigration defined in ) 1-19 belongs to the soul and not to

the body. The series of births and deaths included in it is possible

only if the soul is eternal. If the sonl were destructible, it would meet

with two unexpected chances, viz , destruction of actions done by it

(krita-hani) and suffering from actions not done by it (akritabhyagamaJ.T

S^rRf3TtPWT JTf^^JTWR^Trl II 5? I \ I U W ,

STfUTct vyakt&t, from the manifested , «rsnrq( vyaktanam, of tha>

manifested, sragEWrw^igc pratyaksa-pramanyat, from the authority of

perception.
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354. There is evidence of perception as to the production of the

distinct from the distinct.

It is found that jars, etc , which are distinct, are produced from

earth, etc., which are also distinct. Similarly our body is produced from

the elements.

T ^£T§ ^TCTfais<*€: II » I ^ I ^ U

si na, no; Sf?nrac ghatat, from the pot ; *izri«l*qTr: ghata-a-nispatteh

from the non- production of the pot.

355. It is, some say, not so, because ajar is not produced from

another jar.

The objection stands thus:—You cannot Bay that there is the

production of a distinct thing from another distinct thing, e. g., a jar is

not produced from another jar.

«TOT?t vyaktat, from the manifested, i.e earth ; srcfSrwr^: ghata-

nispatteh, from the production of the pot ; arafata: a-pratisedhah, non-

contradiction.

356. There is, we reply, no prohibition for a jar being produced

from a distinct thing.

A jar may not be produced from another jar but it is certainly

produced from another distinct thing, viz., from its bowl-shaped halves.

There is therefore no bar against the production of the distinct from the

diatinct.

^^T§l^trqT%HMMH^ HT^sftsTR II V I ^ I \*\\

WTI^m abhavat, from non existence
; *ntTfqf%: bh&va utpattih, pro-

duction of existence ; ^ na, no, an-upamridya, withont destroying;

sn^fam pradurbhavat, as there is production.

357. Some say that entity arises from non-entity, as there is no
manifestation unless there has been destruction.

A sprout cannot come into existence, nnless the seed from which it

comes has been destroyed. This shows that there is no manifestation
of effect without the destruction of its cause.
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•TWIHTfl vyagh&t&t, on account of obstruction, inconsistency ; W«%HJ
a-prayogah, non-application of the argument.

358. It is, we reply, not so, because such an expression, incon-

sistent as it is, cannot be employed

To say that a thing comes into existence by destroying another

thing which is its cause, is a contradiction in terms, for if that which,

according to you, destroys the cause and takes the place thereof,was not

existent prior to the destruction, then it cannot be said to be a destroyer,

and if it existed prior to the cause, then it cannot be said to come into

existence on the destruction thereof.

TmftaT^TTJTrPft: ^T^sjs^jrqt»rpi n m t i ft n
J

t| na, not ; BRftawniMfcri atita an&gatayob, to the past and the future;

•jftVtrepftPH*! karaka-sabda-prayogat, from application of the word doer.

3B9. There is, says the objector, no inconsistency, because

terms expressive of action are figuratively applied to the past and

future.

The objector says as follows :—There is no impropriety in the

Statement that a thing oomes into existence by destroying another thing

which is its cause, for terms expressive of action are figuratively employed

to denote that which is not existent now but which existed in the past or

will exist in the future, e. g-, he congratulates himself on the son that is

to be born. In the sentence "a sprout comes into existence by destroying

its cause" the term expressive of destruction is figuratively applied to

the sprout that will come into existence in the future.

sj na, no , f^^^wi: vinastebhyah, from what has been destroyed ;

'*fll*«rS: a-nispatteh, as there is no production.

360. It is, we reply, not so because nothing is produced from

things destroyed.

A sprout does not spring from a seed already destroyed. Hence

we can lay down the general rule that entity does not arise from non-

entity.

18
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WlfM'inSC krama-nirdesat, from the declaration of order or proces-

sion ;Jmrf?for: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

361. There is no objection if destruction is pointed out only as

a step in the processes of manifestation.

In connection with earth, water, heat, etc., a seed undergoes destruc-

tion oE its old structure and is endowed with a new structure A sprout

cannot grow from a seed, unless the old structure of seed is destroyed

and a new stincture is formed it is m this sense allowable to say that

manifestation is preceded by destruction This does not preclude a seed

from being the cause of a sprout But we do not admit an unqualified

assertion that pioduction springs from destruction or entity arises from

non-entity.

isvarah, the loid , SBT?of kaianam, cause
, jf^wmwq^TOT^

purusa-karma-a-phalya-daraanat, from seeing the failure of the acts

of man.

362. God, says some one, is the sole cause of fruits, because

man's acts are found occasionally to be unattended by them.

Seeing that man doeB not often attain success proportionate to his

exertions, some one infers that tnese are entirely subservient to God who
alone can provide them with fruits.

«T na, no
, $$TC*ff?«rr% purusa-karma-abhave, in the absence of the

act of man ; ^lfawr^: phala-a-niapatteh, because of non-production o£

fruit.

363. This is, some are afraid, not so, because in the absence

of man's acts there is no production of fruits.

The fear referred to arises thus If God were the only source
of fruits, man could attain them even without any exertions.

3r^TRdccU^3- \\V \\\ ^\ \\

tat-karita-tv&t, from their being caused to arise by him •

sif3: a-hetuhj not a cause.
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364. Since fruits are awarded by God, man's acts, we conclude,

are not the sole cause thereof.

Man performs acts which are endowed with fruits by God. The
acts become fruitless without His grace. Hence it is not true that man's
acts produce fruits by themselves

God is a soul specially endowed with qualities. He is freed from
misapprehension, carelessness, etc , and is enriched with merit, knowledge
aud concentration. He possesses eight supernatural powers (snch as the

power of becoming as small as an atom; which are the consequence of His
merit and concentration His merit, which conforms to His will, produces

merit and demerit m each person and sets the earth and other elements

in action. God is, as it were, the father of all beings Who can
demonstrate the existence of Him who transcends the evidences of percep-

tion, inference and scripture ?

siPlfH^a: a-nimitta-tah, from no cause , sntiflfo: bh&va-utpattih.,

production of existence or entity
, ^oz^spnjifs^TJJRJ kantakataiksnya- -

fcdi-daisauat, from the observation of the sharpness of a thorn, and the

like.

365. From an. observation of the sharpness of thorn, etc., some

say that entities are produced from no cause.

The objectors argue as follows;—Thorns are by nature sharp, hill*

beautiful, and stones smooth. None has made them so. Similarly our"

bodies, etc , are fortuitous effects which did not spring from a cause, that

is, were not made by God.

stftfimFstfawsiraC a-nimitta-nimitta-tvat, being caused by no-cause p

*I na, not
,
arfsrfinrgj a-nimitta-tah, from no cause.

366. Entities cannot be said to be produced from no-cause, be-

cause the no-cause is, according to some, the cause of the production.

An opponent has said- that entities are produced from no-cause.

Some critics point out that the use of the fifth case-affix an connection,

with no-cause indicates that it is the cause.
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fstfjlTrrfsfRrrT^T: nimitta-a-nimittayoh, between cause and no cause
;

wfsaWraRl artha-antara-bhftvat, there being the relation of two different

objects ; WT%%«r: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

367. The aforesaid reason presents no opposition, because cause

and no-cause are two entirely different things.

Cause and no-c.vnse cannot be identical, e. g , a jar which is water-

less cannot at the same time be fall of water. The doctrine involved in

this aphorism does not differ from the one explained in 3-2-66 (according

to which our body cannot be made up independent of onr desert (Karma).

^qT^tCr^T^fsRTSJ^^rSTT^ II 9 I t I W II

SfgF sarvam, all ; sri%e?f a nityam, non eternal ; SNRrftararanfanRI

utpatti-vinaaa-dharmaka tvat, because of their possessing the character

of production and destruction.

368. AH, says some one, are non-eternal, because they possess

the character of being produced and destroyed.

All things including our body which is material and onr intellect

which is immaterial are non-eternal inasmuch as they are snbjecfc to the

law of production and destruction. All things which are produced and

destroyed are non-eternal.

*riHc^<rtlMci|rc||<t II 9 I ^ I ^ n

ij na, no , *rf^wnf?r?ii?giq[ a-nitya-ta-nitya-tvat, non-eternalness being

eternal.

369. These are, we reply, not so, because of the" non-eternal-

ness being eternal.

If non-eternalness pervades all things you must admit it to be
eternal Hence, all are not non- eternal, for there is at least one thing,

viz., non-eternalness, which is eternal.

^Rr*rara3^3Tff fcllWItjfOTraqft ll?l^»ll

a^faWcSrat tat-a-nitya-tvam, non-eternalness of that ( i e. non-eternal-

ness ) ; agneh, m the case of fire j dahyain, combustible, fuel

;

fsRK^ITgfirsnsBWT vinasya-anu-vin&aa-vat, like the destruction following

after the destructible.

370. Some hold non-eternalness to be not eternal on the analogy
of a fire which dies out after the combustibles have perished.
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The objection is explained as follows :— Just as a fire dies out as

soon as the things which caught it have perished, so the non-eternalnesa

disappears as soon all non-eternal things have passed away. Hence,

non-eternalness is not eternal.

ftiqW nityasya, of the eternal ; WJTrlTWR' a-pratyakhyanam, nonJ

denial ; q£ft<T3&tt| yatha-upalabdhi, according to perception or knowledge;

vyavasth&n&t, from regulation.

371. There is no denial of the eternal, as there is a regulation

as to the character of our perception.

Whatever is perceived to be produced or destroyed is non-eternal

and that which is not so is eternal, e. g , there is no perceptual evidence

as to the production or destruction of ether, time, space, soul, mind,

generality, particularity and intimate relation. Consequently these are

eternal.

w£ farM^yrfi^rsn^ || 2 I \ I ^< II

«nf sarvam, all ; ftetf nityam, eternal
; <ni?£ifac*T?7ra[ paficha-bhuta-

nitya-tvat, owing to the eternalness of the five elements.

372. Some say that all are eternal, because the five elements

are so.

The elements which are the material causes of all things are eter*

nal, consequently the things themselves are eternal.

^TT%T3RTSTOlVnl<4SS5^: II 2 I \ \ \° II

!f na, no, ^"ifofoTHflrcsrciitasss'J: utpatti-vinasa-karana-uplabdheh, owing
to perception of the causes of production.

373. These are, vre reply, not so, because Ave perceive the causes

of production and destruction.

All things are non-eternal becanse we find them to be produced and
destroyed. Whatever is produced or destroyed is non-eternal.

dwqwnri>MH»iRftMt ii 9 i \ i « ii

atrararafolRI tnt-laksana-avarodhat, from inclusion by its definition
;

«nrFsr%«i: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.
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374. This is, some say, no refutation, because the character of

the elements is possessed by the things which are produced or

destroyed.

The objector says as follows:—A thing which is made up of an

element, possesses the character of the element Since the element is

eternal, the thing also must be so.

si na, no ; 3?«?f%crf*TWftq3revr: ufcpatti-tat-karana-upalabdheh., owing

to perception of production and its cause.

375. This is, we reply, no opposition because we perceive

production and the cause thereof.

An effect inherits the character of its cause hut the two are not-

identical, e ff.,
ether is the cause of sound, although the former is eternal

and the latter non-eternal.

Moreover we actually perceive that things are produced which con-

vince us of their non-eternalness If production is regarded as a mere

vision of a dream, then the whole world is no better than an, illusion

which can serve no practical purpose.

If all things were eternal there could be no effort or activity on our

part to attain any object. Hence all are not eternal.

rt o^sRETT^qq^: n ? i \\ \\ n

si na, co; Rra?m3<l<Hf: vyavastha-an-npapatteh, from the impossibility

of uniformity.

376. If all things were eternal there would be no regulation of

time.

Some say that things are eternal, because they existed even before

they were produced and will continne even after they are destroyed".

But this view, contends the Naiyfyika, is absurd. It destroys all regu-

lation with regard to time, for if all things were perpetually existent,,

there could not be any use of such expressions as "was produced" and

" will be destroyed" which presuppose a thing whioh was non-existent

to come into existence or one which is existent to lose its existence.

OTWOT^TOTOTO II & I \ I \9 II
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<rF sarvam, all j prifchak, diverse
; wra3ra?<!JS**fcSr3: bhAva-lak-

fana-pnthak-tv&t, owing to diversity of the marks of existence.

377. Some say that all are aggregates because each consists of

several marks.

A jar, for instance, is an aggregate consisting of several parts, such

as bottom, sides, back, etc, and several qualities, such as, sound, smell,

taste, colour, touch, etc. There is not a single entity devoid of its several

parts or qualities.

[This refers to the Buddhist doctrine which denies a substance apart

from its qualities and a whole apart from its parts as is evident from thd

writings of Nagarjuna*, Arya Devaf and others.]

Hl3«b<&%3fcgH 13 II » I \ I W II

srna, no ; 4Nft«3$r& an-eka-lak^anaih, by several marks; <^n?fqc«I#i

eka-bhava-nispatteh, because of constitution of one entity.

378. These are, we reply, not so because by several marks one

single entity is constituted.

The Naiyayika says that there is certainly a substance apart from
its qualities and a whole apart from its parts, e g., we must admit an

entity called a jar as the substratum of its several qualities, such as

colour, smell, etc , and its several parts such as bottom, sides, back, etc.

[The BuddhistsJ oppose this view by saying that the substance

(M&dhyamika Sutra Chap. I. page 64 , Prof. Poussin's edition.)

(Madhyamika Sutra, Chap. I, page 71 ; Poussm'a edition.)

(Sataka quoted in the M&dhyamika Vritti, p. 71.)

(M&dhyamika Vritti. Chap. I. p. 66, Poussm'a edition^)
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independent of its qualities and the whole independent of its parts ad-

mitted by the Naiy&yikas are opposed to reason and cannot he accepted

as realities though there is no harm in acknowledging them as " appear-

ances "* for the fulfilment of our practical purposes.]

^oisqqgren^TOTfafrf: m » i \ I 4* n

9tfr<3sq^tTrm<T lakfana-vyavasthan&l;, from the distribution of marks;

tj^eva, surely ; swFePta: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

379. There is, moreover, no opposition on account of the very

distribution of the marks.

The Naiyayika says as follows :—Onr conclusion is unassailable

owing to the marks abiding in one single entity. A jar, for instance,

possesses two marks, viz
,
tangibility and colour, by each of which it can

be identified.

If there were no jar beyond its tangibility and colour we could not

use such expression as "I see the jar whioh I touched yesterday." To

enable us to ascertain the identity there must be a substance oalled jar

beyond its tangibility and oolour which are two distinct qualities belong*

ing to the same substance.

The opponent,has said that " all are aggregates."tWhence, we ask,

does the aggregate arise if there are no units ? The very reason given

that " each consists of several marks" presupposes an 11 eaoh " or unity

or entity beyoud the marks or aggregate.

aar sarvam, all ; trarc: a-bhavah, non-existence
; bhftvesu, in

entities
; ^g^TfWraf*^: ifcara-itara-abhava-siddheh, from proof of mutual

non-existence

380. All are non-entities because the entities are non-existent

in relation to one another,

In the expression " a horse is not a cow " there is the non-existence

of " cow " in the " horse " and in the expression " a cow is not a horse "

there is the non-existence of " horse " in the "cow." As a fact every
thing is non-existent in so far as it is not identical with another thing,

* qz: .raw a?** 3 iffc s£r «rm tfmftsn&tq; gqgroagt *&trmi?nwm&

(Madhj amika Vritti. p. 70, Chap. I ; Poussin's edition.)
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5f ^*F5TfafflfaRT^ II 9 I \ I ^5 II

sr na, no
; «r(TT3f*T3t: sva-bhava-siddheh, from existence by own

nature
; W<?lfliq; bhavanain, of entities.

381. It is, we reply, not so because the entities are existent in

reference to themselves.

A cow is a cow though it is not a horse : a thing is existent in

reference to itself though it is non-existent in so far as it is not another

thing.

if, no
; ^mmfaf^r: sva bhfiva siddkih, proof of own nature ; STr^fl^?^

apeksika-tvat, being relative.

382. Some say that entities are not self-existent inasmuch as

they exist in relation to one another.

The objection is explained as follows :

—

A thing is called short only m relation to another thing which is

Jong, and vice versa; the long and short are mter-related.

[This refers to the Madhyatnika Buddhist doctrine* of " relation "

according to which all things are inter-dependent and nothing is

self-existent,]

sqi^dtfSU^TfcH, n 9 I ^ I g» II

«Jt?a*sn5 vyahata-tvat, being inconsistent ; Wg^B^ a-yuktam, not

rational.

383. The doctrine, we reply, is unreasonable because it hurts
itself.

If the long and short are inter-dependent then neither of them

can be established in the absence of the other, if neither of them is self-

existent, then it will be impossible to establish the inter-relation ; and in

the absence of all relations the, doctrine of the opponent will fall to the

ground.

» «r snarew samfgfw \

(Madhyatnika Stttra, Chap. XV, p. 93, B. T. Society's edition.)

19
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[The Madhyamikas say that there is no reality* underlying any

entity, and that the entities exist only by virtue of their mutual relations

which are mere illusions Viewed from the standpoint of absolute truth

the world is void, f§u.nya,t but measured by the standard of ''relation
"

or " condition " it possesses an apparent existence which serves all our

practical purposes.]

51^3^)5I^nffT% : sankhva-eka-anta-a-siddhih, non-proof of the hxity

of number
,
watgqiT.gq'jf^Mrm k4i ana-an-upapatti-upapattibhyam, by

proof and disproof of cause

381. Neither through the reason being given nor through the

reason being omitted there is the establishment of the fixity of

number.

Some say that there is only one thing (Brahma) pervading all

the so-called varieties Otheis say that things are of two kinds, v%i ,

the eternal and the non-eternal Certain philosophers find three things,

viz., the knower, knowledge and the knowable, while others treat of four

things, viz., the agent of knowledge, means of knowledge, object of

knowledge and act of knowledge. In ihis way the philosophers indulge

themselves in a fixed number of things. The Naiyayikas oppose them by
Baying that there is no reason to establish the fixity of number. The

fixed number is the S&dhya, or that which ib to be proved and the Teason

is that which is to prove it. Now, is the reason included in the Sddhya or

excluded from it? In either case the fixity of number will be unfixed.

If, on the other hand, the reason is not different from the Sddhya, there

is no means to establish the Sddhya.

^ na, no
, karana-avayava-bhavat, the cause being a

member or part.

( Arya Ratn&kara Sutra quoted in Madhyainika Vritti, Ohap. I. 24
;

B. T. Society's edition.)

(Madhyamika Sutra, Chap. XV, p. 96, "B. T. Society's edition.)
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385. This is, some say, not so, because the reason is a part of

the numLer.

The objection is this :

—

The number of things is fixed, and there is no disturbance of the

fixity on the score of the reason using included m, excluded from, or

identical with, the number, for the reason is a part of the number and as

such is not different from it.

ff|^R3?3Tcl[ nir-a-vayava-tt at, being without a member or part
, Sltsi*

a-hetuh, no reason.

386. The reason, we reply, is not valid because there is no part

available for the purpose

The opponent has argued thai; the number is fixed and that the

reason is only a part of it. The Nai} ayika countei argues that the number
cannot be fixed until the reason is fixed and it will be absurd to hx the

number with an unfixed reason. The reason which is asserted by the

opponent to be a part of the number will remain unfixed until the num-
ber itself is fixed.

The doctrine of the fixity of number, opposed as it iB to the eviden-

ces of perception, inference and scnptnre, is a false doctrine which
cannot refute the variety of things established through the speciality

of their characters. If there is an agreement as to the number of things

on the ground of their general characters, and difference oti the ground
of their special characters, then the doctrine of fixity is admittedly to-

ne abandoned.

?»3T: sadyah, immediately ; ^R5T?5f^ k.ila-antare, at another time , ^
cha, and , USsfinvg: phala-nispatteh, on account of production of fruit

;

Sftft: samsaynh, doubt

387. 1 here arises doubt as to* the fruit which is produced either,

instantly or after a L ng interval.

Seeing that some action such as cooking produces its effect imme-

diately while another action such as plsrughing does not bring about any
effect until sometime has passed away, a certain person asks whether-
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the {rait of maintaining the sacred fire will be produced immediately or

after a considerable lapse of time

W35T*?I^*!I kala-antarena, after a lapse of time
, a-nispattih,

non-production , £3fa3Wr<t hetu-vin.iaat, because of the destruction o£

the cause.

388. It cannot, says some one, be produced after a lapse of

time because the cause has disappeared.

The objection is this :

—

The fruit (viz., the attainment of heaven) cannot be produced after

our death because the action {viz.,'maintaining the sacred fire) calculated

to produce the fruit was destroyed befoie our death.

sn^ prak, prior , ft|«m: mspatteh, to production; vrikga-

phala-vat, like the fruit of a tree , tat, thut ?aiff wyat, will be.

389. This fruit, we reply, before it is produced, bears analogy to

the fruit of a tree.

Just as a tree, whose roots are now nourished with water, will be

able to produce fruits in the futuie, so the satred fire which is maintain*

ed now will enable the mamtamer to attain heaven after death. The
doctrine involved here ha3 been explained in a) hoiiBiu 3-2- 60.

W ^^T^r^fhf II ? I \ I V* It

«l na, no
, «raq a-sat, non-existent , «f na, not

, ^q sat, existent,; sr na,

not ; 83[a<l sat-a-sat, existent-and-non-existent , WR5w3t: asat-aatoh,of the

non-existent and existent , vaidharmyat,- owing to dissimilarity,

difference.

390. Some say that the fruit, anterior to its production, is neither

existent nor non-existent nor both, because existence and non-existence

are incongruous.

The fruit (or any effect) anterior to its production was not non-
existent because the material causes are so regulated that each
one thing is not produced from each other thing promiscuously.
We cannot suppose the fruit to have been existent prior to its production
beoause a thing cannot be said to coma into existence if it had already
an existence. The fruit was not both existent and non-existent prior to
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its production because existence and non-existence are incompatible
with each other.

[The aphorism refers to the Madhyamika Buddhist philosophy
which maintains that the effect, before it is produced, is neither existent

nor non-existent nor both, as is evident from the writings of N&garjuna*
and Arya Devaf.]

5€qr?311^»1sr!<I utpada-vyaya-darsanat, from the observation of pro*

duction and destiuction.

391. It is, we reply, a fact that the fruit before it was produced

was non-existent because we witness ithe production and destruc-

tion.

When a jar is produced we find that it was non-exiBtent prior to

the production.

fflffa^ baddhi-siddham, established by the understanding
; jj tu,

but , tat, that j sreRJ a-sat, non-existent.

392. That it was non-existent, is established by our understand-

ing.

It is only when a thing is non-existent that we can apply ourselves^

to the production of it by means 'of suitable materials. A weaver, for

instance, Bets himself to work for a web which is non-existent but which

he knows he can make by means of threads.

(Nag&rjuna's,Madhyamika butra, Chap. VII, p. 51 ; B. T. Society's

edition.) „ .

sjqwvtfMqTft aw »»

( Arya Deva'sgataka quoted in the Madhyamika Vyitti, Chap. 1 1. 4 j

B. T. Society's edition.)
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WTSnrssrfaforcl as>aya-vyatirekat, m the absence of a receptacle -

r

^WK%rf'~%gg[ vriksa phala-utpatti-vat, like the production of the fruit oE

a tree
, 5% iti, this

, 3T?g: a-hetuh, no reason.

S93. Some say that the analogy to the fruit of a tree is ill founded

because a receptacle is aw anting.

It has been stated that the fruit obtainable from maintaining the

sacred fire beais analogy to the fiuit of a tree. An opponent finds fault

with the analogy by showing that the tree which produces fi mts now is-

the same tiee which was previously nourished with water, but the body

which is alleged to attain heaven after death is not the same body which,

maintained the saored fire. The two bodies being different their analogy

to the tree is ill-founded.

xft^Tr^m^i^irra^^: n a i ^ \ *\ u

sftSf. piiteh, of pleasure, satisfaction , WWrw^r^I^ atma- asraya-tv&t r

having the soul as its receptacle or support , wrfaTO. a-pratisedhah, non-

contradiction

394. The foregoing objection, we reply, is unreasonable because

the soul is the receptacle of happiness.

It is not our body that maintains the sacred fire or attains heaven.

In reality the soul is the receptacle for both these acts The soul which-

maintained the secied fire is identical with the soul which enjoys happi-

ness in heaven. Consequently a receptacle is sot awanting and the>

analogy to the tree is not ill-founded.

itna.no
; gsWg^qrr^r^aqiWTf^^fas'iaH jutra pnsu-stfii-parich-

chhada-hiranya-anna adi-phd,la-nirdes&t, because the fruits declared are

son, cattle, wife, chthes, gold, food etc

39o. The soul, some say, cannot be the receptacle for the fruits-

which are mentioned, viz., a son, a wife, cattle, attendants, gold,

food, etc.

The objection is tin? : —
If the fi uit consists merely of happiness it can be lodged in the

soul. Bur. the soul cannot be the receptacle for such fmits as a son, a>

Wife, cattle, etc which aie mentioned in the aciw.iuie
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vKCT^sntl tat-sambandhac, through connection with them
, «fi3ifa«f^ :

phala-nispatteh, because of pioduttion. of frmt
, ^ tesu, m them ; ^9^7.

*3K: phala-vat-upach&rah, predication as fruit.

396. 1 he fruit, we reply, is attributed to them because it is.

produced through their conjunction. *

In reality the fruit is happiness. We attribute the name frnit to
- a son, wife, etc., because happiness is produced through them.

ftflrwia'n%ni3[ vividha-b&dhana-yogat, through connection with

various distresses , g:^r dnhkham, pam
, (5^ eva, surely

; arsitaiqfo: janina-

utpattih, production of birth.

397. Birth is a pain because it is connected with various

distresses.

Birth is stated to be a pain because it signifies our connection with

the body, the senses and the intellect which bring us various distresses.

The body is the abode in which pam resides, the senses are tb© instru-

ments by which pain is experienced, and the intellect is the agent which
produces in us the feeling of pain. Our birth as connected with the

body, the senses and the intellect is necessarily a source of pain.

*tp^RMTO II & I ^ I W II

• - !f na, not
; |J<sft!f sukhasya, of pleasure ; SRWrarftw^: antaralanisp'at-

teh, because of production during intervals.

398. Pleasure is not denied because it is produced at inter-

nals.

We cannot altogether deny the existence of pleasure whioh often

arises amidst pains

^TSFttsffrf^: badhana-a-nivritteh, there being non -cessation of dis-

tress
j %33<r: vedayatnh, of the feeling person; qssfnra^mJI paryesana-dos&t,

from the fault of pursuit , ^tsrf^vi: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction

399. This is, we reply, no opposition because distresses do not

disappear from a person who enjoys one pleasure and seeks

another.
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The substance of the Naiyayika's reply is this:— Pleasure itself is

to be regarded as pain because even a person who enjoys pleasure is

tormented by various distresses. His objects may be completely frustrated

or fulfilled only partially, and while he attains one object he cannot resist

tbg temptation of pursuing another which causes him uneasiness.

^SsriTO*^ g^TWRRTf H 2 I \ I II

f:^fW55^ duhkha-vikalpe, in a form of pain , §OTf«ffTHl<l sukha-abhi-

manat, from a conceit of pleasure ; 9 cha, and.

400. And because there is conceit of pleasure in what is only

another name for pain.

Some persons thinking that pleasure is the summum bonum are

addicted to the world which causes them various distresses through birth,

infirmity, disease, death, connection with the undesirable, separation

from the desirable, etc. It is therefore clear that one who pursues

pleasure does in reality pursue pain, or, in other words, pleasure is a

synonym for pain.

5K<U°MitWgTqjVq i< rina-klesa-pravritti-anubandhat, because debts,

troubles and activity pursue us to the end ; WITOfvira: apavarga-abhavah,

absence of release.

401. There is, some say, no opportunity for us to attain release

because of the continual association of our debts, troubles and

activities.

The objection stands thus:— The scripture declares that as soon as

we are born we incur three debts which we must go on clearing off until

the time of our decay and death; and troubles are our constant compa-
nions, while activities pursue us throughout our life. There is then no
opportunity for us to attain release.

The three debts aret

—

Debt to sages (Rishi rina)—which can be cleared off only by under-

going a coutso of student life.

Debt to gods (Deva-rina)—from which we can be freed only by
performing sacrifices.

Debt to our^ progenitors (Pitri-rina)—which cannot be oleared off

except by begetting children.

Activity has been defined m 1-1-17 and 1-1-18,
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IWR^TSStT3'W^ : pradh&na-sabda-an-upapatteh, from failure of the

word in the principal sense
, JIRTS^ST guna iabdena, bj the word in the

secondary sense , wgwr?: anuv&dah, interpretation
, firs?rsr?f$ft«!«r^: nindft.

prasamsa>upapatteh, because of the establishment of blame and praise

402. If an expression is inadmissible in its literal sense we
are to accept it in its secondary meaning to suit blame or

praise.

"As soon as a person is born he incurs three debts"—this expression,

inadmissible as it is in its literal sense, is to be taken in its secondary

meaning, viz., "as soon as a person enters the life of a householder, he

incurs three debts the clearing off of which brings htm credit " The ex-

pression "until the time of our decay and death" signifies that "as long

as we do not arrive at the fourth stage when we are to adopt the life of a

mendicant." If the scriptural texts are interpreted in this way, it be-

comes clear that our whole life does not pass away in the mere clearing

off of our debts.

^HH><4 u\ I^TrJFJTUm^^: II » I \ I II ^° II

^Wf^lHn? samAropauat, through transferring , VtTcflfo atmani, to the

uoul ; Sifffa^a: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

403. There is no lack of opportunity for our release because

the sacrifices (to be performed for clearing off our debts) are trusted

to the soul.

A Brahman, while old, should refrain from all searches after sons,

wealth and retinue. i§iuti (Veda) instructs him to retire tr»m the world

when he has trusted to his soul the sacrifices which he used to perform

to clear off his debts. By so doing he will imagine that his soul is the

sacrificial fire in which his physical actions are offered as oblations.

Freed from all debts, he will live on alms and find an ample opportunity

for effecting his own release-

As regards the division of life into stages,there is the authority

of Itihasa, Puraua and Dbarma S&stra.

qra^F^n*™**^ nF^rwsr: » s? i ^ i ^ «

20
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"Tr^HTJrrTgqtra patra-chaja anta an-upapatteh, hoe a use of the non-

proof of performances ending with the collection of the saoi ificial vessels

at death, "g cha, and, <RSf*IT«r: phala-abh&vah, absence of fruit.

404. Because the performances ending with the collection of the

sacrificial vessels at death cannot reasonauly besu
i
)]>osed( to have been

prescribed for all without distinction), there would be an absence of

fruits (which could impede release)

For a householder keeping alive the sacrificial fire it is prescribed

that at his death the sacrificial vessels should be collected and burnt with

his body Such a man continues to perforin acts till iht> end and these

acts must produce results which must be exhausted by experiencing them

before release can be attained But these acta are not meant for those

who retire from the world and have no desne for sons, wealth or other

worlds. Therefore, so far as such men are concernod, the Vedic injunctions

in respect of the sacrificial vessels end the like do net uiuse any obstacle

to the attainment of release

ggETHT susuptasya, of one in deep sleep
, MrOT?*T% svapna-a-darsane,

in not seeing dreams ; g^TTOT^g; klesa-a-bLava-^at, like absence of

troubles; 9t<TCT: apavargah, release

405, As there ia no distress in a person w ho is sound asleep and

sees no dream, so there is no association ot troubles in one who attains

release.

A person who has, through the knowledge of Brahma, attained

release, is freed from all bonds of lust, pleasure, pam, etc.

[The word klesa (here rendeied as trouble) is a trchnical term very

extensively used m the Buddhist Sanskut and Pah literature to signify

depravity, defilement, corruption or passion Khan, called in Pah kileso,

is the cause of all sinful actious and consequently of lebirths Aihatship

consists in the annihilation of klesa The Pah Pitakas enumerate ten

kilesas, oE which five are prominent The ten kilesas are:

—

^ftflt (greed), ^t^rt tbatred), wt^r (stupidity), jjjsft (P^de), f^rfe

(heretical view), fafcrfa^T (doubt), (sloth), (arrogance),

Slf^f^RT (shamelessness) and SRi-d^T*^ (recklessness)

The Buddhist Sanskrit books enumerate six Mesas and twenty-four

v,j)aMes ail

.
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(Dharmasamgraha LXVIL,

^thi^t sr^r: s^isn t«qf wir««? shot mm fk^m^H^m

(Dharmasaagraha LXIX.)

The word klrsi med in the Nyaya Sutra 4-1 58, 4-1-62, 4-1-63 and
4-1-64 evident]}' conveys the meaning of moral depravity. Hlna-hleia,

) nsed.in 4-! 63 rings in my ears as a phrase borrowed from

the Buddhist plulo^i, h\ ]

?T nqT%: ma^^ro ftroferci n ? i ^ i ^ »

H na, no , Sfff^T: pravr'ttib, activity
, srfhseqtfra prati-sandhan&ya,

for binding again to birth , stalfSWT hina-klesa-sya, of one whose troubles

have disappeaied

406. Ihe activity of one who has got rid of the troubles does not

tend to obstruction.

Activity does not present any obstacle to release (apavarga) in

respect of a j.ei son who is heed from the troubles of lust, hatred and
B-tupidity. In his c.iso activity produces neither merit nor demerit, aud
consequently no re-birth.

1 Sf%SCTCFrf%: ^TWTT%^r^Tc3[ II {? I \ I \9 II

•T na, no , g^SCR^ff. kles-a-santateh, of the stream of troubles; 3?nTtfc-

*Wt^ svabhavika-tvac, being natural.

407. There is, some say, no end of troubles because these are

natural

The objection raised here is this:—None can attain release because

it is impossible to get rid of troubles which are natural (beginningless).

Of^prak, prior ; 5e<TS: utpattefr, to production, OTTr^Tf5T?T5^q[ abhava-

a-nitya-tva vat, like the non-eternahty of non-existence , *^T*TrfsR> svabh&»

vike, in the natural , arfcapi, also
; sffafl^t, a-nitya tvaui, non-eternaiity.
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408. Even the natural, says some one, are non-eternal like

the non-existence that was antecedent to production.

The objection raised in the previous aphorism ia answered by some
one as follows:

—

A nonexistence antecedent to production is natural (beginningless)

but it disappears as soon as the production takes place. Similarly the

troubles are natural (begin ningless) but they terminate as soon as release

is attained

A jar before it is produced is non-existent This non-existence ia

called antecedent non-existanoe. It has no beginning but it has an end

for it disapi>eais as soon as the jar is produced The troubles like the

antecedent non-existence are begmningless but not endless.

[ It is only an existence, that is, an existent thing, that can be called

eternal or non-eternal We cannot apply the epithets " eternal " and

" non-eternal " to non-existence except in a figurative sense ]

^amfRrxsRr^^srjT « & \ \ i ^ u

si!g$f*lTO3Tsf!if3re^q[ anu-syama-ta a-mtya-tva-vat, like the non-eter-

nality of the darkness of the atom , 3T vft, or.

409. Or non-eternal like the blackness of an atom.

An earthy atom, which is naturally blaok, changes its colour when

it is baked red in the kiln. Likewise the troubles which are natural

disappear as soon as release is attained.

«I na, no ; {fas»!ftf?nrc<fni sankalpa-nimitta-tvat, being caused by will

or deliberation , q cha, and ; i^Ifljtat raga-adinam, of desire, etc.

410. It is, we reply, not so because affection, etc. are caused by

misapprehension.

The Naiyayika says:—There is no necessity for us here to admit

that a thing which is natural (begmningless) may not be endless The
troubles are not in fact natural (beginniqgless) because they are caused by
activity which springs from our affection, aversion and stupidity. These
last are generated by our misapprehension. The troubles, not being
natuial, there is no lack of opportunity for us to attain release.
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Book IV.—Chapter II.

tftaftfWHMt dosa-nimittanam, of the causes of faults
; 5f?^5TMn?tattva-

jfianftt, through knowledge of the truth
, W^spr^Offfir: ahank&ra-nivrittib,

cessation of ahamkara.

411. Through knowledge about the true nature of the causes of

faults, there is cessation of egotism.

Egotism is stupidity of the form «' I am." It consists of the notion,

* I am," entertained by a person in respect of what is not self. It

disappears as soon as we attain knowledge abont the true nature of the-

faults which are caused by all objects snch as body, etc enumerated in

aphorism 1—1—

9

ftaftnTrf ^T^fifW: ^g^r^rTT: M 9 I ^ I ^ It

^taftfircf dosa-nimittam, the cause of fanlts
; Jpir^qf: rupa-adayah,"

form, etc ; fa^Tt: visayah, objects
; tfaQ?$ftr: sankalpa-kritah, adopted by

the will.

412. The colour and other objects, when regarded as good,

become the causes of iaults.

It is only when we look upon oolour or any other objeot as a source

of enjoyment that it becomes a cause of onr affection, aversion or Btupidity.

<rffcf3nf tat-nimittam, their cause
, 3 tn, but ; 8T3*?s'rf*WTTJT: avayavi-

abhimanah, regard as a whole.

413. The faults are caused through a conception of the whole

apart from its parts.

The faults are produced if a man or woman looks npon e.aob other

aq a whole, viz., as a male or female with all his or her paraphernalia of

teeth, lips, eyes, nose, etc., together with their secondary marks ; and they,

are shunned if be or she looks upon each other by parts only, vie., upon

his or her hair, flesh, blood, bone, nerve, head, phlegm, bile, excrement,

etc., all of which are frail. The notion of the whole engenders luBt while
'

that of the parts produces equanimity, We must regard every thing from

the standpoint of evil, e, g., the rice boiled with poison is looked upon by

a wordly man as rice and by an ascetic as poison.
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f^Wsf^UtfRfVifiq vidya-a-vidy& dvaividhyat, from twofoldnesa of

knowledge and of ignorance , «i(Tf: sarasayah, doubt.

414. Owing to the apprehension and non-apprehension being

each of two kinds, there arises- a doubt as to the existence of a whole

apart from its parts.

There are two kinds of apprehension, viz , real and unreal. The

apprehension oE water in a tank is real while that of mirage as a mass of

water is unreal. The non-apprehension is also of two kinds, viz , real and

unreal. The non-apprehension of a hare's horn (which is non-existent) is a

real ncn apprehension while that of the ether (which is existent) is an

unreal non-apprehension. The apprehension and non-apprehension being

both real and unreal there arises a doubt as to whether there is really a

whole apart from its parts. If we apprehend a whole apart from its

parts, our apprehension may be unreal. If we do not apprehend a whole,

our non-apprehension too may be unreal.

fr?ff$T1: tat-a-samlayah, no doubt about it; g^^J>ffI5?3iq purva-hetn-

prasiddha-tvat, having been established by reasons already stated.

415. There is no room for doubt with regard to the existence

of a whole already established through arguments.

No one has yet set aside the arguments employed in aphorism
2— 1—34 to establish a whole apart from its parts.

^T^Tf^: vritti-an-upapatteh, from absence of proof of inolnsion ;

srfa api, also
, grf? tarhi, then , «r na, not , cfcra: samSayah doubt.

416. There is, says some one, no room for doubt even with

regard to the non-existence of a whole on account of the impossibility

of the whole residing anywhere.

In the preceding aphorism the Naiy&yika has said that there is no

doubt as to the existence of a whole apart from its parts as demonstrated

in aphorism 2—1—34 In the present aphorism his opponent Bays that

there is no doubt as to the non-existence of a whole apart from its parts

because neither the whole can reside in its parts nor the latter in the
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former. One affirms that there ia a whole while the other affirms that

there is a no-whole. In either case there is no room for doubt.

^^^KrT^f%^T^^r5rT5iTH=nT5?Tmsr: 11 g i ^ i <» it

sna-eka deaa a-vritti tvafc, because of not being
co-extenaive with the whole, ara«qT»rm avayavanam, of the parts

; erqqsq-

4!Taj: avayavi-abli&vah, non-exiatence of the whole.

417. There is, says the objector, no whole because its parts

reside init neither totally nor partially.

A part does not occupy the whole in its totality owing to the differ-

ence of their dimension; neither does it occnpy the whole partially

because the part can Teside neither in itself nor in another part.

^3 ^nq^Nawwici : u i ^ i c u

Ita teau, in them , 9 cha^ and
, VTftfc a-vritteh. because of non-resi-

dence , WRS>nan;9r: avayavi-abh&vah, non-exiatence of the whole.

418. Also because the whole does not, continues the objector,

reside in its parts.

The whole does not reside tn each of its parts separately on account

of the difference of their di mension. Neither 'does it reside in some of

its parts collectively because in that case it Iobob its connection with the

other parts.

prithak, other ; 9 cha, and , ajqqEC*i: avayavebhyah, than the

parts ; 3(3^: a-vritteh, because of non-residence.

419. Owing to the lack of residence, affirms the objector, there

is no whole apart from its parts.

The whole does not exist as the relation between it and its parts

is not that of the container and tbe contained.

ST na, not j ^ cha, and , sr^u^T avayavi, the whole , WWW avayavah,

parts

420. And the parts are not the whole.
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The objector says that the relation between the whole and its parts

is not that of identity. No one says that the thread is the web or the pillar

is the house.

«5^>ft»flt ekasmm, in one
; bheda-abhftv&t, owing to absence

of difference
;
S^R^nlnT^qTW : bheda-sabda-pray oga-an-upapatteh, be-

canse of impropriety of use of the word difference ; WU^Te a-praanah, no

question.

421. There is, we reply, no room for the question owing to the

impropriety in the use of the term " variety " in reference to

what is one.

In aphorism 4—2—7 an opponent raised the question as to whether

the whole occupied its parts totally or partially. The Naiyayika disposes

of the question by saying that there is no room for it because the terms

" totally " and " partially " cannot be applied to " one." The term

« totally" is employed only in the case of several things of which no one

has been left out while the word " partially " refers to an aggregate of

which some parts have been left out Now, neither the term " totally "

nor the term " partially " is applicable to what iB " one ", that is, to a

'* whole " In the case of a whole the employment of language implying

variety le unjustifiable.

VTOTOTOtttll) avayava-antara-abhAve, in the absence of another part;

api, also
j aff^T: a-vritteh, owing to non-residence or non-function

;

ajfg: a-hetuh, no mark or reason or argument.

422.
rlhe question, we further reply, is unreasonable because

even if one part could be the residence of another part, it would not be

the residence of the whole.

When we speak of a whole residing in its parts we must not under-

stand that the term residence refers to any space, in fact it refers to the

relation of refuge and refugee. A refuge is that with which the refugee

is inseparably connected and without which it can never exist. Hence
there is no impossibility of the whole residing in its parts.
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^SJHwii kesa-samuhe, m respect of a collection of hans, ^fflR^n^fssi-

sr^ taiminka-npalabdhi-vat, like the perception of one affected with a
dimnesB of sight; a<|<J35fSi3r: tat -npalabdhih, its perception.

423. The perception of a "whole*' bears analogy to that of a

collection of hairs by a person affected with a dimness of sight.

Just as a person of dim sight cannot perceive hairs separately bat
can perceive them in a mass, so we cannot perceive the atoms separately

but can perceive them m a mass in the form of a jar or the like.

gsri mart w a i ^ i \* u

^f^??(«T%^^<a sva-visaya-an-atikramena, by reason 01 its not going

beyond its own object , ^f^^tf mdnyasya, of the sense
, «?Jfl5^irsrTK pata-

manda-bhavat, according to keennes3 and dullness , fg^UXIICT visaya-

grahana-sya, of the apprehension of object , a«T[ tatha, like , ?rrqr. bhavah,

condition , «I na, no
}
%rfz(q$t a-viaaye. to what is not its object , JTf%:

pravrituh, operation.

424. A sense is inoperative in reference to what is not its object

because its acuteness or dullness of apprehension is restricted to its own
object which it connot transcend.

The eye, whether it is acute or dun, cannot apprehend a sound.

Similarly the ear, sharp or dull, cannot Bee a colour All senses have

their special objects to which their operation is restricted An atom

which is snpersensuous, cannot be appiehended by any of oursenses—no

matter whether these are acute or dim Each hair being perceptible, its

collection also is capable of being perceived whereas the atoms boing

imperceptible their collection cannot be perceived. As we can perceive

the collection of atoms in the shape of i' jar or the like, we must admit

that the collection or the whole is a reality independent of its parts

(the atoms).

W^l^risr^f^JTCTi: avayava avayavi-prasangah, relation of whole and

parts
;

cha, and , ^ evam, then , an a, up ; SRWT^ pralay&t, topralaya,

dissolution.

425. The whole and its parts should in that case be supposed to

continue up to the time of annihilation. •
J

21
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Even if we admit the existence of a whole and its parts, we cannot

suppose them to continue for ever because they are subject to destruc-

tion at the time of annihilation. A whole has got its parts and the

parts again have their parts which do not cease until they become non-

existent at the time of annihilation.

* JT^tsjpgTciT^ n m ^ i ^ n

sj na, no , 993: pralayah, dissolution ,
aroja^r*'?! Anu-sad-bMvat,

owing to the existence of the atom.

426. lhere is, we reply, no annihilation becauss there are

atoms.

There will never come a time when there will be an utter annihi-

lation, for things will even then continue to exist in the state of atoms.

An atom is a thing of the smallest dimension, that is, a thing which is

mot capable of being of smaller dimension.

Urf 3& II 9 I ? I X* II

param, beyond , 3f va, or , 3^: truteh, of trnti, a minute part.

427. An atom is that which is not capable of being divided.

Ad atom is not divisible into further parts

[Two atoms make a dvyanuka (dyad) and three dvyanukas make

a tryasarenu (triad) All things which wepeioeive are composed of

tryasarenus An atom (anu) is finer than a dvyanuka and the latter liner

then a tryasarenu ]

3TT35R735Tm^3 ^gqqf%: « 9 i ^ i \c u

^n^T^^jfa^Trl akasa vyatibhedat, owing to mterpenetration of

ether j a^jJTJfrT: tat-an-upapattih, its non-proof.

428. There is, says some one, an impossibility of such a thing,

as it is divided throughout by ether

The Naiyayika defines the atom as a whole which has no parts,

that is, a thing which is not divisible into further parts Someone
controverts the definition by saying that an atom is not devoid of parts

becanse it is intersected by ether within and witKout,

3TOTSJTO53rJTrTc5r II 9 I ^ I \< II

wraroms^Jia^ akasa-a-sarva-gafca-tvaoi, uon-omnipeneiration ot

etkor , m ya, or.
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429. Else there would not be the omnipresence of the ether.

The ethei would not be called omnipresent if it could not reside
Within the atoms

spa: antah, in
, ^ff s bahih,out , ^ cha, and

; 9T«f?SKV karya-dravya
-sya, of the effect substance, %rctgT?3TO^>n<t karana-antara-vachanat, owing
to declaration of another cause j aroftzzf a-karye, in a non-effect , 3^*TT9r:

trafr-a-bh&vah, its absence.

430. There is no ,( within" "without " of an eternal thing.

The terms are applicable only to factitious things inasmuch as they

imply constituents other than those which are seen.

The word " within " refers to that constituent of a thing which is

enclosed by another constitnet thereof while the word " without " refers

to the constituent which encloses another constituennt, hut is not enclosed

by it. These terms cannot be applied to eternal things such as atoms

which do not possess constituents some of which may enclose the rest.

*ls^$rTf\*l5rRl sabda-samyoga-bibhavat, owing to universality of

conjunction of sound , ^ cha, and ; 5T«f'lrf" sarva-gatam, all-penetrating.

431. The ether is omnipresent hecause of the universality of its

conjunction which is a cause of sound.

Owing to sound being produced everywhere it is inferred that

the ether is omnipresen-t. If a certain place were devoid of contact with

ether there would be no sound there. There is in fact a conjunction of

ether everywhere.

^s^TTir^m^^TTft *rerore«rf: u & i \\ s$ it

stsfPalfgswrfaspwrfH a-vyuha-viatambha-vibhu-tvam, characteristios-

ef not being massed, not offering obstruction, and being universal
, <*cha,,

and ; wmsrsmf: akasa-dharmah, the .attributes or properties of ether.

432. The ether possesses three properties, «**., that it is not repek

led, that it does not obstruct and that it is all-pervading.
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The ether is not repelled because it does not possess any form,

it does not obstruct because it is intangible, and it is all-pervading

because it is omnipresent.

wfa«?rt murti-matam, of things possessing a form ,^ cha, and ; *i'?n?ft-

q«r?T: samsthana-upapatteh from proof of position, shape ; 313333^13:

avayava-sad- bhavah, existence of parts.

'1*33. There are, says some one, parts in an atom because a thing

that is endowed with a form must also possess a collocation of parts.

The objection stands thus:—

•

An atom is divisible into parts because it possesses a form, that is,

it is of a limited dimension.

[The ether, soul, apace and time being of unlimited dimensions are

not divisible into parts ]

^JTtqq^ II 8 I ^ I ^ H

tfqftlhrc^: samyoga-upapatteh, from proof of conjunction ; q cha,

and.

434. An atom, continues the objector, must possess parts be-

cause it is capable of being conjoined with another atom.

The objection is this:

—

The fact that atoms possess the quality of conjunction proves that

they have parts, because an atom can come in conjunction with another

only in some of its parts.

Bnra?«mBTft?WI an-avastha-k&ri-tvat, as causing instability, regression;

3HWtT3,n,#: an-avastha-an- upapatteh, because of unreasonableness of

regression ; ^ cha, and , amfa'N: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

435. The doctrine of the indivisibility of atom cannot, we reply,

be refuted because such a refutation would give rise to a regressus ad in-

finitum which is not proper.
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If yon Bay that an atom is divisible into parts, yon will have to

admit that those parts again are divisible into father parts This

would give rise to a regressua ad infinitum which should, if possible, he
avoided. If all things were indefinitely divisible we should find a large

thing and a small one to be of equal dimension as both would possess an

infinite number of parts. A thing although indefinitely divided should

not lose itself. There must remain a particle, viz., an atom which should

not perish even at the time of annihilation.

^<MI buddhya, by the understanding ; fMHCT7 viveohanat, from

separation ; g tu, but ; *n«ncWJI^<Mfs^: yathatroya-an-npalabdhih, non-per-

ception of reality , cr?c9<rewft tantu-apakarsane, on the separation of the-

threads
; TSKTSSr^igTSsfssr^fi pata-aadbhava-an-npalabdhi-vat, like the non-

perception of the existence of fabric ; a^^Rsfseu tat-an-upalabdih, its non-

peroeption
;

436. Things, some say, do not possess a reality if they are

separated from our thoughts, just as there is no reality ma web separated

from its threads.

The objection is this:

—

Things do not possess a reality independent of our thoughts Just

as a web does not possess a reality independent of its threads. Hence

it is our thoughts alone that are real, external things are all unreal.

[This aphorism refers to the doctrine of the Yogachara Buddhist

philosophy explained in the Lankavatara Sutra. J
*

B'JIf^fg'iq vyahata-tv&t, being obstructed ; «tg: a-hetuh, not a mark.

437. The reason, we reply, is not good as it hurts itself.
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The Naiyayika says that his opponent's reason, viz., that things

do not possess a leahty rf they ate separated from our thoughts,

is self- destructive because if fching& are capable of being separated from

our thoughts they cannot be said to be unreal, and on the other hand
if things are unreal they a-ie mo&p&ble of being separated from our

thonghts. The opponent commits a contradiction by saying that things-

are unreal and at the same time by going to separate them from our

thoughts.

rr^T55R^rr^^^«i*i n ? i ^ i ^ ir

a^raw^TcT tat-^sraya-tvat, because an effect is dependent oa the oansev

W^'RjSTf'Jm a-prithak-grahanam, non-apprehension as separate.

438. 1 here is, we reply, no separate perception of a refuge and

its refugee.

A web being the refuge of its threads, the- perception of the former

includes that of the latter so that there are no separate perceptions of

them. If our thoughts were the refuge of external things, then there

would be no separate perceptions of them. But the opponent's argu-

ment, viz , that "if things are- separated from our thoughts," makes

it manifest that our thoughts are not the refuge of external things.

sUTPaa: pramana-tah, by means* of proof
, cha, and ; WstfaTai

artha-pratipatteh, because of establishment of object.

439. And things are established by evidences;

The reality of things is proved by evidences such as perception.

Every thing requires an evidence for its establishment. The very asser-

tion that " things are not real if they cannot be separated from our

thoughts" mu3t be based on an evidence if it is to commend itself to our

acceptance. Hence we cannot deny things if they are establised by evi-

dences.

smPSH'IWg'nf^wn^ pramana-an-upapatti-upapatti-bhyam,by reason'

of application and non-application of proofs.

440. The non-reality ofthings is demonstrated neither by evidence

nor without them. -
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The proposition that "there is nothing" cannot be proved in any
way If you say that there is an evidence to prove it, yon hurt your

own proposition, viz., that, there is nothing If again you say that there

is no evidence, how do you then establish your porposition '?

^firraTTWRsr^ totoi$?tttwt?t: ii *i^ \\\ n

^jrfo<T«ttf*HTT5ra3[ svapna-visaya-abhitnana-vat, like the idea of objects

Been in a dream ; a»?f ay am, this : smrmaifrirVmR: praniana-prameya-

abhimanah, idea of proof and the object of proof.

441. The concept of the means and the objects of knowledge,

says some one, bears analogy to that of things appearing in a dream.

The means and the objects of knowledge are as delusive as things

appearing in a dream.

[ The aphorism 4-2-31 and 4-2-32 evidently refer to the Buddhist

doctrine of "non-reality" expounded in the Arya Upali-priccha-Sa-

madhi r&ja-s&tra, Arya-gagana-gafija-autra, Madhyamika-sutra, Arya-rat-

n&vall, Lalitavistara-sutra and other Mahay&na works.*]

jnqT^V^^T^^lfw^srjT II 21 ^ I ^ It

WHTI?^«JIR5IT^f«'!I*1^ra[ maya-gandharva-uagara-inriga-trisnika-vat,

like illusion, the city of the celestial musicians, and mirage , a;r va, or.

442. It may, continues the objector, be likened to jugglery, the

city of the celestial quiristers or a mirage.

The means and the objects of knowledge are as unreal as things ex-

hibited in jugglery, etc.

fewreRJ hetu-a-bha\at, owing to nonexistence of cause
; *rfa%:

a-siddhih non-proof.

«r*iT m*n sr«u ^erat i^srTnr *t*n i

S«frT?TI^TOI ^«H«T cTOT *TW ^IfR II Madhyamika-Sutra, Chap. VII."

*i*|er in^g^i jr*!t(^rt w*tt ufa^r 1

( Quoted in M&dhyamika Vritti, p. 57).

WPTT Wftfo Wftl fir^5«T5 I (Arya-Upaiipriocba, quoted in M. V 63)

q^tqm TO«lfa^gftT^ira?3[Srf5t*ra^f^TWn I C Arya-Samadhira3
a-

IshafcUraka quoted u MAduaniika VnUi, Chap. XXI.)
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443. This cannot, we repfyj be prored, as there is no reason

for it.

There is no reason that the concept of the means and the objects of

knowledge should bear an analogy to the concept of things appearing in

a dream bat not to that of things appearing in our wakeful state. If

you, to prove the unrealty of things in a dream, adduce the reason that

these are not perceived in oar wakeful state, we would, to prove the reality

of the means and the objects of knowledge, adduce the reason that these

are perceived in our wakeful state

^W«^<jq^g: smnti-sankalpa-vat, like memory and imagination, <a cha,

and , ^JlfawfftOTm. svapna-visaya-abhimanah, idea of object Been in a

dream.

444. The concept of things in a dream arises in the same way

as remembrance and imagination.

The things that appear in a dream are not unreal. We can conceive

of them in a dream just as we can do in our wakeful state. Our concept

of things in the dream is due to our memory and imagination.

It is by a reference to the knowledge in our wakeful condition,

that we ascertain our knowlenge in the dream to be unreal. But in the

event of there being only one condition, viz., that of wakefulness, the ana-

logy to the dream would not be appropriate.

era: sTRTsft^ n 9 i ^ i w n

fils.'ii'Rsfsvifgiir^T: mithya-upalabdhi-vinasah, destruction of false per-

ception or cognition
; tR3r5JT«lT<H tattva-jfi&rj at, from knowlege of reality ;

?37lRre*llfwn'TSI'!ITO=Pt svapna-v saya-abhimana-pranasa-vat, like the des-

truction of the idea of things seen in a dream , srfa^Wf prati-bodhe, on

awakening.

445. Our false apprehension is destroyed by a knowledge of the

truth, just as our concept of objects in a dream comes to an end on our

awaking.

In the case of jugglery, the city of the celestial quiristers and

the mirage, oar appi ebension, if it is false, consists of our imputing "that"

to what is "not that" just as when we mistake a post for a man. The
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objects of the apprehension are* however, not unreal, inasmach as they

arise from onr memory and imagination.

Jugglery (maya) consists of a false apprehension produced in others

by an artifice through the use of materials similar to those originally

announced by htm.

Just as our concept of objects in a dream passes away as Boon as we
are awake, so also our false apprehension of objects disappears as soon as

we attain a true knowledge of those objects.

g^: buddheh, of the understanding, of (false) knowledge;^ cha, also;

tjaj-evam, likewise ; fafiH W-rfM'Wmfil nimifcta-sadbhava-upalambhat, from

perception or cognition of tbe cause and its existence.

446. There is therefore no denial of false knowledge, mas*

BMrCh as we perceive that there is a cause for that knowledge.

It has already been shown that our concept of objects in a dream is

unreal, inasmuch as we do not actually perceive them at that time, bub

that the objects of the dream are not unreal, inasmuch as they arise from

our memory and imagination. In fact, the objects that give rise to false

knowledge are never unreal, although the knowledge itself may be false.

3T^JlsiR^r<l tattva-pradh&na -bhedat, owing to the distinction of the

reality and the primary idea or appearance, faraiTg^r mifchyA-bixddheh, of

false knowledge
; ffanfrnfc: dvai-vidhya-upapattih, proof of twofoldness.

447. And false knowledge involves a two-fold character on

account of the distinction between the essence and appearance of its

object.

"When we mistake a post for a man, our knowledge assumes the

form "that is man." Our knowledge of the post, in so far as it is called

"that", is a true knowledge, but in so far as it is described as "man",

is a false knowledge. This falsity of knowledge is due to our recognition

of certain properties common to the post and the man. #

SWTfafsrjfrn^rcrm sara&dhi -viseaa-abhyasat, from the practice of a

particular contemplation.

22
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448. The knowledge of truth is rendered habitual by a special

practice of meditation.

Meditation is the soul's anion with the mind abstracted from the

senses whose contact with objects does not produce any perception. The

knowledge of the truth is rendered habitual by the repeated practice of

this maditation.

7f na, no , 3mf9$TOT9€ziT3 artha-visesa-prabalyat, owing to predomin>

»nce of certain objects.

449. Meditation, some say, is not practicable by reason of the

predominance of certain external objects.

There are innumerable obstacles to meditation, e. g. t
hearing the

•tbundermg noise of a cloud, one is prevented from practising meditation.

g-snf^Rr: ksut-adi-bhih, by hunger, etc , ga^Tl^ pravarttan&t, from

incitement ; >a cha, and

450. And by reason of our being impelled to action by hunger,

etc.

Hunger and thirst, heat and cold, disease, etc. sometimes prevent

us from practising meditation

tr?^<rfc<&l«J<il«aT5l purva-krita-phala-anubandhat, from sequence of

fruits of previous acts , grgc<jf%: tat-utpattih, its production.

451. It arises, we reply, through possession of the fruits of out

former works.

We acquire a habit of practising meditation m consequence of our

good deeds of a previous life.

•SRwergSfi^irf^ aranya-guha-pulina-adi-'su, in forests, caves and

river bank
; ih*ITWTi&ntsi: yoga-abhyasa-npadesah, instruction of the prac-

tice of yoga or contemplation.

452. "We are instructed to practise meditation in such places as

a forest, a cave or a sand-bank.
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The meditation practised in these places is not seriously disturbed

by any obstacle.

SRepfscijN ira^: it 2 \ ^ i $\ ii

swstt? apavarge, in release ; «ft api, also
, qsf evanu, similar

; SRf»n
prasangah, implication.

453. Such possibilities may occur even in release.

Even a person who has attained release may be disturbed by the
violence of an external object.

*T W^^T5|S?Wlfe^ II 2 \ ^ I 22 U

!f na, no j ftorora^qnnfec^nT mspanna-avasyambhavi-tvat, being in-

evitable only where (a body has already been) formed.

454. It is, we reply, not so, because knowledge must spring up
only in a body already in the state of formation.

A violent external object produces knowledge only in a body which
has been formed, in consequence of oar previous deeds, and which is

endowed with senses, etc.

^VTT^T^f n 9 t ^ I ft* n

rfiMW- tat-abh&vah, its non-existence , ^ cba, and ; srqgrf apa-varg©-„

in release.

455. And there is absence of a body in our release-

Oar merits and demerits having already been exhausted, we cannot

get a body after we have attained release. Eelease is the perfect freedom*

from all sufferings : it consists in. a complete destruction of all the seeds

and seats of sufferings.

tnt: II 2 i ^ I 2\ II

g^sj tat-artham, to that end; qwfiwiwtf yama-niyamsbhylbm, by-

means of external and internal self-control ; SfTf*i«**W': atma-samsk&rahv

purification of the soul , *frmq[ yogftt, from treatise on yoga or contempla-

tion ; q cha, and ; sr«n?ufa«g<n*b adhyatma-vidhi-upayaih/, by means, off

injunctions and practices regarding the souL
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456. For that purpose there should be a purifying of our soul

by abstinence from evil and observance of certain duties as well as by

following the spiritual injunctions gleaned from the Yoga institute.

In order to attain release we must practise meditation after the soul

has been purified by our abstinence , etc. The injunctions gleaned from

the Toga institute refer to penances, the controlling of our breaths, the

fixing of our mind, etc.

friTOf<m*srre^Tf|#3 ^Nn^: n 9 i ^ i 9* n

5JI!W£'!inanH: jnana-grahana-abhyasah, study of the science of the

soul and constant application to it
; af|[?f : tat-vidyaih, with those who are

versed in it ; ^ cha, and ; saha, with
; (ftl^ samvadah, conversation.

457. To secure release, it is necessary to study and follow this

treatise on knowledge as well as to hold discussions with those learned

in that treatise

The spiritual injunctions furnished by the Yoga institute cannot be

properly assimilated unless we have already acquired a true knowledge

of the categories explained in the Nyaya Sastra. It is therefore very

useful to study the Nyaya Sastra and to hold discussions with persons

learned in the »§astra.

^rrai n 9 i ^ i 9c n

cf tarn conversation
; %5qjj^nW^n^F%ftre«%jfiifij: gisya-guru-sabrah-

machari-visista-sreyorthibhih, with disciples, preceptors, fellow students,

and seekers after the supreme good ; Vl^fafa: an-asuyibhih, with uaen-

vious , au*g^lT^ abhyupeyat, resort to.

458. One should enter upon discussions with unenvious persons,

such as disciples, preceptors, lellow-students and seekers of tha

aummum bonum.

The epithet "unenvious" excludes those who do not seek truth but

desire victory. Discussion has been defined in aphorism 1—2—1.

jrf^iffcwfo sn xRtsrcisNfiirit « 9 i ^ 1 re n

JlfcPKfr^fcf pratipaksa-hlnam, without advancing opposition ; wfq api,

even
; arr va, or ; sftrsrara prayojana-artham, for the sake of the purpose ;

«lf*J5% arthi-tye, where one needs it.
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459. In case of a necessity, for the search of truth, discussion

may he held even without an opposing side.

A person desirous of knowledge may snbmit his views for exami-

nation by simply expressing hia curiosity for truth without an attempt

to establish the views.

a33T«T3CTtn!T7$r<0T%f tattva-adhyavasaya-aamrakflana-arfcham, for the sake

of the conservation of the true and certain knowledge about reality ; sren-

fira»fc jalpa-vitande, sophistry and cavil ; rffcraftftfRfPITP? vlja-praroha-sani

raksana-artham, for the sake of the preservation of the shoots from seeds ;

fJawnwn^ kantaka-aakha-avarana-vat, like the fencing or covering of

thorns and branches.

460. "Wranglings and cavils may be employed -to keep up our

zeal for truth just as fences of thorny boughs are used to safeguard

the growth of seeds.

Certain talkative people propound philosophies which are mutually

opposed, while others violate all sense of rectitude out of a biaB for their

own side. Seeing that these people have not attained true knowledge

and are not freed from faults, we may, in our disputation against them,

employ wranglings and cavils which do not in themselves deserve any

profit or encomium.

rnwrf « » i ^ i m i

atwii t&bhyam, by means of them, sophistry and cavil ; f^ST vigr-

ihyaj for overcoming ; ws*&t kathanam, statement.

461. Sophistry and cavil should be employed also in declaring

the truth to overcome the attack of the erratic.
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Book V.

—

Chaptpe I.

Jrarmtt^lh^l fg^rqqrg'RSs^qsfs^WlfHW W«ftmi: sadharmya-vaidhar-

mya-utkarsa-apakarsa-varnya-avarnya-vikalpa-Badhya-prapti-aprapti-pra"

sanga-pratidristanta-anutpatfci-8amsaya-prakarana-ahetu-arthapatti-avi8e-

sa-upaptti-upalabdhi-anupalahdhi-nitya-anitya-karya-samah, identicals

in respect of resemblance, difference, addition, subtraction, questionable,

unquestionable, alternative, thing to be established, presence, absence,

regression, counter-example, non-prodnction, doubt, topic, non-reason,

presumption, non-difference, demonstration, perception, non-perception,

eternal, non-eternal, and effect.

462. futilities are as follows-—(1) Balancing the homogeneity,

(2) balancing the heterogeneity, (3) balancing an addition, (4) balancing

a subtraction, (5) balancing the questionable, (6) balancing the

unquestionable, (7) balancing the alternative (&) balancing the

reciprocity, (9) balancing the co-presence, (10) balancing the mutual

absence, (11) balancing the infinite regression, (12) balancing the

counterexample, (13) balancing the non-produced, (14) balancing the

doubt, (15) balancing the controversy, (16) balancing the non-reason,

(17) balancing the presumption, (18) balancing the non-difference,

(19) balancing the non-demonstration, (20) balancing the perception,

(21) balancing the non-perception, (22) balancing the non-eternality,

(23) balancing the eternality and (24) balancing the effect.

Futility, which is a fallacious argument, has been in general terms

denned in aphorism 1-2-18. The twentyfour kinds of futility enunciated

here will each be defined in due course The fallacious characters of the

twentyfour kinds will also be exposed in Separate aphorisms.
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?fre***t^lw??*Trt^s&dharmya-vaidharmy&-bhyam
)
by means of resem-

blance and difference
, 3T5f^ upasanlhare, in case of a conclusion

, rt^rri-

ifeqzzfifrqtFff: tat-dharma-viparyaya-upapatteh, on account of the absence

of that characteristic , Qrywf^^fTT^uft s&dharmya*vaidharmya-samau,

identicals in respect of resemblance and difference.

463. If against an argument based on a homogeneous or

heterogeneous example one offers an opposition based on the same

kind of example, the opposition will be called "balancing the

homogeneity" or "balancing the heterogeneity".

Balancing the homogeneity— A certain person, to prove the non-

stern allty of sound, argues as follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

Because it is a prodnct,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers the following futile opposition:

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is incorporeal^

like tie sky.

The argument, viz., sound is non-eternal, is based on the homo-

geneity of sound with the non-eternal pot on the ground of both being pro-

ducts. The opposition, viz , sound is eternal, is said to be based on

the homogeneity of sound with the eternal sky on the alleged ground of

both being incorporeal. This sort of opposition, futile as it is, is called

"balancing the homogeneity", which aims at showing an equality of the

arguments of two sides in respect of the homogeneity of examples

employed by them.

Balancing the heterogeneity.—A certain person, to prove the non-eter-

nality of sound, argues as follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

whatever is not non-eternal is not a product,

as the sky.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

whatever is not eternal is not incorporeal,

as a pot.
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The argument, wz., sound is non-eternal, is based on the heterogeneity

of sound from the not-non-eternal sky, which are mutually incompatible.

The opposition, viz., sound is eternal, is said to be based on the heteroge-

neity of sound from the not-incorporeal pot which are alleged to be in-

compatible with each other. This sort of opposition, futile as it is, is called

•'balancing the heterogeneity", which aims at showing an equality of

the arguments of two sides in respect of the heterogeneity of examples

employed by them.

^^T^f%%^rjj%T|: n H \ \ i \ n

iftr9T<I go-tv&t, from bovineness, the generic idea of a cow
, ifrfeRr^

go-siddhi-vat, like the proof of a cow
;
ctfesf^tat-Biddhih, its proof.

464. That is, we say* to be established like a cow through

cowhood (or cow-type).

The Naiy&yika says:—If the opposition referred to in the previous

aphorism is to be valid it must be based on the example, homogeneous

or heterogeneous, exhibiting a universal oonneetion between the reason and

the predicate such as we discern between a cow and cowhood or a universal

disconnection between the reason and the absence of the predicate such aa

we discern between a cow and absence of cowhood. In the argument—

"sound is non-eternal, because it is a product, like a pot", the homogeneous

example "pot" exhibits a universal connection between productivity

and non-eternahty, all products being non-eternal, but in the opposition

—"sound is eternal, because it is incorporeal, like the sky"—the homo-

geneous example "sky" does not exhibit a universal connection between

incorporeality and eternality because there are things, such as intellect

or knowledge, which are incorporeal but not eternal. A similar obser-

vation is to be made with regard to the opposition called "balancing the

heterogeneity." In the opposition "sound is eternal, because it is incor-

poreal, whatever is not eternal is not incorporeal, as a pot", the

heterogeneous example "pot" does not exhibit a universal disconnection

between incorporeality and absence of eternality because there are

things, such as intellect or knowledge, which are incorporeal but not

eternal.

^3H*fa^4fa^q^>aroiu: II $ \\ I ? II
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wr«tg«indi! sadhya-dristantayoh, of the thing to be established and
the example , qwff^B^irjt dharrna-vikalpat, from exchange or mutual tran-

sfer of properties; 3*rqtrr&9r?t<I nbhaya-sadhya-tvafc, both being in need of

proof; * eha, and, 3e9Wl3jra3r<>3fal,3f33>5tTtrrtKift!Trs utkarsa-apakaisa-varnya-

avarnya-vikalpa-sadhya-samah, identicals in respect of addition, subtra-

ction , doubtful, not-doubtful, alternative and the thing to be established.

465. The subject and example alternating their characters or

both standing in need of proof, there occur (futilities called) "balancing

an addition13
,
"balancing a subtraction", ''balancing the questionable1

',

"balancing the unquestionable", ''balancing the alternative" and

*'balancing the reciprocity.

Balancing an addition.—If against an argument based on a certain

charaoter of the example one offers an opposition based on an additional

character thereof, the opposition will be called "balancing an addition."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues

as follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:—

Sound is non-eternal (and corporeal),

because it is a product,

like a pot {which is non-eternal as well as corporeal).

The opponent alleges that if sound is non-eternal like a pot, 16

tnuat also be corporeal like it: if it is Hot corporeal let it be also not

non-eternal. This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing an»

addition" which aims at showing an equality of the argument of two

sides in respect of an additional character (possessed by the example and

attributed to the subject)

Balancing a subtraction —If against an argument based on a

certain character of the example one offers an opposition based on

another character wanting in it, the opposition will be called "balancing

a subtraction."

A certion person, to prove the non-eternality of Bound, argues

as follows:

—

23
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Sound :s non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A oertain other person offers the following futile opposition:

—

Sound is non-eternal '

vbut not audible),

because it is a product,

like a pot (which is non-eternal but not audible.)

The opponent alleges that if sound is non-eternal like a pot, it

cannot be audible, for a pot is not audible, and if sound is still held to

be audible, let it be also not non-etercial. This sort of futile opposition is

called "balancing a subtraction" which aims at showing an equality of

the arguments of two sides m respect of a certain character wanting in

the example (and consequently also in the subject).

Balancing the questionable —If one opposes an argument by main-

taining that the character of the example is as questionable as that of the

subject, the opposition will be called "balancing the questionable."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues

as follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

A pot is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like sound.

The opponent alleges that if the non-eternality of sound is called in

Question, why is not that of the pot too called in question, as the pot

and sound are both products ? His object is to set aside the argument
on the ground of its example being of a questionable character. This

flort of futile oppositiop is called "balancing the questionable" which

aims at showing an equality of the arguments of two sides in respect

of the questionable character of the subject as well as of the example.

Balancing the Unquestionable.—If one opposes an argument by
alleging that the character of the subject is as unquestionable as that

of the example, the opposition will be called "balancing the unques-

tionable."
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A certain, person,, to prove the non-eternahty of sound, argueB as-

followa:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

A pot is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like sound.

The opponent alleges that if the non«eternality of a pot is held to*

be unquestionable, why is not that of sound too held to be so, as the pot

and sound are both products ? His object is to render the-argument

nnnecessary on the ground of its subject being of an unquestionable

character. This sort of futile opposition is called " balancing the

unquestionable" which aims at showing the equality of the argur

ments of two sides in respect of the uu questionable character of the

example as well as of the subject.

Balancing the alternative.—If one opposes an argument by attri-

buting alternative character to the subject and the example, the opposi-

tion will be called " balancing the alternative "

A certain person, to prove the non -etern'ality of Bound, argues a*,

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thust-

—

Sound is eternal and formless,

because it is a product,

like a pot (which is non-eternal and has forms).

The opponent alleges that the pot and sound are both.prodncts}.

yet one has form and the other is- formless : why on the same principle*

is not one (the pot) non-eternal and the other (sound) eternal? This- sort.

of futile opposition is called "balancing the- alternative" which aims

at showing an equality of the arguments of two sides in respect of then

alternative characters attributed to the subject and example*.
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Balancing the reciprocity—If one opposes an argument by alleging

a reciprocity of the subject and the example, the opposition will be

called "balancing the reciprocity."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

A pot is non-eternal, '

because it is a product,

like sound.

The opponent alleges that the pot and sound being both products

one requires proof for its non-eternality as much as the other does.

Sound is to be proved non-eternal by the example of a pot and the pot

is to be proved non-eternal by the example of sound. This leads

to a reciprocity of the pot (example) and sound (subject) resulting in

no definite conclusion as to the eteinality or non-eternality of sound.

This sort of futile opposition is called " balancing the reciprocity" which

brmgB an argument to a stand-still by alleging the reciprocity of the

subject and the example.

fsF'fsRI kifichit, partial , g^rmfe; s&dharmyat, from resemblance ; 3<isf-

Cftfa^: upasamhara-siddheh, from proof of the conclusion; ehf*Kt?3 vaidha-

rmyat, from difference ; srsffa'Nf: a-pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

466. This is, we say, no opposition because there is a difference

between the subject and the example although the conclusion is drawn
from a certain equality, of their characters.

The Naiyayika says:—The futilities called "balancing an addition,"

"balancing a subtraction," "balancing the questionable," "balancing

the unquestonable*' and "balancing the alternative" are all based

on the false supposition of a complete equality of the subject and the

example. Though there" is no denial of au equality of the subject and

the example in certain characters, there is indeed a great difference

between them in other characters.
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Sound is non-eternal.

' because it is a product,

like a pot.

In this argument although there is an equality of "sound" and

"pot" in respect of their being both products, there is a great difference

between them in other respeots. A cow possesses some characters in

common with a boa qavaeus but there is no complete identity between them.

No body can commit the futilities mentioned above if he bears in mind

the equality of the Bubject and the example only in those characters which

are warranted by the reason (middle term). In the case of the futility called

"balancing an addition" it is clear that the equality supposed to exist

between the pot and sound in respect of corporeality is not warranted by

the reason (viz being a product), because there are things, such as

intellect or knowledge, which are products bnt not corporeal. Similarly

with regard to the futility called "balancing a subtraction/' the reason

(viz, being a product) does not justify an equality of sound and pot in

respeot of their being not audible. As regards the futilities called

"balancing the questionable" and "balancing the unquestionable," we

cannot ignore the difference between the subject and the example without

putting an end to all kinds of inference. The futility called "balanc-

ing the alternative" introduces an equality between the pot and sound

in respect of a character (viz. being eternal) which is not warranted by

the reason, viz. being a product.

^sEm^sjTf f^€m€: II H I \ \ \ u

*rrwnfsrt*TRJ sadhya-atidesat, from extension of the thing to be establ-

ished j <9 cha, and , fBT^ftaT^: dnstanta-upapatteh, because of proof of the

example.

467. And because the example happens to surpass the subject.

The futility called "balancing the reciprocity" is based on the

false supposition that the example stands exactly on the same footing as

the subject. But that one surpasses the other is evident from aphorism

1-1-25 which states that the example does not stand in need of proof

as to its characters.

Sound is non -eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.
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In this argument soond (the snbjeofc) may not be known by soma

to be non-eternal but a pot (the example) is known by all to be a product

as well as non-eternal. "Balancing the reciprocity" is therefore a falla-

cious argument.

sntsr ^msgwTcq sit fat: xy&k srfirrcrE^-

jrpl prftpya, reaching, oovering
; OTKftt sadhyam, the thing to be

established , Wn^Q a-pr&pya, not reaching ; m va, or , fah hetoh, of the

mark or reason • snefTt pr&ptya, by the fact of covering or co-extension •

wfefSTBcSTttl a visista-tvat, being undistinguished or identical; STSTr^fHT a-pr&»

ptya, by reason of non-co-extension ; *IUiq+?3TtT a sadhaka-tvat, not being

a means of establishment , "3 cha, and
j sn^emTlfa^jfr prapti-aprapti-samau,

identicals in respect of presence and absence.

468. If against an argument based on the co-presence of the

reason and the predicate or on the mutual absence of them one offers

an opposition based on the same kind of co-presence or mutual

absence, the opposition will, on account of the reason being non-

distinguished from or being non-conducive to the predicate, be called

"balancing the co-presence" or '* balancing the mutual absence."

Balancing the co-presence.—If against an argument baaed on the co-

presence of the reason and the predicate, one offers an opposition based

on the same kind of co-presence, the opposition will, on account of the

reason being non-distinguished from the predicate, be called " balancing

the co-presence."

A certain person, to prove that there is fire in the hill, argues as

follows:

—

The hill has fire,

because it has smoke,

like a kitchen.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

The hill has smoke,

because it has fiie,

like a kitcheu.
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The arguer has taken the smoke to be the reason and the fire to be

the predicate. The opponent raises a question as to whether the smoke

is present at the same site which is occupied by the fire or is absent from

that site. If the smoke is present with the fire at the same site, there

remains, according to the opponent, no criterion to distinguish the

reason from the predicate. The smoke is, m his opinion, as much a

reason for the fire as the fire for the smoke. This sort of futile opposi-

tion is called "balancing the co-presence" which aims at stopping an

argument on the alleged ground of the oo-presenoe of the reason and the

predicate.

Balancing the mutual absence.—If against an argument based on-

the mutual absence of the reason and the predicate, one offers an opposi-

tion based on the same kind of mntual absence, the opposition will, on

account of the reason being non-conducive to the predicate, be called

"balancing the mutual absence."

A certain person, to prove that there is fire in the hill, argues aa

follows:—

The hill has fire,

beoause it has smoke,

like a kitchen.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

The hill has smoke,

because it has fire,

like a kitohen.

The opponent asks: "Is the smoke to be regarded as the reason

beoause it is absent from the site of the fire?" "Such a supposition ia

indeed absurd." The reason cannot establish the predicate without

being connected with it, just as a lamp cannot exhibit a thing which is

not within its reach. If a reason unconnected with the predicate could

establish the latter, then the fire could be as much the reason for the

, smoke as the smoke for the fire. This sort of futile opposition is called

"balancing the mutual absence" which aims at bringing an argument

to a close on the alleged ground of the mutual absence of the reason and

the predicate.
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3Zrf^ftc<!^r33fi!T<t ghata-adi-niflpatti-darsanat, from the observation of

the production of the pot and the like ,
tft^pldane, in the case of oppr-

ession ,- 9 cha, and ; srfiraiTnr, abhicharat, from spells ; swfsftq: a-pratisa-

dhah, non-contradiction.

469. This is, we say, no opposition because we find the production

of pots by means of clay as well as the oppression of persons by

spells.

A potter cannot produce a pot without getting clay within his

reach but an exorcist can destroy persons by administering spells from

a distance. Hence it is clear that a thing is accomplished sometimes by

the cause being present at its site and sometimes by being absent from

it. "Balancing the co-presence" and "balancing the mntnal absence''

which attach an undue importance to the proximity or remoteness of

sites, are therefore totally fallacious arguments.

^BT^I dristantasya, of the example ; ^mtJf^wrg karana-an-apa-

desat, from non-application of the cause
, STBt^lfflict prati-avasth&nat, from

counter-opposition j ^ cha, and
, srfaSBP&T prati-dristantena, by a counter*

example ; Htfnsrfaierereuft prasanga-pratidristanta-Bamau, identicals in

respect of regression and counter-example.

470. If one opposes an argument on the ground of the example

having been established by a series of reasons or on the ground of the

existence of a mere counter-example, the oppostion will be called

"balancing the infinite regression" or ''balancing the counter-

example/'

Balancing the infinite regreasion.-^A certain person, to prove the

non-eternality of Bound, argues as follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot

A certain other person offers a futile opposition -thus:—

If sound is proved to be non-eternal by the example of a pot, how

is the pot again to be proved as non -eternal? The reason which proves

the non-eteraahty of the pot is to be proved by a further reason. This

gives rise to an infinite regression which injures the proposition "sound
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ia non-eternal" not leas than the proposition "sound is eternal." This 1-

sort of futile opposition ia called "balancing the infinite regression"

which aims at atopping an argument by introducing an infinite regression

which is said to beset the example.

Balancing the counter-example.—A certain person, to prove the non-

eternahty of sound, argues aa follows :

—

Sound ia non-eternal,

becauae it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Sonnd is eternal,

like the sky.

The opponent alleges that if sound is held to be non-eternal by the

example of a pot, why it should not be held to bo eternal by the example
of the sky? If the example of the sky is set aside, let the example of

the pot too be set aside. This sort of futile opposition is ca'led "balanc-

ing the counter-example" which aims at setting aside an argument
by the introduction of a counter-example.

JT^qt^TTO*^M^Pd <*t«f|f^T%: 11 H I \ \
\o

\\

«<flMlqi-3HM*inftff^yS pradipa-upadana prasnga nivntti-vat, like the

cessation of the need for a collection of lamps
, afgfsrff^r; tat-vmivntuh.

its cessation.

471. The example does not, we say, require a series of reasons

for its establishment just as a lamp does not require a series of lamps

to be brought in for its iUumination.

The Naiyayika says:

—

An example is a thing the characters of which are wellknown to an

ordinary man as well as to an expert It does not require a series of

reasons to reveal its own character or to reveal the character of the sub-

ject with which it stands in the relation of homogeneity or heterogeneity.

In this respect it resembles a lamp which illumines itself as well as the

things lying within itB reach.

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

24
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In this argument the pot ia the example which is so well-known that

it requires no proof as to its being a product or being non-eteinal.

Hence the opposition called "balancing the infinite regression"

is*not founded on a sound basis

JTT^T^tacir ^1 ^Tl^fllFcT: II H \ \ \ \\ II

srfa^ST'^rf3?% pratidristanta-hetu-tve, the counter-example being a

reason , ^ cha, and , n na, not
,

a-hetuh, not a, reason
,
ge^rf: dnstaa-

tah, the example.

472. The example, we say, cannot be set aside as unreasonable

only because a counter-example is advanced as the reason.

The Naiyayika says:

—

The opponent must give a special reason why the counter-example

should betaken as specially fitted to lead to a conclusion and the example

should not betaken as such. Until Bach a special reason is given, the

counter-example cannot be accepted as leading to a definite conclusion.

In fact a mere counter-example without a reason ^middle term) attending

it cannot be conducive to any conclusion. Hence we must rely on an

example attended by reason but not on a counter example unattended by

reason.

Sound is eternal,

like the sky.

This opposition which is founded on a mere counter-example is

therefore to be rejected as unreasonable.

mgcw: ^T^WT^grqm^iT: n h i \ i ^ ii

srra prak, prior
, 3?fg: utpatteh, to production

, 35RUr<-"IT^T?l k&rana-

abhavat. from the non-existence of the cause, 3AT^??f%3TOs an-utpatti-samah,

identical m respect of non-production.

473. If one opposes an argument on the ground of the property

connoted by the reason being absent from the thing denoted by the

subject while it is not yet produced, the opposition will be called

"balancing the non-produced."

A certain person, to prove that sound is non-eternal, argues as

follows:

—
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Sound i8 non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort,

like a pot.

certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is a non-effect of effort;,

like the sky.

The opponent alleges that the property connoted by the reason,

tie., being an effect of effort, is not predicable of the subject, viz.,

sound (while it is not yet produced). Consequently Bound is not non-
eternal, it must then be eternal. There is, according to the opponent,

an. apparent agreement between the two sides as to the sound being non-

eternal on account of its being a non-effect of-effort. Ihis sort of futile

opposition is- called "balancing the non-produced" which pretends

to show "an equality of the argument of two sides assuming the thing

denoted by the subjet-t to be as yet non-produced

SflTTTrenr tathft-bhavat, from the nature given to a thing when it is

produced
, 3c15R7 utpanuasya, of the thing produced . CTTO'W'TO: karana-

upapatteh, owing to proof of the cause , «f na 1

, not , W?*!!Jrfa%s|. karana-pra-

tisedhah, contradiction of the causo.

474 This is, we say, no opposition against our reason so well

predicable ofthe subject which becomes as such only when it is produced.

The Naiyayika disposes of the futile opposition called "balancing

the non-produced'' by stating that the subject can become as such only

when it is produced, and that there is then no obstacle to the property

sf tne reason being predicated of it. The opposition, viz , "sound

(while nonrproduced) is eternal, because it is not then an effect of effort,"

cames no weight with it, since we do not take the sound to be the subject

before it is produced Sound, while it is produced, is certainly an effect,

ef effort and as such is non-eternal.

arrow: n n i \. i l& a
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gwrerggl^*^-* Bamanya-dnstantayoh, of the genus and the (individual

put forward as) example ; frfs:M^*# amdnyaka-tve, being sensible , mt^

samane, equally , filc*nfsiaiqigwn«l mtya-amtya-badharinyav, from resembl-

ance of things eternal (geuus) and non-eternal (individual), g^fTRW: sam-

gaya-samah, identical m respect of donbt.

475. If one opposes an argument on the gronnd of a donbt arising

from the homogeneity of the eternal and the non-eternal consequent on

the example and its gen is (or type) being equally objects of perception

the oppositon will be called "balancing the doubt."

A. certain person, to prove the non-eternahty of sound, argues aa

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Sonnd is non -eternal or eternal (?)

because it is an object .of perception,

like a pot or pot-neBB.

Tho opponent alleges that sound is homogeneous with a pot as well

as pot-ness inasmuch as both are objects of perception, but the pot

being non-eternal and pot-ness (the genus of pots or pot-type) being eternal

there arises a doubt as to whether the sound is non-eternal or eternal.

This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the doubt" which

aims at rejecting an argument in consequence of a doubt arising from

the homogeneity of the eternal and the non-eternal.

^TOTRTto: II ^ | \ | \\i ||

tfTOjjqfq sadharmyat, from resemblance
, *fl^ aamsaye, donbt ansinjr:

s! na, and ; ffora: samsajah, doubt
, vaidharmy&t, from difference

;

3*m«n; ubhaya-tha, in both ways , *\ Va, or ; samsaye, doubt arising -

r

*The term sdrndnya in the sense of'geneial notion, genus or type"
was evidently taken form the Vaisesika philosophy.
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W3I5?rcfSTTSTSriT: atyanta-samsaya-praaangah, implication of unending

doubt
,
f^?1f^T«t*3"J»Wl«I nitya tva-an-abhy upagamat, from non-admission

of eternal lty , ^ oha, and ;
satnanya-sya, of the genus ; »rs»fa%q". a-

pratisedhah, non-contradiction.

476. This is, we say; no opposition because we do not admit that

eternality can be established by the homogeneity w ith the genus : a
doubt that arises from a fcnon ledge of the homogeneity vanishes from

that of the heterogeneity, and that which arises in both ways never ends.

The Naiyayika says:

—

Sound cannot be said to be eternal on the mere ground of its homo-

geneity with pot-neas (the genus of pots or pot-type) bnt must b&

prononnced to be non-eternal on the gronnd of its heterogeneity front

the same in respect of being a product. Though on the score of

homogeneity we may entertain doubt as to whether sound is eternal

or non-eternal, but on the score of heterogeneity we can pronounce it

undoubtedly to be non-eternal. In this case we mast bear in mind that

we cannot ascertain the true nature of a thing unless we weigh it m
respect of ita homogeneity with as well as heterogeneity from other

things. If even then there remains any doubt as to its true nature, that

doubt will never end.

3WraT«lT?<t ubhaya-sadharmyat, from resemblance to both ; srfcmfa-

prakriya-siddheh, because of proof of the operation (of the snbject and

its opposite), SWOOT: prakarana-samah, identical in respect of the topic.

477. ''Balancing the controversy" is an opposition which is

conducted on the ground of homogeneity with {or heterogeneity from)

both sides.

A i-eitain person, to prove the non-eteinality of s^uiid, argues as

follows:

—

Bound is non-eteinal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:—

Round is eternal,

because it is audible,

like sound-ness.
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The opponent alleges that the prcrpo-ut >n, viz. sound is- non-6ternal,

cannot be proved because the reason, viz ,
audibility which is homo-

fre«fc>>aa whh btth sound (which is non-eternal; and soar <Jn^s (r.hich is

eternalj, pruvokes the very controversy for the settlement of which it was

etapl'ireil Tnia sort of futile opposition is called f
* balancing the cm-

tioversj" which hurts an argument by giving rise t j the very controversy

which was to be settled.

u ^ i \ \ v» u

gfiWWn t raHpaksat, from the counter-sub]^* . !Ri7«]fil5i prakaranar-

siddhsh, befaa->fi of pro >f of thelopic
, Sprl^^TIRr: pr^tisedha-an-upapa-

ttih, non-pioof o-t the contradiction
; STfaqafniT^. pratipaksa u

t
apatteJi,

becasae of proof of the counter-subject

47S. This is, we sa^, no opposition because it provokes a

controversy which has an opposing side.

The Naiyayika says:—The opposition called "balancing the con-

troversy" cannot set aBide the main argument because it leads to a

controversy which supportB one side quite as strongly as it is opposed

by the other side.

fteresTTfaff^Ig^nr n * i \ i ^ n

^I57lf^: traikalya-a-siddheh, beoause of non-operation in all the

three times
, frft: hetoh, of the reason

;
a-hetu-samah, identical

in respect of non-reason.

479. "Bal incing the non- reason" is an opposition which is based

on the reason bcjin^ shown to be impossible at all the three times.

Aueitaia person, to pi< ve the non-eternality of sound, argues as-

follows:—
Sound ia non-eternal",

because it is a product,

like a pot.

Here "being a product" is the reason or sign for "being noo-

eternal" which is the predicate ou sigmfioate

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—
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The Teason or sign is impossible at all the thiee times because it

cannot precede, succeed, or be simultaneous with the predicate or

significate.

(a) The reason (or sign) does not precede the predicate (or signi-

ficate) because the former gets its name only when it establishes the latter.

It is impossible for the reason to be called as such befoie the establish-

ment of the predicate.

(2>) The reason (or sign) does not succeed the predicate(or significate)

because what would be the use of the former if the latter existed already ?

(c) The reason (or sign) and the predicate (or significate) cannot
exist simultaneously for they will then be reciprocally connected like

the right and left horns of a cow.

This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the non-reason "

which aims at setting aside an argument by showing that the reason is

impossible at all the three times.

;i na, no j
betu-tah, from the reason ; CTtqfo^. sfidhya-siddbeh,

from the establishment of the thing to be established
, 5j$i5qrfe%. traika-

lya-a-siddhih, non-pioof of operation in the three times.

480. There is, we say, no impossibility at the three times because

the predicate or significate is established by the reason or sign.

The Naiyayika says:—The knowledge of the knowable and the

establishment of that which is to be established take place from reason

which must precede that which is to be known and that which is to be

established.

sfMNligiT^: pratisedha-an-upapatteh, from non-proof of contradiction

or opposition , srfa^goltsrfa'to: pratiseddhavya-a-prati-sedhah. non-contrad-

lotion of the thing to be coi trtdicted.

481. There is, we further say, ro opposition of that which is to

be opposed, because the opposition itself is impossible at all the three

times.
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It being impossible for the opposition to precede, succeed or be

simultaneous with that which is to be opposed, the opposition itself is

invalid and consequently the original argument holds good.

swfl^fT: arthapatti-tah, from presumption ; stf^qafrfsraj: prati*paksa-

siddheh, from proof of counter-subject, w*J?<rfrT5W arthapatti-samah, iden-

tical in respect of presumption.

482. Ifone advances an opposition on the basis of a presumption

the opposition will be called ''balancing the presumption/'

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of sound, argues as

follows:

—

Sound is non -eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:—

Sound is presumed ty> be eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

like the sky.

The qpponent alleges that if sound is non-eternal on account of its

homogeneity with non-eternal things (e g. in respect of its being a pro-

duct), it may be concluded by presumption that sound is eternal on

account of its homogenetiy with eternal things {e.g. in respect of its being

incorporeal). This sort of futile opposition is called "balancing the

presumption" which aims at stopping an argument by setting presump-

tion as a balance against it.

froiq^: initial
stgrRW an-ukta-sya, of thing not stated ; sra?<?3: arthapatteh, from

piesumpiion
, qqtfth paksi-haneh, of injury to, or loss of, position , g^fa:

v .ipattih, proof
, SigTfi?^!^ an-ukta-tv&t, becanse it is unsaid; BilhsTfer^rS

an-aikantika-tvat, because of multifariousness, srqfq^: arthapatteh, of

pieminption.
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483. If things unsaid could come by presumption, there would,

we say, arise a possibility of the opposition itself being hurt on account

of the presumption being erratic and conducive to an unsaid conclusion.

Sound is eternal,

becanse it is incorporeal,

like the sky.

If by presumption we oonld draw a conclusion unwarranted by the

reason, we could from the opposition cited abore draw the following

conclusion:

—

Sound is presumed to be non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

This would hurt the opposition itself Id fact the presumption as

adduced by the opponent is erratic. If one says that "Bound is

non-eternal because of its homogeneity with non-eternal things", the pre-

nmption that naturally follows is that "sound is eternal because of its

homogeneity with eternal things" and vice versa. There is no rule that

presumption should be made in one case and not in the case opposed to

it , and in the event of two mutually opposed presumptions no definite

conclusion would follow. Hence the opposition called "balancing the

presumption" is untenable.

"5*^f«T<ra: eka-dharma-upapatteh, from proof of one property
; «rfsr-

$1% avisese, in case of non-difference
,
STS^fFej^tTOtfirrei sarva-avise^a-prasan-

gat, from implication of non-difference in all respects, «^r%iq«l^ sabdh&va-

upapatteh, because of proof of existence
; sjfostasR: a-visesa-samah, iden-

tical in respect of non-difference.

484. If the subject and example are treated as non-different

in respect of the possession of a certain property on account of their

possessing in comn on the property connoted by the reason, it follows

as a co' clusiou that all things are mutually non-different in respect of

the posse sion of every property on account of their bein^ existent : this

sort ol opposition is called "balancing the non-difference."

25
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A certain person, -to prove the non-eternality of -sound, argues as
•follows:

—

Sound ls-uon eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

4 certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:—

'If the pot and sound are treated as non-different in respect of non-

•eternalifcy ra consequence of then- both being products, it follows as a

conclusion -that -all thmgs are mutually non-different in respect of the

possession of every property in consequence of trheir being existent.

Therefore, -no 'difference existing between the eternal and the non-

eternal, sound may be treated as eternal. This soit of opposition is called

"balancing the uom-differeTice" which aims at hurting an argument by

assuming all things to be mutually non diffeifent.

a>f%q kva chit, in some cases
, \a*nfgqTrt: dharma-anupapatteh, from

HOn»proof of the property , fffel kva chit, in some cases, ^ oha, andj

3RT^: upapatteh, from proof , JrFfR>=ii5Tnr: pratijsedha-abhavah, absence of

contradiction.

485. This is, we say, no opposition because the property possess-

ed in common by the subject and the example happens in certain msta-

•nces to abide in the reason while in other instances not to abide in it.

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot

HeTe the pot and sound possessing in common the property of being

a product are treated as non-different in respect of the possession of now-

eternality On the same principle if all things are treated as non-different

in consequence of their being existent, we would like to know in what

respect they are non-different. If they are treated as non-different in

respect of non-eternality, then the argument would stand thus;

—

All thmgs are non-eternal,

because they are existent,

like (?)

In this argument "all things" being the subject, there is nothing

left which may serve as an example. A part of the subject cannot bo cited

as the example because the example must be a well-established thing
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wbile the subject is a thing winch is yet to be established. The argument,,

for want of an example, loads to no conclusion In fact all things are

not non-eternal since some at least are eternal. In other words, non-

eternality abides in some existent things and- does not abide in other

existent things Hence all things ar« not mutually non-different and the

opposition called "balancing the non-difference" is unreasonable.

II * I ^ I IT

TOIWWftwfc ubhaya karana upapatteh, from proof of causes of

both ; 3qqf%Bff: upapatti-samd.h, identical in respect of proof.

486. If an apposition is offered by showing that both th'e-

demonstrations are justified by reasons the opposition will be called*

"balancing the demonstrationJ

A certain person demonstrates the non-eternahty of sound ass

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a got.

A certain other person oilers an opposition by the alleged demons*
twafcion of the eternality of sound as follows;—

•

Sound is eternal,

because it is incorporeal,

like the sky.

The reason in the first demon stiation supports the non-eternalifcy

of sound while that in the second demonstration supports the eternality

of sound, yet both- the demonstrations* are alleged to be right. The

opponent advanced the second apparent demonstration as a balance

against the first to create a dead-look. This sort of opposition is called

" balancing the demonstration".

sqqm^T^OT^FT^irra^: ii n i \ r ^ u

aRTf^^Wnii^^STirac. upapatti-karana-abhyanujnanat, from admission

of cause of proof ( of the counter-subject ),; srafa«isrj a-pratisedhah non-

contradiction.

487. This is,,we say, no opposition because there is an admiss*

ion of the first demonstration.
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The Naiyayika says:

—

The opponent having asserted that both the demonstrations are

justified by reasons, has admitted the reasonableness of the first demons-

tration which supports the non-eternality of sound. If to avoid the

incompatibility that exists between the two demonstrations, he now denies

the reason which supports non-eternality we would ask why does he not

deny the other reason which supports eternality of sound, for he can

avoid incompatibility by denying either of the reasons Hence the op-

position called "balancing the demonstration" is not well-founded.

ftf^B3;TC!Il*U% mrdista-karana-abh&ve, in the absence of the known

cause , aufq api, even , 3<?3iwng upalambhat, from perception , 3«rafN?nT:

upalabdhi-samah, identical in respect of perception.

488. If an opposition is offered on the ground that we per-

ceive the character of the subject even without the intervention of the

reason, the opposition will be called "balancing the perception.' 3

A certain person, to prove the son eternality of sound, argues as

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:

—

Sound can be ascertained to be non-eternal even without the reason

that it is a product, for we perceive that sound is produced by the branches

of trees broken by wind. This sort of opposition 19 called "balancing

the perception" which aims at demolishing an argument by setting up

an aot of perception as a balance against it.

«FTWfrRT^ft ^^fcPT^SlTa^r: II H | \ \ II

^TWHfaira karana-antarat, from other causes
; srfqapi, also, aspftfliw:

tat dharma-upapatteh, from proof of that property
; 3igfa%3: a-pratisedh-

ah, non contradiction.

489. This is, we say, no opposition because that character caa

be ascertained by other means as well.
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The Naiyayika says that the argument, viz , "sound is non-eternal

because it is a product, like a pot," implies that sound is proved to be

non-etdrnal through the reason that it is a product It does not deny

other means, snch as perception, etc., which aiso may prove sound to be

non-eternal. Hence the opposition called "balancing the perception"

does not set aside the main argument.

^q^^gq^wTT^nsrf%^ crf|qft#tqq€?gq-

g^gq&ser: tat-an-npalabdheh, from non-cognition of that
, VPTTOHTTQ an-

upalambhat, from non-perception
; STOt^fq^t abhava-siddhau, non existence

being established ; HfgqO^mTT : tat-viparita-upapatteh from proof of its

opposite , gr^qsifs^OTT: an-upalabdhi-samah, identical in respect of non-

perception.

490. If against an argument proving the non e isfcence of a thing

by the non-perception thereof, one offers an opposition aiming at prov-

ing the contrary by the non-perception of the non-perception, the opp-

osition will be called ''balancing the non-perception."

In aphorsun 2-2-18 the Naiyayika has stated that there is no veil

which covers sound for we do not perceive such a veil. In aphorsim 2-2-19

his opponent has stated that there is a veil because we do not perceive the

non-perception thereof. If the non-perception of a thing proves its non-

existence, the non-perception of the uon-perception must, in the opinion

of the opponent, prove the existence of the thing. This sort of opposition

is called "balancing the non-perception" which aims at counteracting

an argument by setting up non-perception as a balance against it.
i

3T<Tq?HTr?iT7<<n3 an uplambhaiuiaka-tvat, being of the natuie of non-

perception
, atsjqssstir. an-npalabdheh, of non-cognition , aifg: a-hetuh,

not a reason.

491. The reasoning through non-perception is not, we say, sou-

nd, because non-perception is merely the negation of perception.

The Naiyayika says:—Perception refers to that which is existent

while non-perception to that which is non-existent. The non- perception of

non-perception which signifies a mere negation of non-peroeption cannot
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be interpreted ns refeiping to an existent thing. Hence the opposition!

called "balancing the non-perception" is not well-founded*

^wir^qRToj msrmTsrera^^srr^TH, www
SFRfa*STRU^ jnllna-vikalpAmam, of diverse forms of cognition

, ^ cha,

and , W^III^ff^srni bhava abh&va-samvedan&t, from consciousness of exis-

tence and nun existence
; WITcJWC. adhi-atmam, in the sonl.

492. There is, moreover, an internals perception of the existence

as wail as of the non-existence of the various- kinds- of knowledge.

There- are internal perceptions- of snch forms as "I am sure," " I

am no.t sure," " T have doubt," " I have no- doubt", etc., which prove that

we can perceive the non existence of knowledge as well as the existence

thereof. Hence the non-perception itself is perceptible, and- as there is

no non-perception of non-perception, the opposition called "balancing the'

non-perception" falls to the ground.

H H \ V{ it

*ncp?9?3 sfidharmyftt, through resemblance ; 3?<tvmtfqq3: tulya-

dharma-upapatteh, beoause of proof of equal properties
; treffTOKTORfll^.

sarva-anityatva-prasaiigat, from implication of non-eternality of all

;

sipTSTOfl: anitya-samah, identical in respect of non-eternality.

493. If one finding that things which are homogeneous possess

equal characters, opposes an argument by attributing non-eternality to

all things, the opposition will be called "balancing the non-eternality".

A certain person, to prove1 the non-eternality of sound,, argues a*

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternaT,

because it is a product,.

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile* opposition thus:—
If sound is non-eternal on account of its being homogeneous with

a pot which is non-eternal, it will follow as a consequence that all things

are non-eternal beoause they are in some one or other respect homogeneous'
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trith the pot— a consequence which will render all inferences impossible

for want of heterogeneous examples. This sort of opposition is called

"balancing the non-eternal" which seeks to counteract an argument on

'the alleged ground that all things are non-eternal.

* i \ i « «

•5fW*Tfelsadharmya,t, through resemblance ; : a-siddheh, because

of non-establishment , nf<rTOTfaf$[: pratigedha-asiddhih, non-eBtablishment

of contradiction ; irR|^taraiV|*nifr( pratisedhya-sadharmyat, through resem-

blance to what is to be contradicted ; 9 cha, and.

494. The opposition, we say, is unfounded because nothing can.

be established from a mere homogeneity and because there is homo-

geneity even with that which is opposed.

The Naiy&yika says:

—

We cannot ascertain the character of a thing from its mere homo-

geneity with another thing: in doing so we must consider the logical

-connection between the reason and the predicate. Sonnd, for instance,

is non-eternal not merely because it is homogeneous with a non-eternal

pot but because there is a universal connection between "being a pro-

duct" and "being non-eternal." Hence it will be unreasonable to

conclude that all things are non -eternal simply because they are homo-

geneous with anon-eternal pot m some one or other respect. Similarly

a mere homogeneity of all things with the eternal sky in some one or

other respect, does not prove all things to be eternal. The opposition

called "balancing the non-eternal" iB therefore nob founded on a sonnd

basis.

y^T5% ^ ^sr^T^fwi^rT 3*fns** |g^T-

drist&nte, in the example , * cha, and; arsTOWmrt* sadhya-

•sadhana-bhavena, by the lelation of the thing to be established and the

means -ef establishing it , ST3i?R* prajnatasya, of the known
,

dhar-

masya, of property , tgeejISE hetu tvat.being the reason ,
tasya, its ; *

cha, and ; Wim ubhaya-tha, both ways ,
bh&v&t, from eziBtence ;

* na, not ; vtfkfrii a-viseeah, non-difference.
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495. There i-*, we say, no non-distinction, because the reason is

inown to be the character which abides in the example as conducive to

the establishment of the predicate and because it is applied in both

ways.

The Naiy&yika says that we are not justified in concluding that

all things are non-eternal because there is no character in respect of

which "all things" may be homogeneous with a pot. In order to arrive

at a correct conclusion we must consider the reason as being that

character of the example (and consequently of the subject) which bears

a universal connection with the character of the predicate. The pot

possesses no such character in common with "all things " The reason

moreover is applied in the homogeneous as well as in the heterogeneous

ways We cannot draw a conclusion from a mere homogeneity of'he

subject with the example in a certain respect The opposition called

"balancing the non-eternal" is therefore unreasonable.

ftftf nityam, eternally
, B»fi»e*r*rraTH amtya-bh&vat, from the nature of

being non-eternal , sifted anitye, in the non-eternal vfikw*tiiq^: anitya-

tva-upapatteh, from proof of eternality , f%?*ra?T: mtya-samah, identical

in respect of eternal.

496. If one opposes an argument by attributing eternality to

all non-eternal things on the ground of these being eternally non-eternal,

the opposition will be called "balancing the eternal."

A certain person, to prove the non-eternahty of Bound, argues as

follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is a product,

like a pot.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus:—Ton say

that sound is non eternal Does this non-eternahty exist in sound always

or only sometimes,? If the non-eternahty exists always, the sound must

also be always existent, or, in other words, Bound is eternal. If the non-

eteruahty existB only sometimes, then too the sound must in the absence

of non-eternahty be pronounced to be eternal. This sort of opposition

is called "balancing the eternal" which counteracts an argument by

setting up eternality as a balance against it.
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fffa%«fr pratisedhye, in what ia to be contradicted ; fif&i nityam, eter-

nally , arf^ctmran^ anitya-bhav&t, from the nature of being non-eternal ;

sifted anitye, in the non-eternal , f^?15^Tijq^: nityatva-upapatteh, from

proof of eternality ; Sffa^Din?: pratisedha-abhavah, absence of contradic-

tion.

497. This is, we say, no opposition because the thing opposed

is always non-eternal on account of the eternality of the non-eternal.

The Naiyayika say a :—
By speaking of eternality of the non -eternal you have admitted

sound to be always non-eternal and cannot now deny its non-eternabty.

The eternal and non-eternal are incompatible with each other : by admit-

ting that sound is non -eternal you are precluded from asserting that it

is alao eternal. Hence "balancing the eternal " is not a sound opposi-

tion.

ITqcH^ lWftcb^kfrl^H: II M I \ I ^ II

iPBBWfaTO prayatna-karya-aneka-tv&t, from the diversity of the
(

effects of effort ; Wfwfew: karya-samah, identical in respect of effect.

498. If one opposes an argument by showing the diversity of

the effect of efforts, the opposition will be called "balancing the effect."

A certain person to prove the non-eternahty of sound, argues aa

follows:

—

Sound ia non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

A certain other person offers a futile opposition thus :

—

The effect of effort is found to be of two kinds, viz (I) the produc-

tion of something which was previously non -ex is tent, e. g a pot, and

(2) the revelation of something already existent, e g water in a well.

Is Bound an effect of the first kind or of the second kind { If sound is an

effect of the first kind it will be non-eternal but if it is of the Becond

kind it will be eternal. Owing to this diversity of the effect of effort,

it is not possible to conclude that sound is non-eternal. This sort of

opposition is called "balancing the effect."

26
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3i|Wt?W4c^ karya-anya-tve, in respect of the otherneBS of the effect;

sntcTltiS?33t prayatna-a-hetu-tvam, effort is not the cause ; <H^Ht4fiq+lf^q^:

an-upalabdhi-karana-upapatteh, because of proof of the cause of non-

perception.

499. Effort did not give rise to the second kind of effect, because

there was no cause of non-perceptxan.

The Naiyayika answers the opposition called "balancing the effect"

as follows :

—

"We cannot-say that -sound M3 revealed by oar effort because we ire

unable to .prove that it existed already. That sound did not exist

previously is proved by our uon-per-ception of the same at the time. Yon

oannot say that our non-perception was caused by a veil because no veil

covered sound. Hence sound is an effect which is not revealed but

produced.

JIT^%^5fq m\$\ ft
1"?: II H I ^ I ^< U

jrfa^ pratisedhe, in the case of contradiction , wft api, also ; OTTR?

sam&nah, similar , ^T: dosah, defect.

500. The same defect, we say, attaches to the opposition too.

A certain person argued:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

A certain other person opposed it saying that Bound would not be

non-eternal if "effect" meant a thing revealed.

The Naiyayika observes that if an argument is to be set aside

owing to an ambiguous meaning of the word "effect", why is not the

opposition too set aside on the same ground ? The reason in the argu-

ment is as erratic as that in the opposition. Jnst as there is no special

m-ound to suppose that the "effect" in the argument signified "a thing

produced and not revealed," so also there is no special ground to supp«se

that the word in the opposition signified "a thing revealed and not

produced." Hence the opposition called "balaucing the effect" is self-

destructive.
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frfsr aarvatra, everywhere ; e yam, similarly.

50 1 . Thus everywhere.

If a special meaning is to be attached to the opposition, the same
meaning. will have to be attached to the original argument. In this

respect there will be an equality of the two sides in the case of all kinds'

of opposition such as "balancing the homogeneity", etc.

srfaW9irfa$$ pratisedha-vipratisedhe, in respect of the contradiction

of a contradiction ; SffilQvi^HtK pratigedha-dosa-vat, aB in the case of,

defect in contradiction
, ^im dosah, defect

502. Defect attaches to the opposition of the opposition just as

it attaches to the opposition.

A certain person to prove the non-eternahty of sound, argues as

follows:—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

A certain other perBon, seeing that the effect is of diverse kinds,

,

offers an opposition thus :

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

(Here "effect" may mean "a thing revealed by effort "
)

The arguer replies that sound cannot be concluded to be eternal 1

because the reason "effect" is erratic (which may mean "a thing pro-

duced by effort").

The opponent rises again fro say that sound oannot also be conclud-

ed to be non-eternal because the reason "effect" is erratic (which may

mean a thing revealed by effort). So the defect which is pointed out in

the case of the opposition, may also be pointed out in the case of the-

opposition of the opposition.

Jrerft srargitT Milieu
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'

srf^vf pratisedham, contradiction
;

sadosam, with defect, defec-

tive
; «T*g^cT abhyupetya, admitting for the sake of argument

; irf^%vjfarST%-

pratisedha-vipratiBedhe, in case of contradiction of a contradiction
;

samanah, similar, same
; ffaiTsnT: dosa-prasangah, implication of

defect ; naigSJT mata-anujna, admission of an opinion.

503. If one admits the defect of his opposition in consequence

of his statement that an equal defect attaches to the opposition of the

opposition, it will be called "admission of an opinion."

A certain person lays down a proposition which is opposed by a cer-

tain other person. The first person, viz, the disputant, charges the opposition

made by the second person, viz, the opponent, with a defect, e.g , that the

reason is erratic. The opponent instead of rescuing his opposition from the

defect with which it has been charged by the dispntant, goes on charg-

ing the disputant's opposition of the opposition with the same defect.'

The counter-charge which the opponent brings in this way is interpreted

by the disputant to be an admission of the defect pointed out by him.

The disputant's reply consisting of this kind of interpretation iB called

•'admission of an opinion."

HJTRT^RR* ft* ffir M H I ^ I 9\ H

^qajSfeET'SJT'NftaqTg'iifel? svapaksa-laksana-apeksa-upapatti-upasambare,

in the conclusion by demonstration (in the opposite side) of, instead of re-

moving, the defect m one's own side
; £jjft£f$ hetu-nirdese, in the state-

ment of reason
; WajcftaiwjlJnTRl para-paksa-dosa-abhyupagamat, from

admission of the defect of other side
;

sjta: dosah, defect ; ffk lti, it is.

604. "Admission of an opinion" also occurs when the disputant

instead of employing reasons to rescue his side from the defect with-

which it has been charged, proceeds to admit the defect in consequence

of his statement that the same defect belongs to his opponent's side

as well.

Six winged disputation (Satpaksi katha).

DiBputant—to prove the non-eternality of sound says:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

This is the first wing'
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Opponent—seeing that the effect is of diverse kinds, offers an
opposition thus:—

Sound is eternal,

because it is an effect of effort*

(Here "effect" means a thing which already existed and is now
revealed by effort).

This is the second wing.

Disputant—seeing that the reason "effect" ib erratic, charges the

opposition with a defect thus :

—

Sound is not eternal,

because it is an effect of effort.

(Here the reason "effect" is erratic meaning (I) either a thing that

did not previously exist and is now produced or (2) a thing that already

existed and is now revealed by effort).

This is the third wing.

Opponent— finding that the reason "effect," which is erratic,

proveB neither the eternality nor the non-eternality of Bound, brings a

counter-charge against the disputant thus :—

Sound is also not non-eternal,

because it ia an effect of effort.

He alleges that the defect (viz. the erraticity of the reason) with

which his opposition (viz. sound is eternal) is charged, also attaches to

the opposition of the opposition made by the disputant (viz. sound is not

eternal or non-eternal).

This is the fourth wing.

Disputant—finding that the counter-charge brought against him

amounts to hiB opponent'* admission of self-defect BayB:

—

The opponent by saying that "sound is also not non-eternal"

has admitted that it is also not eternal In other words, the counter-charge

has proved the charge, that is, it has indicated that the opponent admits

the disputant's opinion.

This is the fifth wing.

Opponent— finding that the disputant instead of rescuing his

argument from the counter-charge has taken shelter under his opponent's

admission of the charge says:—
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The disputant by Saying that "sound, is- also not eternal'' has

admitted that it is also not non-eternal. In other words, if the counter*

charge- proves the charge, the reply to the- counter-charge proves the

counter-charge itself.

This is?the sixth wing.

The first, third and fifth wings belong to the disputant while the

second,- fourth and sixth to the opponent. The sixth wing is a repetition

of the fourth while the fifth wing is a repetition of the third. The sixth

wing is- also a repetition of the meaning of the fifth wing. The third and

fourth wings involve the defect of "admission of an opinion." All the

wings except the first three are unessential.

The disputation would have eome to a fair close at the third wing

if the disputant had> pointed out that the word "effect" had a special

meaning, viz., a thing which did not previously exist but was produced.

The disputant and the opponent instead' of stopping at the proper

limit has carried on their disputation through six wings beyond which no

further wing is possible. After the six-winged disputation has teen

carried on, it becomes patent that neither the disputant nor the opponent

is a fit person to-be argued with.
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BOOK V.—CHAPTER IL

jrfar^TfTR: wld^w-i uraffTriret^; jtt^t^s^-

|r3TWTOT^ ^f^TRTM II H I ^ I ^ II

sri%9njrf)r: Pratijfia-hanih, injury to the proposition, srfa^ts^rf prati-

jfia-antaram, change of proposition; ltt%gnfar*te: pratijfia-virodhah, conflict

of proposition, iri%3TI?t**Tra: pratijfia-sannyasah, abandonment of proposition;

§ct|*cf? hetu-antara^n, change of the reason, awf5^ artha-antaram, change

of topic; fa**?a£ nir-arthakam, meaningless, mfcsjTerm a-vijfiata-artham,

unintelligible; vwfa* apa-arthakam, senseless; <MJflH*P?r a-prapta-kalam,

before-time, disordered, misarranged , f^ff nyunam, deficient; srfa^ adhi-

kam, too much, superfluous, verbose; gsre^} punar-uktam, repetition, Wig-

*n^tf an-anubh&sanam, non-reply, silence; *rsjl«f ,
a-jfianam, ignorance;

swfaw a-pratibha, want of ready wit, feafo: viksepah, evasion, diversion ;

•frTTgsjr, mata-anujfia, admission of an opinion , IWTg^TWt^ajof paryannyo-

jya-upeksanam., overlooking the censurable ; foT^qtan^qfrl: niranuyojya-

anuyogah, oensuring the non-censurable
; vraf^n^r: apa-siddhantah,

contrary tenet
; ftCTTClT: hetu-abhasah. pseudo-marks ; "9 cha, and ; fiftf-

5*9Hlfsi nigraha-sthanani, grounds of defeat, occasions for rebuke.

505. The occasions for rebuke are the following:

—

1. Hurting the proposition, 2. Shifting the proposition, 3. Op-

posing the proposition, 4. Renouncing the proposition, 5. Shifting

the reason, 6. Shifting the topic, 7. The meaningless, 8. The unintel-

ligible, 9. The incoherent, 10. The inopportune, 11. Saying too little,

12. Saying too much, 13. Repetition, 14. Silence, 15. Ignorance,

16. Non-ingenuity, 17. Evasion, 18. Admission of an opinion,

19 Overlooking the censurable, 20. Censuring the non-censurable,

21. Deviating from a tenet, and 22. The semblance of a reason.

The definition of "an occasion for rebuke" has been given in apho-

rism 1-2-19. "An occasion for rebuke" which is the same as ''aground of

defeat", "a place of humiliation" or "a point of disgrace" arises generally
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in connection with, the proposition or any other part of an argument and

may implicate any disputant whether he is a discutient, wrangler or

caviller.

aftgW5craw?*^g5n pratidristanta-dharma-abhyanujiia, admission of

tha property of the counter example ; SslgBPit sva-faristante, in one's own

example , srfasnjrfii: pratijfia-hanih, injury to the proposition.

SOP. "Hurting the proposition.*' occurs when one admits in one's

own example the character of a counter-example.

A disputant argues as follows:—

Sound is non-eternal,

Because it is cognisable by sense,
^

Whatever is cognisable by Bense is non-eternal

as a pot,

-
4

. Sound is cognisable by senae,

Therefore sound is non-eternal.
*

A certain other person offers an opposition thus :

—

A geuus (e. 9., potness or pot-type), which is cognisable by sense,

is found to be eternal, why cannot then the sound which is also

Cognisable by sense, be eternal ?

The disputant being thus opposed Bays :

—

Whatever is cognisable by senBe is eternal

as a pot,

Sound is cognisable by Bense,

Therefore sound is eternal.

By thus admitting in his example (pot) the character of a counter-

example (genua or type), he has hurt his own proposition {vie. sound is

non-eternal). A person who hurts his proposition in this way deserves

nothing but rebuke.
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sfairKrrsfjlfa 1?^ pratijfiata-arfcha-pratisedhe, there being opposition

to the object or topic proposed; iswf^w^Ttl dharma-vikalpat, through a

different property, a^ffsfif^T: tafc-arfcha-nirdeiah, statement of that object;

STfiRFFcff^ pratijna-antaram, change of proposition.

507. ''Shifting the proposition" arises when a proposition being

opposed one defends it by importing a new character to one's example

and counter-example.

A certain person argues as follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense

like a pot

A certain other person offers an opposition thus:

—

Sound is eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense like a genua (or type).

The first person in order to defend himself says that a genus (or type)

and a pot are both cognisable by sense, yet one is all-pervasive and
the other is not so: hence the sonnd which is likened to a pot is non-

all-pervasively non-eternal.

The defence thus made involves a change of proposition. The
proposition originally laid down was:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

while the proposition now defended is:

Sound is nou-all-pervasively non-eternal.

A person who shifts his proposition in this way is to be rebuked

inasmuch as he has not relied upon his original reason and example.

mlrfrTf^ffdsr: mafTTTstfm: « n i ^ \% 11

jrfa5n£?^tt pratijfia-hetvoh. of the proposition and the reason;

virodhah, contradiction; irfasjifstfte: pratijBa-virodhah, conflict of propo-

sition.

508. "Opposing the proposition'' occurs when the proposition

and its reason are opposed to each other.

27
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Substance is distinct from quality,

because it is perceived to be non-distinct from colour, etc.

In "this argument it is to be observed tbat if Bubstance is distinct

from quality it must also be distinct from colour, etc which constitute

the quality. The reason, viz substance ib non-distinct from colour, etc , is

opposed to the proposition, viz substance is distinct from quality. A per-

son who thus employs a reason which opposes his proposition is to be I

rebuked as a fool. 1

<JSrsrfa#>t patsa-pratisedhe, there being opposition to the Bubject;

JTfeR3Ttn»?lw«I^ pratijfiata artha apanayanam, removal of the object pro-

posed, sifjTsTr*?"^?!." prati jM-sannj asah, abandonment of the proposition.

509. A proposition bein^ opposed if one disclaims its import, it

will be called "renouncing the proposition.'*

A certain person argues as follows:

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is cognisable by Ben Be.

A certain other person offers an opposition thus:

—

Just as a genus (or type) is cognisable by sense and is not yet non-

eternal, bo a sound is cognisable by sense and is not yet non-eternal. The

first person, as a defence against the opposition, disclaims the meaning of

his proposition thus:

—

Who says that Bouud is non-eternal ?
f

This sort of denial of the import of one's own proposition is called

«renouuoing the proposition" which rightly furnishes an occasion for

rebuke.

«rf?&9^W a-viiesa-ukte, stated without particulars, of a general cha-

racter, £^ hetau, reason, mark, affrf^af pratisiddhe, bemg opposed , fesjW

visegam, particular or special character ; ichchhatah, of one who

deBiresj f^aro hetu-antaram, change of reason.
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510. "Shifting the reason" occurs when the reason of a general

character being opposed one attaches a special character to it.

A certain person, to prove the non-eternality of Bound, argues as

follows t

—

Sound is non-eternal,

because it is cognisable by sense.

A certain other person says that sound cannot be proved to be

non-eternal through the mere reason of its being cognisable by sense, just

as a genus (or type) such as pot-ness (or pot-type) is cognisable by sense

and is not yet non-eternal.

The first person defends himself by saying that the reason, viz.

being cognisable by sense, is to be undet stood as signifying that which

comes under a genus (or type) and is as such cognisable by sense.

Sound comes under the genus (or type) "soundness" and is at the same

time cognisable by sense, but a genus or type such as pofc-nesa or pot-

type does not come under another genus or type (such as pot-ness-ness

or pot-type-type) though it is cognisable by sense Such a defence, which

consists in shifting one's reason, rightly furnishes an occasion for

rebuke.

*T$tU3[ prakntat, real, under consideration; smfcr. arthat, from the

object, Wrfa^W^CJ^ a-pratisambaddhartham, importing an un-correlated,

irrelevant ohject , swr?*3W( artba antaram, change of topic or object.

611. "Shifting the topic" is an argument which setting aside the

real topic introduces one which is irrelevant.

A certain person, to prove the eternality of sound, argaes as

follows;

—

Sound is eternal (proposition),

because it is intangible (reason).

Being opposed by a certain other person he attempts, in the absence

of any other resource, to defend his position as follows:

—

Retu, which is the Sanskrit equivalent for "reason," is a word derived

from the root "hi" with the suffix "tu". A word, as a part of a speech, may

be a noun, a verb, a> prefi* or an indeclinable-. A noun is defined, as eta. etc.
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The defence made in this way furnishes an instance of defeatthrough

non-relevancy. The person who makes it deserves rebuke.

441<W((hC^<I varna-krama-mrdesa-vat, like the statement of the

order of letters ( in the alphabet ), fsn»IW^ nir-arthakam, meaningless.

512. ''The meaningless*
1

is an argument which is based on a

non-sensical combination of letters mto a series.

A certain person, to prove the eternality of sound, argneB as

follows:—

Sonnd is eternal,

because k, c, t, t and p are j, v, g, d and d,

like jh, bh, gh, dh and dh.

As the tetters k, o, t, etc. convey no meaning, the person who

employs them in his argument deserves rebuke.

«lf^r?nfa=nf^wrt pansat-prativadibhyam, by the assembly and the

opponent ; fir: tnh, three times, erfrfca' abhihitam, stated ; sift api, even;

ejfsfiTTtf a-vijflatam, not understood
, stRj^rreirf a-vijnata-artbam, unintel-

ligible

B13. "The unintellgible" is an argument, which although repea-

ted three times, is understood neither by the audience nor by the

opponent.

A certain person being opposed by another person and finding no

means of self-defence, attempts to hide his inability in disputation by

using words of donble entendre or words not in ordinary use or words

very quickly uttered which as such are understood neither by his opponent

nor by the audience although they are repeated three times. This Bort

of defence is called "unintelligible" which rightly furnishes an occasion

for rebuke.
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qistjfqtqfftnTtl P&urvya-aparya-a-yot'at, owing to iibsence of sequence;

«rsn%a??5[«f«^ a-pratiBambaddha-artham, of unconnected import
, WIPT^^

apa-arthakam, senseless.

514. "The incoherent" is an argument which conveys no
connected meaning on account of the words being strung together

without any syntactical order.

A certain person being opposed by another person and finding no
other means of self-defence, argues as follows:

—

Ten pomegranates, six cakes, a bowl, goat's skin and a lump of

sweets.

This sort of argument, which consist of a series of unconnected

words, is called "the incoherent" which rightly piesents on occasion

for rebuke.

StsprafafElfcra^f avayaya-viparyasa-vachanam, statement without the

order of the member of an argument
, auniRsrsf a-piApta-kalam, disordered.

515. ''The inopportune" is an argument the parts of which are

mentioned without any order of precedence.

A certain person, to prove that the hill has fire, argues as follows:

—

The hill has fire ( proposition ).

Whatever has smoke has fire, as a kitchen (example).

Because it has smoke ( reason ).

The hill has fire ( conclusion ).

The hill has sraokef application ).

This sort of argument is called "the inopportune" which rightly

presents an occasion for rebuke. Since the meaning- of an argument is

affected by the order in which its parts are arranged, the person who
overlooks the order cannot establish his conclusion and is therefore

rebuked.
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gfcf hinam, deficient , SF^cHlH anya-tamena, by any one ; wFq api,

even ; 8I77^T avayavena, member
, '^H. nyunam, deficient.

516. If an argument lacks even one of its parts, it is called

''saying too little/*

The following is an argument which contains all its five parts*

—

1. The hill has fire ( proposition },

2. Because it has smoke ( reason ),

3. All that has smoke has fire, as a kitchen (example },

4 The hill has smoke ( application ),

5. Therefore the hill has fire ( conclusion }.

As all the five parts or members are essential, a person who omits

even one of tlem should be scolded as "saying too little.""

tqjTf^fww^M i ^ i ft

f^TCWITfvra; hetn-ndabarana-adhikam, consisting of more- than one

reason or example
; wfa^H adhikam, verbose, redundant.

617. "Saying too much'* is an argument which consists of

more than one reason or example.

A certain person, to prove that the hill has fire, argues as follows*,

—

The hill has fire ( proposition ) r

Because it has smoke fjreason ),

And because it has light ( reason ),

like a kitchen ( example ),

and like a furnace ( example ),

In this argument the second reason and the second example are

redundant.

A person, who having promised to argue in the proper way ( accord-

ing to the established ueage }, employs more than one reason or example

is to be rebuked as "saying too much."
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^IS^Tsflt & ibda-artliay oh, of the word and the object
,
gsTsfqsf pnnar-

vachanatu, restatement
, ^h^tK punar-uktam, repetition

, 5RT3anyatr&,

-elsewhere , ^rg9T^T3C anuvadat, than re-inculcation , anuvida

518. "Repetition" is au argument in which ( except in the case

of reinculcation ) the word or the meaning is said over again,

"Repetition of the word—Sound is non eternal,

Bound is non-eternal

Repetition of the meaning—Sonnd is non eternal,

echo is perishable, what is heard is impermanent, etc.

A person who unnecessarily commits repetition is to be rebuked
as a fool.

Reinculcation has been explained in aphorism 2-1-65.

arafq arthat, from context , SCNSrW apannasya, of what has followed ;

^3%ts^i btb. sabdena, by its own name ,
gswosf punar-vachanam, restate-

ment.

519. ''Repetition" consists also in mentioning a thing by name

although the thing has been indicated through presumption.

"A thing possessing the character of a product ib non-eternal"

—this ib a mere repetition of the following.

—

"A thing not possessing the character of a product is not non-

eternal.''

w{ u n
i
^ i ^ »

feSTTSTCT vi]natasya, of what haB been understood
, qfojjl parisada, by

the assembly, fir trih, three times
, wfirffa^r abhihita- sya, of what haa

been declared
, srfq, even

, STSTeg^tt^ a pi ati-uchchAranam, non-reply;

Wigwam an-anubhasanam, non-reply.

520. "Silence" is an occasion for rebuke which arises when the

opponent makes no reply to a proposition although it has been repeated

three times by the disputant within the knowledge of the audience.
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How can a disputant carry on hia argument if his opponent main-

tains an attitude of stolid silence? The opponent is therefore to he

rebuked.

3T%!Ho|lsnrUi, li H I ^ I \* II

aifesjrpTH a-Yijfiatam, the not-understood; q cha, and , Sl^rrf a-jfianBtu

ignorance.

521. ''Ignorance*' is the non-understanding of a proposition.

Ignorance is betrayed by the opponent who does not understand a

proposition although it has been repeated three times within the know-

ledge of the audience H'>w can an opponent refute a proposition the

meaning of which he cannot understand ? He is to be rebuked for his

ignorance.

3tT^ uttaraaya, of the answer, ursrRnfe: a-pratipattih, non-sugges-

tion, OTlRw a-pratibha, want of ready wit

522. "Non-ingenuity'' consists in one's inability to bit upon a reply.

A certain person lays down a proposition. If hiB opponent under-

stands it and yet cannot hit upon a reply, he is to be scolded as wanting

in ingenuity.

*ii4omretire s^iN^t fk^tm u it i ^ 1 1< n

CTtNWUjtRl karya-vyasangat, through pretext of other business

;

$«nfM93: katha-vichchhedah, cutting short a discussion ; fe$q: viksepah,

evasion, diversion.

523. ''Evasion" arises if one stops an argument on. the pretext

of going away to attend another business.

A certain person having commenced 'a disputation in which he

finds it impossible to establish his side, stops its further progress by

saying that he has to go away on a very urgent business. He who stops

the disputation in this way courts defeat and humiliation through

evasion.

^q^qraq^T^q^ro^ J^rfTgiTT N H I ^iV «

*W$*l?tal*3'mWl sva-paksa-dosa-abbyupagamat, by admitting defect
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in one's own side
; para-pakse, in the opposite side

; ^hurtfn: dosa-
prasangah, attribution of defect; XRn^T mata-anujfia, admission of an
opinion.

524. "The admission of an opinion'* consists in charging the op-
posite side with a defect by admitting that the same defect exists m
one's own side.

A certain person addressing another person Bays: «Tou are a
thief."

The other person replies :
—"You too are a thief."

This person, instead of removing the charge brought against him,
throws the same charge on the opposite side whereby he admits that the
charge against himself is true This eort of counter-charge or reply is

an instance of "admission of an opinion" which brings disgrace on the
person who makes it.

falRJVTRnTtrci nigraha-sthana-praptasya, of one who has reached the

ground of defeat , wfaifir: a-nigrahah, not defeating
, q^g^ftsq^airHJ^ par-

yanuyojya-upeksanatn, overlooking the censurable

525. "Overlooking the censurable" consists in not rebuking a

person who deserves rebuke.

It is not at all unfair to censure a person who argues in a way which

furnishes an occasion for censure. Seeing that the person himself does

not confess his short-coming, it is the duty of the audience to pass a

vote of censure on him. If the audience failed to do their duty they

would earn rebuke for themselves on account of their "over-looking the

censurable."

wfiunTOT^ a-nfgraha-sthane, in case of nou defeat
, fsTH^wfiwIn:

nigraha-stliana-abhiyogah, accusation of defeat , f»R?T«tT3m*r5fl*I: nir-anu-

yojya-anuyogah, censuring the non-censurable.

526. "Censuring the non censurable" consists in rebuking a per-

son who does not deserve rebuke.

28
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A person brings discredit on himself if he rebukeB a person who does

not deserve rebuke.

fa^PJf siddh&ntam, tenet , srwr^gr abhyupetya, accepting
, mftqqni

a-niyamftt, through departure, or wandering
,
^nsrair: katha-praaarigah,

disputation
;
«qfg^r??T! apa-siddbantah, contrary to tenet.

527. A person who after accepting a tenet departs from it in the

course of his disputation, is guilty of "deviating from a tenet."

A certain person promises to cai ry on his argument in consonance

with the Ramkhya philosophy which lays down that f I) what is existent

never becomes non-existent, and (2_) what is non existent never comes into

existence, etc A certain other person opposes him by saying that all

human activity would be impossible if the thing now non-existent could

not come into existence in the course of time and that no activity would

cease if what is existent now could continue for ever If the first person

being thus opposed admits that existence springs from non existence and

non-existence from existence, then he will rightly deserve rebuke for

his deviation from the accepted tenet.

rf^miUT: hetu-abhasah, pseudo-marks , 9 cha, and ; qsft^FT: yatha-

uktah, as stated before.

528. "The fallacies of reason*' already explained do also furnish

occasions for rebuke.

From aphorism 1-2 4 it is evident that the fallacies are mere

remblances of a reason. A person who employs them in a disputation

does certainly deserve rebuke.

There are infinite occasions for rebuke of which only twenty-two

have been enumerated hero.
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NYAYA-S&CHI-NIBANDHA
of

7ACHASPATI M1!§RA

[ Baaed on the text edited by Dr Gafig&patha Jha, M A., D Litt.,

and published in the Chaukhauiba Sanskrit Series, Benares ]

The Nyaya-lSastra contains five books, ten chapters, eighty-four topics,

five hundred and twenty-eight aphorisms, one hundred and ninety-

Bixmeasnresj and eight thousand, three hundred and eighty-five syllables.

[Book=adhy&ya, Chapter=ahnika, lit. a daily portion, Topic= pra-

karana, Aphorism= Su.tra, Measure= pada, Syllable= akaara.]

Adhyaya—I: Ahqika.—1: Prakaranas—7 : Sutras—41.

1. Statement of the subject matter (
visaya ), purpose ( prayoj ana J

and relation ( sambandha ) of the Sastra— Ss. 1-2.

2. Definition jif Pramana ( Instrument of Bight Cognition 1 )—Ss. 3-8.

3. Definition of Prameya (Object of Bight Cognition)—Ss 9-22.

4. Definition of the pre-requisites ( purva anga ) of a Nyaya—Ss 23-25.

5. Definition of Siddhanta (Tenet; which is the basis of aNyaya-Ss 26-31.

6. Definition of Nyaya ( ProcesB of Ratiocination or Eeasoning

)

—Ss 32-39.

7. Definition of processes subsidiary (jittara anga) to a Njftya-

—Ss. 40-41.

Adhyaya—I: Ahnika-2 : Prakaranas-4 : Sutras-20.

1. Definition of Katba ( Controversy )—Sa. 1-3.

2. Definition of Hetvabhasa ( Fallacious Marks of Inference )—Ss.4-9.

3. Definition of Chhala ( lit. Fraud, Quibble ) —Ss.l0-l7.

4. Definition of Lingadosa ( General Fault m.Marks of Inference ) doA

to incapacity of the arguer ( Puru?a-ftfakti )—-S«. 18-20.
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Adhyaya—II: Ahnika-1: Prakaranas-9: Sutra»-68.

1. Examination of Samsaya (Doubt )—Ss. 1-7.

2. Examination of Pramana generally—Ss. 8-20.

3. Examination of Pratyaksa ( Perception )—Ss. 21-32.

4. Examination incidentally of Avayavi ( the whole )—Ss. 33-36.

5. Examination of Anumana ( Inference )—Ss 37-38.

6. Examination ( introductory ) of the present time—Sa 39-43.

7. Examination of Upamana ( Analogy )—Ss. 44-48.

8. Examination of Sabda ( lit. word, Testimony ) generally-Ss 49-56.

9. Examination of SVbda in particular (the Veda )— da 57-68.

Adhyaya—II: Ahnika 2: Prakaranas 4: Siitras-b9.

1. Examination of the fourfold division of Pramana—Ss 1-12.

2 Examination of the doctrine of the non-eternahty of i5*bda-Ss 13-39.

8, Examination of the doctrine of Sabda-parinama ( Transformation of

word)—Ss 40-57.

4. Examination of Sabda-Sakti ( Force of Word )—Ss 58-69.

Adhyaya—III : Ahn.ika-1: PrakarnaB-9: Sutras-73.

1. The Soul is over and above the Senses—Ss. 1-3.

2. The Soul is different from the Body —Ss.4-6.

8. Refutation (incidentally; of the doctrine that the Eye is only one

—Ss. 7-14.

4. The Manas (Mind) is not the Soul— Ss.—15-17.

5. The Sonl is eternal—Ss. 18-26.

6. Examination of the Body—Ss.27-31.

7. Examination of the materiality ( bhantika-tva ) of the Indriya

(Sense )—Ss. 32-51.

8. The Indriya is manifold—Ss. 52-61.

9. Examination of Artha ( Sense and Object of Sense )—Ss 62-73,

Adhyaya-HI : Ahnika-2:-Prakaranas 7 : Sutras—72.

1 The Buddhi ( Cognition ) is not eternal —Ss. 1-9.

2. Introduction of the doctrine of Transiency (kBana-bhanga)—Ss. 10-17.

3. The Buddhi is an attribute of the Soul—Ss. 18-41.

4. The Buddhi perishes as soon as produced (utpanna-apavargitva)

—Ss. 42-45.
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5. The Buddhi is not a quality of the Body—Ss 46-55.

6. Examination of the Manas—Ss 56-59. ,

7 The Body is produced by Adnata ( Deserts )^Ss. 60-72.

Adhyaya-IV : Ahnika-i: Prakaranas-14: Sutras-67.

1. Examination of the Faults and Pravritti
( Activity )—Ss 1-2.

2. Dosa (Fault ) is threefold—Ss.3-9.

3. Fxammation of Pretya-bhava ( Re-birfch )—Ss. 10-13.

4. The Upad&na ( material ) cause of the Universe is not the iSfinya

( Void )—Ss. 14-18.

5. tsvara ( G-od ) is not the Up&d&na of the Universe—Ss. 19-21.

6. Chance is not the Upftdana—Ss 22-24

7. Refutation of the doctrine that all is non-eternal ( Sarva-anitya-tva )

—Ss 25-28.

8. Refutation of the doctrine that all ia eternal
( Sarva-nitya-tva

)

—Ss. 29-33.

9. Refutation of the doctrine that all is discrete ( Sarva-prithak-tva)

—Ss. 34 36.

10. Refutation of the doctrine that all is void
( Sarva-sunya-ta-)

—Ss. 37-40.

11. Refutation of the doctrine that the Reality is one or otherwise fixed

in number ( SamkhyA-ekanta-vada )—Ss 41-43.

12. Examination of Phala ( Fruit )—Ss. 44-53.

13. Examination of Duhkha ( Pain )—Ss. 54-57.

14. Examination of Apavarga ( Release)—Ss. 58-67.

Adhyaya-IV : Ahnika 2 : Prakaranas-6 : Sutras—51.

1. Production of Tattva-jnana ( Knowledge of Reality)—Ss. 1-3.

2. Incidental examination of the relation of the whole ( avayavi ) and
parts ( avayava)—Ss. 4-17.

3. Examinaton of the Partless (niravayava, e . g- Atom )—Ss. 18-25.

4. Refutation of the doctrine of the transiency of external objects

( bshya-artha-bhanga )—Ss. 26-37.

5. How Tattva-Jnana is developed—Ss. 38-49.

6. How Tattva-Jnana is maintained—Ss. 50-51*
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Adhyaya-V: Almika-1: Prakaranas-17: Sutras-43

1. Introduction of Parity of Reasoning ( Jati ): (24 ): Identicals (2) m
respect of Resemblance and Difference—Sa. 1-d.

2. Identicals ( 6 ) in relation to the Sadhya ( subject ; and Dristanta

( Example ): that is, arising from the diverse properties of the

Subject and the Example—Sa 4-6.

3. Identicals (2 ) in respect of the extension or non-extension of the

Hetu ( Mark ) to the Sadhya ( subject )—Sb. 7-8.

4. Identicals ( 2 ) in respect of regression and counter example—

Sa- 9-11.

5. Identical (l)in respect of non-production—Ss. 12-13.

6 Identical ( 1 ) in reapect of doubt— Sa. 14-15.

7. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of the Topic—Sa. 16-17.

8. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of non-Mark—Sa. 18-20.

9 Identical (1) in respect of Preaumption—Sa 21-22.

10. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of Non-difference—Sa. 23 24,

11. Identical ( 1 ) in respect of Demonstration—Ss. 25-26.

12. Identical ( I ) in respect of Cognition—Ss. 27-28.

13. Identical ( 1 ) in reapect of Non-Cognition—Ss. 29-31.

14. Identical ( 1 ) in reapect of the Non-eternal—Ss. 32-34,

15. Identical ( I ) in reapect of the Eternal—Sa. 85-36.

16. Identical ( 1 ) in reapect of the Effect—Ss. 37-38.

17. Futile Controversy of Six Steps

—

Sb. 39-43.

Adhyaya V : Ahnika-2 : Prakaranas-7 : Sutr»s-24.

1. Enunciation of the five Errors of the opponent depending npon the

one or the other of the Proposition and the Mark—Sa. 1-6.

2. The four Errors leading to failure to establish the desired proposition

—Sa 7 10.

3. The three Errors leading to mispresentation of one's own conclusion

—Sa 11-13.

4. The Error of Repetition—Ss. 14-15.

5. The four Errors leading to failure to reply—Ss. 16*19.

6. The three Errors of acquiescence in a defect, failure to attack, and

misplaced attack—Ss. 20-22.

7. The two Errors of Inconsistency and Fallacies—Ss. 23-24.



APPENDIX B.

S&TRAS OMITTED
IN THE SECOND EDITION.

1. Moreover, the perception is not merely of a part, for there

is a whole behind tbe part.

The perception of a part does not exclude perception of the whole,

of which it is a part. If you touch the hand, leg or any other limb of a

person, yon are said to touch tbe person. Similarly, if yon perceive a part

of a tiling, you are said to perceive the thing, A part implies the whole
(

and perception of a part implies perception of the whole.

2. There is, in the case of verbal testimony, no perception of

the connection.

The connection between a sign and the thing signified, which is the

basis of inference, is obvious to perception. For instance, the inference

that "the hill is fiery, because it is smoky" is based on a certain connec-

tion between smoke and fire which is actually perceived in a kitchen or

elsewhere. The connection between a word and the objects signified by it,

whioh is the basis of verbal testimony, is not obvious to perception. The

word TJttarakuru, for instance, signifies the country of the name, bnt the

connection between the word and the country is not perceived, as the

latter lies beyond our observation. Hence, verbal testimony is not

inference.

3. There is doubt about the nature of tound, because there are

conflicting opinions supported by conflicting reasons.

Some say that sound is a quality of ether, and that it is all-pervading,

eternal, and capable of being manifested. Others say that sound, like

smell, etc., is a quality of the substance in which it abides, and is capable

of being manifested. Sound is said by others to be a quality of ether
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and to be Babjpct to production and destruction, like knowledge Others

again say that Bound arises from the concussion of elements, reqnires no

abode, and is subject to production and destruction. Hence, there arises

doubt about the true nature of sound.

4. There is, according to the objector no inaptness in the analogy,

as the modification of a letter does not rekn ^uish the general notion of

letter*.

Just as gold is modified into a bracelet without relinquishing the

general notion of gold, so the letter i undergoes modification as y without

relinquishing the general notion of letters.

5. A qualify belongs, we reply, to a thing possessing a general

notion, but not to the general notion itself.

A bracelet is a modification of a rmg, inasmuch as both of them are

gold which possesses the general notion of goldness The letter y cannot

be a modification of the letter i, because they hare not as their common

basis another letter which possesses the general notion of letterness.

6. Also because the things remembered are innumerable.

IE memory were lodged in things, we could remember innumerable

things at a time But none can remember more things than one at a time.

Hence memory must be supposed to be a quality of a separate substance

called soul (endowed with a mind).

7. The senses are material substances inasmuch as they invari-

ably receive obstruction.

Nothing can offer obstruction to a non-material all-pervading sub-

stance. The senses receive obstruction from wall, etc , and are therefore

material substances

8. It is, we reply, not so because the objects of other senses are

not perceived by touch (skin).

If there had been only one sense, viz., touch (skin), then it could

have seen colour, heard sound and so on. But a blind man possessing
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the senBe of touoh cannot see colour. Hence it is concluded that senses
are many.

9. Perception of various objects of sense is comparable to that

of smoke by a special part of touch.

Just ao smoke is perceived by a special part of touch located in the
eye, so sound, smell etc., are perceived by special parts of touch specially

located.

10. This is, according to us, absurd as it involves contradiction.

It has been said that touch is the only senBe by the special parts of

which special functions are performed. Now it is asked whether the

special parts of touch do not partake of the nature of senses. If they do,

then the senses are many. If on the other hand they do not partake of

the nature of senses, then it is to be admitted that oolour, sound, etc., are

not cognisable by the senses.

^WM^cMjm ii^iH, \\\\\\\*\\

11. And it is through their commixture, continues the objector,

that there is the apprehension of more than one quality*

The objector further says as follows:

—

The earth possesses only odour ( smell ), and if sometimes savour

(taste) is also found there it is because the earth is then mixed with

water. Similarly if there is odour (smell) iu water it is because the earth

is mixed with it.

12. It is, we reply, not so because there is no proof.

The Samkhya says that the variety of knowledge arises from the

same intellect appearing to be modified by the various objects which are

reflected on it throngh the senses. The various modes which the intellect

undergoes, that is, the various kinds of knowledge are not real but only

apparent. The Naiyayikas dispose of this view by saying that there is

no proof as to the unreality of the modes, that is, the various kinds of

knowledge, inasmuch as they are tfound to originate and cease in due
order in consequence of the contact of senses and their objects and vice

versa.
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13. [It is not true that] there is possibility of siiuultaneousness

in the case of recollections which are independent of the efforts of

attention, etc., .just as in the case of cogi itions derived from impres-

sions of equal vividness not dependent on stimuli

Sume say that recollections which are not dependent on the efforts

of attention, etc
,
may be simultaneous like several cognitions or acts of

knowledge that ate produced from impressions of equal vividness without

the aid of external stimuli But this view is untenable because neither

the recollections uor the seveial acts of knowledge are simultaneous The

acts of knowledge, though derived from impressions of equal vividness,

will appear in succession according to the amount of attention paid

to them, and the recollectons though not depepdent on the efforts of

attention will appear one after another in proportion to the strength of

Btimuh that revive them.

14. It is unreasonable also on account of the non-perception

of knowledge in pots and the like.

In a pot there is activity indicated by the conglomeration of

different earthy partB while in saud there is forbearance from activity

indicated by the disruption of the parts from one another. Yet there is

no knowledge, desire or aversion in a pot or Band. Hence the body ia

not the Beat of knowledge, desire or aversion.

1 5. If knowledge were permanent it would alw ays be percep*

tible so that there would be no recollection.

If there is knowledge it is perceptible and as long aB there is per*

ception there is no recollection. Hence on the supposition of knowledge

being permanent there would be a total absence of recollection.

10. And the separation between the sgui and the body ^effected

by the termination of the deserts.
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It is in virtue of its deserts that a soul is joined with a particular
body and it is by the exhaustion of the deserts that the separation
between the two takes place The soul cannot be separated from the
body until it attains perfect knowledge through the cessation of ignorance
and lust.

17. It is not reasonable, because the body is found to be produced
in case of both fulfilment and non-fulfilment of its ends.

In the previous aphorism it was stated that the body was produced
only to enable the soul to experience objects and to realize its distinction

from matter (prakriti). In the present aphorism the Naiyayika points

out the worthlesenesfl of the statement by showing that the body is

prodaced irrespective of the fulfilment or non-fulfilment of its ends, that

is, it is produced in the case of the soul experiencing objects and realizing

its distinction from matter as well as in the case when the soul remains

enchained on account of its failure to realize itB distinction from matter.

In a certain school of philosphy the desert is supposed to be a

quality of the atoms and not of the soul. In virtue of the desert atoms

are said to combine together into a body (endowed with a mind) to enable

the soul to experience objects, and realize its distinction from matter.

This school of philosophy fails to explain why the soul after it has

attained emancipation (release) is not again connected with a body

inasmuch as the atoms composing the body are never devoid of deserts.

18. The fruit, -we reply, is not immediate because it is enjoyable

after a lapse of time.

The fruit of maintaining the sacred fire is the attainment of heaven

which is not possible until the time of death when the soul departs from

oar body.

19. An injunction must be appropriate to its occasion just as a

topic must be appropriate to the treatise which deals with it.

A treatise on Logic which is to deal with its own special problems

cannot be expected to treat of etymology and syntax which form the

subject of a separate tieatise A sac-red book which professes to deal

with the life of a householder can appropriately bestow every encomium
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on him. A cereain Vedic text extols "karma by saying that immortality is

attained by the force of one's own acts, while another text lays down as a

compliment to asceticism that immortality cannot be attained except

through renunciation . Some text declares emphatically that it is by the

knowledge of Brahman alone that one can attain immortality, there is no

other way to it. There are again certain texts which attach an equal

importance to study, sacrifice ann charity each of which is to be perform-

ed by ub at the different stages of our life. Hence a text which aims at

extolling the life of a householder can, without creatiag any miBsappre-

hension in ub, lay down that as soon as we are born we incur three debts

which we muBt go on clearing off until the time of onr decay and death.

20. In reinculcation there is no repetition in as much as a special

meaning is deduced from the word which is repeated.

The hill has fire (proposition),

Because it has smoke (reason),

All that has smoke has fire

as a kitchen (example),

The hill has smoke (application),

Therefore tbe hill has fire (conclusion).

In this argument the "conclusion" is a mere repetition of tba

"proposition" end yet it serves a special purpose.
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APPENDIX C.

Vatsyayana's Commentary on the Nyaya-Sutra* of Gotama.

(Summary)

BOOK 1 : CHAPTER I.

Topic i : Subject-matter, purpose and relations : Sutras 1-2.

Pramaoa (Means of Proof) is connected with Artha (Object), because
the success of activity (pravritti) depends on the establishment of the Artha
by means of Pramina. Activity consists in the effort to acquire or to avoid

an Artha after its cognition by means of Pramana. Artha is pleasure, cause

of pleasure, pain, cause of pain. The knower (pramuta), the means of

knowledge (pramana), the knowable (prameya) and knowledge (pramiti),

—

these four terms comprehend artha-Tattva, the truth about the Object.

By Tattva (reality) is meant, in the case of an existent thing, the being

existent, and, in the case of a non-existent thing, the being non-existent.

In other words, an existent something which always appears as existent

and in a particular form and is never known in any other form, is called a

reality. Similarly in the case of a non-existent thing But how can a thing

which does not exist be known ? The pram&na which reveals an existent

thing, reveals a non-existent thing as well. Absence of cognition, while the

pramlnas are operative, is the test of non-existence.

The Nyaya-Sutras groups existent things under sixteen classes

(1. 1. 1). They constitute its subject-matter : Its purpose is to teach how

to know them in their true character. Among these sixteen classes it is

the knowledge of the reality of the soul and other knowables (I. 1. 9) which

is the cause of the attainment of the supreme good (nibs'reyasa). One

attains the supreme good by thoroughly realising the four subjects estab-

lished m the Nyaya-Sutras, namely the thing to be avoided {1 e., pain), its

causes (1 e , desire and ignorance), absolute avoidance, and the means of

such avoidance (i.e , true knowledge) which is to be secured.

It is true that Pram Sria and Prameya comprise all objects. Doubt

and the rest (I. 1 1) are included m them. These have been separately

mentioned to show that they have received special treatment in the

Nyaya-Sutras. Four Sciences (VidyJ) have been propounded for the benefit

of mankind : Vartt3, vocation, the science of agriculture, trade, commerce,

etc., which produces wealth (artha), supplies the physical needs of man
;

Dandaniti, the rule of the rod, polity, controls his passions, desires and

emotions and enables him to enjoy the amenities (kama)of social life ;

Tray!, the three Vedas (Rik, Yajus and Sama), which deals with the
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sacrifice of Agmhotra, etc., enriches his religious experience (dharma)

;

and Anvik§iki, the science of reflection, critique, which deals with the soul,

etc., ministers to his spiritual needs and helps him to attain Release (mokfa)

Ny&ya-vidya is this fourth science of Anvlkeiki. If the Nyaya did not tieat

of doubt and the rest as its special subjects, it would not be distinguished

from a pure science of the self like the Upanisads.

Nyaya (reaso ning) has no scope where the object either is not pei ceived

or is already ascertained, but only where it is doubted. As has been said,

" Ascertainment is the determination of the object by means of opposite

views after first impression'" (I. 1. 41) The order of sequence is : fiist

impression, doubt, opposite views, application of Nyaya (reasoning), detei-

mination of the object, ascertainment, knowledge of reality. On this account,

Sams'aya (Doubt) in the form of "what this may be," which is mdeterm-

minate cognition consisting of the mere first impression of an entity,

is separately mentioned, though it is included in the class of Piameya

(knowable.)

Prayojana (Purpose) is that by which one is prompted to act. It is

an object which one desires to secui e or desires to reject Purpose pervades

all living beings, all acts and all systems of knowledge. For its promotion

does Nyaya proceed.

Nyaya is the investigation of objects by the application of the

processes of proposition, etc. (I. 1. 32) which are the Piamanas (means

of knowledge) such as Peiception, etc. lnterence based on peicep-

tion and revelation is called Anvik?&, re-view, that is, review of what has

been viewed by perception and revelation. The system of knowledge

which proceeds by this method, is Anviksiki, Nyaya-vidy&, Nyaya-s'astra.

Inference which is contradicted by perception and revelation, is pbeudo-

nyaya, false reasoning.

Vada, Jalpa and Vitanda are the three forms of discourse or contro-

versy (KatM). Vj,da and Jalpa have definite ends in yiew , Vitanda has

not. Vada (assertion or discussion) has the ascertainment of the truth

as its object In Jalpa (sophistry) the opponent only seeks personal victory.

Vitanda (cavil) is merely destructive criticism. If it advances a pioposition

of its own, it ceases to be itself , if it does not, it becomes a meaningless

jargon.

Drist&nta (Example) is an object of perception in respect of which the

observation of common people and of experts is unobstructed. It is a

Pramaya. It has b^n separately msntioned on account of its impoitance.

Both inference and revelation rest upon it : without it neither inference nor
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revelation would be possible. The application of Nyaya depends upon it.

The position taken up by an opponent is assailed on the ground of its

contradiction to the Example
,
by agreement with it one's own position is

established. The Nihilist (n<lstika) abandons his nihilism if he admits an

Example. If he does not admit one he robs himself of the weapon

with which to strike down the opponent. It makes possible to define

the Udaharana (instance), the third member of a Nyaya or syllogism

(I. I 36, 37)-

When an object is at last known in the form "Such and such exists,"

it is called a Siddhanta, an established tenet, a conclusion. It is also a

Prameya. It has been separately mentioned becaase Vada , Jalpa and

VitandS, find scope only where there exists a diversity of siddhantas or

principles of discourse, and not otherwise

Avayavas (Membeis), that is, the five beginning with PratijSa (Propo-

sition) (I. l. 32), are so called with reference to the concatenation of words

considered as a whole, which completes the establishment of the object to

be established. In them combine all the Pramanas : Pratijna (Proposition)

(is the enunciation for demonstration to another of the object obtained

from) Agama (revelation, Testimony) , Hctu (Reason or Mark) is (the vehicle

of) Anumuna (Inference) , Udaharana (Instance) is (an object of) Pratyaksa

(Perception)
,
Upanayana (Application) is Upamana (Comparison)

,
Niga-

mana (Conclusion) shows the convergence of all towards the same object.

Such is the Nyaya par excellence Vada, Jalpa and VitandS, proceed by

means of it. The ascertainment of the specific character of a reality depends

upon it For this reason, the members have been separately mentioned,

though, as forms of Sound, they are included in the general class of the

Prameya.

Tarka (Hypothesis) is neither included in the Pramanas nor is it

an additional Pramana, but is subservient to the Pramanas, and as

such conduces to tattva-jnana, knowledge of reality For instance : Is

birth the result of past acts or is it the result of causeb other than past acts ?

The object being thus unknown, there follows rational doubt or conjecture :

if birth is the result of acts, then termination of birth is possible through

the termination of the cause , but if it is the lesult of causes other than

acts, then the termination of the cause being beyond the power of man, the

termination of birth is also impossible. Or, if birth is accidental, then as it

happens by accident, it will happen again , the cause of cessation therefore

cannot be expected ; hence the termination of birth is not possible. Tarka

subserves the Pramanas which proceed to establish one out of the alternate
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suppositions, namely that birth is due to action. It conduces to tattva-

jfiana, knowledge of reality, through an analysis of the subject-matter of

tattva-jnana. Tarka which is of such a character, in association with the

Pramanas, helps in the establishment as well as in the elimination of the

object. For this reason it has been separately mentioned, though it is

included in the Prameya.

Nirnaya (Ascertainment) is tattva-jBlna, knowledge of truth. It is

the result of the Pramanas. Vada (discussion) ends with it. For its mainten-

ance are Jalpa and Vitanda. Tarka (hypothesis) and Nirnaya (ascertainment)

help carry on the affairs of the world. For this reason Nirnaya though

included in the Prameya, has been separately mentioned

Vada is discussion in which different speakers take part, each seeking

to make good his own hypothesis, and which ends with the establishment

of one or other of the hypotheses It has been separately mentioned to

emphasise its special feature. By the use of it as so defined tattva-j nana,

knowledge of truth, is attained.

Jalpa (sophistry) and Vitanda (cavil) are varieties of Vada, and are

employed to keep up the effort in the pursuit of truth.

Hetvabhasas (Fallacies of Reason) ihave been mentioned separately

from Nigrahasthanas (Occasions for Rebuke,) because they furnish ground

of attack in Vada, while Nigrahasthanas do so m Jalpa and Vitanda.

Chhala (Quibble), Jati (Futility) and Nigrahasthlnas have distinctions

of their own and are therefore separately mentioned.

Thus is Anviksiki divided by the topics of the Pramanas, etc. It is

the light of all sciences, the way of all actions, the foundation of all pious

acts. It is this which has been recited among the four Sciences.

And the tattva-j nana, knowledge of truth, produced by Anviksiki

for the realisation of the supreme good, should be understood according to

the scope of each science. In the present Science of the Soul it

means knowledge of the truth about the soul, etc., and the realisation

of the supreme good means the attainment of Release.

The supreme good does not arise immediately after the knowledge of

the truth about the soul, etc. False knowledge in many forms exists in

regard to the prameyas from the soul to release (I 1 9) Eg the .soul

does not exist ; the not-soul is looked upon as the soul, pain as pleasure, the

non-eternal as the eternal, non-release as release, the cause of fear as not

the cause of fear, the ugly as the pleasant, what is fit to be avoided as not

so ; there is no karma (action) nor the fruit of karma ; samsara (stream of

births and deaths) is not due to dosa or faults ; there is no animal or embo-

died soul or entity or soul which is to depart and, after departing, to come
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back ; birth has no reason behind it, therefore cessation of births in future

comes about by itself, hence existence after departing from life has a begin-

nig but no end, it has a cause, but karma is not its cause ; re-birth does

not require a soul, but is brought about by the disjunction and conjunction of

the body, the senses and the stream of ideas and sensations ; in release we
fear there is cessation of all action, in release which means separation from

everything much that is good is lost, hence how can an intelligent man like

such release which is unconsciousness, the cessation of all experience of

pleasure ?

From such false knowledge arise attraction for things agreeable and

avertion to things disagreeable. Under the influence of attraction and

aversion spring up untruthfulness, envy, delusion or attachment, greed, and

other faults. The faults incite to acts of vice with the body, speech and

mind. Vices p-oduce adharma, demerit. Virtues produce dharma, merit.

In the text (I. 1. 2) pravntti, activity, has the sense of its products, merit

and demnt. It is the cause of good or evil birth

Birth is the appearance of the body, the senses and the intellect,

or coguition (buddhi) as an aggregate It is the condition of Pain which

is known as disagreeable feeling, hindrance, suffering, burning

These conditions, namely false knowledge, faults, activity, birth and

pain, ever following without interruption, constitute samsara or the wheel

of life. Knowledge of truth removes false knowledge. On the removal

of false knowledge faults disappear. On the disappearance of faults activity

ceases. On the cessation of activity birth does not take place. In the

absence of birth there is no pain. In the absence of pain absolute success,

i. e release, which is the supreme good, is attained.

Knowlege of truth is the opposite of the false notions mentioned

above. And therefore just as food mixed with honey and poison/ is

The method of the Nyuya-Sfttras is threefold enumeration, definition

and examination. First is given the division of the subject enumerated,

and then the definition of each division. Next is given the subdivision of

the subject enumerated and defined.

The subdivisions of Pram^na are Pratyaksa (perception), Anum&na

(inference), Upamana (comparison) and Sabda (word).

Pratyaksa is the vritti (modification) of each sente accoidirg to each

object appropriate to it Vritti is proximity or knowledge. Whenever there

is proximity there is knowledge of reality. The consequence of knowledge

is the idea of avoidance or acquisition or indifference.

unacceptable so is also pleasuie tainted with pain.
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Anumana is the knowledge of the object after the observation of

the previously known mark.

Upamana is the knowldge of an object by means of its resemblance

to a known object.

6abda is that by which an object is designated, e, made known as

such and such.

The four pramanas sometimes operate conjointly and sometimes

individually according to the nature of the prameya. Thus : the existence

of the soul is known from testimony, by inference (I i 10), and by percep-

tion through a particular conjunction of the internal organ with the soul

brought about by the power of meditation of a Yogi. In the case of heaven

there can be neither the observation of a mark nor perception. When the

rumbling of a cloud is heard, the cload is not an object of perception or of

testimony, but of inference from the sound. In the case of one's own hand

there is neither inference nor testimony.

Pramiti, knowledge, which is thus the result of the pramaiia 1
;,

ultimately rests on perception The object of enquiry which is obtained

from testimony, is sought to be known by moans of the observation of the

mark ; that which is inferred from the observation of the mark, is sought to

be seen by perception , and when the object is realised in peiception the

enquiry ceases.

Topic 2 • Definition o/Piamanas • Sutras J-S

Gotama now proceeds to give the definition of each of the four

pramanas

Perception is the knowledge which is produced from the contact of the

sense with the object. The contact of the soul with the mind and of the

mind with the sense is not mentioned, because it is common to cognitions

produced by all the pramanas The definition only gives the specific cause

of perceptual knowledge. The knowledge of the object produced from the

contact of the sense with the object takes the form of '"colour", "taste", etc.

The words, colour, taste, etc are the names of the visaya-> or contents of the

knowledge But the name-words have no operation at the time of the

production of the knowledge of the object
, they operate only when use has

to be made of the knowledge. Hence the knowledge of the object produced

from the contact of the sense with the object is independent of words.

Again, mirage is also produced from the contact of the sense with the

object But it is not perception, because it is erratic, unreal. Perceptual

knowledge must be unerring, real. For the same reason doubt or uncertain

knowledge.'*, g. be that a post or a man, a cloud of smoke or of dust, is not
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perceptual knowledge. Moreover, the latter must be discreet, specific,

particular, and not general such as is produced from the contact of the soul

with the mind alone.

The soul, etc. as well as pleasure, etc. are also objects of perception.

But their perception is not produced from the contact of the sense with

the object.

Manas, the mind, is a sense, but it has been separately mentioned

because of its distinctive character. The senses are constituted by the

elements, are restricted each to its own province, and possess attributes.

The mind, on the other hand, is not constituted by the elements, and is

all-extensive and without attribute. Hence it is said that perceptual know-

ledge of the soul, etc., which is produced from a particular conjunction of

the soul and the mind, is not produced from the contact of the sense with the

object. Otheiwise, the docrtme that the mind is a sense which has been

established in the Vais'esika-Sutras, is also admitted in the Nyaya-Sfltras,

according to the rule of intepretation that the doctnne of another which is

not controverted, is approved.

Inference is the knowledge the antecedents of which are the observa-

tion of the connection between the mark and the thing marked, and the

observation of the mark (hiiga, sign) Recollection of the mark follows from

the observation of the mark and the thing marked as connected. By means

of recollection and tne obseivation of the mark an unperceived object is

inferred.

Inference of succession is of three kinds • (i) from cause to effect, (2)

from effect to cause, and (3) from change of position, as, e.g., the inference

of the movement of the sun from its change of position in the sky. In-

ference of co-existence is as of the fire by smoke ;
that is, when two

objects have been pieviously known as co-existent, the presence of one,

though not perceived, is inferred from the presence of the other. Inference

also takes place by the method of exhaustion or residue ; e. g. Vais'esika-

Sutras, II. 1. 25. Again, where the connection of the mark and the thing

marked is not an object of perception, inference of the thing marked which is

unperceived, may yet take place through the resemblance of the mark to

some other object e. g , the inference of the soul by means of desire, etc.
;

desire, etc. are attributes, attributes reside in substances, the substance in

which desire, etc. reside, is the soul.

The sphere of perception is the present ; that of inference is the

present, past and future,
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Comparison makes an object known through its resemblance to a

known object, e. g. as the cow so the bos gavaeus. Comparison subserves

perception. It enables one to know an object designated by a particular name

Testimony is the direction of an Apta, i. e of one, be he a seer or

a man of culture or a savage, who possesses true knowledge and is truthful

The object of testimony may be of this world or of the other world.

The testimony of common people is confined to the things of this world
,

the testimony of seers embraces things of the other world also. Both kinds

of testimony are pramana : the former is based on actual experience , the

latter, on inference.

It is by means of these four pramanas and not otherwise, that the

affairs of gods, men and lower animals are conducted

Topic j Definition o/Prameya (knowable\ . Sutras 9-22

The pramanas make known the soul, the body, the senses, object, cogni-

tion, the mind, activity, faults, re-birth, the fruit, pain and release. The soul

is the seer of all, the expenencer of all, the all-knower, the all-reacher. The

body is the field of its experience The senses are the instruments of its

experience. The objects of the senses are the things to be experienced

The experience is cognition The senses do not extend to all objects That

which embraces all objects is the inner sense, the mind. Activity and faults

are the causes which accomplish the soul's experiences of the body, the

senses, the objects, cognition, and pleasure. • This body is neither its first

nor its last. There is no beginning of its past bodies. Its future bodies will

end only when release is attained. This is re-birth. The fruit is the

action of pleasure and pain with their causes on the soul Pam is a

constant companion of pleasure and enters as an element in its experience.

For this reason, and not to ignore the experience of pleasure as an agreeable

feeling, pleasure has not been separately mentioned Release is the

negation of ^ all possibility of births and deaths, the total annihilation of all

pain. It is the final fruit of a process of self-culture of which the successive

stages are withdrawal from the world and concentration upon the self,

meditation, thoughtfulness, and dispassion.

There are innumerable prameyas such as substance, attribute, action,

genus, species, combination ^Vais'esika-Sutras, I. i. 4) and their varieties. In

the Nyaya-Sutras twelve prameyas have been specially taught, because

knowledge of the truth about them leads to release, while false knowledge

about them leads to the stream of births and deaths.

The soul cannot be apprehended through the contact of the senses. It

is known from testimony and from inference by the marks of desire, aversion,
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activity, pleasuie, pain and cognitions Desire, aversion and activity imply

lecollection of past experiences of pleasure and pain, the power of selection

of one particular object out oi many as the cause of pleasure or of pain, and

the adaptation of activity towards its acquisition or a\oidancc ^Jfbey
therefore prove the existence of i single entity which witnesses a multitude

of objects Pleasure and pain also persist in memoiy
, the sight of then

causes re\ lves then memory There must be therefore an entity in which

pleasure and pain sink into oblivion. Cognition involves doubt and

determination. The performer of the two functions must be one and the

same

Some deny the existence of the soul and maintain that there is only a

series ot conscious states severally corresponding to specific objects But

they also do not admit that the same series re-appears m other bodies Even
so it cannot be said to have influence in the same body at successive periods

of time , for the two cases do not materially differ from each othei. In the

individual body theie is only one soul, foi one can recollect only what one

has seen, and not what has been seen by another, or has not been seen at

all. Similarly souls are different in different bodies, for one does not

recollect what has been seen by anothei. Those who deny the existence of

the soul fail to explain these phenomena.

The body is the field or vehicle of the soul's experience, because the

movement towards the acquisition or avoidance of an object takes place in

the body, because the efficiency of the senses varies according to the health

or disease of the body, and because the resonance of pleasure and pain

appears in the body.

The instruments of experience, i. c, the senses, are the poweis of

smell, taste, sight, touch and hearing. The elements of the earth, water, fire,

air and ether are their respective causes. Smell, taste, sight, touch and

sound are respectively the attributes of the elements and. the objects of

the senses.

Cognition is not, as some hold, the modification of an unconscious or

insentient instrument or organ called buddhi, intellect. Consciousness cannot

spring from unconsciousness Buddhi, intellect or reason, is not the medium

of cognition, but cognition itself.

Memory, inference, testimony, doubt, ready wit, dream, cognition,

conjecture, feeling of pleasure, etc. and desire, etc are marks of the mind.

The senses are not their cause. They must have some other cause That

is the mind. Simultaneous non-production of cognitions even while the

senses are in contact with their objects is also the mark of the mind.

2
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Activity is the start or action of the body, speech and mind. In the

Sutra (I. i. 17) the mind is intended by the word "buddhi".

Faults move the knower to activity. They are attraction, aversion and

stupidity. Where theie is false knowledge there are attraction and aversion.

Their existence in others is known from their acts.

Re-birth or transmigration is connection again with the body, the

senses, the mind and cognition, whether here or elsewhere. The condition

of recurrent births and deaths has no beginning and ceases on the attainment

of release.

Fruit is the experience of pleasure or of pain. It is inevitable so long

there is connection with the body, the senses, objects and cognition.

The mark of pain is badhan&, 1. e , obstruction or hindrance, suffering,

burning The element of pain is present m all things, the body, the senses,

the objects, etc. They impede the activity of the soul.

Release is everlasting deliverance from birth which is the source of

pain. This is the state which arises when the present birth ends and another

birth does not take place^/This state continuing unlimited is called

Apavarga, release. Abhaya, Ajara, Amrityupada, Brahmaksemaprapti aie

its other descriptions. Abhaya is fearless : m release there is no longer any

fear of samsura. Ajara is undecaying. This disproves the doctrine that

Brahman modifies (parmama) as the fabric of the universe of names and

forms. If Brahman undeigoes modification as a whole, then as a whole it

becomes other than it is, and therefore liable to destruction. If, on the other

hand, it should modify in part, then being divisible it would be equally

liable to destruction. Amrityupada is the status of non-death or immortality.

This is in answer to the Vamas'ikas who hold that release is the extinction

of the mind like the extinction of a lamp. Brahmaksemapr&pti is the

attainment of the bliss of Brahman

Some think that permanent pleasure, like the largeness of the soul, is

manifested 111 the state of release, and that the absolutely released soul

enjoys pleasure as so manifested. But there is no evidence, neither percep-

tion, nor inference, nor testimony, that permanent pleasure, like the laigeness

of the soul, is manifested in the state of release. If manifestation of per-

manent pleasure takes place at a particular time, then it is a product and

therefore requires a cause. If, on the other hand, the manifestation, like

pleasure, is ever present, then a soul in bondage will also enjoy it as much

as a released soul. If you say that the manifestation of pleasure is a pro-

duct and that the conjunction of the soul and mind is its cause, then another

contributory cause is required. For, in the state of samsara, the conjunction
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of the soul and mind requires the aid of dharma or acts of virtue to

produce the cognition of pleasure. But if in the state of release the conjunc

tion of the soul and mind is an independent cause of the cognition of-

pleasure, then in the case of the cognition of colour, etc. the senses also will

not be needed. If, again, dharma or acts of virtue be the contributory cause,

then a cause of dharma is required, because it is a product. If, on the

other hand, you say that virtue boin of Yogic meditation or trance is the

cause, then, as a product, it is liable to dcsti uction, and as such it would

negate unlimited enjoyment of pleasure, for, as an effect, the enjoyment will

cease with the cessation of its cause If you say that the manifestation of

pleasure is ever present but that the connection of the soul with the body,

etc. prevents its experience in the state of samsara, your position would be

untenable. The body, etc. have been created to subserve the purpose of

the soul's enjoyment. To say that they would obstruct such enjoyment is

a contradiction m terms. On the other hand, there is no reason to infer that

a soul without a body can have any expei lence. Instructions about release

and the activity of the seekers of release do not furnish any such leason.

For these are directed not to the attainment of a desired object but to the

termination of what is not desired. There is no good which is not inter-

penetrated with evil The avoidance of evil therefore necessarily entails

the avoidance of good as well. It is impossible to avoid evil separately. If you

say that, as a matter of fact, people foi sake visible temporal y pleasure and

long for permanent pleasure, we would lejoin that it would be better to

suppose that in the same way after transcending the visible temporary body,

senses and cognition, the released soul obtains permanent body, senses and

cognition. In this way, the identity of soul in the case of the released will

also be accomplished The eternahty of the body, etc is no moie opposed

to the pramanas and therefore impossible to assume than the eternahty of

pleasure. When a revealed text predicates everlasting pleasure of a released

soul, by pleasure it means non-existence of pain Instances of such use of

the word are plentiful in populai parlance. Should a man strive after

release being attracted by the prospect of eternal pleasure, he cannot attain

release, for attraction is a bond, and while the bond exists no one can be

released. Now, if the soul's attraction for eternal pleasure is abandoned,

then on its abandonment attraction for eternal pleasure does not become

an obstacle. Such being the case eternal pleasure may accrue to the released

soul or may not accrue. But the attainment of release does not stand on

the horns of a dilemmaic doubt.

Topic 4. : Definition of the preliminaries of a Ny&ya : Sutras 23*2$.

Doubt is consideration in expectation of a distinction. Expectation
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of a distinction is the cognition that one does not find the chai actei istic

which will determine one or another of two or more possible objects as a

particular object. It arises (i) trom the observation of common pioperties

only appertaining (a) to objects of the same class, or {b) to objects of the

same and different classes, or (2) from contradiction, e g , the soul exists, the

soul does not exist, 01 (3) from irregularity of perception and non-perception

(for example, see text).

Purpose is the obiect which is determined as fit to be acquued 01 fit

to be avoided It is the resolution which induces activity for the acquisition

or avoidance of such an object

An Example is an object which is undei stood by people of insight

in the same way as by common people who do not possess intellectual

excellence either by nature or by training

Topic 5 Definition of Siddh&nta : Sutias 26-31

A tenet is the statement of the complete demonstiation of an object

as of a particular character. It may relate to the subject matter (>) of a

system of knowledge or (2) of a topic of discussion or (3) of an admission

made with a view to the examination of its special nature

I he senses aie the powers of smell, etc , the objects of the senses aie

smell, etc , the earth, etc are the elements, objects ate known b\ the pi a

minas—these aie examples of tenets common to all systems of knowledge

Non-existence cannot come into existence, existence cannot pass into non-

existence, con cious entities do not change, there are intrinsic differences

in the objects ot the body, senses and mind as well as 111 their lespectuc

causes—tnese aie peculiar to the Scttpkhyas, while among the special tenets

of the Yogas are . elemental creation is due to the act of the puru'-a, the

faults and activity are the causes of acts , conscious entities aie endowed

with" their lespective attributes, the non-existent can be brought into exis-

tence, w hat is produced can be destroyed.

The know er is othei than the body 01 the senses, because, 1 g, the

same object is apprehended by sight and touch (III 1 1)—this is the example

of a leading or governing tenet For from its establishment follows the

establishment of the follow ing the senses are moie than one , the senses

aie restucted to then respective objects, they aie known by the appie-

hension ut their own objects, and are the means of the knowei's cognition

ol objects
,
substance is other than the attributes of smell, etc , and is the

substratum of attributes
, consciousness comprehends all objects

The following is an example of an admitted tenet . Let it be assumed

without examination that sound is a substance. Is it eternal 01 is it
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non-eternal ? Being a substance it must be either eternal or non-eternal.

Let us examine its special character.

Topic 6 • Definition of Nyiya : Sutras J2-Jp.

The avayavas or members are the integral parts of an argument

designed to establish a particular object. They are five in number. Some
add five more, via inquiry, doubt, capacity, purpose and removal of doubt.

But they are not integral parts of a Nyaya. Inquiry is for the sake of the

tiue knowledge of an object which is yet unknown. True knowledge is for

the sake of the acquisition or avoidance of the object or of indifference to

it. When one makes such an inquiry another proceeds to demonstrate the

object. Inquiry therefore cannot be a part of the argument or demons-

tiation. Similarly, doubt which gives rise to the inquiry, embraces contra-

dictory attributes and therefore cannot be an antecedent or proximate

condition of cognition , for only one or the other of two contradictory

attributes can be the truth. Capacity is the capacity of the pram&nas to

make the prameya known to the knower, if the prameya is capable of being

know n at all. It cannot properly be a part of the demonstrative argument.

Purpose is the ascertainment of the truth It is the result of the argument
and not its part. Removal of doubt is the censure of the opposite view and
its preclusion lor the sake of grasping the tiuth It is not a part of the

aigtiment Inquiry and the lest help to fix the object to be ascertained
,

proposition and the othei toui members help to demonstrate the truth

about it.

Proposition is the enunciation of a thing as possessing the attribute

which is going to be demonstrated E. g. Sound is non-eteinal

Reason is the means of the demonstiation of the attribute in question

tluough the generic nature ot the attribute as shown by its existence in the

Example. E. g because it is a product. A product which is non-eternal,

his been seen.

The leason may be negative also. E g Sound is non-eternal, because

IJioducts which are eternal, arc the soul and similai substances

The sadhya or the thing to be demonstrated may be an attribute, e.g.

non-eternahty of sound, 01 a thing possessing an attubute, eg. non-eteinal

sound. In the text [I 1 36J "Tat" refers to the lattei as "dharma," attribute,

is separately mentioned. A Drisidnta, Example, becomes an Ud&harana,

Instance or refei ence, w hen it possesses the attubute as possessing which

the thing in question is to be demonstrated, as a necessaiy consequence of

another attribute which it possesses m common with the thing. Hie instance

therefore is the statement of the relation betw een the two attributes as of
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that which is to be demonstrated and that which is the means of its demon-

stration. E. g. The attribute, to be a product, is common to sound and a

pot ; in the pot the attribute, to be a product, is the cause of the attribute,

to be non-eternal ; the attribute, to be non-eternal, is to be demonstrated

in the case of sound ; therefore a pot possessing the attribute of non-

eternahty which is to be demonstrated in the case of sound as a necessary

consequence of its attribute of being a product which it possesses in common

with sound, fulfils the function of an Instance in the argument. Similarly

an Instance may be of the negative kind. E g sound is non-eternal, because

it is a product
;
non-products are eternal, such as the soul, etc. Here the

soul, etc. are negative Instances.

The force of the Reason and the Instance is very subtle, difficult to

understand, to be comprehended only by great scholars.

Application is the statement which brings forward the attribute as

such and such or not as such and such which the thing to be demonstrated

possesses in common with the Instance Application is either positive or

negative according as the Instance or the Reason is positive or negative.

E g. a pot is a product, non-eternal , so is sound a product The attribute

of sound that it is a pi oduct is thus brought forwaid. Similarly, the soul

is not a product, eternal ; so is not sound. By the negation its attribute of

being a product is brought forward (The Instance shows the universal

concomitance of the reason and the thing to be demonstrated Application

is the bringing forward of such a reason in the thing to be established
)

Nigamana or conclusion is the bringing together of the Proposition,

Reason, Instance and Application. E g sound is non-eternal, because it is

a product.

In the statement of the argument consisting of the members the

pramanas appear together and through mutual connection demonstiate the

object. Their concurrence is shown thus • The proposition that sound is

non-eternal, comes from Testimony. For, Perception and Inference

corroborate it, and he who is not a Risi, is not independent of them.

Inference is the Reason, because resemblance is discovered in the Instance

The Instance is an object of Perception Comparison is the Application.

Conclusion is the exhibition of the capacity of all of them to demonstrate

one single object. Their mutual connection or inter-relation appears thus •

The Proposition renders the operation of the reason, etc. possible. The
Reason furnishes the means of demonstration ; is brought forward in the

Instance and the thing to be demonstrated ; and by its predication makes
the re-statement of the proposition in the Conclusion possible. The
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Instance furnishes the resemblance or difference as the means of the
demonstration of the thing ; and makes Application possible through
resemblance to it. Without Application the attribute which is the cause of
demonstration cannot be brought forward in the thing, and it cannot in

consequence demonstrate the object. Without Conclusion the proposition,

etc., as isolated, cannot opei ate towards the same end and therefore cannot

produce demonstration

The function of the Proposition is to connect the attribute to be
demonstrated with the thing The function of the Reason is to state that

the attribute to be demonstrated, whether it be similar or dissimilar to the

Instance, is the cause of demonsti ation. The function of the Instance is to

show that the two attributes are related in the same substratum as the thing

to be demonstrated and the means of demonstration. The function of

Application is the establishment of the co-existence of the attribute which is

the means of demonstration with the attribute which is to be demonstrated.

Conclusion serves the purpose to exclude contrary suggestions against the

establishment of the relation of that which is to be demonstrated and that

which is the means of demonstration between the attributes present in the

Instance.

On the clear definition of the Reason and Instance there cannot arise

multiplicity of Futility and Occasion for Rebuke (Cf I. 11 20) through

varieties of opposition by means of resemblance and difference He who

uses Futility offers opposition without determining the inferential relation

of the two attributes m the Instance The inferential relation of the two

attributes being grasped as established in the Instance, the attribute which

is determined as the means of demonstration, is adopted as the reason, and

not mere resemblance nor mere difference.

Topic 7 : Definition of the Accessories of a Nyaya : Sutras 4.0
—41.

Tarka, Hypothesis, is cogitation or conjecture, for the sake of know-

ledge of truth, in respect of an unknown object by the elimination of

contrary suppositions. To take the example of the soul : Is it a product

or a non-product? This is Vimars'a, contraposition of two opposite

attributes. Assent is given to the one or the other according as the reason

for such assent is forthcoming. If the soul is a non-product, it will

experience the fruit of its action, and will on the eradication of the cause of

re-birth attain release ; sams&ra and release will thus be possible. If it is

a product, these will not be possible. For its connection with the body, etc.

will not be the result of its action. Neither will there be the experience of

the fruit of its own action. In this situation one gives one's assent to the
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supposition which is based on reason, i,e. serves to explain the phenomena

of re-birth and release. Cogitation or conjectuie (Oha) in this form is called

Tarka, hypothesis. This is not knowledge of the truth which ascertains

determines, makes certain that the soul is such and such and nothing eKe

It is foi the put pose of the know ledge of the truth It lea\es the supposition

to which assent is gi\en, to hold the field undisputed . aftei which knowledge

of the tiuth is produced thiough the foice of the piam&iias

Ascertainment is the determination of an obiect. aftei doubt, by means

of the thesis and the counter-thesis. Here thesis means affiimation,

and counter-thesis, negation. In a controversy one of these ultimately

must cease and the other must stand. Ascertainment is the determination

which will stand But the determination of an obiect cannot be possible

by means ot thesis and counter-thesis What really happens is tin, The

speaker supports the object proposed with reasons and attacks its negation

The opponent contradicts the reasons put foiward by the speakei and iepek

the attack on the negation urged by h.mself In the lesult the reasons and

attacks either of the speaker or of the opponent cease. That which

remains, whether the thesis or the countei -thesis, is one, and bj means of it

the object is determined Such determination is ascertainment.

Vimars'a, contraposition, helps Ny^ya by distinguishing two conttaiy

positions, and has leference to contraries residing in the same substiatum.

But where contradictory attributes of the individuals of a class spring fiom

causes inherent m the individuals, theie is not contraposition but colloca-

tion. E g. some substances are active, some aie inactive Again, in the

same substiatum contradictory attnbutes may appear at different times.

E g. a substance may be active at one moment and inactive at another

moment.

Contraposition is not required in every case of ascertainment. In

perception the determination of an object through the contact of the sense

and object is asceitamment. Similarly in matters of Sastra and Discourse

there is no room for Contraposition. For Sastra, eg by Jyotistoma

sacrifice one attains heaven, there can be no doubt. In Discourse both the

speaker and the opponent are sure of their grounds. Contraposition applies

only in cases of Examination or investigation.

Book I : Chapter n.

Topic 8 • Definition of KatM {Discourse) : Sutras /—j.
There are three forms of Discourse, Vida or discussion (with eldeis),

and Jalpa or sophistry and Vitandtl or cavil (among rivals). Vada consists

in the advancement of the thesis and counter-thesis, ie. contradictory
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attributes residing m the same substratum
,

eg. the soul'cxists, the soul

does not exist. Such contradictories as reside in diffeient substiata, eg.

the soul is eternal, cognition is non-eternal, do not form thesis and counter-

thesis. In Vada the thesis is maintained by means of the ptamfmas, the

counter-thesis is attacked or negatived by showing its absurdity, and vice

versa. When m the pi ocess one is silenced the other is established Theic
is no room for the Occasion tor Rebuke in Vada, as its place has been
assigned to Jalpa (I. 11 2) One form of Occasion for Rebuke, T'/r. the

fallacy of ieason called the contiadictory (I. 11 6) is pctmitted m VAda, as

also are "Saying too little" (V. 11. 12) and "Saying too much" (V. 11. 13).

In the text (I. 11. 1), "Pramanatarka", though included in "Avayava," are

separately mentioned to show that the establishment of the thssis only is to

be done by pramdnas, and the negation by tarka In Vada the maintenance

of the thesis and the negation of the counter-thesis may be done also by the

pianrumas, eg. peiception, etc, independently of the five members of a

Xyaya. The maintenance of the thesis and the negation of the counter-

thesis are equally the "functions of VAda whereas negation is the mam
function of Jalpa.

As in Vada the thesis is maintained by means of pramanas and the

counter-thesis is negatived by means of tarkas, so in Jalpa these two objects

are achieved by means of Chhala, Jati and Nigrahasthana. The e e however

fulfil a negative function, as is clear from their definitions (I. 11 10, 18, 19).

They therefore do not directly serve to maintain or establish the thesis. But

they do so indirectly by lending suppoit to the praminas establishing the

thesis, by the negation of the counter-thesis (vide IV. 11 50). Jalpa thus

subserves Vada.

Vitaiidft, on the other hand, is mere negation. It lends no support to

the maintenance either of the thesis or of any counter-thesis. Nor does it

seek to establish any thesis of its own. It is not directed to any such end.

In this it is distinguished from Jalpa.

Topic p : Definition 0/ Fallacy of Reason : Sutras • 4-9

Fallacies of Reason lack the characteristic of a maik of mfeience

in a given case but appear as such a mark as they may be marks

of inference in other cases. They fall into five classes. (1) The

erratic is not confined to one or the other of two contradictory

attributes, e. g where the eteinality of sound is to be established,

untouchability cannot be the maik of inference, for while a pot which

possesses touch is non-eternal, the atoms which also possess touch

are eternal. Again, the soul which is without touch is eternal, whereas

3
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cognition which is also touchless is non-eternal. (2) The contradictory is

the mark which contradicts the very tenet on which it rests. E. g. A modi-

fication loses its identity as it cannot be eternal
,
though it loses its identity,

it still exists as it cannot be destroyed The reason that a modification cannot

be eternal is contradicted by the speaker'- own tenet that a modification

which is losing of identity still exists. For that winch loses its identity

ceases to exi->t. Existence and loss of identity aie contradictory attributes

and cannot abide together. (3) Where the subject matter of the topic is

advanced as the reason for the desired inference, the maik is said to be

identical with the topic, eg it is not known whether sound is eternal or

non-eternal. Eternahty and non-etemahty are in this case the conti adictory

attributes the contraposition of which starts the discussion of the topic To

advance as a reason for the desired inference that sound is eternal or that

sound is non-eternal is to stop the discussion altogether and to make the

determination of the truth impossible. (4) The mark w Inch itself stands

in need of proof equally as the subject is called identical with the subject

(For example see text, I. 11. 8) (5) The time-expned mark the com-

mentary has been fully given in the text.

Topic 10 . Definition of Quibble • Sutras : 10-17.

Quibble consists in playing upon (1) words, (2) ideas and (3) meta-

phors. E. g. (1) A quadruped means an animal and not a table (2) To

say that a particular Brahmana is learned is not to say that learning is an

attribate of the genus Brahmana so that all Brahmanas are learned. (3) The

scaffolds cry, means that the men on the scaffolds for execution cry, and not

the wooden structures. Between verbal and metaphorical quibbles there is

this distinction that while in the former there is supposition of a different

sense, in the latter there is negation of the existence of a sense.

Topic 11 Definition of General Faults in Marks of Inference due to

incapacity of the speaker Sutras . 18-20.

These are Jati and Nigrahasthana. Jati literally means that which is

born. Here it means i\ hatever reply is provoked or called into being by the

reason advanced by the opponent It is applied to negative the opponent's

reason through resemblance and difference Where the reason brings

forward the resemblance to the Instance, Jati opposes the reason by
bringing fonvaid the difference from the Instance, and vice versa.

Nigrahasthana is ground of defeat. Examples of Nigrahasthana are

self-contradictory or wrong conclusion, failure to reply, etc.

The varieties of Jati and Nigrahasthana are manifold (see I. 11. 20,

V. i. 1 and V. ii. 1).
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BOOK H : CHAPTER 1.

Topic 12 ; Doubt . Sutras : i—
Ascertainment has been defined (Sutra I. 1. 41) as the determination,

after raising doubts, of an object by means of thesis and counter-thesis.

Doubt has been defined in Sutra I. i 23. But some doubt the possibility of

doubt. Their arguments are stated below

:

(1) An attribute belonging to objects of the same class which is either

wholly unknown or wholly known cannot cause doubt.

(2) An attribute which is cognised as belonging to two definite objects

of the same cla-,6 cannot cause doubt, because the objects are thereby

cognised.

(3) Cognition of a common attribute cannot raise doubt in lespect

of the object possessing the attribute, as an attribute is different fiom an

object.

(4) Cognition of a common attribute cannot cause doubt because

cognition is opposed to doubt.

(5)—(8) The same objections apply mutatis mutandis to the case of

an attribute belonging to objects of different classes.

(9) Cognition of the attribute of one of two possible objects, e. g.,

"Be it a man 01 a post," abo cannot cause doubt, because cognition of the

attribute means cognition of the object.

(10) Differences of opinion and irregularity of perception and non-

perception also cannot be the cause of doubt unless one becomes aware of

these differences and of the uregulai ity, and when one becomes aware of

them he has cognition of them and cognition is opposed to doubt.

(11) Those who hold different opinions in respect of an object are

certain about their own opinions.

(13) The nregulanty of peiception and non-perception is also fixed in

itself.

(13) If cognition of common attributes be a cause of doubt then doubt

will never cease, because even when the objects are determined the common
attributes will still belong to them and enter into cognition along with

them.

To the above our reply is as follows :

(1) The Sutra (I. i 23) does not mean that common attributes them-
selves aie causes of doubt It means that cognition of common attributes

causes doubt This is clear from the expressions "Apeksa", "Upapatti" and
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"Dharma". Apek^a is need, expectancy, of cognition. Upapatti is existence,

the cognition that common attubutes arc present Dharma, attribute, is an

object and implies the cogniscr.

(2) That an attiibute is common to two objects of the same class

refers to a previous experience when the two objects were cognised. The

cognition of the attribute subsequently fails to decide which of the objects is

the thing that now stands before the eyes. This decision can be arrived at

by the cognition of the attribute which differentiates one of the objects fiom

the other. Hence there is room for doubt.

(3) The Sutra does not say that the cognition of one object is the

cause of doubt in lespect of a different object.

(4) It is true that cognition is opposed to doubt. But the cause of

doubt is not the cognition of the common attiibute but non-cognition i e
,

uncertainty, as to the distinctive attribute.

(5)—(8) The same replies apply to the objections m regaid to the

doubt caused by the cognition of the common attributes of hetergeneous

objects.

(9) When an object is cognised as such its specific chaiacter is

cognised For this leason, doubt does not arise in respect of it

(10)— As regards differences of opinion and irregularity of pciccp-

tion and non-perception, their certainty and fixity cannot prevent doubt,

because what is wanted to be "known is the specific character which will

determine which opinion and which perception and non-perception aie

true bo long as this distinctive attribute is not cognised there must be

doubt

(13) The Sutra does not say that the cognition ot common attubutes

alone causes doubt Doubt depends upon the non-cognition of the distinctive

attribute When this is known doubt cca-e-.. Hence perpetual doubt is not

entailed

In e\ery cutical examination of an object the thesis and countei -thesis

should be thus established first by the lemoval of objections to them.

Topic 13 ' The Pramanas in general Sutras 8-20

Some thinkers maintain that Perception, Inference, Compatison and

Word are not praminas (sources of knowledge) because it cannot be show 11

that they exist before, after, or along with, the prameyas (objects ot

knowledge) If Perception, e g cognition of smell, etc by the senses,

exists as a pramana before the existence of the smell, etc , then the defini-

tion of Perception as cognition pioduced from the contact of the senses and
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objects, does not hold good. On the othei hand, if Peiception as a prama-na

comes aftei the cognition of the piameya, then it is useless as the prameya
has already been otherwise cognised. Lastly, it the piamanas co-exist with

the prameyas then there would be simultaneity of several cognitions and
the inference of the mmd by the non-simulateneity of cognitions would be
demolished.

To the above objection, we reply as follows —
The fallacy of the objectoi's leasoning lies in this that he has dis-

tributed the piam&uas, and has compounded the pramej as, m respect of

time. The piameyas (like the pramanas) do some come befoie, some after,

and some along with, the pramanas Thus, the sun's raj. s appear before

then effect, the blooming of the lotus , a lamp which illumines an object in

a daik room comes aftei the object, wheie the existence of fire is m-
fened by the existence of the smoke the cause and object of cognition

appeal at the same time Theie is theiefoie no hard and fast mle as to

the lelative position of the piamanas and the piamej as in tune Moieovei,

piamina and prameya aie couelative teims as the cilice and the object

of cognition Where the piamana follows the pramej a the conelation

still exists, as a "cook" is always a cook e\en when he is not actually cook-

ing

Then, what does the objection establish > Is it the negation of the

existence of the piamanas ot the knowledge of then non-existence ? It

cannot be the foimei because w hen you pi oceed to negate their existence

\ou thereby admit theMi existence, fot what is non-existent cannot be

negated It cannot be the lattei, because >om \eiy aigument becomes a

piam&na as it makes known the non existence of the pi am mas, Peiception,

etc.

The leason ad^anced by the objectoi again can be tinned equally

against himself The leason is "non-existence in the past, futuic and pie-

sent". The negation cannot ptecede the thing to be negated, / e the

piamanas, because thcic is tnen nothing to be negated If it follows, then

in the absence of the negation, the piamanas cannot be called the thing to

be negated II »t co-ex^ts with the piaminas, then the existence of the

thing to be negated being admitted the negation becomes useless.

Again, the opponent's leasoning is invalid if he cannot cite a familiar

instance (I i 32) in suppoit of the ica«,on It he cites a familial instance

then this being an object of peiception, Peiception as a piamana is admitted

by him and his negation of all pi amaiias ialls to the ground. The reason

thus becomes what is known as the fallacy of the eontiadictoiy ieason
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(1. 11. 6). Further, we have already shown that in the reasoning of five

members all the pramanas are combined. The opponent cannot say that

the pramanas are valid in his reasoning and not in the reasoning of others.

The reason, "non-existence in the past, future and present", advanced

by the opponent, does not also stand scrutiny. For piamanas do operate

subsequently as when the existence of a flute is inferred by its tunc.

The pramanas are thus established Pramana and piameya aie, how-

ever, correlative terms. Whatever is the cause of cognition is pramana
,

whatever is the object of cognition is prameya When the nature, character

and strength of a pramana is under examination it is a prameya, just as

scales and weights by which things are measured may themselves be objects

of measurement. Thus the soul, being the object of cognition, is a piameya

(knowable) , as it is an independent agent in the act of cognition, it is the

knower Cognition, being the cause of apprehension, is pramana ; as an

object of apprehension, it is a prameya. Where it is neither pramana nor

a prameya it is pramiti (knowledge).

Now, admitting all this, asks the opponent, aie the pramanas, Per-

ception, etc., established by other pramanas or are they independent ot

any pramana ? Our answer is that to admit the need of other pramaiuis

would entail infinite tegression which is illogical, while to say that

the piamanas do not stand in need of establishment would imply that the

soul and other piameyas also do not require to be established and that the

pramanas themselves are futile. Our reply therefore is that just as a lamp

which is a cause of pei ception is itself made known by the contact of the

eye which is aKo a cause of peiception, in other words, just as Peiception is

the piamana ot Perception, so the piamanas, Perception, etc , are established

by themselves mutually It is not necessary that pramana and prameya should

belong to different classes of objects It is seen that the soul knows itself by

itsclf in such cases as "I feel pleasure, 1 feel pam " So also is the mind

infeiied by the mind, non-simultaneity of heterogeneous cognitions being

the mark of its mfeience. Moreover, nothing is known to exist which cannot

be cognised by the foui piamanas There is therefore no reason to assume

other pramririas

Some ate of opinion that just as a lamp reveals itself as well an object

without the aid of anothci lamp so the pramanas reveal themsehes as well

as their objects and do not requite the aid of other prama-nas This view

cannot be accepted. For there are objects such as a pot which do not reveal

themselves but require pramanas. h, there any special reason to account for

the difference m the two case ? If there is no such reason, the example
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cited leads to no conclusion but stands by itseli If there is such a leason

then the example presents a special case and does not establish a general

mle
Topu Of Peiception Siitras 21—J2
Some think that the definition of Peiception (I 1 4) is incomplete as it

does not include the contact of the soul and the mind, wheieas in the absence

of such contact theie can be no peiception We also hold that the contact

of the soul and the mind 11 also necessaij foi the pioduction of peiception.

Othei'j think that the contact of the sense and the object is the cause of

perception because the one piecedes the othei. In that case space, position,

time and ethei would also be the cause of peiception foi the> alua\ s precede

it. But they aie not Let us now explain why the contact of the soul and

the mind and the contact of the mind and the sense ha\ e not been included

in the definition of perception Cognition is an ittiibutc of the soul and is

the maik of its existence (I 1 io), and non-simultaneity of cognitions has

been assigned as the maik of the existence of the mind (I 1 16) It has

thus been mentioned that the contact of the soul and the mind and of the

mind and the sense is also a cause of peiception The contact ot the soul

and the mind is not onlj a cause of peiception but also oi infeience, com-

parison and verbal cognition But the contact ot the sense and the object

is the specific cause of peiception alone Hence it has been e\piessly

mentioned. Not only is it the specific cause, it is also the dominant cause

of peiception as evidenced in the case where a loud sound or the like

foices itself upon the notice of a man 111 sleep 01 absoibed in other things.

Moreovei, it is by refeience to the senses and the objects that cognitions

are differentiated as tactual, oculai, olfactoiy, etc

When a perception foices itself into the soul dunng sleep oi distiac-

tion the contact of the mind with the soul and the sense suiely takes place.

This contact is not due to the volition and attention of the soul But in the

soul abides another attnbute namelj adrista, pi oduced by Activity and the

Faults, which accomplishes all things. Dnected by adnsta the mind comes

into contact with the sense. Adnata it is which produces substances,

attributes and actions, induces action m the four classes of atoms and m the

mmd, and pioduces bodies, senses and objects

Some argue that Perception is leally infeience, because 111 it from the

appiehension of a pait the whole is cognised. For instance, the eye sees a

pait of the tree and the cognition of the tiee is produced Let us consider

this objection to our doctrine of Perception as a separate pram&na. The

tree is either a mass of atoms or an organised whole different from the

atoms. In the former case neither the part apprehended nor the other part
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is the tree , hence there can be no inference from the one to the other. If

it is said that from the one part the other part is inferred and then the two

parts are integrated producing the cognition of the tree, then the cause <>t

the cognition of the tree is not infeiencc but something else In the lattci

ca^e as in the opinion of the opponent the whole is not predentin the pait

apprehended it is not appiehended and even it it is apprehended then there

1-, no occasion for it- inference Moreen ei, the reason ad\anccd by the

opponent, namely appi eheiision of the part, disproves his case, for at le.ist

the part is the object of Perception. Lastly inference is based on Peicep-

tion, e if. of fire and smoke as connected

What is then the object other than the part ' lb it a whole 01 an

aggregate of atoms 1 By a whole we mean a unity, the product as dis-

tinguished from its constituent parts, of which the parts are the substratum

and in which the causes, of apprehension are present Evei y product is

such a whole and not a mere aggregare of atoms. Such being the case

there is not merely the apprehension of a part only but also of the whole

associated with the part. To this the opponent replies by saying that as

the whole by its very conception covers all the parts and is not limited to

any single pait it is impossible that there should ba the apprehension of the

whole in the apprehension of a part. We reply that partial apprehension

is intelligible m the case of the parts which by their nature a-e disconnected

and mutually exclude one another But in the case of the whole such

partial apprehension is impossible because it is an indivisible unity and has

no part except its constituents from which it is distinct. By its nature the

whole is apprehended as a whole along with the parts which are apprehen-

ded and is not apprehended with the parts which are not apprehended.

Topic 15 : Of the Whole (Avayavi) • Sutras : 33—36.

The doubt as to the existence of the whole as distinct from its consti-

tuent parts is not justified These constituent parts, vis., the atoms, are

themselves imperceptible. And if the whole did not exist there would be

non-apprehension of " all, " that is, substance, attribute, action, genus,

species, and combination (vide Vais'e ;ika-Sutra, I 1, 4) But these are

actually apprehended, e. g the pot (substance) is dark, one, large, connec-

ted with the floor (attributes), shakes (action), exists (genus), is earthen

(species) (the attributes inhering in it by combination) The whole thercfoie

exists The Siitia (II 1. 35) also supports the existence of the whole by the

argument that without there being a whole the parts could not hold

together noi could the thing be capable of being pulled, etc. This reason-

ing may not be convincing. For the holding, pulling, etc. are due to
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cohesion (samgraha, integration). Cohesion is a distinct attribute co-

existing with the conjunction of the paits and produced by moistness as in

the case of an unbui nt pot, and by melting as in the case of the burnt pot.

With the whole as their cause these should have been possible in the case

of a heap of dust. And where no such whole is produced, as, eg, when
pieces of wood are glued together, even there they should not have held

together and been capable of being pulled.

Those who maintain that the object of perception is not the whole

but the aggregate of atoms should, on the contrary, be asked • When you

apprehend the object as one, what is your idea of unity ? Do you mean
by it identity or plurality of objects ? If you say that unity is the identity

of the object, then such unity is distinct fiom the diveisity of the atoms,

and the whole is thus established If, on the other hand, you say that

the idea that the object is one is in respect of the plurality of atoms cons-

tituting the object, then the idea is self-contradicloiy.

The opponent may rejoin that a plurality can by lea^on ol distance

give rise to the idea of unity as m the case of an arm} or a foiest We
leply that this cannot be, for the reason that while divctsity of the units

composing an army or a forest can be apprehended on ncaier apptoach, the

diversity of the individual atoms can never be so appiehcnded, so that

the error as to the apparent unity of an army or a toiest cannot arise in

regard to an assembly of atoms

Again, an army 01 a foiest is, on the theoiy of the opponent, nothing

but an aggregate of atoms, and the unity of such aggiegatcs is the veiy

thing which is under examination. The instances cited aie theiefoic them-

selves in need of prool.

Then, ciroi presupposes coircct cognition. It is possible to mistake a

post for a man only when one possessc cognition ol a real man Similailv

the erroneous idea of unity in respect oi an aggicgatc ot atoms presupposes

the existence of unity somewheie It cannot exist in the nggregalc for the

aggregate is a plurality. It must theicforc exist in something distinct from

the plural aggicgate, i.e , the whole Hence a pot is not a mere collection

of atoms but is a whole, as otherwise it could not be perceived as one.

It may be argued that the idea of unity derived from the apprehen-

sion of sound, touch, smell, etc., as one may account for the apprehension

of an aggregate of atoms as one. But the argument is not suppoited by
any special reason which would show that the apprehension of a pot as

one is erroneous and not correct Moreover, sound, touch, smell, etc , are

also of a composite character like a pot.

4
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Unity and magnitude co-exist. The atoms have no magnitude. Yet

a pot constituted by them possesses magnitude. Similarly a pot possesses

unity. In respect of magnitude also a pot bears no analogy to sound which

is known as minute and large, for sound has no extension which can be

delimited like the extension of a pot. Again, the conjunction of two

objects which does take place could not be possible were they only aggre-

gates of atoms instead of unities Conjunction is a distinct attribute and not

unreal. It develops a new attribute in the conjoint object ,
a flagged staff

is neithei a staff nor a flag. The cause of the cognition of the staff as thus

qualified is conjuction. It is apprehended along with the apprehension of

the qualified object. It cannot belong to atoms 01 collections of atoms as

m that case it could not be apprehended.

The existence ot natural kinds such as cow-ness, horse-ness. trec-ness,

etc which cannot b^ ignored, also proves the existence of an object which

is piesent m the aggregotcs of atonic aud is yet different from them These

distinct objects are the unitaiy wholes.

Topic 16 : Of Inference Siitias • 37-3S.

Some say that Inference can nevei be an instrument of tine cognition

because, e.g , the swelling of a river may be due to obstruction as w ell as to

ram, the carrying off of eggs by ants maybe due to distuibancc of their nests

as well as to imminence of rain and the screaming of the peacock ma> be

imitative as well as real, so that the inference by means of these milks,

namely that rain has fallen, that rain will fall and that rain is falling, may-

be all incorrect To this we reply that this is not so, that is, that inieieiirc

as an instrument of right cognition is not imalid, and that the incoirectness

of the inference in the cases cited is due not to the defective nature of the

piocess of Infetence but is due to the fallacious chaiacter ot the maiks It is

because the man mistakes pseudo-mavks for true maiks that he falls into uioi

Topic ij Of the Present Time Sutras '39-43.

We have said that infeience operates in respect of matteis past, lutuie

and piesent. But the opponent denies the existence ot the time piesent

His argument is that when a falling fruit detached from the stem approaches

towards the ground all that can be seen is the distance it has fallen and
the distance it has to fall and not any intervening distance which can

give the idea of the present that it falls or is falling. We reply that time
is manifested not by distance (space) but by action. The past is the time

where action has ceased , the future, where it will take place ; and the

present, where action is apprehended in the object. Thus the past and the

futuie depend upon the present. They cannot be a pair of correlated duals
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like long and short, light and shade, for there is no reason for such corre-

lation , nor is the past or the future itself established otherwise than by
leference to the present. Moreovei, there is no universal correlation of

duals; e g. coloui and touch, smell and taste are not correlatives. Furthei,

the past and the future cannot be mutually the cause of each other, for so

long as one of them is not established it cannot serve as the cause of the

other, and vice versa The truth is that the present is manifested by the

existence of the object substance exists, attribute exists, action exists.

He who denies this denies the possibility of Perception, for Perception

requires contact of the senses with objects which exist, are present. Infer-

ence, etc. depend upon Perception. The denial of the present theiefoie

amounts to a denial of know ledge itself. Again, we have apprehension of

the present alone as well as in association with the past and thefutuie.

For action may be continuous as in cooking or repeated as in cutting down
a tree. In these cases all the three times are associated , e g the cooking

commenced, the cooking is going on, the cooking will be completed The

object exists, is the instance of the apprehension of the present by itself.

Topic iS Of Comparison . Siitias 44.-48.

Comparison {vide Sutra I 1 6), says the opponent, fails as an instru-

ment of true cognition in any case; for if the resemblance is complete the

cognition will be " As a cow so a cow "
, if it is incomplete, the cognition

will be. "As a bull so a buffalo" , and if it is partial the cognition will be " As

one thing so anything else," which are all absurd. To this we reply that

Comparison does not proceed on mere resemblance but on the well-known

resemblance, that is, on the resemblance which is definitely known to be the

means of establishing cognition of an object. Let then Comparison be a

form of Inference, rejoins the opponent, as in both cases theie is cognition

of the unknown by the known. We reply that Companson is distinguished

from Inference in this that m the former it is necessaiy, while m Inference

it is not necessaiy, to see the object to be known E. g the bos gavaeus

must be seen before it can be known as such by its resemblance to the

cow. Moreover, in Comparison the resemblance must be pointed out by one

to another. The man who knows both the cow and the bos gavzeus points

out the resemblance to the man who knows the cow but does not know

the bos gavaeus. Lastly, the conclusion in Comparison takes the form

" as the cow so the bos gavaeus " but the conclusion in Inference is not of

this form " As the smoke, so the fire."

Topic 19 : Of the Word in general : Sutras : 49-56.

The opponent says that Testimony is not different from Inference,

because (1) the meaning which is not known and which is not an object of
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perception is known by means of the word which is known, as in Inference

the unknown is known by means of the known, (2) cognition from Testimony

does not, as does cognition from Comparison, differ from cognition from

Inference, and (3) there is unnersal concomitance of the word and its

meaning. To this we reply that in Testimony the word by itself 1- not

competent to produce cognition of truth, and that it derives the force to

produce such a cognition only from its being spoken by an apta or truth-

know ing bene\olent person, as in the case of "heaven," ' apsaras," " uttara

kurus" " seven islands and seven oceanV ' the w orlds Bhuli, Bhuvah,

Svar, etc ," and so on. Inference is not =0 dependent upon an apta This

also constitutes the difference of cognition from Testimony to cognition

from Inference. Again, the relation of the word and the meaning is that

of the signifier and the significate. and is not natural (dependent on and

follow ing from a law of nature) Natural concomitance exists between two

objects when both are perceptible to the senses, as in the case of fire and

smoke. But objects denoted by w ords are not perceived by Hearing, and

there are objects denoted by words which are not perceptible by any -ense.

Therefore the supposed natural connection of the w ord aud meaning cannot

be established by any means It cannot be said that the meaning alw ays

accompanies the woid, lor in that case whenever the words food, fire, and

sword are uttered the mouth should be filled with food, burnt w ith fire and

cut with sw ord Neither can it be said that the word always accompanies

the meaning, for m that case the vocal apparatus should be found near the

pot and other objects It is true there is a uniformity 111 the relation of the

word and the meaning. But this uniformity is due to convention ci eated

by the will of man and handed down from generation to generation This

is clear from the fact that the same w ord conveys different meanings among

different races of mankind.

Topic 20 Oft/icYeda. Sutras 57-68.

Some condemn the Veda on the ground of futility, contradiction and

repetition But where the Vedic injunctions fail of their purpose the

fault does not lie w ith the Veda but with the performer and the performance

(in the same way as scientific experiments fail in the hands of nouces)

The sc-called contradictory injunctions have reference to different points of

time. The so-called repetition is re-inculcation with a purpose. The state-

ments in the Veda admit of interpretation in the manner of secular

statements. They are either (1) injunctions or (2) exhortations or (3)

rc-inculcations. E. g. (1) He who desires heaven let him perform the

Agnihotra sacrifice
; or let him cook food

, (2) this is the first among the
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sacnfices, tint. Jyoti&toma, etc. , or hfe, strength, pleasure, etc. are all in the

food, (3) he offers Agnihotra, he offers with curd , 01 cook, cook The
authontative chaiacter of the Veda tests on its being the declaiation of

Aptas as in the case of Mantias and Medical Science Mantras to counter-

act poisons, ghosts and lightning and medicines to cuie diseases aie

vindicated by results. Some of the Vedic injunctions are similai ly vindicated

byiesults. The infallibility of otheis is inferred fiom the infallibility of

the Aptas who have declaied them The Aptas aie peisons who have

duectly knoivn the truth, who are kind to living beings and who are willing

to communicate the tiuth as known by them. In the seculai affairs of men
also reliance on statements of aptas is seen Moieovei, the same Risis who
are the seers and speakeis of the Veda aie also the "-eeis and speakers of

Mantias and medicines

' The Vedic woids aie authontative because they are significant of

tiuth and not because they aie eternal Ihey aie not eternal as in that

case all words would be 1 elated to all objects at the same time Non-

eternahty does not entail loss of significance, foi oichnaij seculai \void=

which are not eteinal are yet significant Seculai woids cannot be eternal,

for in that case the statements of those who aie not Iptas would not be

untrue. It cannot be said that the woids of non-Aptas aie non-eteinal, foi

there is no leason to distinguish them fiom the woids of the upUs In the

case of seculai woids also their validity depends on com ention and not on

their eternahty In both cases the authonty of the aptas confers authority

on their words The eteinahty of Vedic woids arises fiom their uninter-

rupted succession in ti ad ltion, study and application m all ages and world-

cycles (manvantaras), past and future

Book II : Chapter ii.

Topic 21 7he Pramunas are not mote thanfour . Sutias /

—

12.

We admit that Tiadition (Aitihya), Implicat-on (Aithipatti), Com-

position (Sambhavaj and Non-existence 01 Negation (Abhlva) die also

means of knowledge , but we do not admit that they aie different fiom the

four means enumeiated by us, tic Peiception, Infeience, Compauson and

Word. Tiadition consists of opinions coming down fiom generation to

generation in uninten upted succession, the origin of which is lost in oblivion.

Implication is cognition following fiom the sense of what is stated, e g.,

when it is said that without clouds there can be no lam, it follows that with

clouds there can be rain. Composition consists m the apprehension of the
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presence of one object from the apprehension of the presence of another

object which never exists without the former^ e. g the apprehension of the

presence of the ounce from the apprehension of the presence of the pound

Non-existence is the negative, the contradictory. a<- the non-existent nf the

existent , e. g., absence of ram in the presence of clouds leads to the

cognition of the conjunction of the clouds with high winds.

Tradition is not different from Word or Testimony, as its authority is

derived from the same source, vis., its emanating from an Apta. Implication

Composition and Non-existenee are not different from Inference which 11

cognition of the imperceptible by means of the perceptible. Implication and

Non-existence or Negation proceed on the basis of contradiction , Com-

position, cognition of the component fiom the composite, proceeds on the

basis of universal concomitance

Some question the validity of Implication on the ground that even

when clouds exi«t rain does not sometimes fall In putting forwaid this

objection they mistake for Implication what is not Implication From the

statement that there can be no effect without a cause, it follows that wheie

the cause exists the effect is produced This is Implication according to the

law of contiadiction The failure of the cause to produce the effect on

account of the operation of counter-agents is an attribute of the cause, and

not the object of cognition by Implication. The object of cognition by

Implication is that the pioduction of the effect depends upon the existence

of the cause.

Non-existence or Negation is held by some to be not an instrument

of cognition on the ground that the object of such cognition does not exist

This is a rash argument There aie innumerable objects of cognition which

are appi ehended by means of Negation in the form of cognition of non-

existence To take one example : Wheie from a heap of cloths some of

which are marked and the otheis are not marked, the unmarked ones aie

taken out, the action of taking them out depends on their cognition and

thsir cognition is produced by the non-existence of any maik. The negation

of mark is thus a means of cognition and therefore a pramana , foi a

pramana is nothing but a means of cognition. For the purpose of negation

it is not necessary that an object should first be produced and then

destroyed , e. g., for cloths to be unmarked, it is not necessary first to put

marks on them and then to efface the marks. For the negation of marks

in some cloths can be perceived by seeing the presence of marks in othei

cloths. Negation is correlated to affirmation whether in the same or in a

different substratum. Moreover, negation or non-existence is of two kind--,
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antecedent and consequent. Non-existence prior to production is antecedent

non-existence , non-existenee after destruction is consequent non-existence.

The absence oi marks in cloths which have never been marked is antecedent

non-existence of maiks in the cluths.

Topic 22 Sound is not eternal • Sutras • ij—jp
Diverse opinions are held as to the duration of Sound. The

Mimilmsakas assert that Sound is an attribute of Ether, is all-pervading,

eternal, and is. not produced but manifested. The Sfimkhyas hold that

Sound co-exists \\ ith smell, etc , inheres in substances, is existent like smell,

etc , and is not produced but manifested. The Vais'esikas maintain that

Sound is an attiibutc ot Ether and is liable to production and destruction

like cognition. The Bauddhas think that Sound is produced from the

agitation of the great Elements, is without any support and is liable to

production and destruction. These opinions gi\e use to doubt as to what

the tiuth of the matter maybe. The truth is that Sound is non-eteinal,

because (i) it originates fiom a cause, (2) is sensible, and (3) is Heated as a

pioduct Whatever is caused is non-eternal, 1 e, is also destroyed.

Conjunction and disjunction ol substances are the cau-.es of Sound. They
arc the causes of its production and not of its manifestation It is not an

object of manifestation because it is appiehended by Ilcanng The sense ol

Hearing is impondeiabic and thciefore cannot go out and 1 each the place

where Sound appears. Sound reaches the sense of Heaiing in a seues of

sounds in the way of waves ot water, after the cessation of the Conjunction

(e g of the axe and the tiee m cutting) which produces it An object which

is manifested is apprehended wheie it is manifested. This is not the case

with Sound. The diffctencc in the intensity ol Sounds also show that they

arc not diffeicnt from other products such as jjleasuic and pain It cannot

be said that Sound is one and of a uniform character and is manifested by

Conjunction the strength of which accounts for the pitch of the Sound as

perceived F01 this cannot explain the phenomenon of the overpowering

of one sound by another, e g of the sound of the flute by the sound ot tlic

dium. Heterogeneous objects do not ovei power one anothei , e g colour

does not ovei power touch An object docs not ovei power itself Objects

of the same class overpower one anothei , e. g ,
bughtei colouis overpowei

less bright colours Similarly, when it is seen that the sound of the flute is

drowned by the sound of the drum it must be admitted that the two sounds

are two separate objects and that they vary in intensity. Intensity is their

attribute and is not due to the strength of their causes. Theiefore sounds

are pioduced and not that one unilorm eternal sound is only manifested.
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Moreover, manifestation must take place where the causes of manifestation

operate That being so, as the flute and the drum are operated in different

places Sound manifested in the flute cannot be subdued by Sound mani-

fested m the drum If it is said that difference of place does not matter

then the beating of a drum anywhere would drown Sound manifested in all

flutes all over the world at the same time The theory thus is untenable

The phenomena of sound can be explained only on the theory that sounds

are produced and that they become perceptible only when they reach the

sense of Hearing in waves.

The opponent attacks the three reasons given in support of the non-

eternal ity of sound, (i) the destruction of a pot originates from the

disjunction of its causes , the non-existence of the pot after destruction is

eternal. (2) genus which is perceptible is eternal, (3) as we speak of the paits

of a tree or a blanket which are non-eternal so we speak of the parts of

Ethei and the Soul which are eternal To this we reply
, (1) There is a

difference between the eternal and the pseudo-eternal. That object is

eternal which has come into existence without production (by conjunction or

disjunction ot parts) and which never loses its sclf-sxistence Non-existence

after destruction of an object is not eternal in this sense. Moreover, m the

case of sound there is no cause to originate its destruction in the manner

of the pot. Therefore the analogy of the pot does not hold good (2 ) Sound

is non-eternal, not because it is perceptible but because of the manner 111

which it comes into contact with the sense of Hearing and becomes percep-

tible. (31 When we speak of the parts of a tree or a blanket w e mean

their constituents. But Ether and the Soul have no constituent paits.

The use of the woid paits in regard to them is metaphorical, and corners

the sense that their contact with finite objects does not pervade the whole

of them The conjunction of two fiuits does not pervade the whole of ihem

but is confined to parts only Similaily when we say that an object is 111

contact with Ether or the Soul we mean that it is not in contact with c\ei\

part of Ether or the Soul and to convey this meaning we say that it is m
contact with a part of Ether or the Soul As conjunction does not peivadc

the whole of its substiata, <-o sound docs not peivadc the whole oi Ethei,

and cognition, etc do not pervade the whole of the Soul.

You may ask, Why has not Gotama embodied 111 an aphorism the

tenet that Ether and other eternal substances have no pails ? Our reply is

that in many topics he has not brought out all the sides ; that is his character-

istic. He thinks that in such cases one can ascertain the tiuth from the

tenet of his £asrra. The tenet of his Sastra is, as is well known, NyAya,
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that is, many-branched Inference not inconsistent with Perception and

Revelation

Again, how aic we to know that an object exibts or that an object

does not exist ? By cognition or non-cognition accoiding to pramtuia. By
this test sound is non-existent before utteiance because it is then not

cognised and because any obstruction to its cognition is also not cognibed.

The reasons given in suppoit of the theory that Sound is eternal aie

^i) th.it it is intangible like Ethei, (2) that it is capable of being imparted by

the teachei to the pupil, (3) that it admits of repetition, and (41 that the cause

of its destruction is not pciccivcd The fiit.t reason is fallacious, because the

atom which is tangible is eternal, while action which is intangible is non-

eternal As regards the second it is seen that an object of gift is perceptible

on its w ay from the donoi to the donee But sound is not peiceptible and

theicforc does not exist in the interval between the teachei and the pupil.

Xe\ ei theless, it may be said, instruction is leceived by the pupil and from

the tact of instruction the existence of Sound in the mteival is to be mfened,

whcicby the gift ol Sound trom the teachei to the pupil becomes possible

To this we reply that the opponent has yet to establish what constitutes

instruction Is it that Sound residing in the teachei actualh mo\es trom

him and icaches the pupil. 01 is it imitation ol what is done by the teachei

as in the case ol a dancing lesson' Such being the case uistiuction does

not lemove the doubt as to the validity of instruction as ,1 mark of the

possibility of the gift ol Sound by the teachei to the pupil In legaid to

the third icason. it is digued that as the persistence ol colinn makes it

possible to see it again and again so the peisistence ol Sound lendcts possible

its utteiance tunes without numboi But icpetition is possible also in the

case ol objects which aie not poisistent, that is, aic diffeient at e\eiy time

they appeal Thus, we say, he danced twice, he eats twice, etc As legaids

the tourth lea-on it is said that the cause ol the destiuction of non-eternal

things, e g a clod of earth, is seen , and that it Sound weie mm-^teinal the

cause ol its destiuction would also be peicen ed , but that such a cause is

not pcrcened , and that theiefoie Sound is not non-eteinal We leply that

if the non-appiehcnsion of the cause ol the destiuction ol Sound implies its

non-destruction, the non-apprehension of the cause ol its non-heaiing also

implies its constant hearing. Non-hearing cannot be due to absence of

manifesting agents, foi we ha\e ah eady shown the impossibility of Sound

being an object of manifestation. If then the opponent's theoiy is reduced

to this that the hearing of Sound is without any .pause then why should he

not admit that the destruction of Sound also is without any cause? We do

5
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not say, however, that there can be no cognition of the cause of the

destruction of sound. The existence of such cause can be inferred from the

fact which we have aheady established that sounds are pioduced m a seties

The first sound is produced by conjunction and disjunction and gives rise

to the second sound which, in its turn, to the third and so on and on till

the series is stopped and the last sound is destroyed by some obstruction

such as a wall Each succeeding sound destroys its immediate predecessor

Then, when a bell is rung various sound series of different tones, high and

higher, low and lower, are heard Such diverse differences in tone and

timbre cannot co-exist in one eternal permanent Sound. And w ithout them

differences m aural cognitions cannot be explained The cause of the

differences in the intensity of sound is the dcgiee of force with which the

bell is rung and which is communicated to the sound series produced by it

The existence of such force in the bell cannot be denied For the ringing

of the bell does not produce sound when the hand is placed upon it This

shows that the force is stopped in its action by the conjunction of the hand

It is also perceived by touch that the vibrations set up m the bell by the

foice of ringing gradually die away On the other hand, if the non-

apprehension of the cause of the destruction of Sound proves its ctcinahty

then the manifestation of Sound after its appearance would continue for c\ci

as no cause of its desti uction is apprehended.

Sound cannot be an attribute of Ether, says the opponent , because

in that case the stopping of the vibrations in the bell by the hand could not

cause its destruction. According to him, sound and the ubrations which

cause it must reside in the same substiatum We reply that the objection

does not apply, because Ether is intangible. The non-cognition of sound in

the same substance w ith colour, taste, smell and touch and the phenomena
of sound series show that sound is the attribute of an intangible all-pen ading

substance, 1 c Ether. Sound exhibits a twofold difference a bell, e g

,

pioduccs diffcient vaiietics of sound and in each variety there is a differe-nn,

of pitch These differences could not be possible if sound were an atti ibutc

of the same substance with coloui, etc. , as in that case like colour, etc , it

would be of one unalterable character.

Topic 23 • Of the Mo i'fication of Sound Sutras jo-ji

Sound is either Varna, articulate, letter, or Dhvani, inarticulate, noise

In regard to sound as letter, when Dadhi and Atra, for instance, become
Dadhyatra, what does happen ? Modification or substitution ? Is 1 modified

asy or is replaced byy ? We say that i is replaced by y. Our reasons are

as follows. (1) When one object, eg, a piece of gold, modifies into anothei
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object, eg., a ring, some attributes disappear, other attributes appeal while

the same material subsists in the modification ; but this is not the case

where t gives place to y. (2) The effort lequired m the utterance of i is

diffeient from the effoit required m the utterance of i\ (3) Where y comes
in the place of / and where / stands by itself as \nyatatc, and where t gives

place toy and where 1 stands by itself as in tdam, the effort lequired in the

utterance of the y m the two cases does not differ, and the effort

required m the utterance of the 2 in the two cases also does not

differ. (4) The modification of 1 into y is not cognised as the modific-

ation of milk into curd is perceived. (5) The theory ot modification

of letters is not necessary for the purpose of the mles ot grammar. (6)

One letter is not the pioduct of another. They aie all independently

pioduced. (7) Modification can be either transformation, t e, change of form

or production But neither is possible in the case of letters. (8) Where bhn

takes the place of as, vach of brit, you do not say modification takes place.

Similarly not modification but substitution takes place in the case of single

letters. (9) In the case of modification the bulk of the modification varies

accordfng to the bulk of the original ; but whether 1 is long or short makes
no difference 111 y The opponent rejoins that modifications are some-

times greater than the original as in the case of a tree from an acorn and

sometimes equal to the original as in the case of a ring from a piece of gold and

sometimes less than the original a-. 111 the case of yarns from cotton. To
this we reply fiist that mere example unsuppoi ted by any reason, homoge-

neous or heterogenous, cannot establish a proposition ; otherwise a horse

would be a modification of a bullock, both being beasts of

burden. In the second place, when we refer to the bulk of the original

and the modification we intend to say that a modification follows its

original in essentials so that if the onginals differ the modifications

also must differ. But in the case 111 question y does not follow its

original, 1 e., it does not become long or short according as it takes the place

of i long or shoit. It is therefoie not a modification of t. It cannot be

said that the base 1 is not affected by its attributes of longness and short-

ness and that y follows the base. For what happens in the modification of a

base, eg ,
gold 01 clay, is that its original form is destroyed and a new form

is produced. But in the case in question there is no evidence that 1 is

destroyed andy is produced from the disintegrated t. (10) When Dadhyatra

is disjoined 1 returns to its orignal form, but curd never returns to milk
;

therefore/ is not a modification of t. It is true that a ring can be reduced

to a piece of gold again. But the analogy does not hold good here. For

gold remains constant ; it becomes a ring by giving up and taking up some
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attribute^. A similar change does not take place in the case of / and v.

It cannot be said that letter-ness remains constant in / and y , for i and j

cannot be attributes of the general attribute letter-ness.

1 1 1) Again, the letters arc either eternal or non-eternal. If they aic

eternal, they cannot undergo modification If they are non-eternal, then

one is destroyed before another take-, its place. To this it may be leplied

by the opponent that theie aie eternal thing- which vary in their attiibutei
,

e.g., the atoms aie imperceptible while the letters are perceptible , therefme

while the atoms do not undergo modification letters may. The argument

is imahd The 1 eason advanced, namely difference of attributes, is a con-

tradictory leason, it contradicts the supposed eternal character of letters

Modification and eternahty aie conti adictory teims On the other hand,

it cannot be said that as the hearing of the letters is possible though the\

are destroyed at the third moment aftei their production, so their modific-

ation also ma) be possible. Tor a meie example cannot establish a pioposi-

tion. The reason must be stated. If the hearing of the letters be the

reason, then we say that the unheibal concomitance ot the hearing of the

letters and of the modifications of the letters is yet to be established 'I he

fallacy of the opponent's aigument is s^dharmya-sama iV. i. 2)

(12) A further rea-on why y cannot be a modification ol / is that

srmetimes we find / in the place ot y as in Vyadh becoming vidhyati

The expression "mcdifcaitcn tf lettei" u-ed by giammanans dte<>

not mean that one letter is tiansfoimed into, or pioduced by, another

letter It means the substitution of one letter m place ot anothet It

appeals in six diffeient toims • ffl) change of attribute, as when the grave

takes the place of the acute accent . (/>) suppression, as when bha takes the

place of as, (ti deciease, as when the long is replaced by the shoit
,
(//

1

niciease. as when the short is replaced by the long or the prolated , u) en-

tailment, as when stah comes in the place of as , and (f) coalescence, as when

the base or the affix is augmented. These are all instances of substitution

The result of the abo\ e examination is to show that sound is non-

eternal. Sound does not lemain constant under change of foims nor siu-

vives in its product. It is> produced at one moment, exists at the second

moment and is destroyed at the third moment by the sound to which it

gn es rise or by the obstruction which it meets.

Topu 24 : Of the Forte of Words : Sutras : 5S-69.

Gotama now pioceeds to determine the foice of words on which depend

the validity of Word as pramaiia. A word consists of letters ending in an
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affix. Affixes aie nominal or verbal. Prefixes and indeclinable^ have their

nominal affixes elided (Pamni, II. iv. 28) Words lead to the cognition of

objects. It is therefore necessary to determine the nature or force of words.

Let us take the word, cow, for example. The VVoid is used to denote an

individual, a form and a genus. The doubt therefore arises as to whether

it denotes any one or all of these objects One part}- say-, that the word

denotes the mdndiual, because individuals which differ from one another

and possess attributes, and not the genus which is unproduced, undifferen-

tiated and de\ old of form, parts and attributes, admit ot (a) specification,

this cow, that cow, etc
,
{l>) collection, a herd of cows

,
(c) gilt, he gives cows

to the learned
,
(d) possession, the BiAhmana's cow

, (<i) enumeration, ten

cows (e) growth, the cow grows
, (/) emaciation, the cow grows lean

, (g)

colour, white cow
, (//) association, the good of the cow , and (/) piopagation,

the cow produces a calf. To this w e reply that the above uses of the w ord

cow are rendeied possible only because the objects indicated aie endowed

with the genus cow-ness. The use ol the word cow in respect of the

individual is metaphonc.il, .is 111 such cases as when we say, he is <i

Shakespeaie, he dwells on the lake, he is weaving a mat (when the mat is

yet non-existent), etc , etc

Some think that the torm is the denotation ot the woid , because foim

con«ibts in the configuration ol parts which endures, and because without

the cognition of the foims we cannot distinguish a cow fiom ahoise. This

is not conect, because mere form has no connection with the genus. It

ib the substance cow which is connected with the genus When we say.

wash the cow, bung the cow, we mean the substance in which the genus

cow-ness is present, and not a wooden cow though it possesses the appe.uance

(individual) and form of a cow Neither can the genus alone be the denota-

tion of the woul , for theie can be no cognition of the i>enus without the

cognition of the individual and foim.

Thetiuth is that the individual, foim and genus are all the denota-

tion of the word There is no fixed 1 ule of the 1 elation as puncipal and

secondaiy among them The force ot ths w >id is the siin; in regaid to

each of them. When specification is intended, the individual becomes

principal, genus and foim become secondary, when specification is not

intended, the genus becomes principal, the individual and foim become

secondary.

The individual is that which l* manifested. It is perceptible by the

senses. Every subtance is not manifested to the senses The individual

is that substance which is produced by the conumctum of parts and which
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is the substratum, as far as may be, of specific attributes such as smell

taste, colour, touch, grauty, density, fluidity, impetus, and finite magnitude

The form is that b) which the genus and the marks oi the genus un-

made known It consists in the enduung or fixed configuration ot the

parts of the entities cow , etc , and of the parts of those paits

The genus is that which produces similar cognition in respect of

different substrata B> reason of it indn ldual objects are not differentiated

from one another It is the cause of the assimilation of objects It is a

minor Samanja or genus when it establishes non-difference of some obiects

among themsehes and their diffeience fiom some othei objects

Book 111: Chapter I.

Topic 25 The Schsls aie not t/u Soul Sutras 1—j

There are two kinds of predication (ij a paft is piedicated ot a

whole of which it is a part, eg the tree stands b\ the loots (2| one thing

is piedicated of a different thing, eg he cuts with the axe What is the

nature of the predication in such cases as A man sees w ith the e\ e,

knows with the mind, discriminates with the intellect, feels pleasure and

pain w ith the bod> " ? Are the e\ e, the mind, the intellect and the bod\

predicated as parts of a whole of which tl^ aie the paits, 01 of something

different from them 3 Thus anses the doubt as to whethei the soul is

indentical with the o ganism ot the bod\, the senses, the mind, the intellect

and the feelings, or distinct from it' The tiuth is that it is distinct torn

the organism ot the bod> , etc Because the samp object is appiehended b\

the different senses That agent which apprehends the same obiect b\

means of the ditfeient senses and assimilates 01 integrates the mutualh

independent intuitions of the diffeient senses is a different object- It is the

soul The senses cannot effect the assimilation because one sen->e cannot

pei form the function ot anothei sense Ncr can the 01 ganism becau c

being an aggregate it lacks the unity of apperception lanuw a\asa\ a I sec

and touch) It is true that obiects are allotted to the sense= so that in the

absence of a sense its obiect cannot be appiehended Eg- the blind cinnot

see, the deaf cannot hear Bit this dies not shaw that eich scn-e is 1

conscious entity and that the supposition of another conscious entitj is

superfluous For the apprehension or non-apprehension of objects accoidms,

to the efficiency 01 inefficient of the senses will be the same whether the

senses are themsehes regarded as the conscious agents or as the instruments

of a conscious agent On the contrary, the very fact that the senses aie

limited in their respectne functions pro\es the existence of the soul, as
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conscious, all-knowing, the receivei of the contents of all the senses,

unaffected by the distribution of objects among the senses. The following

instances of the operations of the conscious agent will show that its recog-

nition as a distinct entity cannot be avoided. (1) He who sees colour,

infers (lecalls) taste and smell previously peiceived lie who peiceives

smell inters colour and taste. And so in the case of the other senses also

Again, after seeing colour one smells the flavour, and after smelling flavour

one sees colour This assimilated apprehension of the objects of all the

senses without any fixed order of succession must take place in the same

site and cannot have any other agent but the soul (11) It also assimilates

the various intuitions of perception, inference, testimony and doubt,

embracing manifold objects and having it as their cause, and assimilating

knows, as illustiated in its comprehending the contents of a book, treating

of all sensible objects Thus hearing letters uttered one after another, it

integrates them as woids and sentences and assimilates them with meaning

which is not to bz graspad by tho eai ,
then, cognising the fi^ed relation

of words and meanings, it apptehends quite a number of objects belonging

to moie than one sense, which cannot be apprehended by the senses

severally. This absence of limitation of the objects to be known in the

case of the all-know ei, which meets us at every step, cannot be cucum-

vented, by attubuting consciousness to the senses

Topic 26 The Body a not the Soul Sutras 7—G.

In the Sutra III. 1 4 the word "Body " stands tor the living being in

the shape of the organism of the body, the senses, cognitions and feelings.

Now, the scriptuies declare that killing is a sin and that sin acciues to the

agent (E\en those Bauddhas who deny the existence of a soul admits the

existence of virtue and vice) But if there were no soul othei than the

organism of the body, senses, cognitions and feelings, then the dcclaiation

of the scriptures would be meaningless and \irtue and vice would be

impossible For, the oigamsm undergoes change at cvciy moment and is

nothing but a sencs of changes one taking the place ot anothei at e\ery

moment It would follow that the organism to which the sin ol killing

would accrue would be different from the oigamsm which would kill.

Again, if re-bnth be possible ot such an oigamsm it would not be due to

past acts, so that there would be no law of 'karma' and study and practices

for the sake of release would be futile. It may be argued that in the case

of the killing of an oigamsm endowed with a soul there would also be no

sin, for the reason that the soul is eternal and cannot be killed But the

argument does not hold good, because we do not say that killing is the

destruction of an eternal entity. By killing we mean the destruction, or the
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causing the anaesthesia, disease, inefficiency, disturbance of the interconnec-

tions or the disorganisation of the body which is the field of the expedience

of pleasure and pain, and also of the senses which are the instruments of

the apprehension of their respective objects. Or the Sutia (III. 1 6) ma\

mean that killing is the disturbance or disorganisation of the association of

the soul with the organism of the body, senses and cognitons by uituc of

which association only the soul is the agent in the experience of plea-me

and pain, and without which it can ha\e no experience It doc-* not mean

the distinction of the soul as an eternal entity

Topii 2j The sense of sight rs not one . Sutia- f
—ij.

What is seen with the right eye is recognised as having been seen with

the left eye. Such recognition also is a mark of the evistence ot the soul

But the opponent urges that here at any late a soul is not needed to account

for the phenomena, because the sense of sight is really one and appeal-, as

dual owing to its opcialing on either side of the nasal bone The objection

is futile. When one eye is destroyed the other does not suffer destruction

along with it Of course, a ticc remains a tiee even attei a branch is cut

off. But the analogy does not apply here For a tree is an aggregate of

parts each of which is an aggregate by itsell ho that the deduction of a

part does not entail the destiuction of the other paits But the ej c is

supposed to be a unity. Or,' Drista,nta-\ nodha " in the Sutra (III. 1 in

may mean that the supposition is contrarj to expedience For, m the skull

there are two socket- foi the eyes Again, when one eyeball is pte-scd the

apprehension of the object by the two eve- becomes diffeient. and on the

icmo\al of the pi essurc the apprehension b\ the two e\cs become- similai

(a) Association of iJiat

The mouth wateis on seeing or smelling an oiange , thi- i- duo to

the recollection ot the taste And this shows that consciousness i-

not m the sense, tor what is -cen by one i- not lecollcctcd by anothei

To this the opponent leplies by alleging that recollection i- caused

by the receipt (the object lccollcctcdj and that this, and not the soul, cau-c-

the action in the mouth at the sight or smell of an oiange Hut

iccollection must be an attribute of the soul, and as such piove the

existence oi the soul On the supposition of the senses being conscious

theie would be either no iccollection or there would be no older ot recollec-

tion l<"or the senses aic diverse agents and on the supposition there is

nothing to assimilate 01 co-oidmate their expci lences , hence theie would be

no recollection. Or every sense would recollect the experience of every othei

sense
; which is contrary to experience : one does not remember what is seen
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by another. It follows that there must be a different agent capable of

appiehending diverse objects , and that is the soul The affairs of living

beings depend on memory. The wateimg of the mouth as the mark of the

existence of the soul is a mere instance

Then our opponent argues that memory does not infer the soul,

because the cause of recollection is impiession and its content the object

recollected and not the soul in either case. But he has not exactly deter-

mined the content of memory. Let us see what it leally is. The
statement which indicates the content of memoiy takes one or another

of the following forms
;
(a) I knew that object

,
(b) I have known that

object
;
(c) that object has been known by me , and (d) I had knowledge

in respect of this object. In each of these statements not merely the

object, but the object previously known associated with the knower and the

knowledge forms the content of memory , in othei words, every act of

recollection comprehends the agent, the act and the object of cogni-

tion. This is m regard to an object which i-> not before the senses.

In regard to an object which is before the senses, 1 e in the case

of recognition, three cognitions are assimilated, pioceeding from the one

and the same agent and not from diverse agents nor fiom no agent

Thus, in the statement, I ^ee now what I ha\ c seen before, the prc\ 1011s

seeing and the consciousness of seeing aie two cognitions, while the present

seeing is the thud cognition These cognitions combine to connect a

single object with a single agent Thus this content of memory, the soul,

which the opponent leaves undetermined, but which is present in memory
and is clearly known, is sought to be negated by the reason that the

object remembered is the content of memoiy.

Memoiy is not mete memoiy nor is the object lemembeied its only

content. The assimilation of experiences which takes place m an act of

memory cannot be possible without something to which all objects are

equally accessible, as m the caseot assimilation m an act of cognition. A
single knower within whose purview aie all objects assimilates its own

cognitions as I shall know that object, I know that object, I knew that

object, and, desning to know, and not knowing toi a long time, feels ccitain

at last that it knew the object Similarly it assimilates memoiy di awing

its contents from the time luturc, present and past, opeiating w ith the

desire to remember. Were the entity merely a 'erics of impressions (or

ideas), as impressions (and ideas) disappear as they arise at every moment,

not a single impression (or idea) would be left which could be aware of any

cognition and act of memory in association with all the three times. And

without such awareness theie can be no assimilation of cognition and

6
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memoiy in the form of "I (know or remember)", "(This cognition 01 ic-

collection is) Mine", ab it is not possible in the case of cognition and memoiy

in different bodies. It follows, therefore, that there does exist a single

entity penetrating all objects which unites and maintains the unity of the

series of cognitions and the series of memories, and which docs not

establish such unity of its cognitions and memories with that of anothei on

account of the absence of its operation in the latter's body

Topic 28 The Mind is not the Soul Sutias 15-17

But, uiges the opponent, the functions attributed to the soul may all

be possible for the mind We reply that the opponent is quairellmg about

names and not about the reality. The instruments of knowledge such as

the eye, nose, touch, must belong to a knowcr So also does the

thinker penetiating all objects possess an instrument of thinking in the

form of the internal 01 gan competent to reach all objects That being so,

the opponent en a in calling the knower the mind and not the soul, and

not allowing the mind to be called the mind, though admitting that it is the

mstiument of thought. On the othei hand, if he denies that the thmkei

possesses an instrument of thought which can icach all objects, then the

knower can veiy well do without the instruments of knowledge, and the

opposition will thereby entail the disappearance of all the senses as well

The distinction between sens e-expei ience and thought-expci lence i-> not

unfounded. Each sense is limited to its special object and cannot go

beyond that limit. None of the senses can reach that other class of objects

which include pleasuie, etc. For the cognition of pleasure, etc a diffeient

instrument is needed It is known by its mark of non-simultaneity of

cognitions, due to its coming into contact with the external senses one at a

time.

Topic 2y The Soul is eternal Sutias 18-26.

Some entities aie eternal, some arc non-eternal. Is the soul which

is established as distinct from the organism of the body, senses, mind
and cognitions, eternal or non-eternal a The answer is that the \eiy

reasons which piovc the existence of the soul throughout the stages of

infancy, childhood, youth and old age, also prove its existence alter its

separation from the body, etc For, an infant to whom the things of the

world arc yet unknown feels joy, feai and grief This is rendered possible

by memory, and not otherwise, and memory depends upon past experience,

and this depends upon past life and nothing else The somatic resonance
of the mlant in the presence of the causes of joy, fear and grief cannot be

explained on the analogy of the opening and closing of a lotus , lor in the
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case of a full grown man it is found that his changes of countenance due

to joy, feai and grief are not automatic like the opening and closing of a

lotus. Theie is theiefore no reason why these should be so in the case of

an infant. Moreover, the changes in a lotus aie known to be due to a

definite cause, namely the action of heat, cold, ram and season, and are

not quite automatic Similarly the changes of joy, etc must be clue to

a definite cause, and that cause cannot be anything but the conti-

nuity of memory Again, the new-born baby's instinctive desne for

the mother's milk shows the habit of taking food and thi« habit necessarily

implies a previous body m which the soul has experienced hungei and its

satisfaction with food. This instinctive desire for food beais no analogy to

the attraction of the uon towards a magnet. For the approach of the iron

towards a magnet has also a definite cause , otherwise pebbles,, etc., would

also be drawn tawaids a magnet But the cause is not apparent to the eye

and has to ba inferred both as legaids its nature and its limitation. The
inference must be made from the action itself. Thus iron appioaches only

a magnet, and only at a certain distance Similarly only an infant moves

for food only and when in the mother's arms Is the cause of such move-

ment past habit or something else ? It is seen that memory of past exper-

ience causes adults to approach tood for the satisfaction of hunger. The
same must ba the cause also in the case of the infant.

Then a man is born possessing Attraction, and the source of Attraction

is the after-thought of the contents of previous experience which can be

possible only in a previous body. The soul, remembering the objects

experienced in a previous body, becomes attracted to those objects

Attraction thu<5 links together two successive births and it is not possible

to point to a beginning of its connection with the body.

But how do you know that the recollection of past experience gives rise

to Attraction in a new-born baby, and that it is not produced in the same

way as are the properties of a substance (eg., jar) along with the substance

itself from the same cause 3 The soul and its attraction aie not produced

simultaneously like a pot and its properties, because Attraction, etc. are due

to samkalpa, imagination, thought. It is seen that Attraction is produced

by the thought of living beings enjoying objects , the thought springs

from the memory of past experiences Hence it is inferred that the Attrac-

tion which the baby feels is also caused by the memory ot past experiences.

Attraction could be produced like the property of a pot were the soul a

product and were the cause ot Attraction something other than the

memory of past experiences But neither of these is the case. Should it

be supposed that adrista, t.e , merit and demerit, is the cause of Attraction,
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even then connection with a previous body cannot be denied , for the

production of adnata must have taken place in the previous life and not

in this.

Hie truth is that Attraction for an object anscs from the entire

occupation of the mind with that rbiect, and this i>> nothing but habitual

experience of the object which deteimines- modes of thinking in futiue

Attraction diffc s according to the sphere of bnth which is deteimined b\

karma or adrisla, and the new-born entity denves its name fiom the sphere

of its birth

Topic 30 The Bodv u of the Eaith% eatthv Sutra^ 27-31

It has been demonstrated that the soul's connection with the bod)

is w ithout beginning and that +he bodj in which it experiences pleasuie

and pain is due to itsownkaima It is to be investigated whether the

body possesses a single chaiactei like the sense of smell, etc 01 a diveise

character Doubt arises in this respect owing to the diffei enccs of opinion

on the subject 1 he truth is that the human boch is constituted by the

element of Eaith alone because the distinctive atti lbute of Earth nameh

smell, is obscived m it At the «-ame time it is not denied that the other

elements conjoin w ith Eaith as conditions in the production of the hum?n

body Similarly all the elements conjoin to ptoduce aqueous, igneous

aerial and etherial bodies m different worlds to seive the paiticulai pin poses

of the souls There is also scnptuial authority foi the viev that the human

body is constituted by Euth alone, eg ,
' Let thy t>c go to the sun let

thv body go to the Eai th" (Rigveda, X x\i 3), "I make the sun th\

. I make the Earth thy body" (Satapatha Bidhma<ia, X\ II \ 111 4C) In

the one the pi oduct resolves into its quiescent ongmal , in the othei the

product is derived from the onginal

Topic 31 Ihe Sense* art constituted by the Elements Sutras 32 31

To take the case of the eve (Sight) Colour is perceived w hen the

pupil of the eye is unimpaned, and is not perceived when it is impaiied.

The pupil is a material bod\ On the othei hand, the pupil itself does

not come into contact w >th the object when its coloui is peiceived At

the same time theie must be some contact as otheiwise perception

of coloui cannot be possible The eje thcrefoie must be immateiial

in the sense of not being constituted by the manifested 01 visible

elements, and must be all-pen admg In this state of unceitaint\

one aigues that the senses must be immateiial and all-peivading

because they apprehend objects of widely divergent dimensions fiom the

acoin to the Himalav a mountain. To this the reply is that the preception
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of objects of 'diffeient dimensions by the eye is due to different contacts of

ocular rays with the objects Such contact is essential m ocular peiception

as is pioved by the fact there is no peiception wheie there is an obstruction

It is no aigument against the existence of oculai lays that they are not

perceived Foi perception is not the sole test of existence Infeience by

the, maik of ob^tiuction pieventing contact pio\c-> then existence, as it does

in the case of the othci side ol the moon and the lowei portion of the earth

The rule of pei ception \ ai les m its application nccoiding to the natuie of

substances and attubutes E g, watei vapom hanging m the an is not

perceived but its cool touch is felt heat ravs oie net petccned, but their

warmth is cxpei lenced Similaily fire exists in various conditions In

the solar rays both coloui and touch aie developed and so they aie perceived

In the ravs of light horn a lamp coloui is developed and touch is un-

developed , these too aie peiccptible Tiie in hot water possesses developed

touch and undeveloped coloui , hence it is impuceptible In the ocular

file both coloui and touch aie undeveloped hence it is impeiceptible The
development 01 accession of intensity ot coloui is one of the conditions of the

perception ot coloui

This peculiarity of the oculai iays auses fiom the natuie of the senses.

Like the multt-foim aggiegations of all substances the otganisation of the

senses 1- bioiight about by merit and dement to ^ubscivc the puij ose of

the soul which consists in the cognition of ob)ects and the experience of

pleasure and pain

Some thmkeis aiguc as follow* The le llience ot the sense of sight

on meeting an obstiuction is an attnbute ot a matcinl substance Foi this

is the case with all mateml substances in all ciiciunstances On the other

hand, the penetiation of glass, mica, etc , b\ the oculai iay s shows that they

are non-material So the point lemams doubtlul W e say that this is not

so, for the reason given is enatic Foi such penetiation is also seen in the

case of the light of a limp which illumines objects beyond glass, etc., and

of heat which cooks giams in a vessel

\on-perccption again may be due to ovei powering, as m the case of

a meteoi which is not -ecn when the sun shines In the case of ocuHr rays

there is such a special cause of then non pei ception, namely, as aheady

stated, want of development or intensity That the ocular rays lack m
intensity also appears from the fact that the eye cannot appiehend objects

without the aid of external light The oculai iay s aie not ovei powered, foi

overpowering can take place only when the thing oveipoweied has been

developed. The ocular rays are not perceived even at night in all ca<=es.
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That such rays exist appears from the observation of these rays in the eyes

of prowlers by night, e. g., cat, tiger, etc. There is no generic difference

between the eyes of these animals and of men, because the sight in both

cases is impeded by obstructions.

The perception of objects behind a plate of gla-^s or mica m a thin

stratum of cloud offers no argument against the pioposition that the contact

of the senses with the objects is the cause of cognition. For in these cases

there is really no obstruction, but actual contact is established through the

glass, etc. The sun's rays also cause burning through a crystal. In all

such cases the interspaces among the components of the intervening sub-

stances provide a passage whereby direct contact is established between the

rays and the objects on which they operate.

But why cannot a wall, e g , offer such a passage' Because a wall is

not constituted in the same way as glass is How do you know this'

This is known from the nature of the things as revealed by their effects

The ocular rays reflected from the smooth surface of the mirror makes one's

own face perceptible. This clarity of the minor is its nature Similaily a

wall does not reflect h^ht rays This is its nature Thus expenence show-,

that glass, etc., offers no obstruction, while a wall, etc
,
do, to the passage ot

light rays. And no arbitrary limitations can be imposed upon facts

established by perception and inference For these pramanas leveal leahty

as it is. Objects as they really are, in their own nature, in then own

character, are established by the pramliias These mu-st be accepted as such

and must not be modified at landom Obstruction is inferred in the ca<-e of

a wall by the fact of the non-perception of objects behind it. Xon

obstruction is inferred in the case of glass, etc. by the fact of peiception ot

objects behind them.

Tofic 32 The Senses are manifold Sutras 52-61.

Some say that, though the senses are located in diffeient paits of the

body, they are in reality only one, as the skin is present in eveiy such

location It is true tha t even mspite of the presence of the skin a blind

man does not -ee. But the skin is differentiated in its powei

in different parts of the body and that is the reason why the blind

do not see, because blindness means loss of the particular power in

the particular part of the skin. This argument of the opponent is self-

destructive. For it amounts to an admission of the difference of the senses

Moreover, not only the skin but the elements of Earth, etc., constitute the

site of the senses. Touch cannot be the cne and universal sense, as in that
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case coloui, touch, taste, etc would all be peiceived simultaneously, which

lb not the case. In the peiception of coloiu Touch cannot establish contact

between itself and an object scteened fiom \iew, and perception without

contact of sense and object is impossible The objects of sense again aie

moie than one, and the senses have to perform mote than one function

The sense of touch cannot serve the puipose of the sense of sight and

vice veisa So also in the case of the othei senses Sensible objects being

five, the senses also must be five m number Moieo\er, they pioduce five

diffeient kinds of cognition, at e located m fi\ e di(fti ent sites, hav e fi\ e different

operations, possess five different shapes and haie five diffeient origins

Sight opeiates by going out of the eyes and teaching its obiects Sound

reaches Hearing tn waves Tne othei senses opeiate when the objects come

into contact with them by the movement of the b >dv Smell, Taste and

Touch are limited in shape to then sites Si&ht tesidmg in the pupils of

the eyes goes out to pervade objects Heating is nothing else than Ethet

and is all petvadtng Itisinfened by the peiception of sound It does

not reveal all sounds because it n limited bv its site acccotding to the ment
and dement of the soul The ongins of the senses ate the five elements

lespectivclv , as the\ scvually m ike mintfest and appichend the specific

attnbutes of the five cleme it-. Thcv aie not m jchhcations of the unman ife&t

matter (avyakta
)

Topic jj I lie Objuts of the Senses Sutias 62 fj

Smell, Taste, Colour and Touch are the attnbutes ol Eaith
, Taste,

Colour and Touch, of Watet Coloui and Touch, of Tire Touch, of Air,

and Sound, of Ethei The opposite new is that the elements possess only

one attribute each and that othei attributes aie puceived in them o\\ ing to

their mterpenetiation by othei elements The mtupenetiation, it is also

said, is not mutual among all the elements but of the pieceding by the

succeeding in the ordei of then mention as Eaitli Watei, Fne, Air and

Ethei This view is not conect Fo«, as a mattei ot fact bodies foimed

of Kaith and Watci aie peiccptiblc to the e^ e the) must theicfoic possess

coloui Moieovei, mtcipenctirftion must aflect both the Uunuit mtcipenet-

tated and that mteipenetianng But coloui is not peicencd m Ait though

it is said to mtetponetiate Fuc The theoi> ol inteipcnctiation therefore

has to be 1 ejected

What is the explanation then of the fact that the senses constituted

by the elements do not appichend all the attnbutes of then respective

elements ? The explanation is that the senses become dominant in respect

of that attribute which is piomment in then 1 elective elements This limit-

ation of the scope of the senses is due to the sainskaia, ie, tendency or
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potency which lb the lesultant of kaimi (appetency) of the soul which they

serve, jubt as the things of the world, e g , poison, heibs, gems, c<c , serve

specific pui poses of man accoi ding to his kaima, and e\eiy single thing

does not serve all his pin poses

The senses aie also limited m then scops in this that the\ die them

selves insensible in lespect of then own attnbutes Sight foi instance

cannot see its own coloui Smell cannot smell its own smell This is

because in perception the insttiiment must be endowed with the same

attribute as the object, and when its own atti lbute is to be the object of its

appiehension, the condition ot peiception is not piesent In othei woids,

an atti lbute cannot appiehend itself —a sense does not apprehend Us own

attribute because of the absence of the auxihaiy attnbute The peiception

of sound by Heai ing is an exception which tests the mle Ileanng is composed

of Ethei In the peiception of sound it is independent ol the possession of

the attnbute of sound as an auxihaiv That Ileanng is comp >scd of Ethei

is known as follows The soul is the heaiei Mind cannot be the instal-

ment of hearing as in th.it case theie would be no deafness as mind is

not liable to destiuction Edith, W atei, Fne and An die not known to have

the capacity to ptoduee Ileanng Ethei thciefoic is the constituent of

Hearing

Book III Chaptei 11

Topii. 34. Cogni ton » notitonal Siitias / 9

It is a matter of common experience that cognitions appeal and

disappear Then non-eternahty is quite minifest, and is taken toi gi anted in

N -S , I 1 16 The topic is concerned with the lefutation of the speculation

of the Samkhyas that Buddhi is eternal In suppoit of the view the}

aigue that unless Buddhi, cognition weic eternal, le-cognition would not be

possible To this the leply is that the leason given is not valid, bee uise it

has yet to be pioved that le -ognition is done by Buddhi, and not by the

soul, as we hold We maintain that cognition, peiception, appichension

awaieness, intuition, undei standing is an attribute of the soul If \ou hold

that consciousness belong to the mstiument you have to explain the natutc

of the conscious soul If you admit that cognition is by the Buddhi, the

mnei mstiument, you should explain what natuie, what atti lbute, what

reality is left to the conscious soul, what use it makes of cognition residing

m Buddhi If yon say that the soul makes conscious and Buddhi knows,

then where is the diffeience ? To mike conscious, to know, to pciceive and

to apprehend convey the same meaning It, on the othei hand, you admit
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that Buddhi makes known and the soul knows, we agree. Buddhi is then

the instrument of cognition, the mind. The mind is eternal, but recognition

of objects is not the reason for its etemality. For then the eyes too would

be eternal, for one recognises with the left eye what is seen with the light

eye. Eecognition belongs to the knower and not to the instrument of

knowledge.

The Sftmkhyas also hold that Buddhi is eternal and that modifications

in the foim of cognitions emanate from it accoiding to objects and that the

modifications are m essence not different from the original. This view

again is not correct. For in that case all objects would be perceived at

the same time, which is not the case Again, if Buddhi and its modifica-

tions were identical then the disappearance of the modification would entail

the disappearance of Buddhi also. This shows that Buddhi and its modifica-

tions are not identical in essence Further, they are different and modificat-

ions arise in the mind one after another which account for the fact that the

objects of all the senses are not apprehended all at once. Also when the

mmd is attached to one object there can be no cognition of another object.

This shows that the mind is not all-pervading and moves from one object to

another. Our view is that the inner instrument, the mmd, is eternal but

not all-pervading , that the mind is one while its cognitive modifications

are manifold , and that this could not be possible were the modifications

identical with the mind in essence. The soul therefore knows and not

the mind. The mind's attachment to one object really means its contact

with one sense The attachment or occupation is ieally of the soul.

There is no foice in the aigument that the modification like the mmd with

which it is identical is ieally one but looks as many m the same way as

does a crystal look diveise in the proximity of different colours m succession,

so that simultaneous cognitions of all objects need not necessarily be

entailed. For the diversity in the case of the crystal is only apparent

while the diversity of cognitions is real, as it is a fact of experience that

cognitions appear and disappear one after another.

Topic 35 : The transiency of the things of the world . Sutras 10-17.

The Stitpkhya who maintains that the crystal remaining constant

undergoes modifications is opposed by the Nihilist who urges that nothing

in the world is permanent, that everything is in a flux, and that the crystal

is a new crystal at every successive moment, as is found in the case of

the human body which decays, throws off refuse and grows again by

assimilating food. We have to point out that the proposition is too wide

7
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and is supported neither by perception noi by mfeience, and that we can
give our assent to it m accordance with our observation of nature. Growth
and decay in recurrence are seen in the human body These are
not seen in stones and crystals. We also demur to the speculation of the
thorough-going Nihilist that a new entity is produced at every moment out
of the ashes of the old, foi the reason that the causes of such wholesale
production and destruction are not apprehended The destruction of milk
and the production of curd furnishes no analogy. For the destruction of
milk is seen and the cause of its destiuction is infened. The production of
curd is seen and its cause is inferred. In the ca=e of the crystal no such
production or destruction is seen, and there is no occasion for the inference
of any cause.

Some (S&inkhyas) say in reply to the Nihilist that milk is not destroyed
but only transforms into a different chaiactcr, or merely develops diffeient
properties. To them we say that the constituents of milk disintegi ate and
redintegrate as curd, wheieby the destruction of milk is infened. What
we deny is that there is a total destruction of milk and that cuid is entuelv
a new product and that there is no cause for such destruction and produc-
tion. Seeing that in some cases the cause of destruction is apprehended and
that in some it is not apprehended it cannot be admitted that all is a
flux,

Topic 36 . Cognition is an attribute of the Soul : Sutras • 18-41.

Cognition is either pi esent when it is called intuition, or past when
it is called recollection The intuition of the red colour of a rose, for
instance, survives in memo-y even after the destruction of the eye' and
the rose. It therefore belongs not to the object nor to the sense but to
the knowsr. The knower, again, is not the mind, but the soul. For the
mind is only an instrument under the control of the soul. It is the inner
instrument which bmgs ab>ut the cognition of pleasure and pain and recollec-
tion. If cognition be it, attribute then it would cease to be an instrument.
Its existence as an instrument is inferred by the non-simultaneity of cogni-
tions. If you distinguish between the mind and the inner mstiument, then
what we call the soul you call the mind, and what we call the mind you
call the inner instrument Your difference with us is about names only
Or the Siitia (III. ii 19) may mean that whereas simultaneous cogn.Uons
of diverse objects by the mind is impossible, the Yogins by their power of
Yoga bring abouts unultaneous cognitions in several bodies with all the
senses created by them for the purpose to exhaust their karma, and that
this shows that cognitions do not belong to the mind but to the soul. It
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may be objected that cognitions cannot belong to the soul because as the

soul is all-pervading and eternal, (1) simultaneous cognitions of all objects

and (li) the eternality of cognitions will be thereby entailed. Our reply to

the first is that the cause of the production of cognition is not merely the con-

tact of the senses with the objects but also the contact of the senses with

the mind, and that as mind is atomic simultaneous cognitions of all objects

is impossible. To the last we reply that eveiy embodied soul knows

within itself that cognition is non-eternal ; and that like one sound by

another a piecedmg cognition is destroyed by a succeeding one

But then impressions produced by cognitions aie the causes of

recollection, and these, according to you, says an objector, abide in the soul ;

the contact of the soul and the mind which is equally a cause of recollec-

tion, also exists , how is it that all the memories of the soul from the

beginning of time aie not levived at one and the same moment ? Some

meet the objection with the reply that the mind serially comes into contact

with the different partb of the soul on which cognitions have leit their

impress and that for this reason all memories arc not revn ed simultaneously.

The reply is not correct. For the mind can ncvei come into contact with

the soul as transcending the body, (the soul being a universal and eternal

substance, it pen ades the body anJ also transcends it), because the function

of the mind is confined within the body The life of an embodied soul consists

m its conjunction with the inmd togethei with a \ ehiclc of the experience

(body) necessitated by past karma which is m fiuition That the mind

without a body is mcapible of subserving the purpose of soul appears from

the fact that the contact of the mind and the soul generates the double effoit

of support and direction, and that if the mind opsiatcd outside the body the

body would cli op down by gi a\ uy for want of suppoit

The sw lft movement of the mind will not solve the difficulty, for there

are memories which take a consideiable length of time to revive them

through a seues of intermediate stages which for long keep the mmd
engaged. Moreover, conjunction of the soul and mind independently of

the body is not the cause ol recollection. The body is the field of the

soul's expenence If without it the meie conjunction of the mind with

the soul could pioduce cognition, pleasure, etc., then the body would be

perfectly useless.

Some of us point out that the contact of the mind and the soul outside

the boJy cannot be established either by the direction of the soul, or by

chance, or by the mind's being the knower. For the direction of the soul
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implies that the soul already knows the object of memory to which it directs

the mind ; and if the memory is already revived there is no need for any

contact of the mind. AH memories are not revived by chance, i. e. all of

a sudden ; some take mental effort for a long time to revive them Nor

is the mind the knower But this, we say, is only a partial view of the

matter For cognitions do take place and there must be particular con-

junction of the soul and the mind, as when a thorn suddenly pucks the

foot of a man and pain is felt by him when his mind was engaged elsewhere,

e. g. a beautiful scenery. As this particular conjunction is due to adnsta,

conjunction may be similarly pioduced by adrista serially in the case of

non-simultaneous revival of all memories. The true reply, however, to the

explanation offered, namely that the mmd serially comes into contact with

parts of the soul, is as given, that is, that the mmd must opeiate within

the body and not outside it.

The contact of the soul and the mind and the impressions are not the

sole causes of recollections. These depend also on attention and cognition

of signs (vide Sutra III. 11. 41). Recollections do not occur simultaneously

because their causes do not occur simultaneously. Even in cases of flashes

of memory recollection is not independent of attention, etc What happens

in such cases is that the mind is occupied with several objects and one of

them engages attention and revives a memory without our being aw ai e

of the cause of such revival. The mind is associated with the soul in the

body for a specific purpose determined by adrista. Its dimension is atomic

It can come into contact with one impression at a time. Hence theie can

be no simultaneity of recollections.

Some hold the view that while cognition is an attnbute of the soul,

desire, aversion, volition, pleasure and pain are the attributes of the inner

instrument, 1. e the mind. This view is not coriect. For we find that these

refer to one and the same agent and substiatum as cognition. It is the

knower which resolves to put forth effort for the acquisition of pleasuie

and the avoidance of pain. Therefore, these must also be the attributes

of the soul.

The Materialist twists the above argument to his advantage Says

he • You argue that acquisition and avoidance proceed from desire and
aversion and that desire and aversion are attributes of consciousness. But

atoms are acted upon by attraction and repulsion. They mu^t then

possess desire and aversion and therefore be conscious. To this we reply

that uniformity in the one and want of uniformity in the other distinguish
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the two cases Gravity, e g„ is a propei ty of all material substances ; it

adheres to them in all cncumstances. But while activity is found in atoms
it is absent from such things as a pot. The activity which is found in

mateiial bodies such as an axe, or in the atoms, is caused by the will of the

knowei 01 by his kaima under the will of the All-Knowei A second

objection to the materialistic view is that as each atom would be endowed
with consciousness, theie would be a pluiahty of knoweis in a single

product, which is not wauanted by any icason Moieo\ ei, the leasons

previously given foi the existence of the soul and its eteinahty completely

refute the theory that consciousness belongs to material substances

To sum up Consciousness does not belong to the mind 01 for the

mattei of that to the senses or the elements , foi the reasons aheady

adduced commencing with Suti a I 1 10, "Desut, aveision, volition, pleasure

and pain aie the maiks of the Soul", and also on account of their existing for

the sake of anothei, and also in vntue of the moral law Thcv exist for

the sake of another whose vjhtion incites them to activity Then, on the

supposition that consciousness belongs to the elements, senses and the

mind, all of which disintegi ate at death, the consequences of their activity

would befall the soul at 01 as lebiith, which is contraiy to the moial law.

Hence by pi oof by exhaustion consciousness must be the attribute of the

soul Moreovei, the leasons aheady given in suppoit of this have been

vindicated by the lefutation of the aiguments against them Or

the >vord "UpapatU" in the Sutia (III 11 41) means lebirth, and

furnishes an additional leason in suppoit of the view that consciousness

belongs to the soul A seucs ot cognitions without a soul cannot account

foi lebnth ItcanofTei no explanation of samsaia and release If the

woildweiea congeries ol seues of conscious states theic could be no

haimony, no co-Didination, no oiganisation 111 society and tin, conduct of

the affairs of the world would be impossible Within the man also there

would be the same chaos and confusion and lecollection would be an

impossibility, because one state could not lemembci what was eN.peiienced

by an antecedent state Therefoie the soul which knows also lecollects.

Its natuie is to know. Eveiy one ib awaie of the unity of the cognitions

"I shall know", "I know," "I knew "

Topic 37 Cognition is momenta)y Sutras 4.2^5

Cognition lasts but an instant, as it is action Its continuity is only

apparent as in the case of the motion of an anow shot fiom a bow which

is really a series of instantaneous motions So long as the pot, e g , is

pi esent bef01 e the eyes theie is cognition , as soon as it is lemoved the
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cognition ceases. The duration of cognition is made up of cognitions

arising every moment. On the other hand, the persistence of cognition will

mean perpetual perception, and recollection will be rendered unnecessary
,

for the cause of recollection is not cognition but the impression left by

cognition. It is a misconception to hold that cognition which disappears as

soon as it is produced can give us only the apprehension of the genus and not

of the individual, as in the case of a flash of lightning. In the flash of

lightning you can see that a thing is a man but cannot determine his indivi-

dual characteristics. Similar would be the case were cognition instantaneous

The objection is groundless. For the chaiacter of the cognition depends

upon the causes which give rise to it. Where the cause of the cognition is

fleeting the apprehension is indeterminate, general ,
where it is not

fleeting the app.ehension is deteimmate. detailed For cognition is

the apprehension of an object, whethei indeterminate or deteimi-

nate. The various characteristics of an object, generic and specific,

provide cognition with its manifold contents In respect of each such

content the cognition is self-complete and determinate. It is merely a

convention to speak of the cognition of the generic aspects ot an object as

indeterminate and of the cognition of its specific aspects as deteiminate.

The mstantaneity of cognition in no way affects perception even when the

object is also momentary E g in a lamp the flame consists of a series of

radiant energies emitted by the lamp Each such ladiation is an object of

cognition, and the series of such cognitions gives us the perception of the

flame of the lamp.

Topic jS • CoHscioHnicn is tut in the Body Sutias

The colour and other attributes of the body co-exist w ith the bod\

But a dead body does not possess consciousness It cannot be compared

to momentum, for momentum depends upon definite causes and no such

causes of consciousness aie found present 01 absent in the body The cau-e

of consciousness in the body can bz neithei in the body as in that cast

death would make no difteiuice, nor in another substance as in that case

there would be no leason why it should not produce consciousness in stone-

and stocks, nor in both as in that case there would be no leason why

consciousness should be produced in the body and not in other things of

the same class with it. The disappeaiancc of consciousness from the body

at death cannot also be compared to the destruction of the dark colour ol

earth by baking, for baking does not merely destroy black colour but also

pioduces red colour, while no such new production m the body is leund

at death, but the total cessation of consciousness. Moreover, baking
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produces red colour in eai th because the materials for such colour exist in

the earth. But m the body are not found agencies destructive of conscious-

ness Further, consciousness peivades every paiticle of the body and on

the theoiv m question theie would be mnumenble conscious entities in a

single bodj so that pleasuie pam and cognition would be entirely

localised in the part aftected and would not affect anv othci pait, which is

contrary to expenence. Om statement that consciousness pervades every

part of the bodv of couise excludes the ban, nails etc Tor the} do not

constitute the body which extends upto the skin onl} The bod} is defined

as the seat of the sense-*, the field of the activity ot the soul and the mind,

and of the expenence of pleasure, pain, cognition Moreovei, the

attributes of the bodv aie eithei impeiceptibic a-., eg., gravity,

or perceptible as, eg, coloui , but consciousness is neither impercep-

tible because one is awaie ot it nor sensible because it is apprehended by

the mind. It follows that consciousness is not an attnbute of the body
And this conclusion furthei ccnfiims the previous conclusion that cognition

does not belong to the mind, the senses and the bodj but to the s0ul

7o/>ujp Of the Jlv/d Sutras 56 sy
In the oiganism of the mind, senses, cognitions and the bod} thcie

is only one mind The unit} cf the mind is infciied horn the non-simul-

taneity of cognitions ol se\eial objects through the diffeicnt senses When
we obseue the diffeient movements ot an individual we seem to have

several cognitions at one and the same time But this, is due to the

swiftness of the cognitions and of the movements oi the mmd Everyone

is aware within oneself that cognitions aii»e in sequence according to the

serial opeiation of the senses in lespect of their object= Recollections

also appeal in sequence 1 his shows that succession and not simultaneity

isthetiuth That swiftness of ccgnitirns and of the movements of the

mind obliterates, as it weie, then succession is best lllustiated when we at a

glance grasp the mcanirg of a sentence which involves the hearing of each

letter a*> utteied, their foimation into words, the recollection of the meanings

of the woids, their syntactical connection, etc And the same reason,

namely non-simultaneity of cognitions, also establishes that the mind is

atomic.

Topic 4.0 Adfista is the cause of the Body Sutras 60-72.

Karma, le the activity or the start made by speech, cognition and

the body, produces as its fiuit merit and demerit which abide in the soul.

Moved by these and not independently the elements produce the body.

Dwelling in the body the soul legards the body as itself. Being attached
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to the body and out of the craving for enjoyment in it the soul cognises

objects and creates sarnskaras or appetencies in the foim of merit and

demerit which lead to rebirth where again the same sequence of cause and

effect is repeated, and so on. This succession nf events can be possible

only on the explanation that the elements are moved for the production

of the body under the influence of karma to subserve the ends of the soul

It is seen that a man, to serve his purposes, makes conveyances and the

like fiom suitable mateuals. The Atheist says that in making a statue

sand, stone, coloui ms> and other materials are used as they exist in nature

without reference to any karma and that so the case may be with the

production of the body from the elements. We reply that it is yet to be

established that sand, stone, etc. exist in nature by themselves \\ ithout

reference to any karma and not to serve the ends of the soul. Moieover,

a statue is not produced from seeds whereas the body is. This imolves

three karmas, viz of the soul experiencing life in the womb and of the

parents enjoying the fruit in the shape of a son. Further, food taken by

the mother nourishes and develops the embryo till bnth thiough \anous

processes of assimilation. It is thus clear that the action of the materials

in forming and developing the body is dependent upon karma. The

operation of karma is also manifest from the fact that every appioach of the

parents does not become fruitful.

Not only is karma the cause of the production of the body
,

it is

also the cause of the conjunction of a particular body with a particular soul

The body is a highly intricate mechanism and cannot as such be brought

about by the foituitous concourse of atoms. Similarly the bodies of no

two men are exactly the same This perplexing diversity of outfit in the

form of the body can be explained only by karma, namely that every man

has his own destiny to fulfil and that he gets the body which he merits

The causality of karma in the production of the body also accounts

for the soul's disjunction from the body on the exhaustion of kaima, through

the removal of delusion by true knowledge. Thus the seed of futuie birth

is not produced and karma in fruition is exhausted by experience Weie

the elements, on the other hand, which are indestructible, independent

causes of the production of the body, there would be no release.

The Samkhyas hold that the soul's non-experience of Piakriti

or Matter is the cause of the production of the body in and thiough which

the soul is to experience Prakriti, and that when the experience is

accomplished the soul regains final separation from the body On this

theory a released soul also may again be connected with the body. Foi if
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experience is necessary for the soul when it had no body experience may
be necessary also after it* separation from the body It cannot be argued

that separation from the body takes place after the purpose of the soul's

experience of Praknti has been accomph-hed and that therefore there is

no reason for its being again connected with the body. For the experience

of a single soul fulfils the purpose of the experience of Pakriti. and Pakriti

which has performed before one soul has its object accomplished
; yet we

find that the production of bodies is uninterrupted. The production of the

body is therefore not from non-karma and for the purpose of the soul's

experience of Pr«tknti. It is duo to karma and for the experience of the

fruit of karma.

Others maintain that the soul's experience w not ot Pakriti but of the

fruits of karma and that this is bo-rjht abjiit by adrista inhering in

atoms. This attribute of the atoms is a cause of activity. Impelled by it

the atoms come together and foi m the b^dy The mmd then enters the

body. In the body so formed and possessed by the mind the soul cognises

objects. But in this view also bodies can be produced even for a released

soul because the attribute of adrista appertaining to the atom-' is mdef-

tructible.

Others again opine that the mind by its own adrista enters the body.

In that case also there can be no separation of the mind from the body.

For to what will this separation be due ? On our theory karma in fruition

in the present body is exhausted by experience and separation from the

body takes place. The adrista of the mind, on the other hand, cannot be

the cause of both birth and death.

Further, if the elements as such could produce the body then the body

once produced would, in the absence of any cause of destruction, continue

for ever If death were due to chance then there would not be so much

diversity m the manner of death as is seen.

Some think that as the dark colour of the atom is destroyed for ever

by the application of heat and red colour is produced in its place, so on the

theory of the production of the body by adrista the body w ill not be

produced again in the state of release. This view is altogether unsupported

by any reason. No familiar instance is cited. Neither perception nor

inference is advanced.

Or " Akrita—abhyagama—prasanga," in the Sutra il Il-ii-^a) means

that the doctrine that the production of the body is not due to karma will

entail that the experience of pleasure and pain is without any cause. This

is contrary to perception, inference and scriptural texts. This would mean

8
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that acts are neither good nor bad and that the acts of men are not

responsible for their experience of pleasure and pain. This is the false

view of perverted minds.

BOOK IV : CHAPTER i.

Topic j.i : Activity and Faults : Sutras /

—

2.

Activity (I. i. 17) and Faults (I. i. 18) have already been explained.

They have been examined in the examination of the body, etc. from which

spring merits and demerits. The Faults, like cognition, are attributes of

the soul. They are the causes of samsara or transmigration, because they

are the causes of activity and re-birth As sarnsara is without beginning,

they also proceed without beginning. They cease to be when false

knowledge is destroyed by knowledge of the truth.

Topic 42 : Faultsfall into three groups . Sutras : 3—-p

There are three collections of Faults (1) Attraction consisting of

lust, greed, craving, longing and covetousness
; (2) Aversion consisting of

anger, envy, jealousy, hatred and implacability
; (3) Delusion consisting

of false knowledge, doubt, pride and carelessness. Attachment is the mark

of Attraction ; want of forbearance, of Aversion ; and misapprehension, of

Delusion. Every man is aware of their existence within himself. The
fact that they are all liable to be ln>yed by knowledge of the truth does

not show that they do not tall n
;ai

,„..n.iiict classes. For the colours of the

earth such as blue, etc. are distinct colours, though they can be all

destroyed by the application of heat The colours again are quite distinct

though they have a common source, vis. fire Similarly, the Faults aic

quite distinct from one another, though false knowledge is their common
origin.

Among the Faults Delusion is the woist For a man who is lice

from it is not influenced by the othei two. Misapprehension runs through

Attraction and Aversion also. Dalusiou therefore is their cause And
it is thus that they disappear on the lemoval of Delusion by know-

ledge of the truth

Topic 4.3 Pretyabhava (Transmigration) Sutras to—13

Birth is not production, death is not destiuction The etcinitj

of the soul makes pretyabhava possible. The eternal soul forsakes

the former body and takes up another body. Both these processes constitute

pretyabhava. To say that the production and destruction of entities cons-

titute pretyabhava is to deny the moial law according to which one expe-

riences the consequences of one's own acts. While the doctrine of total

annihilation would rendsr tlu teachings of the Risis meaningless.
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How, from causes* of what character, are bodies, etc produced? A
body is not produced from another body. A pot is not produced from another

pot. All is not the cause of all. Like produces like. A pot is produced from

potsherds of the like material. This is the testimony of perception which is

the highest evidence. On the strength of this experience it can be inferred

that the causes of the gross elements of earth, etc aie the most subtle

supersensible eternal substances possessing colour and other attributes found

in the gross elements. The existence of such substances is thus revealed

The inference is from the known to the unknown.

The gross elements which are produced from the most subtle eternal

elements furnish the materials for the production of the body, senses and

objects with which the soul becomes associated after leaving its previous

body. This is the tt nth. The views of sectarians will be next considered.

Topic 44 'Ihe Void is not the cause of the World: SAtras • 14-18

Some say that the sprout comes into existence b> decoying the seed,

i.e, that from the non-existence of the seed is the existence ot the spiout.

This is not correct. For if the sprout is the cause of the destruction of the

seed then it must have existence before the seed is destroyed, and in that

case it cannot be said to come into existence tiom the destiuction of the

seed It is ti ue that causal predication is made in respect of objects past

and future
,
eg , a lost article causes sorrow , a son yet to be born causes

pleasure. But such predication rests on mere sequence. So also when the

sprout which is yet to appear is said to be the cause of the destruction of

the seed the predication of causality merely states a sequence, and not a

true causal relation, namely that the sprout is produced from the destroyed

seed, i.e., that existence springs from non-existence. The truth is that the

parts of a structure disintegrate and redintegrate into another structure, and

that bodies are produced from such redintegration and not from non-existence

or void. The relation of antecedent and consequent between these two

processes is not denied.

Topic 45 ; Is'vaia (God) is not the material cause of the World : Sutras

19-21.

Some say that the void may not be the material cause of the

woild but that Brahman is the material cause of the fabric of names

and forms , because it is seen that the destiny of man does not

depend upon the efforts of man alone but also on the dispensation of God
also. This view is not correct. For Brahman cannot be conceived other-

wise than as a soul, fs'vara is a soul which is all-doing, all-knowing, all-

embiac.Yg. Ar irra (fewer to teccme smaller than even an atcm), etc. are
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His eight excellences. He acts by mere will (and not by physical means)

and disposes the merits and dements appertaining to each soul and the

elements of earth, etc. to activity. He is thus absolutely free in the work

of creation. He is like a friend , He is the father of created beings. These

attributes cannot be possible in Him without the possession of cognition.

Therefore He cannot be anything but a soul. So also declares the Sruti:

"The seer, the cogniser, the all-knower, the Lord." He cannot be compre-

hended by perception, inference and revelation. He can be indicated only

by the analogy of our own souls.

Topic 46 : The World is not the Result of Chance : Sfltras .- 22-24.

Some say that like the sharpness of thorns, streaks of colour in rock

minerals and the smoothness of the stone, the production of the body, etc.

is from material causes without the intervention of an efficient cause. This

view does not differ from the view that the creation of the body, etc. is not

the result of the action of man, which has been refuted in III. 11. 60-72.

Topic 47 : All is not non-eternal • Sutras : 25-28.

Some say that all things are non-eternal as production and destruc-

tion are their nature. Some oppose this tenet by asserting that the alleged

non-eternality must itself be eternal and thus will furnish an opposition to

the non-eternahty of all things (including non-eternal lty.) But non-cternal-

ity cannot be eternal ; like fire destioying itself along with the fuel, it

ceases to be along with the destruction of all things. The tuie reply to

the tenet of the non-eternality oE all things is that there can be no denial

of what is really eternal. What is eternal and what is non-eternal is to be

settled by the test of cognition. Things which are found by means of the

pramSnas to be liable to production and destruction must be regarded as

non-eternal, while things which are not found to be so liable must be regarded

as eternal. The eternals thus determined are the most subtle elements,

ether, time, space, soul, mind, their attnbutes, genus, species, combination.

Topic 48 : All ts not eternal : Sutras : 29-33.

Some say that as all things are nothing but the five elements and as

the five elements are eternal, all things must, therefore, be eternal. This

tenet is negatived by our actual cognition of the production and destruc-

tion of things. The mere resemblance of things to the elements in respect

of their attributes is not a true mark of the inference of their eternality. For

there are reasons also to account for their difference in regard to duration

The resemblance in respect of attnbutes only shows that the elements are

the material causes of the things. On the other hand, there is actual

cognition of production, and of the cause of production, of things This
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cognition proves their non-eternality. The activity of man who seeks to

produce what is pleasant and to destroy what is painful, also presupposes

that all things are not eternal. It is further well-known that composite

substances undergo production and destiuction Again, sound, action,

cognition, pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, and volition are neither

included among the elements nor possess their attributes. It cannot

be said that the cognition of production is as unreal as cognition in a

dream ; for the same can be said about the cognition of the elements.

Moreover, there is this fundamental difference between eternal and non-

eternal things that the former are beyond the reach of the senses and are

not subject to production and destruction. (Thus is the Samkhya view

refuted. The view of those who believe in autogenesis is next considered
)

It is said that production and destruction are mere changes of attribute

and not of substance which is constant, and so eternal , in other words, that

there are really not production and destruction but only development and

envelopment. But this view of the persistence of entities at all times fails

to provide any means of diffeientiation as to (i) development and enve-

lopment, (2) the attribute developed and the one enveloped, (3) the moments

of development and envelopment, (4) the paiticular attribute developed and

enveloped and another, (5) the past and the futuie Hence the view must

be rejected.

Topic 40 : All is not discrete . Sutras • 34.-36.

Some say that an entity as a single unity does not exist, because the

names by which entitles are denoted connote a plurality , e. g, a "Jar" is the

name of a bundle of attributes such as colour, taste, touch and smell, and

of parts such as bottom, sides, neck, etc. But this is not right , for attributes

are different from substance and paits are different from the whole, as

already explained (see II 1. 33-36.) Moreover, names do not change ; for

instance, we say, "The jar I saw I touch, the jar I touched I see". Then,

mere collocations ot atoms are imperceptible, because atoms are so. That

which is perceived m a collocation of atoms is a single entity. Again, the

admission of a collocation whether of atoms or of attributes or of paits is

the admission of a unity.

Topic 30 : All is not void : Sutras : 37-40.

Some say that all is non-existence, because existence and non-exis-

tence appear in every entity , e g.m a. cow there is presence of cow-ness

and there is absence of horse-ness and everything else. The argument involves

a twofold contradiction, (r) "All" is definable, as it means more than one

and without exception ; while "non-existence" is not definable, as it is the
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negation of existence. (2) If all is non-existence then one thing, e.g. cow-

ness, cannot be the negation of another thing e. g. horseness. Then, all

entities have existence by their own nature , a cow is existent as a cow.

There is no cognition of a cow as non-existence. When it is said that a

cow is non-existent in the form of a horse and it is not said that a cow 1-.

non-existent in the form of a cow, it is admitted that a cow as a cow is

existent. The statement that a cow is not a horse is a denial of their

identity and not of the cow as an entity.

The opponent rejoins that what is called the nature or chaiacter ot

an entity has merely a relative existence like length and shortness. To

this the reply is that relativity depends upon an absolute standaid. If

both the terms long and short are relative then they destroy each othei.

These terms, again, do not apply to atoms or objects of equal size It

relativity weie a fact as asserted, then surely some difference would ha\e

appeared in them. What relativity really implies is that when two objects

are seen together it enables us to see the excess of the one over the other.

Topic £i ; Reality is not numerically fixed • Sutras • 4.1-4.3.

Some say that (1) all is one, being equally existent, (2) all is dual,

being eternal and non-eternal, (3) all is a triad, being the cogniser, the

means of cognition, and the cognisable, (4) all is a quaitet, being the

knower, the means of knowing, the knowable, and knowledge , and so forth.

This is not correct, because of impossibility of proof. For if the matter to

be proved and the reason for it are diverse then the number asserted is

exceeded , if not, then in the absence of any reason there can be no proof.

It is no answer to say that a part of the matter to be proved will

furnish the reason for the proof. For in unity there can be no part. So in

the case of duality, etc. These views deny the diversity of objects formed

in special characters, and are thus opposed to perception, mfeience and

testimony, and therefore false. The truth is that objects are classified

according to their resemblances and diversified according to their differ-

ences.

Totic £2 : Phala (Fruit) : Sutras : 44-33

It is seen that when a man cooks his food, he gets the fiuit of his

labour immediately, while when he sows seed he gets the harvest after a

lapse of time. Therefore when it is said that heaven is the fruit of the

pcrfmmance of agnihotra sacrifice, the doubt arises as to whether the fruit

will be obtained immediately or after a lapse of time. We know that

heaven is not obtained immediately. On the other hand, we do net *-ee
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how it can be obtained afterward, for the activity in the shape of the per-

formance of the sacrifice must have ceased to operate long ago. To this

the reply is that activity produce, Saraskara (potency) in the form of merit

and demerit, which in co-nperation with other conditions produces the fruit

at another time, in the same way as water poured at the root of a tree

causes through intermediate agencies the appearance of flowers and fruits.

It is true that in the case of the tree, the action and the result both

appear in the same body, ie., the tree, while in the case of the sacrifice, the

action is pat formed in 0113 bjdy and t\\t fruit is enjoyed m another body.

But bodies are merely the fields the performer-enjoyer is the soul. The
soul performs the action, the merit resides in the soul, the fruit in the form

of happiness accrues to the soul Where the fruit of action is declared

to be a son, a wife, cattle, wealth, etc., these are only the symbols and sources

of happiness which is the real fruit.

Topic §3 . Duhkha {Pain) Sutras 54.-57.

Pain has been enumerated after Flint (in I 1. 9, and defined in 1. 1 21.

Pleasure has been neither enumsrated nor defined) The omission

however does not imply a total denial of pleasure , for such denial is

impossible seeing that all beings bear testimony to the existence of pleasuie.

The teaching that pleasuie is to bz regaided as denoted by the word pain

is given, for the purpose of the avoidance of pain, to one who, on account of

the experience of the stream of births and deaths, has become indifferent and

desires to avoid pun Fur all beings, all the worlds, all re-births are, through

the co-existence of pain, penetiated with badhana or impediment or hinder-

ance or obstruction which is the characteristic of pain In the text (IV 1

54) "Bnlh" means that which is born, namely the body, senses and cognition

The impadimant is of vanoj, grad^ It is the greatest in the case of those

who aie m hell
,
middling, ot the \0.v2c anunaU

,
least, of man

,
less, of the

celestial beings and of dispassionate men Thus seeing that impediment

in some degree or other exists in all the worlds the teachers apply the

definition of pam to pleasure as well as to its means, namely the body, senses,

cognition Hereby attraction towards the worlds ceases, thirst for them is

cut off, release is obtained from all pain It is like the avoidance of the

pain of death by one who thiows away milk mixed with poison

Pleasure no doubt appears in the intervals of pain. But the longing

for and pursuit of pleasure and the attendant evils such as non-fulfilment

of desire, its partial fulfilmant, fulfilment with risks, etc
,
produce various

mental suffering, and consequently even at the moment of pleasure the
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impediment to the freedom of the soul continues. It is tor this reason that

"birth" is declared as pain, and not on account of the non-existence of

pleasure. Again, there is no pleasure in the attainment and enjoyment of

which pain in some form or other is not experienced Moreover, "birth",

infirmity, disease, contact with disagreeable things, separation from agree-

able things, non-fulfilment of desire are the necessary conditions and

inevitable consequeuces of the pursuit of pleasuie But a man with

whom pleasure is the supreme good regards these also as grades

of pleasure and thus never gets fiee from transmigration For the

awakening of such a man also "birth" is declared a-, pain. The expres-

sion " Birth is pain " (in IV. 1. 54) however does not mean that the

body, senses and cognition are by their own nature pain but that they like

pleasure are so being interpenetrated with impediment.

Topic 54. : Apavarga (Release) . Sutras 58-67.

Some say that the attainment of release is impossible on account of

(1) the chain of debts, (2) the chain of psrversions, and (3) the chain of

activity. The repayment of debts is enjoined as follows "A Biahmaiia. as

he is born, is born encumbered with three debts by celibacy and study he

repays the debt to the Rigis
,
by performing sacrifices, to the deities , and by

begetting progeny, to the Pityis" (Satapatha Brahmaiia, 1-7-2-1). As

regards sacrifices it is further laid down "These sacrifices agmhotra,

dai's'a and purnamasa shall be performed until death or infirmity mteivenes.

Either by infirmity or by death is one freed from the obligation to peifoim"

So no time is 4eft for the pursuit of release. (Perversions are false knowledge,

egotism, attraction, aversion and love of life. Yoga-Sutra, II 3) These

cling to one from life to life Again, from birth till death the activity of

the speech, mind and body never leaves a man for a moment. Therefore

the attainment of release as desenbed in I 1. 2 is not established.

To the above the reply is as follows (1) In the text of the Satapatha

Brahmaiia the word "debts" is used not in its primary but m a secondary

sense. For primarily a debt and its repayment must be inter vivos

That condition is not present in the case under consideration. The

secondary application of the word i» for the sake of condemnation and com-

mendation. Like a debtor who docs not repay his debts a man who does

not pei form acts deserves condemnation
, and like a debtor who repays

his debts a man who performs acts deserves commendation. Again, the

expression " as he is boin " is also used 111 a secondary sense. F01 suicly

an infant has neither the desire for the fruit of, nor the capacity to perfonn,

all those acts, sacrifice, etc. Similarly the declaration about performance
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of acts till infirmity or death should be rationally interpreted. For if it is

taken literally it becomes superfluous, for infirmity and death necessarily

put a stop to all performance. The declaration really means that perform-

ance should be continued till the desire is satisfied with the attainment of

fruit. The word "Jara" which the objector has explained as infirmity really

means the fourth stage of life, the stage of renunciation For it is then that

a man having, after realising the futility of all worldly objects, i enounced

the desiie foi woilds, wealth and progeny, is freed from the obligation to

perform acts. "Jara" cannot mean infirmity or inability here, foi in the case

of men who are not themselves able to perform acts, a proxy is allowed such

as a disciple whose service is required by the gift of learning.

Again, the text in question is a lc-inculcation (<incl not an cniginal

injunction, as theie is no word in it to expi ess an injunction). It can be

interpietcd either as a re-inclucation or as one pleases The tormei mter-

pietation is the more latumal The sense therefore is that a householdei

has no option but to peilorm piescnbcd acts as a debtoi has no option but

to repay debts. The perfoimances which accomplish the fnut, and not

the fruit, are the subject of a man's effort. Injunctions lay down the means

which is to be brought into operation and the fruit which is to be produced.

"Jayamana", as he is born, therefore refers to him whom these concern,

namely the householder. This is not to deny the other stages of life,

namely the student, the renunciate and the recluse. For every Sastra is

confined to its own subject matter. These Biahmana texts are concerned

with the duties of households s only.

Riks (sacied verses) and Brahmanas (sacred piose texts) declare release

(foi all stages of life). Thus there are the Riks : (a) Risis, begetting piogeny

and desiring wealth, entered death by reason of acts , other Risis, dis-

criminative, attained immortality beyond the reach of acts.

(b) Neither by act nor by piogeny nor by wealth but by renunci-

ation some attained immoitality ;
beyond heaven (i. e. outside the reign of

Avidya), hidden in the cave (i. e. beyond the reach of ordinary pramanas),

that which shines, the yatis (recluses) enter.

(c) Know I this Person, great, of the splendoui of the sun, beyond

darkness
;
by knowing Him one crosses over death ;

there is no other path

for the journey.

There are also the Brahmanas: (a) There aie three suppoits of

Dharma, sacrifice, study and gift. The first is penance ;
the second is the

celibate-student residing in the university or college of the preceptor
; the

third is such a student who spends his life in the college. All of them go to

9
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the regions of the virtuous. He who is steady in Brahman attains immorta-
lity. (Chhandogya Upanisad, II. xxm. i)

(b) Desiring this world only the renunciates take to renunciation.

(Brihat Aranyaka Upanisad, IV. iv. 22).

(c) Now they declai e that man is m essence desire. As he de<s!re<.

so he resolves ; as he resolves so he acts ; as he acts so he becomes.

Thus declaring that transmigration is the result of acts, the texts

teach what is good : Desiring, when he becomes non-desinng, desire-free,

desire-less, self-desiring, desire-fulfilled, his pr&nas (vital forces) do not go

out, they are withdrawn into the soul even here Being truly Brahman, he

attains Brahman. (Brihat Aranyaka Upanisad, IV. iv. 5, 6).

Thei efore it is unreasonable to say that the chain of debts prevents

release. The text, Those four paths leading to deities, (Taittiriya

Samhita, V. vn. 23), again, shows that there are four, and not one, stages

of life.

The text about the performance of agnihotra, dars'a and purnamasa

applies only to those who desire the fruit. For the Veda enjoins the closing

of sacrifices and renunciation. Thus, "Having fulfilled the praj^ipatya

sacrifice, having offered all his possessions in it, transplanting the fires m the

soul, let a Brahmana walk away from the world". This shows that the

removal of the sacrificial fires is enjoined for those who have risen above

the desire for progeny, wealth and worlds and have ceased to desire the

fruit of sacrifices. So declare the Brahmana texts ; e. g. Resolving to

take to another order of life Y&jnavalkya addressed Maitreyi thus : I wish,

O dear one, to go away from this place ; let me reconcile you to K&ty&yani

O Maitreyi, you have received initiation from me. That much, O dear one,

is immortality. So saying Yajnavalkya went away.

The performance of acts till infirmity and death could not be intended

for all without distinction. For such acts end with the collection of the

sacrificial vessels at death which can be possible in the case of householder

only. Had that been the intention there would have been no declaration

of lising above desues as in the text- It so happened in days of yore

that Brahmanas, versed in the sacred lore and learned, did not desire

progeny ;
(they thought) what should we do with progeny ? we for whom

the soul is the whole world. They, rising above the desires for progeny,

wealth and worlds, led the life of mendicants. (Brihal Aranyaka Upanisad,

III. v. 1). For such men acts ending with the collection of the sacrificial

vessels cannot be possible. Moreover, the fruit does not incite all men to

activity to the same extent

The order of the householder is not the only order of life. Itihasas,

Puranas and Dharmas'astras declare four orders of life. These as well as
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the sacred verses and Brahmana texts are authoritative in regard to their

respective subject matters, like the senses Sacrifice is the subject matter
of the sacred verses and Brahmana texts , the character of men, of Itihasas

and Puranas ; and social conduct, of the Dharmas'astras. If Dharmas'&stras

had no authority, chaos would ensue through non-regulation of the conduct
of men. The authority of Itihasas and Puranas has been declared by the

Brahmana text . Atharvangirasa declared the Itihasa and Purana, they

constitute the fifth of the Vedas (Chhandogya Upanisad, III. iv. 2).

(2) The chain of perversions also can offer no obstacle to the attain-

ment of release. For as in the case of a man m deep sleep, when he

dreams no dreams, the chain of attraction and the chain of pleasure and pain

are snapped, so also in the state of release. And this the knovvers of

Brahman instance as the condition of the released soul.

(3) In the case of a man whose perversions have suffered decay,

the activity does not tend to re-birth at the end of the previous birth.

Such re-birth is caused by adnsta, t e. merit and dement abiding in the

soul. Absence of re-birth at the end of the previous bnth is ielea;>e.

This does not entail the futility of acts. For what is declared is that

re-birth does not take place at the end of the previous birth, and not

that the experience of the consequences of acts is denied. In such a case

all previous acts reach fruition m the last birth.

An objection is raised by some who say that the stream ol perver-

sions is natural and without beginning and therefore impossible of being

cut short. It is no answer to this objection that just as antecedent non-

existence (which is without beginning) of an entity is terminated by the

entity when produced, so the natuial stieam of perversions is not eternal.

Neither is the objection met by the argument that just as the natural dark

colour of the atom from before tune is terminated by the application of

fire, even so is the stream of perversions. For eteinahty and non-cteinality

are attributes of positive entities only , then application to non-entities is

only metaphorical. There is also no reason for the conclusion that the

dark colour of the atom is without beginning. Nor is there any reason

for the proposition that what is not in need of production is non-eternal

The true answer to the objection is as follows Subconscious will

is the efficient cause of the perversions, attraction, etc. They are due to

acts and to themselves mutually. Attraction, aveision and delusion arise

from subconsciously produced wrong notions of things as attractive,

repulsive and delusive. Acts produce the bodies of living beings and in

them the perversions of atti action, aversion and delusion according to a

fixed rule. For it is actually seen that attraction is dominant in some
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bodies, and delusion in some others. Their production is also reciprocal.

The deluded man is attracted ; the deluded man is angered , the attracted

man is deluded ; the angered man is deluded. Now, the production of the

false notions of things ceases through knowledge of the truth and owing

to the non-production of their cause there follows the absolute non-

production of attraction, etc. There is again no special force in the

statement that the stream of perversions is without beginning For all

these entities, the body, etc., associated with the soul, come down in

sequence without beginning. There is nothing which was not produced

before and has been produced for the first time, except knowledge of the

truth. Such being the case it is not premised by us that what is not liable

to production is capable of destruction. As regards acts which produce

the bodies of living beings in diverse classes of animal life, they do not

become the efficient cause of the production of attraction, etc., after the

destruction of false notions of things is brought about by the knowledge of

the truth about them. They continue, however, to be productive of pleasure

and pain, for in producing them they are independent of false notions.

Book IV . Chapter it.

TopicJJ : Production ofknowledge of Truth : Sutras 1—-J

Now, false knowledge is not mere non-production of true know ledge.

It is not a negative but a positive thing. It is delusion. The object the

false knowledge of which is the seed of sam»aia or succession of births and

deaths, is to be known in its essence. False knowledge consists in the

apprehension of the not-soul as the soul, in the delusion, the ahaipkara

(I—manufacture) in the form " I am (this)". Ahamkara is the vision of one

who sees the not-soul as " I am (this)". The objects of ahamkara are the

body, senses, mind, feelings and cognitions. When a man feels cominced

about this assemblage of objects, the body, etc., as " I am (this) ", as his verj

self, their destruction he regards as the destruction of himself, and being

overcome with the desire for their non-destruction, adopts them again and

again, and so adopting them, strives for birth and death ; and as no

separation from them takes place, he is never absolutely released from pain

He who sees all this as pain, the vehicle of pain, and pleasure tinged with

pain, knows pain thoroughly, and pain so known decays for want ot

adoption or acceptance, like food mixed with poison Similarly he sees

the faults and action as causes of pain. So he abandons the faults The

faults having decayed, activity does not tend to re-birth (IV i. 63) Thus

the man discriminates (1) that re-birth, fruit and pain are the things to be

known, (2) that action and faults are to be avoided, (3) that release is to be

attained, and (4) that knowledge of truth is the means of its attainment.
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Having thus divided the knowabies as those which are wrongly identified

with the soul, those to be known, those to be abandoned and those

to be attained, when the man devotes himself to them, constantly

turns them over in thought and influences them with thought, there

appears to him perfect vision, awareness of the things as they are,

knowledge of truth. The knowabies from the body to pain (I. i. 9) are due

to faults because they are the objects of false knowledge. True knowledge

about them prevents ahamkdra or their identification with the soul. And
so through knowledge of truth, on the successive removal of pain, birth, etc.

(I 1. 2), release is obtained This is a resume of the teachings of all

•Sastras and is not a new teaching.

The objects of the senses are the objects of desire. They are colour,

etc. When they are wrongly conceived they cause the opeiation of attrac-

tion, aversion and delusion. So meditation for the sake of true knowledge
should be first concentrated 011 them Aftei wrong notions about them
have ceased then thought should be focussed on the body, etc. which are

more nearly connected with the soul so as to remove ahamkilra in lespect

of them. Thus the man who is dispassionate to objects external as well

as internal, is called released.

The cause of the faults is the conceit which regards objects as wholes

and pays no attention to their paits. For instance, when a man is attracted

to a woman, and a woman is attracted to a man, they are attracted by the

particular parts of the body such as the teeth
,

lips, eyes, nose, or by

some special features m them Such attention increases the passion

for each other. The faults which it entails are to be abandoned. Attention

should be directed to the impure aspects of the body such as the hair,

flesh, blood, bones, sinew-., etc. By this means the attraction of passion

is destroyed. Thus everything presents a twofold aspect, good and bad.

It should be regarded as bad. Food mixed with poison is considered

as poison.

Topcj6 ' Relation of the Whole and Parts Sutias J.-17.

There can be no doubt about the existence of the whole over and above

the parts (see II. 1. 33 ct suj.) To this the following objections aie urged :

(1) Each single part cannot exist in the entire whole owing to the difference

of their size and as that would entail the exclusion of the other parts.

(2) It cannot occupy a portion of the whole because the whole as

conceived has no such portions. (3) The whole cannot reside in each

single part as their sizes are different and as that would entail that a subs-

tance is constituted by a single component. (4) It cannot reside in a

portion of a part because parts have no portions. (5) It is not known to
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exist away from the parts, (6) It cannot be an attribute of the parts for

the reasons stated before

To this the reply is : The doubt is not justified , for the whole being a

single entity, the distinction of entire and parts is inapplicable to it. When it

is said that the whole resides in the parts what is meant is that the whole

covers the parts, i. e it makes possible for the parts to combine to form a single

entity. So that parts may have independent existence, but there can be no

whole unless there were parts. Therefore in the case of a person who seeks

the supreme good what is prohibited is the conceit which regards objects as

wholes, and not that the existence of wholes is denied. Just as false notions

m respect of colour, etc. is prohibited, and not that colour, etc are denied.

Again, single atoms are not perceptible. They cannot be therefoie

perceptible in mass. Yet bodies constituted by atoms are perceptible

What makes them perceptible is the existence of wholes over and above

the parts. The something perceptible in the collocation of atoms is the

whole. To say that there is no perception of the whole in the paits is

suicidal , for in the last analysis only the atoms are left and they are not

object of perception , so that the requited object of perception, i e parts,

is reduced to something imperceptible. On the othet hand, the argument

cannot be pushed to the extreme conclusion denying the total existence

of all things. For atoms cannot be so negated. They are the least

indivisible part-* of bodies.

Topic 57 The Partless : Sutras 18-25.

Nothing exists, lejoins the pessimist , the wholes aie 1 educed to

partless atoms, but partless eternal atoms are an impossibility, because

the ether must pervade them both inside ahd outside in which case they

cannot be partless, or, if the ether does not so pervade them, then the ether

cannot be all-pervading as is claimed for it To this the reply is that the

terms inside and outside can be applied only to a body composed of parts

and are inapplicable to the atoms themselves which are partless. As

regards the ether it cannot but be all-pervading For nothing pondeiable

or corporeal exists which is not in conjunction with the ether. A sound

produced spreads over the ethet. Conjunctions with minds, atoms, and

their effects also spread over the ether The characteristics of the ethei

are that it is nowhere parted and rc-united like water by a passing boat,

and that nowhere does it offer resistance to moving bodies. This shows

that it is partless and intangible

Then an atom cannot be a product , for if it is a product its con-

stituents must be more minute and in that case it will not be an atom.

As partless it is eternal. A product is non-eternal, not because of the
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pervasion of the ether but because of the disintegration of the parts. The
pessimist rejoins that the atoms cannot be partless, for the reason that

they possess a definite shape (spherical) and also enter into conjunctions

among themselves. The objection to this i ejninder is that it will lead to

infinite regression which is illogical, and will also eliminate gravity and

diversity of dimensions and entail equality of dimension between the whole

and the part as a consequence of infinity of parts m each part and part of

a part.

Topic 58 • External objects are not transient Sutras 26-37.

(The Buddhist addresses the Naryfiyika thus •
) You defend the

existence of external objects on the ground ot our cognitions of those

objects. But they are false cognitions. For instance, the cognition of a

piece of cloth is a figment of the imagination. Because when a cloth is

dissected only the yarns are left, and no cloth is found. Similarly in all

cases. (The Naiyiyika replies •) This argument involves a self-contradiction.

If an analysis of things by reason is possible then the non-cognition of the

real nature of the things is impossible. The product is not perceived sepa-

rately from its causes because it subsists in them Where the causes are

imperceptible analysis of their products by reason surely causes their distinct

apprehension; as in the case of the atoms Moieover, analysis by reason is

the same as cognition by means of the pramSnas. The pram&tias establish

the existence of external objects On the other hand, there can be no proof

of the proposition that all is non-existent. For if there is any proof then "all"

which includes proof is not non-existence If there is no proof the proposition

is not established. It cannot be said that there is no existence, but only

a conceit, of pramanas an d prameyas as in the case of objects seen in a

dream, hallucination, mirage, etc Foi there is no reason to support the

supposition In the first place, there is no reason to believe that objects

seen in a dream are unreal. On the contrary, there are reasons to show

that they are real. Diveisity of dream cognitions must be due to different

causes. In the second place, if it is said that dream cognitions are unreal

because they disappear on waking then it is admitted that apprehension and

non-apprehension are respectively the marks of inference of the existence

of things existent and non-existent. Objects of dieam are no more unreal

than objects of recollection and imagination. All these objects are based

on reality previously apprehended. After waking, by comparison with

waking cognitions, dreams are found to be unreal So that the experiences of

the waking consciousness form the real basis of dream cognitions.

Thus there are objects and wrong cognitions of objects. Wrong cogni-

tions of obje cts are destroyed through true knowledge as the conceit of the
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cognition of objects in dreams disappears on waking. Similarly the sun's

rays opposed by the radiation of heat from the earth quiver and are mistaken

for water. On nearer view the wiong cognition is removed. So every-

where what is destroyed is the wrong cognition, and not the object. No

man has ever at any place a wrong cognition which is not without a real

cause Moreovei , there is a duality ot cognition m each of the cases cited :

the magician, the waking man and the man near by know the phenomena of

the magic, dream and mirage as unreal, while the spectatois, the sleeping

man and the man at a distance know them as real. These diverse cogni-

tions could not be possible if all things were non-existent.

(As to the Nihilist) • wrong cognition itself cannot be negated , for its

cause and its existence are apprehended. Every mm is aware of

wrong cognition and of its cause. Wiong cognition therefoie has existence

Wrong cognition embraces a twofold object, reality and appeal ance, e. g.

the pillar and man, where a pillar is mistaken foi a man It arises fiom

the perception of the common attributes of two similat things Where,

on the other hand, all objects aie of a unifoim character devoid uf name

and reality (as with the opponent), there can be no possibility of wiong

cognition. In the case of smell and other prameyas, the cognitions of which

are said to be wrong, the cognitions are certainly true cognitions, because

they do not embrace the duality of reality and appeal ance. Therefore it is

unreasonable to hold that the cognitions of pramSnas and prameyas are

wrong.

Topic 39 : Development of True Knozvledge : Sutras 38-4.9.

When the mind is withdrawn from the senses and is held steadfast by

the retentive effort, its conjunction with the soul takes place (as in the state

of deep sleep) When this conjunction of the mind with the soul is asso-

ciated with the desire to know the truth (which is not the case in deep sleep),

cognitions in respect of the objects of the senses are not produced. From

the habitual cultivation of this state does cognition of truth arise There

are objects however which by their intensity or by then nature force them-

selves upon consciousness even in this state of the mind , e. g. thunderclap,

hunger, thirst, heat, cold, diseases, etc. Nevertheless the habit of Yoga 01

concentration or communion is possible as the result of excellence of virtue

or merit which is the cause of true knowledge, accumulated by pi actice

preformed m previous lives. For the purpose of avoiding disti actions ins-

truction has been given for the practice of Yoga in forests, caves and

river beds. The virtue born of the practice of Yoga accompanies a man

even in another life. In the fullness of its accumulation as the cause of

true know ledge, and there being the contemplation of Samadhi or the repose
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of the mind in the soul, true knowledge is produced. Even in ordinary

affairs a man is heard to say : "I did not see, my mind was elsewhere."

In the state of release objects, however intense, cannot force them-

selves on the soul For they can produce cognitions onl> thiongh cnn-

junction with the senses. And the necessary condition ot the pioduction ot

cognitions is the body bi ought into existence under the influence of past

acts, as the seat of effort, senses and objects. Release is the non-existence,

thiough the non-existence ot merit and demei it, of the body and senses as

the seat of the condition of the production of cognitions It follows there-

fore that release is deliverance from all pain. Because in the state of release

the seed of all pain, the vehicle of all pain, is destroyed.

For the attainment of release reclamation of the soul is to be accomplished

by means of Yama and Niyama and of the practices enjoined by the rules

of self-culture. Yama (non-violence, veracity, non-covetousness, study and non-

accumulation of wealth) is enjoined for all men. Niyama (cleanliness of body

and mind, contentment, penance, sacred study and contemplation ot God) is

enjoined for special classes. Reclamation of the soul means deciease uf

demerit and increase of merit. Rules of self-culture are to be know n from the

treatises on Yoga. The practices theiein taught aie Tapas (penance), PrAna-

y&ma (control of breath), PiatyAhira (withdiawal of the mind), Dhy&na

(contemplation) and Dhaiana (fixity ot contemplation;. The practice ol

meditation in respect of the objects of the senses is lor the sake of the

destruction of attraction and aversion The means is the adoption of the

conduct ot the Yogins.

The other means are the study and practice of the science ot the

soul, i. e. Anvlkhikl, the spiritual science. Practice consists m constant

study, hearing and judging. Foi the maturity of the wisdom so acquned,

in the form of removal of doubt and awakening to unknown objects, in

other words, for the confirmation of what has been ascertained by oneself

as the truth, converse should be held with those who are versed in the lore,

whether they be disciples, preceptors, or fellow students, who are eager to

attain the supreme good, provided they aie not jealous. If it is considered

that the advancement of a counter-thesis to the thesis propounded by them

may not be welcome to them, attempt need not be made to establish one's

own thesis. One should merely express the desue to know the truth and be

willing to receive wisdom. In this way one should engage in converse with

them and correcst one's own view as well as the conflicting views of ex-

treme thinkers.

Topic 60 : Maintenance of True Knowledge : Sutras 5060.

Like the cover of thorns for the safety of the sprouting seed, sophism

10
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and cavil may be employed for the safety of the search for the truth, by

those who are not yet free from faults and who have not yet attained true

knowledge, against those who launch an attack out of zeal for their own

views. And a counter-attack may be made upon those who offer insult from

pride of learning, foi their subjugation and not out of the desire to know

the truth. This permission is only tor the sake of maintaining the knowledge
acquired and not tor the sake of gain, woiship or reputation.

Book V. Chapter I.

Topic 6l. Examination 0/ Jatis by resemblance and difference • Sutias i—j
Jatis are reasons urged in opposition to the reason advanced in suppoit

of a demonstration They are of twenty-four kinds. They do not succeed

in refuting the opposition. Their common function is to equate or to reduce

the opponent's reason to the same class with themselves. This they do

in twenty-four different ways and from these they derive their respective

definitions. Thus, (i) to oppose resemblance to resemblance as the reason

The soul possesses action, because it possesses volition or adrista (ment and

demerit) which is the cause of action, in the same way as does a pebble

possess action as it is shot from a catapult which is a cause of action.

This demonstiation by means of resemblance is opposed by the following

equally based on resemblance. The soul does not possess action, because

it is all-pervading, in the same way as the sky, being all-pervading, does

not possess action. And no special reason exists to determine the validity

of the one a» against the other conclusion. In the absence of such a reason

the opposition counteracts the demonstration. (2) To oppose difference

to (a) resemblance and (b) difference . (a) The pebble shot from a catapult

is finite but the soul is not finite, therefore the soul does not possess action

like the pebble. (6) The sky is inactive because it does not possess the

cause of activity ,
but the soul possess the cause of activity, therefore it is

not inactive. The reply to these antinomies of reason is that the thesis or

the counter-thesis is established in the same way as a particulai animal is

established to be a cow through its possession of cowness. Antinomies

arise where the demonstration is based on mere resemblance or mere

difference, and not on the possession of a distinctive attribute or charactei.

An animal is established as a cow, not merely through its resemblance to

another animal possessing dewlap, etc., but through such resemblance and

the possession of the particular or distinctive genus, vzg., cowness. Similarly

mere dissimilarity to a horse does not establish a cow, but dissimilanty

of characteristic attribute. Antinomies arise from fallacies ot reason.

Toptc 62 ; Six jatis relative to the S&dhya and Dristanta : Sutras 4.-6.

These arise from confusion of the diverse attributes of the sadhya
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(the thing to be established) and the dristanta (example), (i) If the soul

is active like a pebble, it is also touchable like the pebble, on the other

hand, if it is not touchable, it cannot be active (2) The pebble which is

active is not all-pervading
, therefore the soul which is active like the

pebble, must also be not all-pervading (3) The activity of the pebble is

certain, therefore the activity of the soul is equally certain (4) The
activity of the soul is uncertain, being yet to be demonstiated, theiefore the

activity of the pebble is equally uncertain (5) Objects possessing the

cause of action are some heavy, e g , the pebble, and some light, e. g. air
;

therefoie objects possessing the cause of action aie some active, c.

g

, the

pebble and some inactive, e. g , the soul. (6) It, as is the pebble so is the

soul, then as is the soul so is also the pebble.

The reply to the above is that what is established cannot be repu-

diated and that comparison through resemblance in parts is established as

in the case • as the cow so the 60s gaveeus, where their difference in many
respects is no reason against the inference. Similarly where the infeiential

attribute is found in the dristanta in univeisal t elation with the atlnbute

to be established, the difference between the sadhya and the dri^tinta 111

other respects cannot hinder the inference Asiegardsthe assumption ol

uncertainty in the drist^nta and certainty in the sadhya, (3), (4) and (6)

above, no such confusion is possible, because a dristanta for the purpose

of demonstration is that object in respect of which thei c is unanimity ot

opinion amongst men both trained and untrained

Topic 6j. Extension or Non-extension of the Hetu to the Sadhya.

Sutras 7

—

8.

The opposition to the demonstiation takes this loim The mleiential

tndrk and the attubute to be established either co-oxist 01 do not co-c\.ist

m the siidhya or subject. If they co-exist then nothing else remains to be

demonstrated. If they do not co-exist, then theie can be no demonstration ;

for a lamp cannot illumine an object with which it does not co-exist in the

same place. To this the reply is that the co-existence 01 non-co-existence

of the two attributes is not a material factor in the production of an effect.

For it is seen that a pot is produced when the agent, instruments and the

ground come into contact with the lump ol clay, while suffenng may be

caused to a man by means ot supci natural poweis directed from a distance.

Topic 6j Regression and Counter-example Sutras g
—11.

The opposition is to the effect that the example itselt requires demons-

tration and that an equally suggestive counter-example exists. To this

the reply is : (1) Those who wish to see, bring a lamp for the illumination of

the object to be seen, while the lamp itself h seen without another lamp.
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Similarly an example is an already known object and serves the purpose

of making known what is yet unknown. It is useless to establish its cause.

(2) If the counter-example can cause an inference why not an example ?

The absence of any special character is common to both.

Topic 65. Non-production • Sutras 12—13.

The opposition is to the effect that sound, e g., is said to be non-

eternal because it comes after effort, but that prior to its production when

sound is not produced the character of coming after effort which is the

cause of non-eternahty, does not exist, and that therefore sound is eternal

and cannot be produced. To this the reply is that when sound becomes

sound it is produced and in being produced comes after effort and that

thus the cause of its non-eternahty is obtained.

Topic 66. Doubt Sutras ijl—ij.

The opposition is to the effect that theie is resemblance of sound, e g.

to the eternal, namely potuess, both being cognisable by the senses, and

also to the non-eternal, namely pot, the character of coming aftei an effoit

appertaining to both, and that therefore it is doubtful whether sound be

eternal or non-eternal. To this the reply is that where doubt anses from the,

cognition of resemblance without the cognition of difference the doubt ceases

011 the cognition of difference, e.g., the cognition ot coming after effoit,

that wheie doubt arises from the cognition ot both resemblance and difference

the doubt can never cease , and that mere lesemblance can never be an

eternal source of doubt.

Topic 67 rrakarana {Topic) • Sutras 16—77.

Here the opposition moves within the topic and does not advance any

outside reason for or against the thesis or counterthesis which constitutes

the topic. Thus, sound is non-eternal because it comes after effort, like a

pot ; and sound is eternal because it resembles potness which is eternal,

both being perceptible to the senses. It is required to determine which ot

these two views represents the truth. To say that sound resembles the

non-eternal because it comes after effort is futile It leaves the countei-

thesis uiumpaied. For both proceed upon resemblance. The truth is that

the thesis and counter-thesis arise not from resemblance but from absence of

tiue knowledge. As soon as truth is determined the topic comes to an end

Topic 63 Hetu {Reason, Mark) : Sutras . 18—20.

The opposition is to the effect that the Mark is no Mark, because, if it

exists before or after the s&dhya (subject), it can have no operation, and

it it exists along with the s&dhya there is no knowing which is the s&dhya

and which the Mark. To this the reply is that the same argument would

apply to the opponent's denial of the Mark. The truth is that it is a matter
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ot common experience that the production of what is to be produced and

the knowledge of what is to be known do follow fiom causes. The opposi-

tion based on the points ot time is futile

Topic 69. Arth&palti {Presumption) . Sutras 21—22,

The opposition is that the argument that sound is non-eternal by reason

of its resemblance to non-eternal objects, namely 111 coming after effort,

implies that sound is eternal by reason of its resemblance to eternal objects,

namely in being touchless. To this the reply is that the argument by

presumption would apply equally against the opponent, that the presumptive

argument does not determine the tiuth, and that mere divergence of nature

is no ground for presumption, e. g., the fact that pebbles which are solid

lall to the ground, does not imply that water which is liquid does not fall

to the ground.

Topic 70 Non-differeme • Sutras 2j—2j.

The opposition is to the effect that if the resemblance ot sound and

the pot in respect of their coming after effoit leads to then resemblance 111

being non-eternal, then the lesemblance of all objects in respect of their

being existent leads to their resemblance in othei tespects To this the

reply is that the "other respects" should be defined It the expression

means non-etei nality, then the non-eternality ot sound which is the thesis ib

admitted by the opponent The tiuth is that existence is the highest genus

and there is no other common attribute possessed by all existent objects.

The Vainas'ikas (Nihilists) no doubt maintain that like existence non-

etei nality also is a common attribute of all objects. Their thesis then

should be- All entities aie non-eternal, because they aie existent. The

thesis is so wide that no instance can be found foi the demonstiation And
a Reason or Mark without an instance does not exist A part ol the sadhya

(all entities) cannot be the instance, because the charactci of a sadhya is that

it is yet to be established Moreover, if the sadhya is to furnish the instance

it will furnish instances both eternal and non-eternal wheieby the object of

the nihilist will be defeated

Topic 71 . Demonstration Sutras 25-26

The opposition is to the effect that as m the case ot sound, e. g , the cause

of its non-eternality is demonstrable, so is also the cause of its etei nality,

viz. absence of touch To this the reply is that if the opposition is valid the

non-eternahty of sound is admitted, and that if the argument is not valid

the opposition also falls to the ground.

Topic 72 - Cognition . Sutras . 27-28.

The opposition is that the cognition of sound does not depend only

on the cause which is specified, vis. its coming attei effort, but that there is
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cognition of sound also when the branches of trees are broken by high winds

(without the effort of man). To this the reply is " coming after effoit " is the

statement of a cause and not of the cause of sound, and that as to be a

product is the mark of nun-eternahty, the opposition does not rebut the

demonstration. The existence of sound bears no analogy to the existence of

underground water, for example. The latter exists but is not perceived

because of some obsttuction. But no such obstruction to peiception exists

in the case of sound. Theiefore it cannot be said to exist unpeiceived.

Hence sound is not an instance of the manifestation of an existent object but

of the production of a non-existent object

Topic 73 Non-cognition Sutias 29-31.

The opposition is to the effect that m the case ot sound the non-

cognition of the obstruction to its perception is itself as such incapable of

cognition, and that the non-cognition of its non-cognition proves the existence

of such obstiuction, and that therefore it does not follow that obstructions

do not prevent the cognition of sound (prior to its manifestation) In other

words, non-cognition which is urged against the existence of obstruction

equally applies to the non-cognition of obstruction.

To this the reply is that cognition is ot the natiue of appiehension,

while non-cognition is of the nature of non-apprehension, and that the object

of cognition is something that exists, while the object of non-cognition is

something that does not exist. Therefore when cognition does not appre-

hend, come into contact with, any obstruction in the case of sound it

follws that such obstruction does not exist Cognition or non-cognition is

not its own object ; the obiect is something different. Otheiwise non-cogni-

tion will destroy itself , and leave obstruction and its cognition unaffected

Moreover, every body is aware of diverse fonns ol cognition within h unbelt.

So that a man becomes awaie of the non-cognition ot obstiuction to the

preception of sound m the same way as when he teels that his doubt lemams

or that his doubt is removed

Topic 7/ Non-eternal Sutras • 32-34.

The opposition is that as sound is said to be non-jteinal by leason ol

its resemblance to a pot. so for the same reason all entities would be non-

eteinal. To this the reply is that the opposition destroys itself; because if

all entities are to be non-eternal owing to their resemblance to a pot, then

the opposition will be equally futile as the thesis which it seeks to refute

(i e non-etenahty of sound), owing to its resemblance to the thesis in being

presented in the form of an argument of five members. Moreover, mere

difference does not constitute the inferential mark. The mark of inference

is that particular form of lesemblance or difference which is universally
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known to be the means of the establishment of the proposed attribute in

the sadhya.
Topic 75 . the Eternal : Sutras : 35-36.

The opposition is that the non-eternahty of sound is itself either eternal

or non-eternal and that in the former case sound also must be eternal and that

in the latter case the supposed non-eternahty of sound will some time cease

and sound will be eternal. To this the reply is that the allegation that the

non-eternahty of sound is eternal is an admission of its non-eternahty which

is sought to be opposed Moreover, by the non-eternahty of sound is

meant that sound which has been pioduced, ceases to exist after destruc-

tion, and not that non-eteinahty is a positive quality lnheremg in sound.

In such a case of non-existence due to destruction as the non-eternahty of

sound the question does not ai ise as to whether the non-eternahty is eternal

or non-eternal. Eternality and non-eternahty again are contradictory

attributes and cannot be predicated together of the same thing at the

same time.

Topic 76 . the Effect • Sutras 37-jS.

The opposition is to the effect that the leason, "coming aftei effort",

does not necessarily infer the pioduction of something which had no

existence before, e. g a pot, but that it may also infer the effect as manifesta-

tion by the removal of obstruction, so that sound, though an effect, being

manifested, may yet be eternal. To this the reply is that where manifes-

tation is effected by the removal of obstiuction the obstruction is known, but

that in the case of sound there is cognition of no such obstruction the

removal of which by effoit causes its manifestation. It follows that sound is

non-eternal.

Topic 77 . Futile Controversy of Six Steps . Sutras -.39-43.

(Where the opposition employs a futile reason and the speaker meets it

with a proper reply the contioversy ends in the determination of the truth

as shown 111 the Sutras 1 to 38 But where the speaker also employs a

futile reason to meet a futile reason the controversy drifts into six steps and

ends in confusion). The six steps have been exhibited in the text.

Book V : Chapter ii.

'Topic 78 Erron of the Proposition and the Hark : Sutras .
1-6.

They are five in numbei :

(1) Admission of the attribute of the counter-example in one's own

example which is the means of the establishment of one's proposition.

(2) Substitution for one's own proposition a different proposition

suggested by the reason put forward by the opponent.

(3) Contradiction between the proposition and the reason.
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(4) Abandonment of the proposition on opposition.

For examples of the above see pages 208-210.

(5) Qualification of the Mark, on opposition. E. g. : The speaker
sets out with the proposition that all manifested objects must have a

common origin, and advances the reason that magnitude is their common
attubute. The opponent urges that magnitude is seen in things not having
the >ame origin as well as in things having the same origin Upon this the

speaker qualifies his reason and re-states it as that all manifested things,

while endowed with the same nature of causing pleasure, pain and delusion,

possess magnitude He thus changes the reason and admits that the reason

previously advanced was not sufficient to establish the proposition. And as

regards the reason subsequently put forward, it fail= of its purpose in the

absence of an Example, for an Example must be of a different class and
his own reason, all things etc., precludes the possibility of any such example
being found

,
while, if it is found, it must be something having a different

origin and thereby hurt his proposition

Topic 79 • Errors of Failure to Establish the Proposition • Sutras 7

—

10.

The number of such errors is four •

(1) Irrelevancy, (2) absence of sense, (3) obscurity, and (4) incoherence.

F01 examples see pages 211-213.

Topic 80 • Errors of Misstatement of one's argument : Sutras //

—

13

There are three of such errors

1) Absence of order among the members of the Nydya.
2) Absence of one or more of the members of the Nyaya.

(3) Redundancy of Reasons or Examples.
For examples see pages 213-214.

Topic 81 Error of Repetition . Sutras 14.—75.

Repetition should be distinguished fiom re-inculcation (see II. 1 65).

Repetition also includes express mention of what appears clear by impli-

cation. For examples see page 215.

Topic 82 • Errors of Non-reply . Sutras : 16—rp.

Their number is four :

(1) Failure to re-state the counter-thesis, so as to demolish it.

(2) Ignorance of the meaning of the counter-thesis, which cannot there-

fore be demolished.

(3) Want of ready wit, which naturally courts defeat.

(4) Evasion on some pretext.

Topic 83 : Errors of Weakness and Confusion : Sutras : 20—22.

They are

(1) Admission of the opponent's view and turning it against him.

(2) Overlooking the censurable in the opposition.

(3) Censuring the non-censurable in the opposition.

Topic 84 • Errors of Inconsistency and Fallacies of Reason : Sutras • 23—24.
These are

(1) Deviation fiom tenet, i. e., random discourse at variance with the

subject proposed. For example see the text
(2) Fallacies of reason are, as described, grounds of defeat, and not

on any other account. By their very nature they furnish occasions for

rebuke.
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APPENDIX E.

Word Index to the Nyaya Sutras.

*

iv. 2. 20.

SfcT iii. 2. 72.

3l*dlWJHWTrt iii. 2. 38.

iv. 1. 27.

3I!I?*!i ii. 1. 42., iii. 2 6.

sprpynj. iii. 1. 71., iii. 2. 4.

v. 2. 1., v. 2. 17.

ii 2. 24., iii. 1. 33., iii. 2.

59., iii. 2. 71., iv. 1. 66., iv.

2. 16.

snsrn^ii. i. 36.

sra^lifr ii. 2. 62.

WSreri. 1. 22., ii. 1. 5., ii. 1. 6.,

ii. 1. 44., v. 1. 15.

sjsrarcrepr: ii, 1. 5., v. 1. 15.

SKST i. 2. 9.

Tf^TT^v. 1. 6.

vfom iii. 2. 41.

srfrsrmTPsr i 2. 13.

srf^ronwramr^ i. 2. 13.

srefa ii. 1. 41., iv. 1. 16.

"^Spl^ii. 1. 36., ii. 2. 51.

"sFRlScifcTi ii. 2. 44.

1. 5,
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SPTSRT^iii. 1. 24

ST^Jfft iv. 1. 62.

srfsr&srr^i. l. 8.

mf^frMl^ ii. 1. 50

3P3flf iii. 2. 41.

srfvRT v . 2. 1., v. 2. 13.

3rfa?TO 1. 1. 26., 1. 1. 27., i, 1.

30.

srfa^r i. 1. 24.

arfafKT: i. 1. 28.

SffsPW: i. 1. 1.

srfajJR iii, 1. 60.
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3paT3RTRT?J ii. 1. 1 , 11. 1. 2-, ii.

1.6.
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?I«mq!TT^ ii. 2. 28.

^«r(a*A<!J iv. 2. 14.

SHHTcIT ii. 2. 32.

2. 31.

?R3«T^ v. 2. 1.

SWI^Sf: ii. 2. 35.

^MHM^VHr^ iii. 2. 22,, v. 1. 9.

SMftMfchd : iii. 1. 42.
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&fkn%- v. 2. 21
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SlfspT v. 1 1 , v 1. 15
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^TJIRT l. 1- 1.

^RTffT v. 2. 1.

^VJTTJTT i- 2. 3.

*q:tl i. 1. 14, iii. 1. 62.

WSTOsqforr: iii. 1. 62.

^f^J iii. 1. 45, iii. 2. 9.

^fe5RT?5I^ iii. 1. 48.

3T>fe$ iii. 2. 10.

iii. 2. 30-

*TP3$ in 2. 33. in. 2. 40.

WcT: iii 2. 28.

grasq iii 1. 13-

iii. 1.18-, iii 2. 25.. iv. 2. 3'

*JJ^- in. 1. 13.

^ in. 2. 46., v. 2. 15.

*EHST v. 1- 43., v. 2. 20.

iv. 1. 62., iv. 2- 31., iv. 2. 34.

iv. 2. 35-

<RflTST iv. 1. 38., iv. 1. 39.

iv. 2. 14.

^nTTf^^c^T^ iv 1. 64.

^TOTf^f iv- 1. 65.

?rraT5?TT^ iii. 1. 50., iii. 2. 40.

^ iii. 1. 18-

5Tfa: v. 2. 1., v. 2. 2.

ft ii. 1. 9., iii. 1. 66.

fii<.*L*4 iv. 1. 52.

ffa iv- 1- 63.

#riv. 2. 49., v. 2. 12

^R: i. 2 3.

tgi. 1-32., i. 1. 39., iii. 2. 11., iii.

2. 39., iii. 2. 44., iv. 1. 45., iv.

2 33, v. 1. 1., v. 1. 43, v. 2.

1., v. 2 6., v. 2. 13-

t$ i. 1 34.

tg^v. 1. 38.

tg^v. l. ii.

lirT: v. 1. 19-

tg?^, iii. 2. 38., iii- 2. 59., v. 1.

34.

tgjTT iii. 1. 15.

left: v. 1. 7., v 1. 18.

k v. 2. 6.

trW^TRT^iii. 2. 11.

trsTTCTra" i. 1. 1.

iNTOWT: i. 2- 4-, v. 2. 1., v. 2. 24.

, iii- 2. 4.

iTO ii. 2. 57.



APPENDIX F.

Index of Words in English.

Page.

Abhava •• 3. 144

Abode • J3

Abode of particular qualities 78

Absence x 3^> 17l

Absence of link ... 109

Absence of perception ... 63

Absolute rule ... 109

Abstinence •• l 72

Absurd • 108

Absurdities •• " 2

Absurdity •
l7

Acceptance ••• 12

Act ...11,51

Action 6, 8, 43. 52, 63, 105, 121

Activities • I 52

Activity 2, 6, 8, 9, 11 8, 133. *55

Act of knowledge ••> *46

Acts 138. !39

Acuteness •••

Acuteness or dullness of ap-

prehension •••

Admission of an opinion 204, 207, 217

Adultery •• 8

Advantage ••• 52

Affection 2, 9, "i, *33» I56

Affirmative — 1 5 1 l^

Affirmative application • 16

Affirmative example •• *5

Affix — 75

Agama ••• ^

Agent of knowledge •• I46

Aggregates

Air

Airy

Aitihya

Akritabhyagama

All-pervading

Alteration

Alteration of time

Alternating character

Alternative

Page.

143

12, 100

... 89

* • • 3

... 135

26. 90, 164

5'

31

... 177

... 24

Analogy

Annihilation

Ant hill

Antecedent

Anumana

Apavarga

A posteriori

Apparently

23, 140, 148. 150

...2, l6l

... 109

59. 156

3

... 155

... 4,45

100

Apparent modification

Appearance

Appearances

Appearance of difference

Application

75

169

144

108

13. 16

Apprehension 7, 9h ^2, 158, ibi

A priori
*"

A priori inference

Approach

Aprapta-kala

Arbitrariness

Argumentation

45

3;

23

116

129
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Page.

Arguments 27,84,120,158

Arrogance • • 154

Arthapatti 3

Artificial . DO, 02

Arya s

Arya Dei a 143. 149

Aryas 50

Ascertainment ... 1, 18

Adhaka 55

Asleep ... 154

Assumption 24

Assent 109

Assertion 5

Association 77. 152

Association of troubles ... 154

Assumption in
Atom 63, 128, 132 ,

156, 162

Atomic dimension ... 119

Atomic mind 112

Atomic substance • 8,39

Atoms 21, 162

Attack 20

Attainment of supieme felicity 1

Attendants I50

Attention 117, 121

Audience 31

Auditory • • 27, 99

Auditory perception ... 27, 41

Augmentation 75

Authority 11, 20, 90

Authors 54

Avayava 1

Aversion 3.6.9.118,133
Awaking 168

Awantmg 150

B
Balancing the addition 174. 177

Balancing the alternative 174. 177

Balancing the co-presence 174. i8e

Pwge.

Balancing the counter-exam-

ple ... 174, 184

Balancing the controversy 174, 189

Balancing the demonstration 174, 195

Balancing the doubt 174, 188

Balancing the effect 174, 201

Balancing the eternal ... 200

Balancing the eternality ... 174

Balancing the heterogeneity 174, 175

Balancing the homogeneity 174, 175

Balancing the infinite re-

gression ... 174, 184

Balancing the mutual

absence ... 174, 182

Balancing the non-difference 174, 193

Balancing the non-eternahty 174, 198

Balancing the non-perceptvoni74, 197

Balancing the non-produced 174, 186

Balancing the non-reason 174, 190

Balancing the perception 174, 196

Balancing the presumption 174, 192

Balancing the questionable 174, 177

Balancing the reciprocity 174,177

Balancing the subtraction 174, 177

Balancing the unquestionable 174, 177

Bauddhas ... 3

Beginning ... 60

Beginningless ... 155

Bhattas ... 3

Birth 2, 9, 151

Blackness ... 156

Blame ...53, 153

Blanket ... 24
Block-head ... 27

Bodily actions .. 8

Body 6, 8, 81, 89, 125, 126, 171

Bone ... 82

Bos gavaeus ... 5,47
Bragging ... 20
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Br&hmana

Breast

Buddhi

Buddhist

Page

4. 25. 76

... 87

7

20, 30, IO8

Buddhist Sanskrit and Pali

Literature

Bulk

Burning

Capacity

Carelessness

Carping

ChaivAkas

Categories

Cattle

154

60

49

14. i°5

... 139

... 20

3

... 1, 32

... 150

Cause 4» 3°. I29 138, *57

Cause and effect ••• *34

Cause of destruction 111,113

Cause of growth and decay ... 105

Cause of m-audition • • 66

Cause of production 129. 139

Causes of faults • *57

Cave ••• *7°

Cavil J» 19.20,73

Caviller - 20

Censuring the non-censurable 207,217

Cessation ••• I 3 I

Cessation of ogotism •• l S7

Cessation of recognition ... 106

Cessation of the intellect ... 106

Channels ••• *3

Character 10, 14. 16, 17, 30, 7 l
> 92,

96, 99, 120, 126, 140,169,

Characterised
102

Character of an object 99

Character of a modification 7 l

Character of perception *4*

Character of transparency 96

Charaka S3

Page

Change no
Chhala •• 1

Circle of fire brand . . 128

City of the celestial quiristers . . 167

Classification of Vedic speech. . 52

Clay • • 184

Clay statue • I29

Co-abide • 68

Cognisable •• 110

Cognised • 60

Cognitions 33. 34. "4. 127

Collection of parts... ... 164

Colour 7, 12, 23, 40, 76. 92, 100, 122,

125, 126, 157

Combustibles ••• 14°

Command ••• 54

Common ••• 29

" Commonly seen
1

••• 4. 45

Comparison ...3. 4> 5. 33. 46. 47

Common properties .. 29

Compendious expression ... 47

Complete destruction •• 2

Compound ••• 76

Compassion ••• 8

Conceit 82,108,152

Conceit of difference ... 108

Conceit of duality •• 82

Conceit of pleasure ••• *52

Concept - 168

Concept of means ••• l67

Conception 79. *57

Concentration — *39

Conclusion 13 l 7> 2I
> 85> nI »

180

Concomitant

Conditions

Conduct

Confirmation

Conflicting

Conflicting judgment

14

14

25

17

29

10
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Page

Conflicting testimony ... 29

Confutation I, 17, 46

Conjointly ... 29

Conjunction 8, 38, 77, 114, 116, 117,

130, 131. 151. 163

Connection 3. 27. 48) 49. So
' Connoted ... 186

Consciousness ... 7. 19

Consequence 93. 100

Constant audition .. 66

Constituents ... 163

Contact ^ 3. 33. 40. 91, 94. 107

Context ... 121

Continuity ... 30

Contingency 106, 113

Contradiction 51

Contradictory 21, 22, 74

Contradictory reason 22

Contrary ...17,30

Controvei sy 174, 189

Convention 50

Conviction ... 30

Co-presence ... 182

Corresponding element ... 102

Corresponding substrata ... 104

Corruption ... 154

Countenance ... 86

Counter argument ... 68

Counter example 184, 186

Course

Covetousness

Cow • 4
Cowhood ... 176

Critical examination

Crystal g^, 96, 108, 109

Curd ... 109
Cuticle ... 126

D
Deaths •9

Page

Debt to Gods ... 152

Debt to progenitors ... 152

Debt to sages ... 152

Debts ... 152

Decay 105, 109

Declaration 4

Deeds 119, 128

Defect ... J

1

Defence ... 20

Defilement ...2, 154

Definite form ... 78

Definition . 2, 32

Deliverance ... 9

Demarcate ... 118

Demerits 92, 155

Demonstration ... 195

Denial 141, 169

Depravity ... 155

Desert 130, 131, 132

Design ... 77

Desire 6,87, 88, 117

Desire and aversion ... 121

Destruction 2, 61, 73, 83, no, IU,

113, 131, 136, 138, 141, 149

Determinate ... 3,4
Determination ... 18

Deva-rma ... 152

Deviating from a tenet 207, 218

Devotion ... 8

Dharma ^iistra ... 153

Dialogue ... 19

Diminutiion ... 75
Dimness ... 161

Direct ... 26
Direction ... 39
Disappearance ... 132

Disconnection ... 27

Disciples ... 172

Discussion 1, 13, 19, 172
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Paee Page
... Ill Erratic 21,134

"OicnnfranfrUlbUU tdllL 0*7 3n 3T Essence and appearance ... 169

Uisputation TA
... iy Established tenet .. 1, 11

XJissimnarity ... ^VJ Establishment ... 146
on Eternal 10, 13, 17, 21, 60, 63, 65, 67,

... 1 J*-* 72, 81, 88, 113, 131, 135, 140, 141,

Distress 152,154 163, 195, 201

Distribution ... 144 Eternalness - 73

Divisible - 133 Eternality 16, 22, 189

Doctrine 20, 164 Eternity 12

Dogma ...12, 13 Ether 7, 12, 27, 39, 68, 100, 162

Doubt i] io, 29, 30, 42, 69, 75, 147, Ethereal 89

154, 158, 188, 189 Evasion 207, 216

Dream 154, 167, 168 Evidence 136, 166

Drst&nta I Examination 2, 13,32

Drum ...23,35 Example 10, 16, 17, 175, 177, 180

Duality 82 ... 121

Dullness ... l6l Excitement 84

Durable 23 Exclusion ... 120

Duration ... Il6 Exercise ... 121

Dust 3
Existence ..63, 80, 134, 158

Duties ... 172 Existent ... 148

Dvyanuka ... 162 Extension 62

E Expanding 86

Ear 7, 103 Experience 5

Earth ... 7,12 Expert . • 5. 11

Earthenware ... 77
Expression - 137

Earthy 89, 102 Expressive of action ... 137

Effect 4, 134, 201 External light ... 94

Efforts of attention ... 117 External objects ... 170

Egotism - 157 Eye 7

Element 7, 12, 100, 102, 129 Eye ball ... 90

Emancipation I3M32 Eye knowledge 40

Endless doubt ... 31 F
— 163

Entity 37, 77, 136, 137, 139, 143,
Factitious

Entreaty ... 121 Fallacies 21

21,218Enunciation ... 2,32 Fallacies of a reason

Epithet ... 3,l6 Fallacious argument ... 182

Equal to the question ... 22 Fallacy • • • 2
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False apprehension

False knowledge

Familiar instance

Fault

Faults

Fear

Felicity

Fences

Fiery

Figuratively

Filling

Five

Fire brand

Fineness

Fire sacrifice

Five elements

Five objects

Five senses

Fixation

Fixed character

Fixed connection

\ Fixed relation

Fixity

Fixity of number

Food

Forbearance

Forbearance of activity

Forest

Forester

Form
Formation

Fortuitous effects

Page

... 168

... 169

1

6

2,9. 134. 157

86, 121

a •• I j 2

- 173

...13, 89

76

... 49
10

... 128

... 102

52

... 141

98

... 98

76

96

50

... 80

... 74

... 146

49, ISO

... 118

... 118

...4, 170

4

75, 78, 79, 99
... 171

... 139

Fruit 6, 9, 17, 119, 128, 138, 139, 147,

170

Fruit of previous deeds

Function

Futile

Futilities

Futility

... 128

77,97, "5
27

20, 28, 174

2, 26, i3o

Future

Ganges

General notion

Generality

Genus

Gesture

Glass . .

.

God ...

Gold ...

Good . .

.

Greed ...

Grief ..

Ground

Growth

Gustatory

Gustatory perception

Page

45, 137

G
76

• • 37

... 6,43

25,60, 75, 78, 79, 211

6

... 94

... 138

71, 150

... 157

... 1 54

... 86

... 113

... 109

... 99

... 41
H

Habitual

Hatchet

Hair ...

Happiness

Horse sacrifices

Hatred

Heat ...

Heterogeneous

Heterogeneous example

Heterogeneity

Hetvabhasa

Hina-kles'a

Hunger

Homogeneity 188,

Homogeneous

Homogeneous example

Homogeneous things

Hurting the proposition

Hypothesis

Hypothetical

Hypothecial dogma
Hypothetical reasoning

... 170

... 49

... 125

... 150

5

... 154

... 86

... 15

15, 175

... 189

. • • 2 j 21

... 155

... 170

189, 199

15

... 175

••• 135

... 207

11

12

12

1
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I

Ideas

Face.

88

Identical ioo, 106

Icnorance* 27 0Cl7 2l6

Illumination .. 37, 185

Illusion 37
Imaginat ion . . 168

Immediate subsequency . . 121

Immolation 77it
Impelling 115

Tmnpfm an pti t" 7*
fmnl i<*2S f 5 rw\llllLJlllrfALll-'l 1

T T
• • • 11

Alilljllwu UUe Ula I 113

Tm rirn**;fVii 1 i fi/M. UllJUSSLULLi Ly 58 C T tH ifiQjSJj 1 JOj X \J0

Impropi lety 160

Inactive . . 26

Inadmissible TCI••' ')3

Inanimate .. 25,86

Inaudition 66

Inranacitv 119

137

Incoherent 207, 213

T ncomnatlble 64

Incongruous 14.8

Inconsistent 137

Indifference 14.

Indirect ... 26

Indeterminate

Ttid ivirlual *7HIUlVlUUCll / . 76, 78, 108

T «-1 *-*ri*-1n*l1li"~\7incuviuudii ly 77

lnaivibionity 164

Tnrlivimniilitv nf atoms 164.

Inenualitv I30

Inexperience 131

Inference 3, 4, 13, 36, 42, 44

85,91

Infinite regression ...174. 184

Injunction ... 52»96

Inopportune 213

Page.

Inquiry 14

Instance 1, ir, 15

Instructive assertion 5

Instrument ... 85

Instrument of knowledge ... 85

Intangible 21, 63, 68

Intellect 6, 7, 9, 105, 106, 107

Intelligence 6

Internal perception 198

Interpenetrated.. 101

Interrelation ... 134

Interrelation of cause and effect 134

Interval .. 64, 151

Intervention 121

Intimate relation ... 6. 43

Intimately 92

Invalid 57

Invariable 1A1 JLC|>

Investigator II

Investigation 18

Invisibility 94

Iron 87

Ironball 14

Irregularity 29, 30, 118

Irregulaiity of perception 10

Itihasa

J

- 153

Jalpa • • * 2

Jar 23, 60, 136

Jati 2

Jijnasa 14

Jnana 7

Judgment 10

Jugglery 167, 169

Jyosistoma

K
53

Kalala 130

Kandara 130

Karma 103
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Paee.

XvdXlla IQ Meaningless

Means of knowledge T Af\

Killing 8 Means of right knowledge ...I. %s %^' '
' * » J! J J

Kitchen ... ii, 13 IVlCdbUI C 77

Kles'a ... 154 ivieuicai ocicnce ... jq.

Knave 27 lYlCClltdllUll 1 70

Knower 85, 120 Members T T 3

Knowledge I, 2, 3, 4, 8, 13, 32, 39, Membrane y4

46, 85, 99. 106, in , "3. 114, 120, Memory a . • OUj 1*1

122, 126, 157, 170, 171 Merit

Knowledge ot truth 170 Merit and demerit ... 1*51

Kntahani 135 Metaphor

L Metaphorically 25

Lahtavistara Sutra 167 Meteor 93

Lamp 23, 37. 123, 185 Mica 94

Lankavat&ra Stitia i6 S Milk 109

Light 7. 12, 93.94 Mimatp-sakas 12

Likeness 121 Mind 8, 13, 38, 85, 114, 116

Link 109 Mirage ...io, 167

Letter ••• 72. 73 Mirror ... 96

Loadstone ... 87 Misapprehension !, 139- 156

Locomotion 29 Mistimed ... 21, 23

Lotus 86 Mistimed leason 23

M Mleccha • 5.5°

Madhyamika Buddhist philo- Modification 70, 7h 72, 75

sophy . . 149 Modification and substitute 69

Madyamika Sutra 145, 167 Momentary 108, 123

Magnitude 92 Motion ...23,107

Mahayana works 167 Magical power 112

M&msa-pes'i 129 Multiplicity 28

Malice 8 Mutual absence 174, 182

Manifestation 23, 78, 94, 136, 138 Mutual difference 126

Mark 8, 58, 110, 121
, 143. 144 N

Mat 76 Nagarjuna 143. 149
Material 51, 69, 90,99 Nails 125

Material substance 90 Naiyayika 3, 30, 102, 106, 118

Matter 5. 7, "8 Natural - 155
Maturation 125 Natural connection 49
Maya ... 169 Natural quality 124
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Nature

Navakambala

Necessity

Negative

Negative application

Newborn

Night

Nigraha-sthana . .

Nirnaya

Nirvikalpaka

No-cause

Nor.-difTerence

Non-distinction ...

Non-distinguished

Non-en atic

Non-entity

Page,

i. 7.98

••• '73

15

16

... 87, 88

94

2

4

139. Ho
• 47. 193

200

. 182

3

136, 137, 144

Non-eternal 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 21,62,

63, 114, 140, 156, 188, 200, 201

Non-eternalness ... 140

Non-eteinality . 16, 198

Non-existence 3,55, 56, 59, 6o, 91,

156, 158, 197

Non-existent -144, 148

Non-ingenuity . .207, 216

Non-mateiial . go

Non-perception 29, 30, 42, 62, 63,

no, 197 202

Non-produced .. 186

Non-production .. 112

Non-reality ... 166

Non-simultaneous - 107

Non-simultaneousness ...117, 127

Non-simultaneousness of cog-

nitions • 127

Non-simultaneity •• 39

Non-transparent .. 96

Nose ••• 7, 82

Nyaya Sutra

Object

Page.

3, 13.23

3,7,10,33,40,84,97,98,

103, 105, 107, m, 170,

Objection
.. 46

Object of knowledge .146, 167

Object of right knowledge ... 1

Objects of sense .. 7, gs, gg
Obscurity

. . 94
Observance ... 172

Observation ... 139

Obstruction .. 95, 155

Obviousness 92, 93, 94
Occasion for rebuke 2, 27, 207

Occurrence . . rrg

Odour '
... 98, 100

Olfactoiy ... 99
Olfactory perception ... 41

Omnipresence ... 163

One ... 160

Operation 82, 84, 117

Operations of stimuli ... 117

Operations of the Soul ... 82

Operator ... 51

Opponent 19, 27, 30

Oppression of persons by spells 184

Opportunity ... 153

Opposing the proposition ...207,209

Opposition 24, 64, 80, 121,

142, 180

Organ of vision .. 82

Origination ... 105

"Other" ... 65

Otherness . 65

Overlooking the censurable... 207, 217

Pada 130
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Pain

Paradise

Part

Partially

Partially eternal

Paitial similarity

Particularity

Paits

Parts in an atom

Past

Pauianikas

Page.

2, 6, 9, 151

52

42, 157, 158, 159

159

61

46

6,43

158, 159, 161

164

. 45. 137

3

Page.

Perception 3, 4, 5, 7, io, 29, 32, 33,

37. 38, 39.40.4i.42, 55. 73,

90, 91, 96, 102, 136, 166, 196,

197

Perception of sound ... 104

Perfect tranquillity ... 2

Perishable ... 65

Permanency ... 105

Persistent . 67, 105

Permanent intellect ... 106

Person 151

Persuasion ... 52, 53

Pervades ... 125

Philosophy .. ro

Physician ... 5

Pitri rina ... 152

Pleasure ...6,9,151

Pleasuie and pain ... 121

Ploughing ... 147
Possession 96, ioo, 118, 121, 170

pot .. 22, 120

PrabhUkaras ... 3

Practice ... 87
Practicable ... 170

Praise ... 53, 153

Prakriti ... 7, 131

Pramana ... 1

Prameya

Pratyaksa

Prayojana

Preceptors

Predicable

Predicate

Predominance

Predominant quality

Prescription

Present time

- 3. 7. 94
1 1 14

172

...
' 187

...182, 191

...102, 170

103

53

44

Piesumption 3, 55, 56, 57, 192, 193

Previous life ... 87,88

Pride ... 154

Primordial matter 7, 90

Principle ... 120

Principle of injunction ... 52

Probability . . 3, 55

Processes ... 99

Produced 136, 147, 148

Product .. 27

Production 59, 112, 129, 130, 136,

138, 139, Hi. 142, 148. 156,

184

Prohibition ... 96, 135

Promiscuously ... 148

Pronunciation ... 62

Proof . 22, 106

Propagation ... 76

Proper ... 164

Properties 10, 29, 31

Property 15, 186

Proposition 11, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19,

21, 22, 207, 209, 210

Pur&na ... 153

Purifying .. 172

Purpose i, 11, 14, 92

Purusa ... 7, 117
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Page. Page.

Q Regulation ...141, 142

Qualities 6, 7, 13. 68, 88, 89, 92, ioi, Reinculcation 52, 53, 54,215

124, 127, 139 Relatior^fe^ 135

Qualities of earth 89 Relation of refuge and refugee 121

Quality 6,43,75.84,100,124 Release 2,6,9,81,152,153,172

Quality of soul 112 Reliable 54

Quality of sound 103 Reliable person ... 5,49

Question 10 Reliability 54

Questioning 14 Reliance 48

Quibble 2, 20, 24, 25 Remembrance ... 84, 168

Renouncing the proposition . 207,210
R

Repelled 163

Radish IO Repetition 53,65, 207, 215

Rain 86 Residence ...159, 160

Rapt in mind 117 Right knowledge i, 3, 19, 35, 36, 55

Ray Qi.93.94. 95 Risi ... 5, 50

Reality ...161, 166 Rim rma ... '3"

Really eternal ... 61 River 43

Reason 13,14,15,16,17,106,115, Rumour - 3,55

146, 1 68, i<?2, 190 S

Reasoning 1 &abda 3

Rebirth
• 9. 155 Sacred books 8

Rebuke 2, 20, 23, 27, 28 Sacrifice ... 51. 152

Receipt 121 S&dbya 46

Receptacle 150 Sakya pr&pti 14

Receptacle of happiness 150 Sam&ahiraja Sutra 167

Reception 170 Sambhava 3

Recognition 10, 29, 31, 105, 106, 107 Sameness 66

Recognition of objects 105 S&nkhya Philosophy 7

Recollection 40, 1 14, 115, 116, 120 S&nkhyas 3, 12, 105, 117

Recklessness 154 Sams'aya ... 1, 14

Reductio ad absurdum ... 1, 45 Sams'aya vyud&sa 14

Reflection 7 Samskaia 103

Refuge 160, 166 Sarvajit sacrifice 53

Refuge and refugee 121 Satisfaction n

Refutation 142 Satpaksi kathi 204

Regressus ad infinitum 164 Savikalpaka 4

Regularity .. 30, 118 Savour
t

100
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Saying too little

Saying too much

Scaffolds

Scepticism

School

Screened

Scuptures

Search of truth

Season

Seat of knowledge

Secondary meaning

Sacred fire

Seeds

Self-existent

Sense

Page.
|

...207, 214 I

...207, 214
j

- 2 S , 76

8

12

94
18, 19, 20, 90

173

1

86

;

119

153

150

173

H5

4, 7, 12, 40, 60, 82, 84, 85, 90,

92, 97. 93, 90. too, 102, 103,

107, in, 161
j

Sense oigan 8. 9. 13, 112

Sense perception 45

Sentiments 6,

9

Separately 29

Separation 9. 131, 113

Series 9

Series of reasons 185
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